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FINAGLES LAW OF INFORMATION

The information you have

is not what you want

The information you want

is not what you need

The information you need

is not available

Of making many books there ~s no end.

- The Preacher.
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INTRODUCTION

A. AlMS, SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

When I was preparing a Namibia survey for the Norwegian Institute of
International Affairs/Swedish International Development Authority
(SIDA) back in 1981-82, I soon came to appreciate from my own direct
experience the need for an up-to-date bibliography on Namibia. Al
though several substantiaI bibliographies were indeed available at
the time (see chapter 14), they were, in my view, either too narrowly
focused or too outdated to serve as reliable guides. I must also ad
mit that more of ten than not I found the annotations too brief, super
ficiaI and uncritical to be really useful. 1 Upon later discussing
this situation with friends and colleagues I was encouraged to
undertake a systernatic collection of material, and to use this as a
basis for a select and more analytically annotated bibliography..
During a visit to Lusaka in June 1982 I was also informed that a
bibliography of this kind would fit weIl into the research and docu
mentation programrne of the United Nations Institute for Namibia. The
final decision to go ahead with the project was taken af ter several
meetings with the UNIN Information and Documentation Division and the
UNIN Management Comrnittee.

At the time when I agreed to embark upon such a project, and a
research grant for this purpose was secured, I had a much more modest
and limited work in mind. The original idea was to spend about a
year on the bibliography as a first step towards a comprehensive
research project on Namibian economic history (1945-1955). As soon
as the bibliography started to live its own life, it proved to be a
far more time-consuming and demanding task. Its scope was broadened,
and much more effort was put into the laborious process of identify
ing, locating and tracing the relevant material. The main reasons
for this were that the volume of extant material was far greater than
had been anticipated, that a large number of new publications had
appeared in recent years and that I wanted the bibliography to be a
useful tool both for the academic comrnunity and for a more general
audience. When revising the original outline, the imrnediate needs of
people involved in planning and preparing for an independent Namibia
also came to figure more prominently in my mind. Thanks to the inte
rest which many friends and colleagues have taken in the project, I
have also been urged to expand the bibliography to include academic
theses and conference papers, as weIl as a list of periodicals and
current bibliographies.

Since my aim has been to read, assess and review the literature
more critically than usually is the case with bibliographies, the
bibliography necessarily had to be a select one. Selection is always

1) It is, for example, not particularly instructive when all that is
said about a major book on Namibian history is that it "exarnines
the development of the territory", or that one of the most blatant
pro-apartheid propaganda pamphlets "gives background information
on the territory". Both examples are taken from Elna Schoeman:
The Namibian issue, 1920-1980 (no 906), which is one of the better
bibliographies.
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subjective - and sometimes arbitrary.2 It could not be o~~rwise
when the decision was made to restrict the number of entries to some
900, exclusive of theses, conference papers and periodicals. There
is no overall consensus of agreement on the criteria for what is "use
ful" or "important", and not even the standard of what is considered
to be a "scholarly" work gives any clear-cut set of guidelines.

I was also faced with the difficult task of defining more speci
fically the subjects to be included within the broad framework of
"political economy". Some had necessarily to be excluded, other s
more briefly covered than the principal sections. I have, for in
stance, deliberately been very restrictive where Namibia as an "in
ternational issue" is concerned. A large research effort has gone
into international law, diplomacy, international relations and re lat
ed disciplines, while history (especially economic and social history),
basic economic structures and social formations have remained neglect
ed or under-researched. In addition, voluminous literature on the
international status of Namibia has already been covered in Elna
Schoeman's recent bibliography: The Namibian Issue, 1920-1980.
A Select and Annotated Bibliography (no. 906).

With the exception of a few standard reference works and studies
closely related to ecology and economic geography (especially water
and energy), geography and natural sciences have generally been de
fined as being outside the scope of the present work. For recent
publications in these fields, as weIl as in a wide range of other
subjects, the reade r will find valuable information in Eckhard Stroh
meyer: Namibische National Bibliographie/Namibian National Biblio
graphy, of which the three volumes published so far cover the period
1971-1979. The same author has also compiled abasic reference bib
liography mainly concerned with anthropology and linguistics: Um
fassende Bibliographie der Völker Namibiens und Stidwestangolas (TIo.
912-13). On German colonialism and Namibia under German rule, German
Africa. A select annotated bibliography (no. 871) is still a useful
guide to literature published before 1963.

Although none of the bibliographies mentioned above are without
major flaws, their existence nevertheless justifies my cursory treat
ment of certain disciplines and subjects. The decision to put less
emphasis on literature already covered reasonably weIl also makes it
possible to focus more attention on areas which have for a variety of
reasons been neglected or not given due attention. Furthermore, I
have purposely given fuller coverage to publications from the libera
tion movement (SWAPO of Namibia) or written more or less from the same

2) To give a few examples. The reader interested in ecology will
find Hartmut Leser: Landschaftsökologische Studien im Kalahari
sandgebiet (no. 94), but not the many studies which have been
published on the South African ostrich, Struthio camelus austra
lis, in the arid veld. (See, inter alia, E.G.F. Sauer: "Aberrent
sexual behaviour in the South African ostrich", The Auk, 89, no.
4, (October) 1972: 717-37). Likewise, the reader hunting for in
formation on German colonialism in Namibia will find Helmut Bley:
South West Africa under German rule (no. 179), but not Arthur von
Creytz: Der Hund im Dienste des Farmers, der Schutz- und Polizei
truppe in Deutsch-Stid-West Afrika (Berlin: Schoetz, 1913, 80 p.).
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perspective. Some of the existing bibliographies are based mainly
on material available in South Africa and Namibia itself, and thus
reflect a manifest lack of familiarity with literature arising from
liberation movements, solidarity groups and the more progressive
sections of the international academic community. Some of them are
also heavily biased against the struggle for Namibian independence,
a notable example being Richard F. Logan: Bibliography of South
West Africa. Geography and related fields (no. 893).3 The decision
to try to redress this imbalance also, of course, stems from my own
position, which is politically identified with the liberation strugg
le and academically inspired by materialist historiography and radi
cal political economy.

In order to provide a supplement - as weIl as an alternative -
to existing bibliographies, I have also tried to be as up-to-date as
possible, even at the risk of including items which may weIl be of no
more than passing interest. About two in every five items have been
published in the period 1980-1984. This fact is in itself a clear
indication of a growing research effort into Namibian history and
society, as weIl as of increasing international awareness of the
sufferings of the Namibian people under South African occupation and
of the issue of Namibia as one of the world's last remaining colonies.
Since some of the more recent publications and studies are not weIl
known, and since they of ten provide new insight and fresh interpre
tations, I have in general written lengthier annotations in order to
present and discuss the new - and often more radical - perspectives
of the 1980s. In this respect my hope has been to provide a modest
contribution to a historiographical discussion.

Despite this desire to be as up-to-date as possible, small items
published in current affairs periodicals are, with a few rare excep
tions, not included. Most of these publications are readily avail
able in libraries, and a systematic inclusion of news items of this
kind, however valuable for an understanding of current developments
they might be, would certainly have overwhelmed the bibliography.
The Namibia Abstracts compiled by the UNIN Information and Documenta
tion Division has as one of its tasks to provide information of cur
rent literature of this kind (see no. 931). As a compensation,
chapter 15 contains an annotated list of relevant magazines, journals,
bulletins, newspapers, press digests, yearbooks and annual reports.

Adhering faithfully to the principle of "autopsy", I have strugg
led my way through all the items included in the bibliography. It
goes without saying that in a number of cases I have had to rely on
the advice and comments of colleagues with expert knowledge in cer
tain fields or languages (especially Afrikaans and Finnish). It is
also unavoidable that the quaIity of the annotations should vary
according to my own (restricted) familiarity with the different sub
jects, disciplines and specific works.

Despite these obvious limitations, my hope is that the annota
tions in all cases give the reade r a fair introduction to the items
they present. What I have tried to do is, firstly, to provide a
straightforward summary of the con tent and ideas of a publication.

3) The wr1t1ngs by Heinrich Vedder are described as "excellent" and
"thorough", while a book by Ruth First is depicted as "emotionaI
anti-South African prejudice" and "distortions of the truth".
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This can been done at varying length, depending on the character of
the work in question - in other words, the length of an annotation
c anno t in itself be taken as an indication of how significant the
item is considered to be.

Secondly, I have wanted to say a few words about what I have
perceived to be the purpose of the publication. For instance: is it
a scholarly study prepared for a university degree, a polemical piece
distributed as a public relations effort on behalf of the occupying
regime, an official SWAPO document, a serious discussion of alterna
tive development strategies for an independent Namibia, or personal
sett ler reminiscences written with the purpose of attracting immi
grants?

Thirdly, wherever appropriate, I have tried to assess what use
researchers can make of the publication, irrespective of the purpose
of the author. This applies above all to the quantity, quaIity and
presentation of hard data, both statistical and descriptive, which it
contains and to the sources on which it relies and the way in which it
uses them.

Fourthly, in many cases I have given biographical information on
the author, including references to other published or unpublished
works. A principal reason for doing so is the opportunity it will
give the reader to approach the author directly.

Fifthly, I have also included in the bibliographical references
which head each annotation details on the number of tables and illus
trations, as weIl as on internaI bibliographies and guides to further
reading. Hopefully, this information will assist the reade r in asses
sing the character and usefulness of a work. From my own experience,
it is often a help to know if a work contains statistical information
and a substantiaI bibliography before embarking upon the arduous task
of trying to acquire it through a library or through direct enquiries
to a university or an organisation. This is also one of the reasons
for including a certain amount of unpublished theses, the value of
which of ten lies more in the bibliography and references to archives
than in the amount of original insight.

B. THE ARRANGEMENT

The entries have been listed under broad subject categories, begin
ning with items which either serve as a general introduction to Nami
bia or which address themselves to issues which are not easily cate
gorised. The subject divisions are followed by an annotated list of
bibliographies exclusively or mainly concerned with Namibia. For a
list of more general, current bibliographies, see chapter 14 B.

As is always the case with bibliographies of this kind, a con
siderable number of entries could fit different sections. Readers
are, therefore, strongly recommended to hunt for material in the text
as a whole. I have also made a number of cross-references at the end
of each chapter. To give an example: a book on Walvis Bay (no. 420)
is listed under chapter 6 C ("The Namibian economy under military
occupation, 1966-1984"), but cross-references are given at the end
of chapters concerned with international law, the colonial economy,
fisheries and international relations.

Bibliographies (ch. 14) and periodical publications (ch. 15) are
also included in the cross-reference system when they are found to be
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particularly relevant to a specific subject, but theses (ch. 16) and
conference papers (ch. 17) are not included since these two chapters
contain unannotated lists of items which have not necessarily been
examined. This means that the reader has to consult these sections
of the bibliography in addition to making use of the broad subject
division into chapters and the cross-reference system.

One of the most awkward problems has been to dec ide where to place
literature whose principal purpose is to discuss development strate
gies or to provide sectoral reviews of importance to planners and
decision-makers in a future, independent Namibia. I have tried to
solve this dilemma by filing the items under the appropriate subject
where clearly defined chapters already exist, as in the cases of
mining, agriculture, fisheries, education and health. More general
surveys on the economic future of Namibia are put in a separate chap
ter 6 D ("Planning for an independent Namibia"), and the readers will
find that more specific sectoral studies are also referred to at the
end of this chapter. It should also be mentioned that as a rule
entries on Ovamboland before 1915 are listed under chapter 3 ("pre
colonial Namibia").

I would also like to admit that some sections reflect the conven
tionaI academic and politico-administrative departmentalisation, but
I do hope for an understanding of one of the basic dilemmas of a bib
liographer: simultaneously to reflect and to try to transcend the
given literature, the commonly used concepts and the established sub
ject divisions. In one particular case, chapter 9 on women in Namibia,
I have chosen to make a separate section although the number of items
is extremely limited. This is deliberately done in order to demonstra
te the lack of both popular and scholarly work in this field, and to
make it possible to give cross-references to literature which has some
information on the position of women in Namibian society and in the
struggle for national liberation.

Although a fair number of academic theses have been incorporated
in the main text, chapter 16 presents a more extensive list of theses
relating to the study of the political economy of Namibia, including
some registered theses in progress. This is, of course, a select list,
and those readers interested in a wider range of subjects are referred
to Werner Hillebrecht: Hochschulschriften zu Namibiå unter Einbezieh
ung von Arbeiten zur deutschen Kolonialpolitik, Kolonialrecht und
Kolonialwirtschaft sowie zum Völkerbundsmandatsrecht (no. 882).

Since the mid-sixties there has been a succession of international
conferences concerned with Namibia. Chapter 17 lists the papers sub
mitted to some of these conferences, presenting ~aluable material
which to a large extent still remains unpublished. Many of these
conference papers are also annotated where they merit separate inclu
sion. The same is the case for theses.

The main entrie! (chapters 1-15), as weIl as the lists of theses
and conference papers, are organised alphabetically according to the
general Anglo-American cataloguing rules. South African names are
listed under their prefix: DE VRIES, DU PISANI, VAN DER WAAL etc.
When filing, the German Umlaute (ä, Ö, il) are treated as 'ae', 'oe',
'ue'. Governmental publications are listed under South Africa (Union
or Republic), and under South West Africa (Admin.) if the colonial
administration in Windhoek or the local representative of the South
African occupying regime is the author or publisher.

In the case of a publication written by two or more authors, it
is listed under the name of the author who appears first on the title
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page of the given item, but with cross-references to the other authors
where appropriate. If two or more works by separate authors are an
notated together, the entry is under the author of the first of the
publications, with cross-references to the other(s). An institution
like, for instance, The Chamber of Mines is listed under Chamber,
which is the first substantive word. Wherever there is reasonable
doubt on classification, I have tried to make cross-references. As
mentioned above, I also hope that the author index at the end will
be a useful tool.

C. THE SOURCES

It is outside the scope of the present work to provide a comprehensive
guide to archives, libraries, documentation centres and organisations
which hold material relating to a study of Namibia. One of the rea
sons for this is that I have - for various reasons - not been in a
position to visit South Africa and Namibia itself. What I intend to
do in the following is mainly to indicate some of the sources I have
used in compiling the bibliography, in the hope that this will pro
vide readers with some ideas on how to go about acquiring material.

It is a striking consequence of the general indifference towards
Namibia in the Western academic community that few collections of any
substance exist outside the major colonial reference libraries and
that the lat ter are usually weak in coverage of the past two decades
and on material from within Namibia itself. In this regard the gaps
have been partially filled by specific projects (Bas ler Afrika Biblio
graphien), private institutions (International Defence and Aid Fund
for Southern Africa, Catholic Institute for International Relations)
and campaigning organisations (Namibia Support Committee, Informa
tionsstelIe Slidliches Afrika). AIso of significance are the private
resources of scholars engaged in serious research on Namibia, not all
University-based, who are generally willing to assist and advise on
research resources. In many cases it is necessary to approach an
aouthor, an organisation or apublisher directly. For this purpose,
a list of addresses is given in chapter 18. Addresses to most aca
demic institutions can be found in The World of Learning. The SCOLMA
Directory of Libraries and Special Collections on Africa in the United
Kingdom and Western Europe and The African Book World & Press. A
Directory are also two indispensable reference works which provide a
wealth of information on libraries and archives, including addresses~

4) The World of Learning. 33rd edition (London: Europa Publica
tions, 1982, 2 vols.); Harry Hannam (ed.): The SCOLMA Direc
tory of Libraries and Special Collections on Africa in the United
Kingdom and Western Europe. Fourth revised and expanded edition,
(Oxford: Zell!Munchen, New York, London, Paris: Saur, 1983);
Hans M. Zell & Carol Bundy (eds.): The African Book World &
Press. A Directory. Third ed. (Oxford: Zell!Mlinchen, New York,
London, Paris: Saur, 1983).
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Western Europe

To start with England, I
5
have made extensive use of several major re

source centres in London. The library of the London School of Econo
mics and Political Science (LSE) specialises both in official publica
tions and on the countries of Southern Africa. It has complete runs
of parliamentary printed papers (commissions, select committees, de
partmental annual reports) for South Africa and the pre-Union states
stretching back weIl into the 19th century, as weIl as a range of
official economic and statistical publications, including censuses.
On the publications of the South African administration in Namibia it
is less complete, although more so than most other UK libraries. It
has a continuous run of the SWA Administrationsannual Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure from 1945 and incomplete series of the annual
reports of state bodies such as the Grain Board and the Promotion of
Farming Interests Board. Although under the SCOLMA Area Special isa
tion Scheme the LSE is responsible for South Africa in the fields of
economics and politics, its stock of books and documents on Namibia
is rather weak. 6

The second major London library, still private ly run, is that of
the Royal Commonwealth Society. In terms of books, periodicals and
official publications, it is undoubtedly the best for the German pe
riod, and is general ly strong on South Africa and Namibia, though
rather less so af ter the Second World War. It has an extensive col
lection of the 19th century travel accounts and a rare complete run
of the SWA Official Gazette. The holdings are made readily acces
sible by a uniquely detailed card index, in which entries are orga
nised by country, sub-divided by subject and arranged in date order
of publication. The index includes articles from a wide range of 19th
and early 20th century periodicals and is thus a major bibliographic
reference in its own right.

Amongst other institutionai libraries, the School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of London, has a broad range of Africanist
journals, a substantiai collection of political and historical litera
ture on South Africa and Namibia, primarily post 1945, and one of the
best sets of bibliographic resources on Southern Africa in the UK,
although few official publications are stocked. Namibia is more
sparsely represented in the holdings of the Institute of Commonwealth

5) For an excellent introduction to the major archives and libraries
in the UK as weIl as in other Western European countries, see
Harry Hannam, note 4. See also T.L. Eriksen: Resources for
Namibian studies: repor t from a visit to United Kingdom, May 1982
(Oslo: Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, 1982, 13 p.)

6) The Standing Conference on Library Materials on Africa (SCOLMA)
and its Area Specialisation Scheme is presented in Harry Hannam
(ed.), see note 4. SCOLMA has also published UK library resour
ces for Southern African studies (London: SCOLMA, 1984, 35 p.).
The papers in this publication represent a statement on the cur
rent status and collection policies for Southern African materials
in several British libraries. See also the SCOLMA Bulletin:
Africa Research and Documentation.
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Studies, but SWAPO and SWANU appear in the s~ecial collection of do
cuments from Commonwealth political parties. The Institute's card
index of thesis titles registered at UK Universities provides an up
to-date checklist of research in progress. The central Senate Rouse
Library of the University of London is most valuable for its exten
sive international range of journals. The British Library is not so
accessible a research environment for work on Namibia, but together
with the Public Records Office stocks official documents, including
a number from the SWA Administration. Important for current economic
research is the City Business Library, which stocks key business li
terature and journals, specialised data sources on trades and busi
nesses, trade directories and company reports, including those of a
large number of British and South African companies operating in
Namibia.

For effective research on contemporary Namibia, two private re
source centres are indispensable. The first is the research, infor
mation and publications department of the International Defence and
Aid Fund for Southern Africa (IDAF), which collects a wide range of
books, pamphlets, official reports, UN documents and conference papers
on Namibia, many of them difficult or impossible to obtain through the
research libraries. Above all, for the last 15 years IDAF has main
tained extensive subject files of cuttings from the South African,
Namibian and UK press, building a current affairs data bank unique in
its depth of coverage. In the past five years its scope has been
considerably broadened to embrace economic as weIl as political af
fairs. The cuttings files are the chief foundation for IDAF's exten
sive range of publications of Namibia. More recent in origin, the
Namibia collection of the Catholic Institute for International Rela
tions (CIIR), built in part to support its publications series A Fu
~for Namibia, is at least as comprehensive as IDAF's in boo~
reports and journals, especially from inside Namibia itself, but much
less so in UN documentation and press cuttings. 8 It is also the
principal UK source of documents produced under the auspices of the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC). In
addition to these, both the Namibia Support Committee and SWAPO's
Western European Office are significant sources of current documenta
tion and information.

Outside London, the principal library for research on Namibia is
Rhodes Rouse, Oxford. Part of Oxford University's decentralised Bod
leian Library, it specialises on the British Empire/Commonwealth and
has extensive holdings of official publications, periodicals, books,
theses and manuscripts on and from South Africa and Namibia, especial
ly up to c 1950. Included are a substantiai unpublished review by
Lord Railey of the South African mandate administration and a major
private archive, the papers of the late Rev. Michael Scott. The
library is wellorganised and possesses a card index arranged by
country and sub-divided by subject. Additional material, notably

7) ICS has recent ly decided to pay more attention to Namibia, and
for this purpose a symposium on research priorities in Namibian
studies took place in London 23-25 July 1984.

8) Five volumes have been published in the outstanding A Future for
Namibia series, see nos. 9, 532, 562, 580, 695).
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periodicals, specialised literature and departmental annual reports,
is scattered through other libraries in the Bodleian network.

The Centre for Southern African Studies of the University of York
is responsible under the SCOLMA scheme for gathering material on Na
mibia, but to date has progressed little further than a collection of
political documents from the 1970s and a few microfilms, including a
run of the Windhoek Advertiser (1919-45) and the SWA Administrator' s
Annual Report to the League of Nations (1918-46).9 A more specific
and quite substantiai Namibia collection is housed in the School of
Development Studies of the University of East Anglia. It was assem
bled to support the FAO study on food security in post-independence
Namibia (see no. 514), which was produced by the School's Overseas
Development Group, and contains a wide range of books, articles, re
ports and theses - mainly but not exclusively on agriculture - some
of them not available elsewhere outside Namibia itself. Unfortunately
the collection is not integrated with the University library and is
accessible only by privately arranged visits. Most of the items are,
however, indexed in a bibliography produced by the ODG (see nos. 888
89).

Reflecting Namibia's history as a German colony, as weIl as the
high standard of libraries in general, there are rich Namibia collec
tions to be consulted in the Federal Republic of Germany.l0 The main
university library for literature on Africa south of the Sahara is
the Stadt- und Universitätbibliothek, Frankfurt, which also holds the
extensive library of the former Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft (1890
1940).11 This collection consists of more than 20 000 books, theses,
pamphlets, official reports and works of fiction. The main catalogue
of the Frankfurt university library contains ca 1 500 entries on Na
mibia, general literature on German colonialism not included. The
library also has a complete run of a large number of colonial journals
and magazines (Deutsche Kolonialzeitung, Koloniale Rundschau, Deutsch
es Kolonialblatt etc.), Namibian newspapers and the records of the
Legislative Assembly up to 1939. The Deutsche Bibliothek, which also
is situated in Frankfurt, has a fine collection of more recent lite-

9) See Jane HeI}ley: "Library provision for Southern African studies
at the University of York, p. 26-29 in UK library resources for
Southern African studies (see nate 6).

10) The SCOLMA Directory (see note 4) presents the major West German
libraries and archives, p. 137-49. Although partly out-of-date,
valuable information can still be found in Dokumentationsdienst
Afrika. Vol. 1: Institutionen der Afrika-Arbeit in der Bundes
republik und Berlin (West); Vol 2: Afrika - bezogene Literatur
sammlungen in der Bundesrepublik und Berlin (West). (Hamburg:
Deutsches Institut fur Afrika-Forschung, 1971). For an inven
tory of archives, see also Quellen zur Geschichte Afrikas sudlich
der Sahara in den Archiven der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Guide
to the Sources of the History of Africa, vol; 1. (Zug!London:
International Council on Archives, 1970).

11) The extensive catalogues of the Frankfurt university library are
in the process of being published. So far, the Fathkatalog Afrika/
Subject Catalogue Africa, vols. 1-7 (Munchen: Saur, 1976-82) has
appeared, and regional catalogues will follow.
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rature on Namibia, including academic theses from both German states.
Several libraries other than Frankfurt can also be recommended, es
pecially Göttingen (Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbiblio
thek), Berlin (Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz), Hamburg
(Stäats- und Universitätsbibliothek), Munchen (Bayerische Staatsbib
liothek), Bremen (Universitätsbibliothek Bremen, Ubersee-Museum Bre
menfBremer Afrika Archiv) and Stuttgart (Landesbibliothek including
Bibliothek fur Zeitgeschichte, Institut fur Auslandsbeziehungen). 12

In the Federal Republic of Germany there are also several research
institutes and libraries specialising on literature related to econo
mic development. The library at the Institut fur Weltwirtschaft (In
stitute for World Economy), Kiel, is a case in point. The main focus
of this library is on economics, statistics, official publications
and the annual reports of companies, and the holdings on South Africa
and Namibia are rich in respect of both historical material and cur
rent literature. The library is well organised and easy to use. The
Namibia catalogue contains ca. 1 200 entries, which includes articles
in periodicals and chapters in books. 13 The Institut fur Wirtschafts
forschung/Hamburgisches Weltswirtschaft-Archiv (HWWA) is another re
search institute specialising in documentation. As its origins lie
in the old colonial institute before World War I, there is a parti
cularly large collection of literature on Namibia, including theses
and articles from colonial journals. HWWA is also famous for its
vast collection of ca. 15 million newspaper clippings on raw mate
rials, corporations and the economics of all countries of the world
sub-divided by sectors. The collection has been microfilmed up to
1960.

There are also several research institutes devoted to the study
of Africa and developing countries, such as the Institut fur Afrika
Kunde (Hamburg) and the Deutsches Institut fUr Entwicklungspolitik/
cerman Development Institute (Berlin). 14 The Institute fur Afrika
Kunde has a special documentation division attached to it (Dokumenta
tfons-Leitstelle Afrika), where books, research publications and ar
tic les concerned with Africa are registered in a subject and country
catalogue which is open for consultation. In 1979 the German Develop
ment Institute completed a number of sectoral studies on the Namibian
economy (see no. 464), and the library is said to be well stocked in
literature and documents, including material collected during study
trips to Namibia. There is also a substantial collection at the Uni
versity of Bremen, where a research project, "Politische Landeskunde

12) For the Staatsarchiv Bremen there exists a comprehensive guide:
Fuhrer durch die Quellen zur Geschichte Afrikas im Staatsarchiv
Bremen. Bearbeitet von Sabine Birkenstock und Hartmut Muller.
Mit einem Register von Horst Vogel. (Bremen, 1982, 245 p.).

13) See Institut fUr Weltwirtschaft: Regionenkatalog, Band 41
(no. 883).

14) The Institut fur Afrika-Kunde is a180 the publisher of a quarter
ly bibliographical bulletin: Ausgewählte neuere Literatur, as
well as a bi-weekly compilation of clippings from African news
papers: Aktueller Informationsdienst Africa (no. 997).
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Namibias" has been undertaken in cooperation with UNIN and SWAPO. One
of the airns of the project has been to prepare social science text
books on Namibia for West German as weIl as for Namibian schools and
refugee settlements (see nos. 53, 64).15 Deutsches Institut flir Tro
pische und Subtropische Landwirtschaft, Witzenhausen, has a lot of
agriculturaI literature not available elsewhere in Europe.

Source material from the German colonial period is to be found in
several archives in both the Federal Republic of Germany and the Ger
man Democratic Republic. Unfortunately, I have not had the opportu
nity to consult the Deutsches Zentralarchiv Potsdam, which holds the
record of the Reichskolonialamt (Ministry of Colonial Affairs). 16
This collection contains a vast quantity of official reports and cor
respondence, and is invaluable for a study of Namibia under colonial
rule. The documents of the Imperial Governor's Office in Windhoek
have now been made available on microfilm in the Bundesarchiv in
Koblenz, while the originals are kept in the State Archives in Wind
hoek. The Bundesarchiv also contains important collections of former
colonialofficials as weIl as a collection of photographs. Material
relating to "German South West Africa" is also to be found in Archiv
des Auswärtigen Amts in Bonn, in the Bundesarchiv/Militärarchiv in
Freiburg and in the Staatsarchiv Bremen. The archives of the Verei
nigte Evangelische Mission (United Evangelical Mission, formerly the
Rhenish Missionary Society) in Wuppertal contain a wide range of gene
ral literature on Namibia as weIl as a comprehensive collection of
source material relating to the activities of the mission since the
early 1840s. 17 There is also a set of documents microfilmed from the
missionary archives in Windhoek.

In the Federal Republic of Germany I have also benefitted very
much from consulting two unique private bibliographical projects.
Eckhard Strohmeyer (Karben) is, as mentioned above, the long-standing
compiler of Namibia National Bibliography (nos. 914-16). His remark
able collection of Namibiana, partly based on acquisition of material
in Namibia itself, is particularly valuable with regard to anthropo
logy, linguistics and various Namibian publications in the vernacular.
Werner Hillebrecht (Bremen) has for some years been working on a large
scale project, Namibian Bibliographic Data Project, whose ambitious
purpose is to register all items related to Namibia to be found in
West German libraries. The register, which is approaching completion,
now contains some 9000 entries on index cards, of which 6000 have
been verified to date, with full bibliographical details and loca
tions.

15) The project is presented in Diskurs, no. 6 (August) 1982, Thema:
Namibia Die Aktualität des kolonialen Verhältnisses (no. 1~o
far two textbooks have been published, see nos. 52, 64 .

16) See Ubersicht liber die Bestäride des Deutschen Zentralarchivs
Potsdam (Berlin: Rlitten & Loenig, 1957, 232 p.). See also the
guide to the Namibia files given in the dissertations of, among
others, Drechsler (no. 188), Loth (no. 140) and Wege (no. 346).

17) Two major studies by Lothar Engel (nos. 192, 233) contain a guide
to the Namibia holdings.
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The Basler Afrika Bibliogtaphien/Basel Africa Bibliography (BAB) ,
run by Carl Schlettwein, is also a unique institution which offers a
wide range of services for research on Namibia. 18 On Namibia it con
tains more than 1 000 monographs in addition to xerox-copied material
and numerous off-prints. Of special value is a complete run of pe
riodicals, such as SWA Annual, Namib und Meer and Afrikanischer Hei
matkalender, as weIl as publications from the SWA Scientific Society,The
State Museum, and several of the bantustan "legislative assemblies".
The collection of material published in Namibia since the early 1950s
is probably more extensive than in any other libraries outside Southern
Africa. BAB is also the publisher of the Namibia National Bibliography
as weIl as other books relating to Namibia. It distributes an informa
tive newsletter (Nachrichten/Newsletter) and is associated with a small
antiquarian bookshop specialising on Namibia as weIl as other African
countries. 19

Archival sources in Finland are of particular interest for a study
of the northern part of Namibia, as the Finnish Missionary Society has
worked in Ovamboland since 1870. 20 The sources are in the Archives of
the Finnish Missionary Society as weIl as in the possession of several
individuals. An inventory of the Finnish material has been made in
Martti Eirola et al.: The cultutaI and social change in Ovamboland
1870-1915 (no. 126), which also contains a discussion of sources and
literature on the same topic in the Federal Republic of Germany and
the German Democratic Republic. The ~issionary archives have now
been microfilmed up to 1938, and copies are available at the Finnish
Missionary Society, the UN Institute for Namibia and the Department
of History at the University of Joensuu. The latter institute has
obtained on microfilm from the Potsdam archives the documents of the
German Colonial Office (Reichskolonialamt) dealing with Ovamboland,
the Ovambo collections of the Archiv der Vereinigten Mission in Wupper
tal and from Koblenz the source material of the Bundesarchiv concer
ning the northern part of Namibia up to 1915.

Before leaving the Nordic countries, it should be mentioned that
in recent years the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies (Upp-

18) For a brief presentation of BAB, see K. Peter Johanson: "An
African reference centre in Switzerland: the Basler Afrika
Bibliographien", Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien,
no. 16, 1976.

19) Antiquariat am Klosterberg, Klosterberg 21, CH-4051 Basel,
Switzerland.

20) I have not yet had the opportunity to visit the University of
Joensuu. The information in this section is taken from Martti
Eirola et al.: The culturaI and social change in Ovamboland
1870-1915 (no. 126). I have, however, consulted the material
which has been microfilmed for the UN Institute for Namibia.
See also Martti Eirola: "Archives and other sources on Namibian
history in Finland", Nytt från Nordiska Afrikainstitutet (Upp
sala), no. 11, 1983, and Susanne Linderos: Scandinavian studies
on Namibia, paper presented to the International Conference on
Namibia, London, 10-13 September 1984.
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) k " 11' . 1 .b' 21sala has taken a een ~nterest ~n co ect~ng mater~a on Nam~ ~a.

The library of the Development Research and Action Programme (DERAP)
at the Christian Michelsen Institute (Bergen) has a substantiai col
lection on the economy and development strategy.22 Both institutes
also have a wide range of literature on the Southern African region
in general. For litterature on Namibia, the Norwegian Institute
of International Affairs (Oslo) should also be consulted.

The United States

In the United States, I have benefitted from information on current
research and available resources supplied by the Africa Studies Asso
ciation (ASA). At the annual ASA Conference in 1983 there was for
the first time a special session devoted to Namibian history and
anthropology, chaired by Ben Fuller (Boston University). Current
information 'may be found in ASA News, African Studies Review and
Issue, all published by ASA. The principal reference works which
have both been compiled by ASA and are scheduled for publication in
1984/85, are Handbook of American Resources for African Studies
and Guide to Non-Federal Archives and Manuscripts related to Africa.

There are valuable Southern Africa and Namibia collections at
several US libraries, notably the university libraries of Yale,
Northwestern, Boston and California, the Library of Congress, and
the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace (Stanford Uni
versity). The Joint Acquisition List of Africana (no. 930) is a
bi-monthly publication listing books, journals and microfilm acquisi
tions from 20 leading African studies libraries.

Namibian publications have been assigned to Yale University Lib
raryas a special collecting responsibility under the Association of
Research Libraries Foreign Acquisitions Plan and also under an agree
ment among members of the Research Libraries Group.23 The Yale
libraries' holdings on Southern Africa are among the most extensive
in the world outside South Africa, and include most English language
publications on Namibia and a high proportion of German language items.
They also have broken runs of official publications of the SWA Admi
nistration and most South African official publications on Namibia,
as weIl as German Colonial and Foreign Office reports on the area.

21) The Institute convened a sem~nar on Namibia and the Nordic coun
tries in Helsinki, March 1981, and the bulletin Nytt från Nordiska
Afrikainstitutet has carried several articles on Namibia and
Namibian studies in Scandinavian languages as weIl as in English.

22) The collection was put together in 1984 as part of a project under
the UN Nationhood Programme (no. 489), and a bibliography prepared
by Richard Moorsom is due to appear in 1985 as a DERAP Working
Paper (no. 896).

23) See the Guide to library resources for the study of Southern
Africa, compiled by Beverly Grier for the Yale Southern Africa
Research Program, edited by J.M.D. Crossey. (New Haven: African
Collection, Yale University Library, 1977). The Yale Southern
African Research Program also issues a newsletter.
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For research on the German colonial period. there is an extensive
collection of literature and microfilmed primary sources at the Hoover
Institution. A select annotated bibliography based on this collection
has been published. see Jon Bridgman and David E. Clarke: German
Africa (no. 871). Mention should also be made of the unique collec
tion of conference papers at the Melville J. Herskovits Library of
African Studies. Northwestern University. indexed in The Africana
Conference Paper index (no. 894).

The Cooperative Africana Microform Project (CAMP) was created in
1963 to bring together in microform a collection of research materials
related to Africa. 24 Acquisitions are made both through filming
rarely held materials (e.g. newspapers. official documents and archi
val and primary sources) and by purchasing positive copies of mate
rial which has already been filmed by some other organisations. The
CAMP collection includes a wide range of Southern African materials.
including a complete run of Windhoek Advertiser from 1919.

As one of the main protagonists in the struggle for Namibian in
dependence since 1945. the United Nations (New York) is itself a major
repository of documents and information on Namibia. though it is
usually more easily found through the national UN deposit libraries.
The Office of the Commissioner for Namibia has a rather patchy collec
tion. which does however include most of the many consultancy reports
prepared under the UN Nationhood Programme.

The Southern African region

Not unexpectedly. several major libraries. research centres and archi
ves in South Africa hold extensive collections on Namibia. 25

The State Library (Pretoria) is one of the two principal national
libraries and a clearing house for interlibrary loans. There is a
fully computerised national bibliographic system. including periodi
cals and theses. to which all university libraries are linked. The
State Library is the compiler of the ongoing South African National
Bibliography (SANB) (see no. 932). Being the national deposit libra
ry. by law it is supposed to receive all material published in Nami
bia. but in practice its collection is far from complete and this is
reflected in the SANB. The library contains a number of important
documents. such as annual South African administrative reports on the
reserves in Namibia. It is also coordinating the systematic micro
filming of a complete run of Namibian newspapers. So far the filming
of the Allgemeine Zeitung and the Windhoek Advertiser has been comple-

24) See CAMP catalog: 1977 cumulative edition (Chicago: The Co
operative Africana Microform Project and the Center for Research
Libraries. 1977. 203 p.) and CAMP catalog: 1981 cumulative supp
lement (Chicago: The Cooperative Africana Microform Project and
the Center for Research Libraries. 1982. 151 p.).

25) The African Book World & Press. A Directory (see note 4) comp
rises a useful list. including addresses. of South African uni
versityand public libraries as weIl as special libraries and
institutionai publishers (p. 155-81).
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ted, and the idea is to include the other Namibian journals and news
papers. 26 These films will also be available in the Windhoek State
Archives.

The other national library, the South African Library (Cape Town) ,
has a large Namibia collection which comprises the major part of the
published literature and periodicals, as weIl as historical manuscripts
in the substantiaI Grey Collection. It also holds complete runs of
Cape newspapers. The South African Library is also the centre for
retrospective bibliography, which so far has been indexed up to 1925f7

Of the municipal libraries, the South AfricanPublic Library (Jo
hannesburg) has a valuable collection. It is noteworthy for its ex
tensive coverage of newspapers and journals from the Cape, which are
especially relevant for a study of the links to Narna- and Darnaraland
from mid-19th century onwards. This library compiles an index to
periodical literature, which also indexes some Namibian periodicals
(see no. 928).

There is no South African research institute or university which
specialises on Namibia, but an increasing nurnber of scholars have
recent ly been involved in research on various aspects of Namibian
history, economy and current affairs. 28 Information on ongoing re
search in South Africa is provided by the Human Sciences Reserach
Council (HSRC), which issues a register of research in the human
sciences as weIl as a list of newly registered doctoraI theses in its
quarterly journal, Humanities. The annual supplement to the catalogue
of theses and dissertations accepted for degrees by South African uni
versities is compiled at the Ferdinand Postma Library, University of
Potchefstroom. 29

Of the universities, Cape Town has served as a base for several
scholars working on Namibia. At intervals it has organised syrnposia
and summer schools on Namibia, the most recent being a series of lec
tures in 1982, which together with supplementary contributions were

26) The microfilming is part ly coordinated with CAMP, see note 24.

27) This retrospective bibliography has so far been brought up to
1925. See A South Africa bibliography to the year 1925. Being
a revision of Sidney Mendelssohn's South African Bibliogra~
(1910). Edited at the South African Library, Cape Town. vols.
1-4 (London: ManselI, 1979).

28) For stirnulating historiographical reviews, see Christopher Saun
ders (no. 69) and Brigitte Lau (no. 136).

29) South African theses are recorded in A.M.L. Robinson: Catalogue
of theses and dissertations accepted for degrees by the South
African Universities, 1918-1941 (Cape Town, 1950), and S.I.
Malan: Union catalogue of theses and dissertations of South
African Universities, 1942-1958 (Potchefstroom, 1959). Since
1957 annual supplements have been published by the Potchefstroom
University Library. The catalogues and the supplements have been
out of print for some time, but in 1978 a curnulative edition,
covering the years 1918-1977, was published on microfiche. This
catalogue consists of an author catalogue and a subject catalogue.
Annual supplements for the years af ter 1978 are also available on
microfiche from the Ferdinand Postma Library, University of Pot
chefstroom.
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published in Perspectives on Namibia: past and present (no. 68).
The J.W. Jagger Library at the University of Cape Town has a sub
stantiaI collection of literature on Namibia, partly indexed in a
series of subject bibliographies prepared by students at the School
of Librarianship. The Library is amply provided with finding aids.
Its Special Collection Department is particularly strong on periodi
cals and theses, and also holds official publications from Namibia.
It is complemented by the Parliament Library of Cape Town, which is
strong on official publications and serials from Namibia.

Attention should also be drawn to the Institute for Contemporary
History at the University of the Orange Free State (Bloemfontein),
which has published a three-volume bibliography and register of pri
vate document collections on the political history of South Africa,
which partly includes Namibia. The Institute itself has aremarkably
comprehensive press clipping archive covering the post-1945 period.
The collection has been thoroughly indexed and computerised. The
separate index of its holdings on Namibia is also available on micro
fiche in the Windhoek State Archives. The Institute als o holds a
rich collection of primary source material on contemporary history,
including the archives of the Namibia branch of the National Party
(1939-1966) as weIl as the papers of South Africans prominent in Na
mibian administration and politics. 30

Of the other universities, the Cory Library for Historical Re
search at Rhodes University (Grahamstown) holds the archives of the
Wesleyan Missionary Society on micro-film. The University of Stellen
bosch's library contains a wide range of theses and some important
items, including a duplicate copy of the 30-volume collection of Heind
richVedders papers and source extracts, which are otherwise only
available at the State Archives, Windhoek. In view of their active
role in government commissioned consultancy work on Namibia, one may
also expect that a considerable quantity of material has been collect
ed by the University's Institute for Planning Research, Transport
Research Centre and the Institute for Cartographic Analysis. The
archives section of the University of Witwatersrand's library (Johan
nesburg) holds several relevant collections, including the archives
of the South African Institute of Race Relations and most importantly
of the Anglican Church's Diocese of Damaraland. Mention should also
be made of the Documentation Centre for African Studies at the Uni
versity of South Africa (Pretoria), which has a collection of docu
ments and source material mainly concerned with political developments
in Namibia in the 1970s (see no. 918).

Of the South African Archives Depots, the Central Archives (Preto
ria) stands out as the most important source for the study of Namibian
history. For the period up to 1910, there is also a valuable collec
tion in the Cape Archives, of which a preliminary synopsis is given in
Brigitte Lau: "Sources for the study of Namibian history in the Cape
Archives".31 A consolidated list of finding aids in the Archives De-

30) The IFHC collection includes the papers of, among others, J.D.
du Basson, J. von S. von Moltke, D.T. du P. Viljoen, W.C. du
Plessis and J.P.S. Bruwer.

31) The review will be published in a forthcoming issue of the South
African Archives Journal.
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pots was published in 1969, and supplements to this list have since
been issued. See also the Bibliography of South African Government
Publications (BISAGOB), published by the Department of National Edu
cation. 32

Among private institutions, the South African Institute of Race
Relations prepares the annual Survey of Race Relations (see no. 979),
which also includes a separate section on Namibia. The Jan Hofmeyr
Library at the Institute is general ly strong on legisiation, labour,
education, health and social conditions. 33

The Jan Smuts House Library at the South Africa Institute of Inter
national Affairs (Braamfontein) specialises in international relations
in Southern Africa, and has an extensive collection of press clippings
in additions to books and documents. The Institute is the publisher of
several journals and bibliographies, including Elna Schoeman: The
Namibian Issue, 1920-1980 (no. 906).

The reference library of the Africa Institute of South Africa
(Pretoria) has one of the most comprehensive and specialised collec
tions of books, periodicals, newspaper clippings and microfiches on
Southern Africa. The Institute has been involved in Namibian studies,
and has, inte r alia, compiled a semi-official survey of the Namibian
economy (no. 415).

The State Archives, Windhoek, is wellorganised, easily accessible
(for researchers who are allowed to enter South Africa/Namibia) and
largely untapped. 34 It holds the substantiai records of the German
colonial administration as weIl as of the South West African Admini
stration af ter 1915.35 Its List of Archivalia gives a broad indica-

32) 10 volumes have so far been published, covering, inter alia,
Department of Statistics, 1910-1977; Department of Agriculture,
1910-1978; Sea Fisheries Branch, 1920-1980, with volumes on Mines
and Commerce scheduled for publication in 1984. For a detailed
list of these volumes, see Africa Research and Documentation,
no. 33, 1983, p. 6.

33) See Records of the South African Institute of Race Relations.
Part I. Compiled by A.M. Cunningham. (Johannesburg: University
of the Witswatersrand Library, 1981, 227 p.). This first volume
spans the years 1930-1950.

34) For a general survey of libraries and archives in Namibia, see
Carl Schlettwein and Lisa Gebhardt: "Libraries and archives in
South West Africa", Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien,
no. 13, 1975: 3-20. There are also brief sections concerned with
Namibian libraries, including addresses in Directory of Southern
African Libraries. 1975 (Pretoria: The State Library, 1976) and
in The African Book World & Press. A Directory (see note 4 ).
Namibian libraries and the critical bibliographical situation in
the 1970s are discussed in the introduction to Eckhard Strohmeyer:
Namibische National Bibliographie/Namibian National Bibliography
(nos. 914-16).

35) The Archives are open up to 1950, and in 1985 this period will be
extended to 1955. There are, however, certain parts which either
have been moved to South Africa or are restricted.
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tion of the range of the records, and there are also numerous, very
detailed finding aids. 36 More than two-thirds of the collection have
so far been computerised and indexed by key words. The Archives also
embraces the C.J. Lemmer collection of more than 1000 books, manyof
them rare, as weIl as c 8000 indexed photos and ca 7000 maps and plans.
Of particular value is the collection of all the background documents
to the Administrator's reports to the League of Nation (see no. 258),
which contain departmental and district reports on an annual basis.
In recent years the Archives has received reports, gazettes and other
documents from the second-tier "Representative Authorities", set up
by South Africa on a tribal basis in 1980, complementing the material
previously acquired on the bantustans and the reserves. The Archives
has also been provided with material relevant to Namibia from the Cape
Archives Depot, and is in the process of strengthening its holdings
by cooperation and exchange agreements with other archives and libra
ries in South Africa as weIl as in Western Europe. The first volume
in a series of source editions appeared in 1984 (no. 135). The com
pilation of a Central Register of Theses on Namibia has also been
completed in conjunction with the Library Services Division.

One of the most urgent tasks in terms of documentation, biblio
graphical work and the collection of primary source material in an
independent Namibia will undoubtedly be to incorporate the holdings
of the Administrative Library in Windhoek into a national library and
documentation system. Established in 1926 as the library of the Le
gislative Assembly, its collection of books, pamphlets and periodi
cals is reputed to be outstanding. In the 1960s a serious effort was
made to reorganise the Africana Section, to update the library to a
national library and to compile a national bibliography. For various
reasons these efforts were not followed up in the 1970s, and af ter the
administrative reorganisation in 1978 the Library was strictly cont
rolled by the White second-tier administration and was later stored
away and made inaccessible. According to press reports the library
will reopen in late 1984.

The South West Africa Scientific Society, which published an
annual Journal as weIl as several newsletters and other publications,
also runs a substantiai library. It is especially strong on botany,
zoologyand ecology, b~t also has a certain amount of more general
literature. Of special historical interest is the Fritz Jaeger Col
lection, which includes c 2000 photos, manuscripts and material gathe
red during his research visits and travels in Namibia in the early
part of this century.

There is also a most valuable library (the Sam Cohen Library)
attached to the Society for Scientific Development and Museum, Swa
kopmund, which was established in the early 1950s. The content of
the Ferdinand St ich Africana Collection, which forms part of this

36) List of Archivalia in South West African Archives Depots.
(Windhoek: State Archives, rev. ed., 1983, 43 p. See also
Guide to accessions in the South West Africa Archives Depot.
(Windhoek: Archives Service, 1983, 136 p.) and the Annual
Report of the Director of Archives.
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library, is given in a special issue of Bibliotheka (no. 879). The
library is also worth consulting for its collection of newspapers,
which is said to be largely complete from the late 1890s, as weIl as
for its local periodicals which are now being indexed.

The State Museum, Windhoek, has a library dating from the German
colonial period. Apart from science, it has a significant collection
on history, ethnology and archaeology.

The Windhoek Public Library is presently the major lending library
in Namibia. In addition to the general literature it has a separate
Africana collection of books and pamphlets mainly related to Namibian
history. The libraryaiso files current clippings from local news
papers by subject. The special Africana section contains a few items
which are not found elsewhere in Namibia. 37

The archives of the former Rhenish Missionary Society in Windhoek
is only partly organised and catalogued, but researchers working on
the archives have found it very rewarding. 38 It comprises missionary
reports, conference papers and minutes, as weIl as correspondence bet
ween missionaries and African leaders. There are also a number of un
published manuscripts by Heinrich Vedder and parts of his library.

Not so well-known is a private museum and a rich archive in Tsumeb,
which contains the records of the Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahngesell
schaft (OMEG). The collection offers a wide range of documents, pho
tos and other material relating to early land sales, railway construc
tion, migrant labour and pre-colonial and colonial copper mining. A
more substantiai research project on Namibian history has also to take
into account numerous other libraries, archives and collections, such
as company records, farm records, town libraries, churches, newspapers,
economic interest groups, private and official boards and municipal
archives.

In the Southern African region, attention should also be focused
on the United Nations Institute for Namibia. UNIN was set up in Lusa
ka in 1976, under the aegis of the UN Council for Namibia, to enable
Namibians to develop the necessary skills required for manning the
public service of an independent Namibia, to carry out research and
prepare studies on future policy options, and to serve as an informa
tion and documentation centre on Namibia. The Information and Docu
mentation Division of UNIN provides services for the Institute's
teaching and research programmes and has a small but growing collec
tion with emphasis on the social sciences, Namibiana and UN material.
The special collection on Namibia comprises a number of rare manu
scripts, political documents and consultancy reports. The Informa
tion and Documentation Division also provides various bibliographic
services including Namibia Abstracts. Guide to selected literature
on Namibia and other Southern African countries (no. 931).

37) An example is the background material to Fragebogen ..• (no. 638).

38) See, among others, Engel (nos. 192, 233) and Diehl (no. 1096).
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SAMPLE ENTRIES

22. FIRST, RUTH. South West Africa. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1963,
269 p. BibI.: 255-61. (Penguin African Library AP 10).

Author or editor:

Title of the book:

Place of publication:

Publisher:

Date of publication:

Number of pages:

Page numbers of the bibliography:

Additional information:

Ruth First

South West Africa

Harmondsworth

Penguin

1963

269

255-261

Penguin Africa Library AP 10

503. BRANDT, HELMUT. "Perspektiven der Agrarentwicklung eines unabhängigen
Namibia". Afrika Spectrum, 14, no. 2, 1979:

Author:

Title of article:

Title of periodical:

Volume number:

Part of volume:

Date of publication:

Page numbers of article:

Hartmut Brandt

Perspektiven der Agrarentwicklung
eines unabhängigen Namibia

Afrika Spectrum

14

No. 2

1979

203-17

248. PEARSON, PATRICK. "The Rehoboth rebellion".
Southern African studies, vol. 2, edited by
Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1981.

In Working papers in
P. Bonner, p. 31-51.

Author:

Title of article:

Title of the book/anthology in
which the article is published:

Editor of the book/anthology:

Page numbers of article:

Place of publication:

Publisher:

Date of publication:

Patrick Pearson

The Rehoboth rebellion

Working papers in Southern Africa
studies, vol. 2

P. Bonner

31-51

Johannesburg

Ravan Press

1981
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662. LOFFLER, JOHN. Labour and politics in Namibia in the 1970s. York:
Centre for Southern African Studies, 1979, 68 p. BibI.: 66-8 (MA
thesis).

Author:

Title of the thesis:

Place of publication:

University/institution:

Degree date:

Number of pages:

Page numbers of the bibliography:

Degree:

John Loffler

Labour and politics ~n Namibia ~n

the 1970s

York

Centre for Southern African Studies

1979

68

66-68

MA thesis





southern Africa.
11 maps, 13
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1. GENERAL AND INTRODUCTORY

l. ABRAHAMS, KENNETH (ed.). Seminar on Namibian history. Windhoek:
Namibian Review Publications, 1983, 119 p. (Namibian Review Publications,
no. 2).

This important contribution to the study of Namibian history consists
of six essays and talks presented to a seminar on Namibian history in
Windhoek 10-12 December 1982. The seminar was sponsored by the Namibian
Review (no. 955), and provided scholars with an opportunity to present
their works to a wider audience and to undertake a critical evaluation
of recent research. Most of the contributions reflect the efforts of
the small group of committed researchers based in Namibia and South
Africa to assist in laying the foundations for a radical reinterpretation
of Namibian history. For separate annotations, see Lau (no. 134),
Alexander (no. 177), Gottschalk (no. 237), Ngavirue (no. 246), and
Werner (no. 550).

Africa Contemporary Record, see no. 985.

2. ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT/UNESCO. Racism and apartheid in
South Africa and Namibia. Paris: UNESCO, 1974, 156 p.
photos, 16 tables, bibI.: 153-56.

Based on material prepared by the British Anti-Apartheid Movement, this
weIl illustrated popular account of the apartheid system is mainly
concerned with South Africa. Although only 25 pages long, the section
on Namibia summarises a wide range_ of information on the economic and
political situation up to the beginning of the 1970s.

3. AUSTRALIA (THE PARLIAMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA/JOINT COMMITTEE
ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND DEFENCE). Report on Namibia. Canberra: Australian
Government Publishing Service, 1982, 170 p. 19 tables, 4 figures.

Prepared by an Australian parliamentary committee, this report is a
factual and balanced introduction to the Namibian issue. It is evident ly
based on a wide range of books and documents, and deals with the history
of the legal dispute, the struggle for independence and current socio
economic conditions. There is a particularly detailed chapter on the
1977-82 period, as weIl as a separate chapter concerned with Walvis Bay
and the Penguin Islands. The report is supported by documentary appendices
and a large number of tables. The Committee concludes that the linking
of a withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola with a Namibian settlement
only serves further to delay Namibian independence, that South Africa's
preferred - but unlikely - solution is "the establishment of a stable,
ethnically-based and friendly government which would allow Namibia to
remain a buffer against externa l attack by nationalist force s and which
would permit continuing South African domination of the Namibian economy",
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and that there is an overwhelming case for Walvis Bay and the Penguin
Islands to become part of an independent Namibia.

4. BABING, ALFRED and HANS-DIETER BRAUER. Namibia. From the Waterberg to
Ongurumbashe. Persian lamb and diamonds. Hendrik Witbooi's heirs.
Dresden: Verlag Zeit im Bild, 1981, 372 p. 102 photos. (German original:
Namibia. Vom Waterberg nach Ongurumbashe - Kampf um Diamanten und
Persianer - Die Erben Hendrik Witboois. Berlin (GDR): Verlag der
Nation, 1979, 368 p. Also published as Namibia. Kolonialzeit, Wider
stand, Befreiungskampf heute. Ein Repor~ln: Pahl-Rugenstein
Verlag, 1980, 221 p.).

Written by two East Germans involved in the solidarity campaign for the
liberation movements in Southern Africa, the purpose of this rather
polemical book is to provide a popular introduction to Namibia' s history
and the present struggle for independence. The first part, which is
somewhat fragmented and anecdotal, is mainly concerned with the German
colonial period and the Nazi colonial revanchism in the 1930s. The
role played by the German-speaking community and the West German corp
orations in the 1970s is then described very schematically in the second
part. An interview with the SWAPO president, Sam Nujoma, concludes the
book.

5. BANNISTER, ANTHONY and PETER JOHNSON. Africa's harsh paradise. Namibia.
London: Country Life Books/Hamlyn, 1979, 224 p. 264 photos. (Original
edition: Cape Town: Struik, 1978. German edition: Afrikas herbes
Paradies. Namibia. Hannover: Landbuchverlag, 1979, 224 p.).

This lavishly illustrated book - there are more than 250 colour photo
graphs - is an impressive visual introduction to "the natural splendour"
of Namibia. The text consists of contributions by different authors on
ecology, wildlife, the Namib Desert, Etosha Pan and anthropology. The
book is mainly concerned with wildlife and breathtaking landscapes, but
it also gives a certain amount of information on the history, culture and
living conditions of the Namibian people. By no means an account of
suffering and struggle, the book nevertheless avoids the paternalistic
and esoteric excesses commonly found in books of this kind. The two
photographers have received international acclaim for other books, such
as Okavango, Sea of land. Land of water. (Cape Town: Struik, 1978,
202 p.).

6. BEYERS, C.J. (ed.) Dictionary of South African biography. Cape Town:
Tafelberg. Vol. l. 1968 (sec. print 1978), 895 p. Vol. 2, 1972, 870 p.
Vol. 3, 1977, 861 p. Vol. 4, 1982, 803 p. + index.

Initiated by the Human Sciences Research Council, this is the standard
South African historical dictionary of biographies. It does not,
however, include anybody who has died af ter 1970. Among the more than
3500 entries there are also a number of biographies of relevance to
the study of Namibian history. The dictionary is strongest on European
traveilers, German and South African military officers and colonial
administrators, and leading missionaries. Some of these biographical
accounts are rather uncritical, even hagiographic, praising the "civil
ising role" of prominent colonisers. There are also biographies of a
few African leaders, among them Jonker Afrikaner, Samuel Maharero,
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Jakob Morenga (Marengo), Abraham Morris, Hendrik Witbooi and Amraal
Lamberts. All biographies include sources and suggestions for further
reading, and vol. 4 has a very useful cumulative name index.

BRÄUER, HANS-DIETER, see no. 45.

THE BRITISH COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, see no. 9.

7. BRITTAN, MICHAEL. Discover Namibia. Cape Town/Johannesburg: Struik,
1979, 304 p. 84 photos, bibI.: 285-94.

Written by a South African chemical engineer and businessman with an
obvious fascination for Namibian geology, wildlife, botany and history,
this is a collection of well-informed accounts on a wide range of sub
jects such as rock paintings of the Stone Age, the Namib Deser~, the
wildlife of Etosha Pan, the petrified forests and the Hoba meteorite.
There are also two chapters of interest for the study of the economic
history of mining and minerals: on diamonds (p. 163-201) and on Tsumeb
(p. 232-61). The book is beautifully illustrated and has an extensive
bibliography.

8. BRUWER, JOHANNES PETRUS VAN SCHALKWYK. South West Africa: the disputed
land. Cape Town: Nasionale Boekhandel, 1966, 147 p. BibI.: 133-36.

Based on the author's experience as an ethnologist and "Commissioner
General for the Bantu Population of South West Africa'~ this book takes
the South African standpoint on Namibia for granted. Professor
Bruwer was a prominent member of the Commission of Enquiry into South
West African Affairs (Odendaal Commission) during 1962-63, the author
of an anthropological study of the Kwanyama in Ovamboland (no. 617),
and an influential Afrikaner academic until his early death in the
mid-1960s. His analysis is the best informed and most sophisticated
of the crop of pro-apartheid publications on Namibia which appeared
during the 1960s. The major part of the book deals with the history
and peoples of Namibia before the colonisation. Although it is admitted
that South Africa is not above criticism, it is maintained that the
period under South African rule is characterised by the "civilised
rule of law" and by remarkable economic progress. The book ends with
a chapter arguing the South African case against the United Nations
and the International Court of Justice.

9. CATHOLIC INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS and THE BRITISH COUNCIL
OF CHURCHES. Namibia in the 1980s. London: CIIR/BCC, 1981, 84 p.
(In German: Namibia in den achtziger Jahren. Hamburg: Evangelisches
Missionswerk im Bereich der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Berlin
West e.v., 1982, 82 p. The text is also translated into French by
Comite Catholique contre la Faim et pour le Developpement, and pub
lished in Demain la Namibie. L-Afrique du Sud dans l-impasse? Paris:
Editions Karthala, 1983, 163 p.).

Although not representing official church policy, this is an important
statement of progressive Christian opinion. The authors have consulted
widely amongst Namibians at home and in exile, Christian and non-Christian,
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as weIl as other experts on the country. The prime mover, CIIR, has
been actively involved with contemporary economic and political issues in
Southern Africa for some years, andpublished in the late 1970s an
influential series of booklets on the problems of transition from
colonialism to independence in Zimbabwe. The booklet is the first of a
similar series on Namibia, see nos. 532, 580, 562, 695. It develops
a concise and closely argued critique of economic exploitation and
political and military repression under South African rule, concen
trating on recent years, on which the benefits of its contact with grass
root Namibian sources are strongly evident. Particularly valuable is
its penet rating analysis of the political motives and strategic manoeuvres
of South Africa and the Western ContactGroup and of the problem and
priorities in the transition to independence. In its final section
the booklet assumes and implicitly endorses the leading role and commit
ment to social justice of the liberation movement, SWAPO. Documentary
appendices include several important statements by the churches in
Namibia and Britain.

10. CENTRE D -INFORMATION ET DE DOCUMENTATION SUR LE MOZAMBIQUE ET L -AFRIQUE
AUSTRALE (C.I.D.M.A.A.). Towards Namibian independence: prospect s for
development and assistance. Montreal, Quebec: 1984, 72 p. 4 maps, Il
photos. (Also published in French).

Prepared by a Namibia Study Team of C.I.D.M.A.A. for the Canadian
Council for International Cooperation, this general introduction to
Namibia is based on a visit to the territory in 1983 as weIl as on
extensive consultations with SWAPO leaders, UN agencies and non-govern
mental organizations (NGO's) in Europe and Canada. Written in a popular
style, the major part of the booklet describes the basic features of
Namibian colonial society, the main sectors of the economy, the critical
problems facing an independent Namibia, and SWAPO's position on a wide
range of issues. It also reviews the Namibia solidarity activities of
the Canadian NGO's since the 1970s, including projects situated inside
Namibia and in the refugee settlements in Angola and Zambia, and recom
mends the creation of a Namibia Coordinating Committee to set sectoral
priorities, to choose the projects, to plan information and educational
campaigns among the Canadian public, and to present NGO requests to
the Canadian government.

Il. THE CENTRE FOR EXTRA-MURAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN. South
West Africa: problems and alternatives. Cape Town, 1975, 2l0--p-.--

A compendium of very uneven quaIity, based on the lectures and back
ground papers prepared for a course on Namibia at the Summer School,
University of Cape Town in February 1975. The papers reflect the con
cern with Namibia as an international issue, but there are also
contributions on the economy (W.H. Thomas, Francis Wilson) and labour
(John Kane-Berman). Apart from South African scholars, a number of
Namibians of different political persuasions are represented in state
ments on the churches, the liberation struggle, the black theology
of liberation, and the political future of Namibia.

12. CROCKER, CHESTER A. and PENELOPE HARTLAND-THUNBERG. Namibia at the
crossroads: economic and political prospects. Washington DC:
Georgetown University, 1978, 55 p. 7 tables. (Center for Strategic
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and International Studies Monograph).

Based on the assumption that Namibia would.achieve independence in
1978, the purpose of this booklet was to stimulate discussion on
the economic and political future of the territory. The fact that
one of the authors later was appointed Assistant State Secretary for
African Affairs in the Reagan Administration lends added significance,
especially in view of its naive optimism over South African intentions.
The assessment of the political forces at work in Namibia is more
well-balanced, and both the strength of SWAPO and the ethnic parti
cularity which serves as the principal focus of political loyalty
of nearly all the anti-SWAPO force s are duly recognized. The section
on the Namibian economy is mainly based on the official South West
Africa Survey 1974 (no. 306), and apart from an attempt to compare
Namibia to Botswana it adds nothing to the existing literature.

13. CROS, GERARD.
1983, 127 p.

La Namibie. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
Bibl.: 126-7. (Que sais-je?).

This is one of the very few publications on Namibia in French, written
for a general audience and published in the prestigeous '~ue sais-jef'
series. The book opens with two brief and straightforward chapters
on the geography and economy of the country, followed by a historical
introduction. The legal conflict, the constitutional development, the
liberation struggle and the international negotiations are also covered
by separate chapters, and important UN documents and resolutions are
reproduced. Although the author attempts an unbiased approach, the
bibliography reflects the lack of familiarity with progressive litera
ture.

14. CULLINAN, SUE.
(October) 1982:

"The Namibian dispute".
28-39.

Work in Progress, no. 24,

15. ------- "Military policy and the Namibian dispute". In South African
Review I, p. 33-41. Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1983.

The first of these two perceptive articles provides a brief overview
of the diplomatic, political, military and economic situation between
the Geneva conference in early 1981 and mid-1982, written from a
progressive standpoint. It describes and analyses South African and
Western attempts to sabotage the UN peace plan and introduce "con
stitutional guarantees", South African efforts to "namibianise" the
army of occupation, military aggression against Angola, the dissension
amongst pro-South African political parties and the deteriorating
capitalist economy. The contribution to South African Review I dis
cusses the military aspects in more detail. The author is a South
African scholar and journalist who is preparing.aPhD thesis on SWAPO
and political developments in Namibia since 1960. (University of
Cape Town).

16. DISKURS. Thema: Namibia: Die Aktualität des kolonialen Verhältnisses.
Beitrage aus dem Projekt "Politische Landeskunde Namibias". Univer
sität Bremen, 1982, 276 p. (Diskurs, Bremer Beiträge zu Wissenschaft
und Gesellschaft, no. 6, August 1982.).
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This special issue of DISKURS is devoted to the project "Politische
Landeskunde Namibias", which is a Jo1.nt initiative of the University of
Bremen and the UN Institute for Namibia to prepare textbooks and
teaching materials for Namibian as weIl as West German schooIs. The
background and the aims of the project are explained by Manfred O.
Hinz, Helgard Paternann presents a critical analysis of German textbooks
concerned with Namibia, colonisation and decolonisation, and Hartmut
Muller gives an account of the colonial movement in Bremen with
special emphasis on the role of the colonial pioneer F.A. Luderitz.
The major contribution to the issue is an extended and stimulating
essay on Namibia under German rule, by Henning Melber (no. 202).

17. ERIKSEN, TORE LINNE. Namibia. Kolonialisme, apartheid og frigj~rings

kamp i det s~rlige Afrika. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget!Uppsala:
Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 1982, 251 p. 5 maps, 13 tables, bibI.:
222-34.

18. -------Namibia. Landanalys. Stockholm: SIDA, 1982, 97 p. 5 maps,
7 table~s~,=7b~i7b~1~.-:~~7~2~-~9~.~~(~Revised edition to be published in 1985).

19. -------Namibia - hindringer og muligheter for utvikling. Oslo: Norsk
Utenrikspolitisk Institutt, 1981, 72 p. (Forum for Utviklingsstudier,
nos. 1-3, 1981).

20. -------"Råvarer, gruveselskaper og politikk: Namibia som eksempel".
Internasjonal Politikk, no. 2, 1981: 237-66.

Written in Norwegian and intended for a Scandinavian audience, Namibia
is a comprehensive and factual introduction to the history of colo
niaIism, the apartheid economy and the struggle for liberation. There
is a separate chapter dealing with Namibia in the context of SADCC and
South African regional destabilisation, and the book ends with a dis
cussion of the political and economic prospects for an independent
Namibia. Several documents, a chronology, a list of foreign companies,
tables, and an extensive bibliography are included as appendices.
Namibia. Landanalys is a translation into Swedish of a shortened ver
sion of the book, published in the SIDA series of "country reports".
Namibia - hindringer og muligheter for utvikling provides a brief out
line of the economic structure, followed by a more detailed discussion
of the possibilities for, and constraints on, economic development
and socialist transformation in an independent Namibia. Råvarer.
grueselskaper og politikk. is a case study of the role played by the
international mining corporations in the exploitation of Namibia and
the protracted diplomatic manoeuvers of recent years. Written from
a standpoint of solidarity with the struggle for Namibian independence,
these works provide one of the most comprehensive general introductions
to the situation and key issues in contemporary Namibia.

21. ERMACORA, FELIX. Namibia/SUdwestafrika. Mlinchen: Bayerische Landes
zentrale flir Politische Bildungsarbeit, 1981, 187 p. Tables, maps.

This general introduction to Namibia, one of many of its kind, focuses
on Namibia mainly as an international political and legal issue. It
also out lines the main features of the apartheid system. The first
half is written by a leading Austrian expert on international law,
while the second part contains a large number of UN and other
documents, maps and tables.
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22. FIRST, RUTH. South West Africa. Hannondsworth: Penguin, 1963,
269 p. BibI.: 255-61. (Penguin Africa Library AP 10).

Ruth First, political journalist, leading member of the South African
liberation movement and inspiration to generations of activists, was
a major figure in postwar radical African scholarship until her assass
ination by a parcel bomb in Maputo in 1982. She was the first to
attempt a book-length account of Namibian history and politics from
a progressive point of view. Researched in depth from local sources
and interviews and written for apopular readership with admirable
analytical clarity, the resulting study remains one of the best
and most readable introductory presentations of its kind, and differs
from most in giving prominence to the views of Namibians themselves. It
surveys more than a hundred years of Namibian history, with special em
phasisonthe repressive methods of Gennan and South African rule and
their impact on the Namibian people. A central section discusses eco
nomic and social conditions, focusing on the every-day life of migrant
workers, the crowding of Africans into small reserves, the oppressive lab
our regulations and the exploitative role played by the mining corpora
tions. There is also a chapter concerned with the liberation movements
and their origins,which to a great extent is based on information given
by the SWANU leader at that time, J.F. Kozonguizi. The book ends with
an infonnative survey of reference and sources.

FIRST, RUTH, see no. 71.

23. FRAENKEL, PETER. The Namibians of South West Africa.
Rights Group, sec. ed. 1978, 44 p. Map s , 10 photos.
10).

London: Minority
(MRG Report no.

Prepared on the basis of a trip to Namibia, this is a short and well
written introduction. The sections on the bantustans and on labour
are still relevant, deploying information on wages and living con
ditions, put together from press cuttings and the author's own
observations. The booklet is strong on maps and photos, reflecting
the author's experience as a free-lance journalist and photographer.
He has traveIled extensively in Asia and Africa, and is currently
associated with the Intermediate Technology Development Group. The
first (1974) edition has been translated into French: Les Namibiens
(Paris: Editions Entente, 1976, 147 p.).

24. GOLDBLATT, ISRAEL. History of South West Africa from the beginning of
the nineteenth century. Cape Town: Juta, 197~, 273 p. 8 tables,
bibI.: xi-xiii.

This narrative history is one of the few in English to cover the whole
of the period for which documentary sources are available. Written by
a liberal lawyer, recently deceased af ter a lifetime's residence in
Namibia, it is sharply critical of the most extreme aspects of colonial
repression. The main focus is on political events, but there are
also several chapters on economic history, notably the mining and
land companies, land settlement and diamond mining (chs. 22, 28, 34,
41, 44), and an appendix contains tables of post-1920 economic and
demographic data. The author's principal interest is in the pre
colonial and German colonial period and coverage becomes very sketchy
af ter 1920. His approach is, however, antiquarian, the text consisting
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of a series of factual statements unified by little more than chronologica:
sequence and cut up into a largenumber of short chapters. This fea
ture, together with the lack of an index, makes it difficult to make
full use of the extensive range of archival and published sources
which theauthor has consulted and frequently quotes in the text.
Goldbiatt also published an early assessment of the dispute between
South Africa and the UN over Namibia's international legal status (The
Mandated Territory of South West Africa in relation to the United Natrons.
Cape Town: Struik, 1961, 67 p.).

25. GREEN, LAWRENCE G. The coast of treasure. London/New York: Putnam,
1933, 269 p. (Reprinted, Cape Town: Timmins, 1983).

26. -------Where men still dream. Cape Town: Timmins, 1945, 280 p.

Africa and
(Also pub-

-------Lords of the last frontier. The story of South West
its people of all races. Cape Town: Timmins, 1952, 369 p.
lished: London/New York: Stanley Paul, 1953, 237 p.).

28. -------Like diamond blazing. The story of the diamonds of South Africa
and the men who sought and found and stole diamonds in strange places.
London: Robert Hale, 1967, 206 p.

27.

Written by an adventurer, journalist and prolific popular author who
traveiled extensively in and around Namibia, these four weIl illustrated
books make fascinating reading. L.H. Green was one of the very few to
write books on Namibia in English before 1960, and his accounts are
based on wide reading, but above all on personal observation and his
torical anecdotes picked up from sailors, farmers, miners, and colonial
administrators. The paradigm is very much that of colonial rule,
but his descriptive accounts show him to be a perceptive observer and
carry a certain conviction. His first book, The coast of treasure,
describes a voyage mostly kysea down the coast from Walvis Bay to Cape
Town, covering fishing, guano collection and diamond mining. Where men
still dream deals in part with a trek from Cape Town to Ovamboland;
Lords of the last frontier is a more ambitious - and less successful 
general introduction to the history and people of Namibia; and Like
diamond blazing describes diamond mining in Namibia (p. 75-l92)~aterial

on Namibia appears in several other books by the same author, amongst
others Old Africa untamed (London: Paul, 1940, 260p., reprint Cape
Town: Timmins, 1974); Panter Head: the full story of the Bird Islands
of the southern coast of Africa, the men of the islands and the birds in
their millions (London: Paul, 1955, 256 p.); So few are free (Cape
Town: Timmons, 1946, 250 p.); Strange Africa (London: Paul, 1938.
288 p.); To the river's end (Cape Town: Timmins, 1945, 280 p., re
printed 1981); and On wings of fire (Cape Town: Timmins, 1967, re
printed 1982, 249 p.).

29. GREEN, REGINALD H., MARJA-LIISA KILJUNEN and KIMMO KILJUNEN (eds.).
Namibia. The last colony. London: Longman, 1981, 310 p. 56 tables,
Il maps, bibI.: 293-303.

Together with SWAPO: To be born a nation (no. 74), this is still the
best English-language introduction to the history, politics, economy
and liberation struggle of Namibia. A wide-ranging introduction is
followed by essays covering the colonial economy, the role of South
African capital, living conditions under apartheid, the role of the
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churches, contract work through Ovambo eyes, national resistance
and the ideology of the liberation struggle, agrar ian changes and
transnational corporations. Important aspects, such as class
relations, Namibia in the Southern Africa/SADCC context and the
devastating effects of the war are, however, not covered. Apart
from the editors, who have themselves written two-thirds of the
text, there are contributions by Duncan Innes (no. 366), Justin
Ellis (no. 857), Sam Nujoma (no. 826), Constantine Vaitsos, Rauha
Voipio (no. 679) and Robert Chambers (no. 516). The book also
contains a very valuable and extensive statistical appendix, based
on the work of Reginald H. Green, as weIl as a comprehensive biblio
graphy. The English version is a revised edition of Kimmo Kuljunen
and Marja-Liisa Kiljunen(eds.): Namibia viimeinen siirtomaa.
Helsinki: Tammi, 1980, 322 p.

30. GREEN, REGINALD H. and JEAN DE LA PAIX. "A nation in agony: the
Namibian people's struggle for solidarity, freedom and justice".
Development Dialogue, nos. 1-2,1982: 141-64.

Essentiailyan extended review essay of four major publications on
Namibia (nos. 9, 29, 74, 470), this article serves also as a lucid
introduction to the history of "the economy of theft" and the
course of the struggle for liberation in Namibia. The authors
assess South Africa's strategy for controi and the diplomatic
manoeuvres during 1982, and update the description and analysis
of current economic developments given by R.H. Green in other
articles and books (see, inter alia, no. 470).

31. GROTPETER, JOHN J. Historical dictionary of Namibia. Metuchen,
N.J./ London: The Scarecrow Press. (African Historical Diction
aries). In preparation.

HARTLAND-THUNBERG, PENELOPE, see. no. 12.

32. HAYTHORNTHWAITE, FRANK. All the way to Abenab. London: Faber &
Faber, 1956, 288 p. 31 photos, 2 maps.

Based on the author's experience as an Anglican priest in Namibia
in the 1950s, this is an interesting source on a wide range of
subjects in a period which is poorly covered in the literature. The
author was an informed and acute observer, and writes in a popular
style. Apart from the activities of the churches, the book covers
geography, social history and economic conditions (mining, fisheries,
industry and transport). Although the main focus is on Walvis Bay
and Swakopmund, there are also descriptions of areas such as Tsumeb,
Grootfontein, Otjiwarongo and Out jo. There is a detailed index.

33. HELBIG, HELGA and LUDWIG HELBIG. Mythos Deutsch-Slidwest.
und die Deutschen. Weinheim/Basel: BeItz, 1983, 284 p.
50 photos, bibI.: 276-84.

Namibia
11 maps,

This book provides a lucid, perceptive and weIl illustrated intro
duction to Namibian history and the present political situation,
written in a popular style for a general German readership. The
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authors were teachers in the German school in Llideritz in the early
1960s, and have paid several later visits to the country. The book
is at the same time a travel account, a historical survey and an
analysis of the current situation. There are also separate chapters
on SWAPO and on the South African strategy for controI through an
"internaI solution". Special emphasis is put on the German mission
aries and traders, German colonial ism and the role played by the
German communi t y both in the interwar period and today. There is
also a fascinating chapter on the past and present of Llideritz,
based on the authors' visit during the celebration of its 100th
anniversary in 1983. The book is weaker on the economic structure
of Namibia and the living conditions of the black majority, but
remains on a whole a significant contribution to the literature on
Namibia in German. It serves also as a most welcome corrective to
the wide range of right-wing books set in a cold-war perspective
(see no. 786).

34. HILLEBRECHT, WERNER, HENNING MELBER and MARY MELBER (eds.). IM
TREUE FEST, SUDWEST ! - Ein kolonialpolitisches Lesebuch von der
Eroberung Namibias liber die deutsche Fremdherrschaft bis zur
Kolonialapologie der Gegenwart. Bonn: Informationsstelle Slidliches
Afrika (ISSA), 1985, c. 176 p. (edition slidliches Afrika). In
preparation.

35. HODGSON, BRYAN. "Namibia.
161, (June) 1982: 755-97.

Nearly a nation?". National Geographic,
33 photos by Jim Brandenburg.

Published in a magazine with a very wide circulation, this is a
journalistic account of Namibia, lavishly illustrated in the typical
"one day in the human zoo" fashion of the magazine. Apart from a
brief geographical background and some glimpses of Etosha Pan and
everyday life, the article is mainly concerned with explaining
the virtues of the South African-controlled economy and the policies
of the pro-South African "Democratic Turnhalle Alliance". The
author, a senior National Geographic staffer, seems to believe that
all apartheid laws have been abolished.

35. HUBRICH, HEINRICH-GEORG and HENNING MELBER. Namibia-Geschichte und
Gegenwart zur Frage der Dekolonisation einer Siedlerkolonie. Bonn:
Informationsstelle Slidliches Afrika, 1977, 274 p. BibI.: 265-74.

This excellent introduction to Namibia, which is still one of the
best general works in any language, originated from a joint thesis
presented at the Free University, Berlin. It has been revised and
updated for publication, but there remains unfortunately too much
of what the authors themselves describe as the "academic-elitist
jargon of left-wing intellectuals". The main sections of the book
deal with the history of Namibia, th~sociQ-economic structure,
the Turnhalle-strategy for "decolonisation" and the international
negotiations in 1977. The study is analytically strong and deploys
a wealth of detailed information, drawn partly from the authors'
careful reading of the Namibian press. There is also an extensive
bibliography.
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37. HUNKE, HEINZ. Namibia: the strength of the powerless. Rome: IDOC
International, 1980, 161 p.

Describing itself as a "dossier", this book is in effect a set of
seven essays complemented by a detailed chronology. They cover in
turn the policies of the US, West Germany, the UK, Scandinavian
and Communist governments towards Namibia; military and nuclear
collaboration with South Africa; arguments for and against the
economic boycott and disinvestment; the liberation movement and
the main political parties in Namibia; the struggle over Namibian
independence; the role of the churches; and South Africa's moves
towards an "internaI settlement". The analysis of the Namibian
churches' attitude and response to colonialism and the liberation
struggle is particularly authoritative. The book is richly docu
mented with a mass of illuminating detail, but is of ten poorly
orgamised. The author, a radical catholic who is now employed by
the IDOC documentation centre, was expelled from Namibia in 1979
because of his courageous exposure of South African repression and
torture.

38. HURLICH, SUSAN and RICHARD L. LEE. "Colonialism, apartheid and
liberation. A Namibian example". In Challenging anthropology,
edited by David H. Turner and Gavin A. Smith, p. 353-69. Toronto:
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1979.

Taking Namibia as a case, the authors of this study argue that just
as no student could hope to understand African societies of yes
terday without a firm grasp of kinship theory, today the student
must understand the wider system of political economy and class
struggles. Af ter a brief introduction to the colonial history
of Namibia and the development of apartheid, it is demonstrated
how the ! Kung San in a space of twenty-five years have been trans
formed from an independent hunting and gathering people into an
appendage of the apartheid system. The final section is concerned
with the dynamics of African resistance to colonialism and apar
theid, both in the early stage and in the more recent liberation
struggle led by SWAPO.

39. IDOC. Namibia now! Rome: IDOC, 1973, 116 p. BibI.: 113-6.
(IDOC International documentation participation project on "The
Future of the Missionary Enterprise", no. 3).

A collection of documents on political and economic issues as weIl
as on the role of the churches. Areas of coverage include appeal s
to the UN, the contract labour system, the general strike in 1971-72
and multinational corporations. Two of the most interesting docu
ments are the full text of the influential letter sent by the Luth
eran church to the South African prime minister, J.B. Vorster, in
1971, followed by excerpts and part of the transcript - nowhere
else published - of the subsequent meeting between Vorster and the
church leaders.

40. IDS BULLETIN. Southern Africa: the political economy of inequality.
Sussex: Institute of Development Studies, 1980, 80 p. (IDS Bulletin,
11, no. 4, (September) 1980).
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Several of the contributions in this special issue of the IDS Bulletin
are of interest for an understanding of Namibia in its regional
context, and two articles address themselves directly to Namibia,
Kimmo Kiljunen: "Namibia: The ideology of national liberation",
p. 65-71, and Reginald H. Green: "The unforgiving land - basis for
a post-liberation programme in Namibia", p. 72-76.

41. INFORMATIONSDIENST SUDLICHES AFRIKA. Schwerpunkt :Namibia 1983.
Bonn: ISSA, 1983, 32 p. (Informationsdienst slidliches Afrika,
no. 7-8, (July-August) 1983).

A special issue of the journal of the West German anti-apartheid
movement, concerned with the recent development of the struggle
for Namibian independence. The articles cover such important
topical themes as the dip lomatic manoeuvres of the Western powers,
the deteriorating social and economic conditions in Namibia, the
present crisis in agriculture, the activities of the multinational
corporations, the role of the churches and the South African military
escalation. There are also penetrating reviews of several books
on Namibia in German.

42. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. Namibia.
The facts. London: IDAF, 1980, 100 p. BibI.: 98-9.

Bringing together a wide range of information, this is a weIl
organised compilation of facts and figures on Namibian history,
international status, economy, labour force, the apartheid system,
the war and the liberation struggle. It contains also a selected
bibliography and suggestions for further reading. For a brief
updating of information on poverty, living conditions and racial
segregation, see Apartheid in Namibia Today (IDAF, Briefing Paper
No. 4, March 1982). The recent development of the armed struggle
is covered by Fighting for Namibia. Documentation on the guerilla
war (IDAF, Briefing Paper, No. 8,July 1983) and the international
negotiations are discussed in Namibia: settlement negotiations
(IDAF, Briefing Paper, No. 12, July 1984).

43. INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE FUND. Namibia Dossier. Geneva:
IEUF, 1978/79, 127 p.

During 1978 the National Union of South African Students (NUSAS)
published Focus on Namibia which brought together material on
Namibia normally not accessible to the South African public. The
publication was banned by the authorities, but was later repro
duced by IUEF under another name for distribution inside South
Africa. The major part of the collection consists of UN publi
cations, church statements, reports documenting the atrocities
of the South African troops and comments on the Turnhalle confer
ence. AIso included are several SWAPO documents and interviews with
SWAPO leaders.

44. JENNY, HANS. South West Africa. Land of extremes. Windhoek:
SWA Scientific Society, 1976, 299 p. BibI.: 280-84. (German
original: Slidwestafrika - Land zwischen den Extremen. Stuttgart:
Kohlhammer, 1966, 298 p.).
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Written by a Swiss journalist specialising in African affairs. this
is - unfortunately - one of the very few general introductions to
Namibia available both in German and English. The repor t is based
on six journeys to Namibia as well as extensive reading. and offers
a well-written account from a colonialist/paternalistic perspective.
Apartheid and occupation is generally regarded as "an experiment in
black-white co-existence". "egalitarian conformity" is seen as the
most illllllediate danger to the "poorbut happy tribesmen" and the
author's main concern is how to "keep SWA free" from "the revolution
of black Pan-Africanism and the red dictatorship of the proletariat".
There is, however. a certain amount of information on agriculture,
fisheries. mining and water supply (p. 141-83). and on European
politics and administration.

JOHNSON, PETER, see no. 5.

45. KATJAVIVI. PETER H. Some aspects of Namibia's political sociology.
University of Warwick, 1980, 164 p. BibI.: 157-64. (MA thesis).

Written by a Namibian scholar who served as SWAPO Representative to
Western Europe and subsequently as Secretary of Information, this
dissertation deserves wider attention. The first part exarnines the
nature of colonialism in Namibia, sUllllllarising recent writings on the
economy and social and working conditions. The second part is con
cerned with the development of anti-colonial force s from the turn
of the century, with special emphasis on SWAPO and the role of the
churches in the liberation struggle. The research is based on a
wide range of Namibian sources. not widely accessible, including
material from private collections. The author is extending his
research on the origins and rise of nationalism in Namibia for
submission as a PhD thesis to St. Antony's College, Oxford.

New York:The making of a nation.
BibI.: 301-06.

46. KERINA, MBURUMBA. Namibia.
.--;-----,:_:_c;------,~:_::"--~:_:_c__:::_:,-----

Books in Focus, 1981, 314 p.

Written by a controversial Namibian political figure who has over
the years belonged to numerous different groupings, this is a frag
mented and disappointing book which adds little to the literature
on Namibia. It is essentially a collection of old notes and docu
ments which have been written over the last 20 years, mainly concerned
with history and diplomacy. The list of foreign companies operating
in the early 1960s (p. 214-37) contains some interesting information
on the fishing companies. which was included to show "the economic
potential of the country under the sort of stable black coalition
government which will emerge at the end of 1978". It is remarkable
that the account of the struggle for independence fails to give a
single reference to SWAPO.

KILJUNEN, KIMMO, see no. 29.

KILJUNEN, MARJA-LIISA, see no.29.

LA PAIX, JEAN DE, see no.30.

47. LAZAR. LEONARD. Namibia. London: The Africa Bureau, 1972, 107 p.

The purpose of this book is to give a first introduction to Namibia.
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Apart from a historical survey from the German colonial conquest
to 1972, which contains no original material, the chief merit of
the publication is the reproduction of important documents, excerpts
from treaties and laws, UN resolutions and petitions. Prepared by
Roger Murray, there is also a weIl researched section on the history
and current operations of the mining sector.

LEE, RICHARD L., see no. 38.

48. LEUMER, WOLFGANG. Namibia - auf dem Weg zur Unabhängigkeit. Bonn:
Forschungsinstitut der Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, 1976, 53 p.
(Arbeiten aus der Abteilung Entwicklungsländerforschung, no. 60).

Published by the Ebert Foundation, which is connected to the West
German Social Democratic Party, this paper gives a brief description
of history, economic structure and the struggle for national
liberation. Some of the problems and possibilities facing Namibia
at independence are discussed, with some critical comments on the
works of W. Schneider-Barthold (no. 430) and W.H. Thomas (no. 75).
The repor t also includes a German translation of the SWAPO political
programme, two important UN resolutions, and comments on the role
of the German-speaking communi t y in Namibia and the activities of
the churches.

49. LEVINSON, OLGA. Story of Namibia. Cape Town: Tafelberg, 1978,
155 p. 104 photos, bibI.: 141-42.

Originally published as The ageless land. The story of SWA (1961),
this is a revised and updated version of an impressionistic intro
duction to Namibian history. The writer is well-informed about
politics, parties and personalities, and also provides some glimpses
of pre-colonial and colonial history. There are several brief
chapters on the "black diamonds" (karakul), fisheries, mineral
riches, diamonds, tourism and conservation, which although not
scholarly economic history, offer a variety of detailed information.
Due attention is also paid to the growth of African nationalism,
although the author is clearly hostile to the liberation movement
(SWAPO). The book as a whole is badly organised and lacks references,
but has a good index.

50. LOTH, HEINRICH. From insurrection to an organised liberation
struggle. Namibia's struggle against racism, colonialism and
imperialism. Berlin (GDR): Solidarity Committee of the German
Democratic Republic, 1979, 56 p.

A brief, popularised account of Namibian history over the last
hundred years, written with the aim of making the struggle for
independence, led by SWAPO, more widely known in the GDR as weIl
as internationally. The author is a prominent East German his
torian and a prolific writer on Southern African affairs (see no.
140).

51. MBUENDE, KAIRE.
and revolution.
Sociology (PhD

Namibia - the broken shield:
Lund (Sweden): University of

thesis). In preparation.

anatomy of imperialism
Lund, Department of
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52. MELBER, HENNING (ed.). Namibia. Kolonialismus und Widerstand.
Informationsstelle Slidliches Afrika (ISSA) , 1981, 320 p. BibI.:
20. (edition slidliches afrika 8).

This is a comprehensive collection of background articles and source
material on Namibia, which serves as an introduction to Namibian
history and the struggle for liberation. The book is especially
valuable for schools and includes an annotated list of other publica
tions on Namibia available in German. The first part is devoted
to the period of German colonialism, in which racism and ruthless
exploitation are revealed through contemporary sources such as
official reports and memoirs written by colonial administrators
and settlers. There is also a section on labour and working con
ditions, mainly bas ed on interviews with Namibians, as weIl as a
collection of documents related to SWAPO and the struggle for
independence.

53. MELBER, HENNING (compiler). Our Namibia. A social studies textbook.
Osnabrlick: terre des hommes (F.R.G.), 1984, 167 p. Illus.,
bibI.: 166-67.

This is a stimulating textbook for teaching social studies to Namibian
pupils in upper primary and lower secondary classes, written within
the framework of a new educational system that is helping in the
making of an independent Namibia. Together with Lernbuch Namibia
(no. 64), it originates from an extensive project of cooperation
between the University of Bremen and the UN Institute for Namibia
(Lusaka), in consultation with the Department of Education and
Cul ture of SWAPO. The book covers the basic features of Namibian
geography and economy, Namibian history and the main characteristics
of contemporary society and the struggle for liberation. It is
weIl illustrated with photos, maps and drawings, and a substantiaI
part of the book consists of poems and excerpts from documents,
books, and letters written by young Namibians in Health and Education
Centres in Angola and Zambia. It also provides some inspiring ex
amples of the use of oral history.

MELBER, HENNING, see no. 36.

MELBER, HENNING, see no. 34.

MELBER, MARY, see no. 34.

54. MOLEAH, ALFRED T. Namibia. The struggle for liberation. Wilmington,
DE: Disa Press/Moleah Publishers, 1983, 341 p. 18 photos, bibI.:
325-29.

Written by a South African scholar based in the United States, the
aim of this committed and somewhat rhetorical work is to prov ide US
readers with a comprehensive introduction to Namibian history and
the struggle for liberation. The author makes use of a wide range
of secondary sources in presenting the major features of the
settler-colonial system, African resistance and the evolution of
South African strategy from incorporation to "internaI settlement".
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The chapter on "The African condition" (p. 42-88) offers a valuable
summary of the literature on African workers and the migrant labour
system, but the book is otherwise disappointingly. wea-k in descriptoion
and analysis of the economic and social structure of Namibia. The
final chapters concentrate on the recent development of the conflict
up to early 1983. The author argues strongly that South Africa's
efforts to create an alternative to SWAPO are doomed to failure, and
that the effects of the Reagan Administration's policy of "constructive
engagement" have been to pro long the misery and agony of the Namibian
people rather than to move South Africa towards a settlement.

55. MOORSOM, RICHARD. Colonisation and proletarianisation: an explora
tory investigatiQn of the formation of the working class in Namibia
under German and South African colonial rule to 1945. University of
Sussex, 1973,257 p. 26 maps, 12 tables, bibI.: 229-57. (MA
thesis).

This is a pioneering study in Namibian history, the main value of which
lies in the construction of an analytical framework inspired by under
development theory and historical materialism, in particular the
writings by Martin Legassick and Harold Wolpe on the role of the
reserve system in the evolution of the capitaiist economy of South
Africa. The dissertation progresses from an out line of the pre
colonial "subsistence" modes of production and social formations to
an analysis of incipient class formation and the destructive impact
of the "informal colonisers" (traders, miners, missionaries). The
chapters devoted to the German and South African period concentrate
on capital formation and labour demand, on the evolution of reserves
and labour repression in southern and central Namibia, and of the
imposition of the contract labour system in the north. The dis
cussion of the complex process of proletarianisation ends with a
brief account of the composition, consciousness and organisation
of the working class. There are also 80 pages of informative refer
ences, several maps and tables and an extensive bibliography. The
thesis served as a basis for further and more refined research by the
same author, paying more attention to class formation and class
struggle (see nos. 123, 664, 667).

56. MOORSOM, RICHARD. "Namibia in the frontline: the political
economy of decolonisation in South Africa's colony". Review of
African Political Economy, no. 17, (January-April) 1980: 71-82.

A brief but concentrated analys is of the political and economic
interests at stake in the struggle for and against Namibian inde
pendence. The first section gives a general description of the
economic structure, concluding that "the perfect harmony of
exploiters" has begun to break up in dissension. The critical divide
is seen to be between those who are strong enough to hope to salvage
and perhaps enhance their long-term stake by accomodating them
selves to a reformed or neo-colonial regime (the mining multi
nationals), and those who cannot afford even minimal concessions
(the local settlers/ranchers). It is also argued that the system
atic and extreme nature of colonial exploitation has left little
space for the rise of a class of potential black collaborators in a
neo-colonial solution. The conclusion is that both the South
Africans and the Western powers find themselves confronted with
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contradictions they are not yet willing to resolve, and that SWAPO,
therefore. has good reason to downgrade any expectation that diplo
matic pressure on South Africa will be either seriously applied or
yield results.

57. NACHTWEI. WINFRIED. Namibia. Von der antikolonialen Revolte zum
nationalen Befreiungskampf. Geschichte der ehemaligen deutschen
Kolonie Slidwestafrika. Mannheim: Verlag Jlirgen Sendler. 1976,
187 p. BibI.: 182-87.

Written from a progressive standpoint, the purpose of this book is
to provide the general reader with a popular account of colonialism
and the liberation struggle in Namibia. The historical section
gives a summary of the German literature. while the treatment of
the contemporary scene is at times too polemical and simplified
to be particularly useful.

58. NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE. Turnhalle: South Africa's neo-colonial
solution for Namibia. London. 1977, 12 p.

59. ------- Namibia •.. a nation held hostage. London, 1979, 8 p.
(Occasional paper. no. 1).

60. ------- Foreign companies in Namibia. A shortIist of Western firms.
London, 1980, 8 p. (Occasional paper. no. 2).

61. ------- Postponed indefinitely. Free elections in Namibia. A
briefing on the failure of Western diplomacy. London, 1980, 22 p.
(Occasional paper, no. 3).

62. ------- Namibia. A Guide to action. London, 1983, 34 p. (Action
on Namibia, nos. 3-4, 1983).

Together these five pamphlets. produced by the foremost solidarity
group on Namibia in Western Europe, provide a basic briefing on the
general situation in Namibia, with special emphasis on Western
diplomacy, South African repression, the role of international
capital, the South African neo-colonial strategy and the need for
solidarity compaigning in Western Europe.

63. PALMBERG, MAI (ed.). The struggle for Africa. London: Zed Press,
1983, 286 p. (Swedish original: Befrielseka~pen i Afrika.
Stockholm: AGIS, 1980).

A revised English edition of a popular Swedish introduction to
colonial ism and the struggle for independence in Africa. The book
is primarily intended for schooIs, study circles and organisations,
but as a readable and weIl illustrated account it can also be re
commended to individual readers. It opens with three general
background chapters on the colonisation of Africa, decolonisation
and the nationalist movements, and neo-colonialism, followed by
separate chapters devoted to Guinea-Bissau. Mozambique, Angola,
Zimbabwe, Namibia and South Africa. The chapter of Namibia
(p. 206-36) is a concise presentation of the economics of exploi
tation and the history of the struggle for liberation.
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THE PARLIAMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, see no. 3.

64. PATEMANN, HELGARD. Lernbuch Namibia. Deutsche Kolonie 1884-1915.
Ein Lese- und Arbeitsbuch. Wuppertal: Hammer, 1984,264 p. Illus.,
bibI.: 263-64. (First edition: Osnabrlick: terre des hommes
Deutschland e.v./Bremen: Projekt "Politische Landeskunde Namibias").

Together with Our Namibia (no. 53), this textbook for West German
schools is one of the results of a joint project between the UN
Institute for Namibia (Lusaka) and the Namibia Project Group at the
University of Bremen. Its main focus in on the German colonial
period, the German-speaking community today and the relations between
the Federal Republic of Germany and Namibia. But there are also
chapters on pre-colonial Namibia, the basic features of the present
apartheid society (bantustans, migrant labour, economic exploitation)
and the struggle for liberation. A separate chapter relates the
colonisation process to German history in the second part of the
19th century. The book is weIl illustrated with pictures, drawings,
maps and excerpts from contemporary sources, and is intended for
use at various levels and in various disciplines (e.g., history,
geography, social science and religion).

65. PENDLETON, WADE and WOLFGANG H. THOMAS. The people of Namibia. Cape
Town: David Philip. (In the series "The People of Southern Africa").
In preparation.

66. RHOODIE, ESCHEL. South West: the last frontier in Africa.
Johannesburg: Voortrekkerpers, 1967, 284 p. 31 photos, 5 maps,
8 tables, bibI.: 273-75.

Written by a leading protagonist in South Africa's clandestine pro
paganda efforts in the 1960s and 1970s - the so-called "Muldergate"
scandal - this book is an interesting reflection of the official
view on Namibia prevailing in South Africa in the mid-1960s. The
major part is concerned with arguing the case for South Africa
against the UN "onslaught" in the aftermath of the revocation of
the mandate in 1966, but there are also sections which offer a
semi-official interpretation of the history, the contemporary
socio-economic structure and the strategic importance of Namibia
in the cold war. The final chapter summarises the proposals of
the Odendaal Commission, supporting the idea of a regional
"Community of South African States" and opposing democratic self
determination, going so far as to assert that "anyone who talks
about an independent South West Africa under a system of one-man
one-vote ... reveals abysmal ignorance of the history of South
West Africa".

67. ROTBERG, ROBERT I. (ed.). Namibia: political and
Lexington: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath/Cape Town:
1983, 133 p. BibI.: 115-22.

economic prospects.
David Philip,

This uneven collection of papers flows in part from a conference
organised in 1981 by the World Peace Foundation of Boston and the
Ditchley Foundation of Britain, which drew diplomatic, economic
and academic participants from Southern Africa, Western Europe and
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the United States. The only substantiaI - although controversial 
contribution to the discussion of the prospect s for an independent
Namibia is made by Wolfgang H. Thomas, whose economic analysis
occupies nearly half the book. (For a separate annotation, see no.
480.) Two brief background papers by N.H.Z. Watts and R.I. Rotberg
add little to the established liberal perspective. Kate Jowell's
paper is mainly a summary of the consensus of the conference con
cerning the economic priorities for an independent Namibia, and
strongly argues the need for maintaining the confidence of the
white commercial farmers, the mining multinationals, the colonial
civil servants, the South African state-run transport corporation
and potential Western donors. A brief final chapter, by veteran
South African liberal journalist Stanley Uys, adopts a perspective
more sympathetic to the liberation movement. The South African
economic grip on Namibia is essentially regarded as a stranglehold,
which, according to the author, one cannot expect SWAPO to maintain
or stabilise. It is also pointed out that SWAPO would be more con
cerned with establishing genuine independence than with subordin
ating itself to either South Africa or to the Soviet Union. The
editor of this book, who is professor of political science and
history at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has previously
published a general introduction to Namibia, see p. 171-227 in
his Suffer the Future. Policy Choices in Southern Africa (Cambridge,
Mass./London: Harvard Unversity Press, 1980).

68. SAUNDERS, CHRISTOPHER (ed.). Perspectives on Namibia: past and
present. Cape Town: Centre for African Studies, University of
Cape Town, 1983, 162 p. BibI.: 156-61. (Occasional Papers, no.
4/1983).

This very stimulating, although somewhat uneven, collection of
recent essays on Namibia stems from a series of lectures delivered
at the University of Cape Town.during 1982. The original contribu
tions are strengthened with two additional papers, an informative
introduction by the editor and a select bibliography. The section
on history comprises three substantiaI contributions by Brigitte Lau
(no. 134), Neville Alexander (no. 177) and Keith Gottschalk (no.
237), reflecting the emergence of a new generation of South African
based historians committed to a radical reinterpretation of Namibian
pre-colonial and colonial history. There is also a chapter on
the historical evolution of Windhoek, written by David Simon
(no. 104), followed by two comments on current political affairs:
"Strategic Options on the Independence Dispute" (Ottilie Abrahams)
and "Prospect s for an International Settlement" (Andre du Pisani).
The book ends with a discussion of the economic prospects by Wolfgang
H. Thomas.

69. SAUNDERS, CHRISTOPHER. "Towards the decolonisation of Namibian
history: notes on some recent work in English". The Namibian
Review, no. 25, (January-March) 1983: 29-36. AIso presented to
the African Studies Association, 26th Annual Conference, Boston,
December 7-10, 1983, 18 p.

This is one of the few serious attempts to discuss Namibian his tor
iography, and is exceptionally weIl informed on current research.
The author, a senior lecturer at the University of Cape Town, makes
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the point that although Namibian history is under-researched, a
new momentum was gained in the 1970s. He draws attention to some
recent works in English, by, inter alia, Kienetz, Lau, Werner,
Moorsom, Alexander, Bley and Drechsler, and argues on this basis
that the colonial ist perspective has been profoundly challenged
by new scholarly interpretations. He considers that the focus has
shifted from Eurocentricity and "ethnic" explanations to an ex
plicitly Namibian focus and a growing awareness of social differ
entiation, social relations and modes of production. The survey
contains a large number of references to papers, theses and books.

70. SEELEMANN, MARTIN. Ich liebe SUdwest. Aus SUdwestafrikas Geschichte,
von seinen Menschen und Tieren, vom Land und seiner Verwaltung, seiner
Wirtschaft und Industrie sowie seiner Stellung in der Weltpolitik.
Erlebnisse auf mehreren Studienreisen. Goslar: H. HUbener Verlag,
1971, 278 p.

The aim of this propagandist book is to serve as a general introduction
to Namibia for West German readers. It covers history from the
German colonisation onwards, as weIl as the economic structure
and the international dispute over the territory. The book is
written from the perspective of the conservative elements of the
German-speaking community in Namibia, and reflects the official
South African position in the chapters on the United Nations, the
liberation struggle ("Die Terroristen") and the bantustan policy.
The sections on agriculture contain information on farm labour and
karakul breeding.

71. SEGAL, RONALD and RUTH FIRST (eds.). South West Africa: A travesty
of trust. London: Deutsch, 1967, 352 p.

This valuable collection of expert papers was produced for the first
ever international conference on Namibia, held in Oxford in March,
1966, and is clearly based on a formidable research effort. Together
with First (no. 22) it is by far the best early introduction to
Namibia and was an important contribution to the international campaign
against South African colonial ism at a time when a number of simplis
tic, popularised propaganda accounts were produced by the apartheid
regime. The papers cover a wide range of subjects, including the
history of the German period, the origins of the Mandate, South
African techniques of domination, the Namibian economy and the
economic relationship with South Africa, the legal apparatus,
education, social conditions of the black population, the Odendaal
Report, and the labour force. For separate annotations, see Bley
(no. 181), Louis (no. 244), Bradford (no. 225), Simons (no. 254),
Gervasi (no. 358), Sutcliffe (no. 390), Rogaly (no. 383), McGi11
(no. 701), Ngavirue (no. 331) and Vilakazi (no. 276). The other
contributors are J.F. Kozonguizi, A. O~Dowd, E. Mondlane, R. Gott,
G.H. Geingob and I. McGibbon.

72. SIMON, DAVID. Contemporary Namibia: the political geography of
decolonisation. Oxford: School of Geography, 1983, 36 p. (Re
search Paper 31).
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The aim of this research paper, which is based on a recent D.Phil.
thesis mainly concerned with urbanisation (no. 102), is to provide
a general introduction to the political geography of Namibia. It
describes the economic system as inherently inefficient, financiaIIy
unviabIe, unacceptable to a large proportion of the population
as weIl as being an instrument for exacerbating socio-economic
inequalities. It depicts the purpose of South African political
strategy since 1975 as being to retain as much as possible of the
status quo while giving the appearance of meaningful change away
from white and South African control. The paper also discusses
Namibia in a wider regional context, especially in the light of
cooperation among SADCC-states. The geo-political analysis is thus
more sophisticated than the crude cold-war framework employed by
Brohman/Knight (no. 770), although the author seems to believe that
it is still possible to reach a compromise "which meets the major
demands of the contending interest groups".

SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF RACE RELATIONS. A survey of race relations
in South Africa, see no. 979.

73. STUDENTS AFRICAN MOVEMENT. Namibia rev~ew. Johannesburg: 1979
(?),87p.

Prepared by the Namibia Study Group of the Students African Movement
from a progressive standpoint, this well-informed introduction to
Namibia is directed to a South African readership. Separate chap
ters are devoted to history, labour, SWAPO and the liberation
struggle, a critical analysis of other parties and groups, foreign
interest, the Kassinga massacre, the "elections" in 1978 and the role
of the churches. A wide range of documents and press reports are
reproduced part ly or at full length.

74. SWAPO OF NAMIBIA (SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION). To be
born a nation. The liberation struggle for Namibia. London:
Zed Press, 1981,357 p. 6 maps, 27 figures, 31 tables, bibI.:
349-55.

Originating from a research and publicity drive by SWAPO in the
late 1970s, this is a pop ular history and a general introduction
to Namibia and the liberation struggle from a radical nationalist
point of view. The sections on the economy and on the living
conditions for blacks under apartheid are both informative and
clearly structured, offering a sharply anti-imperialist and class
based analysis. The major part of the book is devoted to a detailed
political history of the liberatian struggle over the last 20 years
with a retrospective overview covering the different forms and stages
of popular resistance before 1960. The statistical appendix in
corporates and partly reworks some of the original calculations
by R.H. Green, as weIl as other sources, and the extensive biblio
graphy serves as a guide to further reading. Several SWAPO documents
and statements are reproduced as appendices, enhancing the value
of the book as a historical source. Important information is also
concentrated in a large number of box inserts and graphs. Ch. 6
("Traditions of Popular Resistance") has appeared in a slightly
different form under the same title in Race & Class, 22, no. 1,
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1980: 23-46. For a brief account of the history of SWAPO and the
liberation struggle, see: 20th Anniversary of the Founding of SWAPO,
1960-1980. Two Decades of Heroic Struggle (Luanda: SWAPO, 1980,
16 p.). See also nos. 828-34.

75. THOMAS, WOLFGANG H. Economic development in Namibia. Towards
acceptable development strategiesfor independent Namibia. Mlinchen:
Chr. Kaiser Verlag/Mainz: Matthias-Grunewald-Verlag, 1978, 368 p.
6 diagrams, 52 tables, bibI.: 316-50.

This is one of the most wide ly used and quoted accounts of the
economic potential of Namibia, written by a West German economist
now back at the University of Western Cape af ter his expulsion from
South Africa in 1977. The author was a member of a committee of
financial experts responsible to the Turnhalle conference, and his
theoretical framework is largely the "free-market" perspective of
that conference. The book contains a great deal of detailed and
occasionally original economic data, partly reflecting the author's
access to confidential sources, and is undoubtedly the most effective
statement of a neo-colonial economic strategy. Despite his official
role, the author's analysis impels him to dispute the South African
contention that the Namibian economy is not independent ly viable
and has no economic development potential, although he also stresses
the need for close future cooperation between the two countries.
The major part of the book is devoted to a political discussion of
development strategies regarded by the author as "acceptable" - to
whom is never clearly defined. His highly questionable assumption
is that common ground for pro- and anti-colonial forces can be found,
and that flexibility, cooperation with South Africa and foreign aid
can lead to "socio-economic development and structural change".
There is als o a large number of tables and a full bibliography.
For more recent works, see nos. 480-2.

THOMAS, WOLFGANG H., see no. 65.

76. UNITED NATIONS. Decolonization. Issue on Namiba. New York, 1977,
72 p. (A publication of the UN Department of Political Affairs,
Trusteeship and Decolonization. No. 9/Revised edition, December
1977) .

This special issue on Namibia gives a useful background to the
situation prevailing in the territory in the mid-1970s, covering
economic conditions, legislation and the growth of the national
liberation struggle as weIl as the Turnhalle conference and the
diplomatic undertakings by the Western powers. The second part
deals with the history of the relations between the UN and South
Africa concerning Namibia, and includes the texts of the relevant
General Assembly and Security Council resolutions from the termin
ation of the mandate (1966) up to 1977. The SWAPO Central Committee
Declaration of September 1977 is reproduced as an appendix.

77. UNITED NATIONS. Namibia. Working paper prepared by the Secretariat.
New York, 1983, 21 p. (Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. A/AC. 109/748, 22 August 1983).
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Updated annually, this is a UN report which provides a general
introduction to Namibia. Special attention is paid to the illegal
occupation by South Africa, the oppression of the Nambian people,
the struggle for national independence and the efforts to achieve
a peaceful settlement. There is also a brief review of recent
economic developments.

78. UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR NAMIBIA. Handbook on Namibia. (Tenta
tive title). Lusaka: UNIN, 1985. In preparation.

UNIVERSITÄT BREMEN, see no. 16.

79. VAN ROOYEN, INA (ed.). SWA/Namibia Today = SWA/Namibie Vandag
SWA/Namibia Heute. Windhoek: SWA/Namibia Information Service,
1979, 120 p.

Published as three separate booklets in English, Afrikaans and
German, this is an introduction to Namibia whose purpose is to
paint a rosy picture of economic, social and culturai conditions.
The text is supported by numerous colour photos and basic official
facts and figures.

80. VIGNE, RANDOLPH.
Namibian nation.
Southern Africa,

A dwelling place of our own. The story of the
London: International Defence and Aid Fund for

rev. ed. 1975, 52 p.

and its human issues. London:
7 tables, 18 figures, 25

81.

First published as earlyas 1973, A dwelling place ... remains one
of the clearest and best-written short introductions to Namibian
history. It highlights the essentiai features of colonial repression
and exploitation,and makes graphic use of hitherto untouched
original material. The sections concerned with international
negotiations and the prospects for independence are updated in
"The Namibia file", Third World Quarterly, 5, no. 2, (April) 1983:
345-60. A South African in exile, the author has been actively
involved with the solidarity movement over the years, and is honorary
secretary of the Namibia Support Committee.

WELLINGTON, JOHN H. South West Africa
Oxford University Press, 1967, 461 p.
photos.

Written by a leading South African geographer, this book is one of
the weightiest contributions to Namibian geography and history.
The treatment of Namibia's geography, especially its physical and
ecological aspects, is wide-ranging and authoritative. The back
ground chapter on the economy, although analytically rather weak,
provides a useful factual survey of the main features in the 1960s.
The historical sections on the 19th and early 20th centuries reflect
extensive and committed research and present a classic liberal
indictment of German and early South African colonial ism, which is
neither so dry as Goldbiatt (no. 24) nor so blantantly racist as
Vedder (no. 157). On the interwar period the author's account is
enhanced by a thorough examination of the annual reports of the
SWA Administrator (no. 258), as weIl as some key unpublished sources.
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82. BÄHR, JDRGEN."Windhoek - eine stadtgeographische Skizze". Erdkunde,
24, no. 1, 1970: 39-59. 8 maps, 5 photos, 8 tables.

Written by a West German geographer at the University of Kiel, this
brief descriptive account sets Windhoek in its historical and geo
graphical perspective. The article outlines the history of Windhoek
from the pre-colonial period up to the late 1960s, stressing the
town's rapid expansion and diversification af ter the Second World
War. It also covers the implementation of the policy of apartheid,
in particular in the form of segregated townships for Africans and
Coloureds outside the city centre. There are also several informa
tive maps and tables.

83. BARNARD, W.S. Die Streekpatrone van Suidwes-Afrika. University of
Stellenbosch, 1964, 393 p. 79 figures, 79 tables, bibI.: 384-93.
(PhD thesis).

The primary concern of this geographical study is to determine the
regional divisions for each of a range of categories: physical land
forms, climate, natural resources, population, agriculture, mining,
industry and transport. Each is discussed in consecutive chapters
organised under three main headings: physical background, natural
and social resources, and economic geography. In pursuing his ana
lysis the author presents a wide range of data, much of it covering
the 1950s and early 1960s but sometimes also earlier periods. The
sources from which the tables are derived are unfortunately in most
cases not attributed, but there is a full bibliography which is of
particular value for the range of the South African publications
listed. There is a copy of the thesis in the University of Frankfurt
Library.

84. BRANDMAYR, JOSEF. Eine Landeskunde von Slidwestafrika mit besonderer
Berlicksichtigung der ethnisch und historisch-politisch bedingten
Ralmprobleme. Univ. Salzburg, 1977, 553 p. 68 figures (map s , dia
grams), bibI.: 540-53 (Dissertation).

This long thesis aims to prov ide a general introduction to the histo
ry, geography and geo-politics of Namibia as a background to a dis
cussion of the development of the "homelands". These sections con
tain a fair amount of data, partly based on field research, but have
been largely superseded by more recent works, see, for example, Leser
(no. 95). Accepting the colonial framework, the major part of the
thesis outlines the main structures of each of the "homelands", with
emphasis on geography, administration, economy and infrastructure.
The author seems to accept the Turnhalle rhetoric, believes that the
apartheid system was dissolved in 1977 and maintains that the crea-
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Beyond 1945 the text is thinner and more selectively preoccupied
with the international dispute. Although the general framework is
far from anti-colonialist, there is some trenchant criticism of
the apartheid system and the inequitable distribution of land and
resources.

SEE ALSO:

95, 111, 304, 312,407, 740, 756, 765, 903, 906, 914-916, 964, 977,
979, 985, 987, 991, 992, 1013, 1017.
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tion of "homelands" provided adequately for the economic and social
security of the African "peoples".

85. BRETSCHER, J.B. Energy survey. New York: UN Department of Technical
Cooperation, 1982, 46 p. 25 tables, 2 maps. (UN Nationhood Prograrnme
for Namibia, NAM/79/011, draft).

This general overview of the present uses and future requirements for
energy in the national economy was intended to do no more than provi
de a preliminary assessment, but in a field almost untouched in the
planning literature it is probably the most competent study to date.
Starved of hard data both by South African secrecy and lack of oppor
tunity for extensive research, the author relies extensively on com
parative analogy, especially to Zambia in respect of mining and to
Zimbabwe in respect of manufacturing and construction. The method
at least yields rough estimates of energy demand, which the author's
expertise in the field s helps to set in their Namibian context. Dis
cussion of sources of energy supply, infrastructure and transport is
concluded with brief remarks on high-grade personnel requirements for
an Energy Department in an independent Namibia.

86. CHRISTlE, RENFREW. The political economy of the Kunene hydro-electric
schemes. University of Cape Town, 1975, 242 p. Tables, maps, diagrams.
BibI.: 220-42. (MA thesis).

87. ------- "Who benefits by the Kunene hydroelectric schemes?". Social
Dynamics, 2, no. 1, 1976: 31-43.

One of the few studies of the material infrastructure in Namibia, this
is an important contribution to the analysis of the political economy
of South African - and to alesser extent Portuguese - colonial rule.
The author, now serving a long prison sentence in South Africa for
his cornmitment to the political and economic liberation of his count
ry, researched extensively in the published literature, both histo
rical and recent, and interviewed several of the South African offi
cials directly involved. The first part of the thesis, an expansion
of a BA (Hons) dissertation the previous year, presents the economic
and political setting in a historical perspective. The second part
gives a detailed analysis of the evolution, scope and purposes of the
Kunene scheme itself, concluding with an assessment of the distribu
tion of benefits from its completion. This analysis, in particular
the final chapter, is surnmarised in the subsequently published article
in Social Dynamics.

88. COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM IN MOZAMBIQUE, ANGOLA & GUINE. White power. The
Cunene river scheme. London, 1975, 24 p. 3 maps, illus.

Although some of the information is outdated, this pamphlet still
serves as a brief introduction to the Cunene River Scheme and in par
ticular the Calueque barrage and the power station at the Ruacana
Falls. The information given supports the contention that Portugal
and South Africa embarked upon this large project in order to inten
sity their exploitation of the region's agriculturaI and mineral
resources, to reinforce their political controI over the population
and to attract international capital (and military support) to the
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area. The long-term aims of the Cunene River Scheme are a1so seen in
the context of South Africa's expansionist policy in Southern Africa
as a whole.

89. CUBITT, GERALD and GARTH OWEN-SMITH. Namibia - the untamed land. Cape
Town: Dan Nelson, 1981, 208 p. 171 photos.

This is a 1avish1y illustrated "coffee-tab1e" book on Namibia, concen
trating on its ecosystems and the exceptiona1 variety of wi1d1ife. The
photos (Cubitt) are comp1emented by six brief essays (Owen-Smith),
which are main1y concerned with eco10gy and the need for conservation.
To judge from the photos, there seem to be no human beings in Namibia.
Gerald Cubitt has previous1y published another book with equa11y
splendid illustrations, see Gerald Cubitt and Johann Richter: South
West (Cape Town: Struik, 1976).

90. DINTER, KURT. Die vegetabi1ische Veldkost Deutsch - Slidwest-Afrikas.
Okahandja: Se1bstver1ag, 1912, 47 p. + 13 photos. (A1so published by
Kommissionsverlag E. Rlih1s, Bautzen).

Written by a prominent botanist in the German colonial service, this
book1et describes the vegetab1e "veldkost" which formed a considerab1e
part of the diet before colonial times, then slow1y decreasing in im
portance. The register covers tuberous plants, fruits, mushrooms,
onions, and 1eafgreens. See a1so by the same author: Deutsch-Slid
west-Afrika. Flora. Forst- und 1andwirtschaft1iche Fragmente. Leipzig:
Weigel, 1909, 191 p.) and W. Geiss: "Veldkost in S.W.A.", Journal 
SWA Wissenschaft1iche Gese11schaft, 20, 1965-66: 59-68.

91. FAO. Assessment of potential land suitabi1ity, Namibia. Sateilite
imagery ana1ysis for reconnaissance survey of natural resources.
Rome: FAO, 1981, 40 p. 4 figures, 13 maps, bibI.: 38-40. (AG: DP/NAM/
78/004, Technica1 report 1, based on the work of C. Travaglia and J.
Schade, Remote Sensing Centre, Land and Water Development Division).

Based on frames taken by the Landsat sate11ite during the dry seasons
of 1972 and 1973, this survey covers the northwestern quarter of
Namibia. Fo110wing an explanation of the remote sensing technique
and its uses, the study describes in some detail, with supplementary
maps, the geo10gy, surface drainage, c1imate, soi1, vegetation, types
of farming, mines and transport network. The analys is demonstrates
the potential of this new form of geographical research for enhancing
and even supp1ementing ground data, indicating, for example, zones of
land use and areas of severe overgrazing. It also breaks new ground
in demonstrating that much of the groundwater that underlies the
Ovambo f100dp1ain derives from large-sca1e seepage from the midd1e
Kunene. The lack of corre1ation with published ground data leads to
occasiona1 errors of fact or judgement, but the utility of this new
research method is convincingly demonstrated.

92. FERREIRA, EDUARDO DE SOUSA. "Namibia and the Cunene project ~n Ango
la". In Portuguese colonialism from South Africa to Europe, p. 91-121.
Freiburg: Aktion Dritte Welt, 1972. (German original: "Namibia und
das Cunene-Project in Angola", p. 81-114 in E. de Sousa Ferreira:
PortugieslscherKo10nialismus zwischen Slidafrika und Europa. Freiburg:
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Aktion Dritte Welt, 1972).

This chapter forms part of a revised edition of articles, original ly
published in German in 1970 and 1971. The author, who at the time
was living in West Germany and was actively involved in sol idar ity
campaigns for the liberation movements in the Portuguese colonies,
presents a brief general analysis of the political economy of Nami
bia. The argument, although informed by anti-imperialist theory, is
rather simplistic and thinly researched, and there are also factual
errors. There is, however, substantive information on the Cunene
hydro-electric scheme and on the background to West German economic
interests in Namibian uranium.

93. FINKELDEY, HELMUT. "Kostenlose Energie von der Sonne. Anwendung der
photovoltaischen Solarenergie in SWA". SWA Annual 1983: 33-42.

This short review (probably intended as a public relations drive by
SWE Power & Pumps (Pty) Ltd, Windhoek), is the first survey of the
already widespread utilisation of solar energy in Namibia. The
article is also published as an annex to Newsletter of the SWA Scien
tific Society, vol. XXXIV, no. 7.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANISATION, see no. 91.

INSTITUTE FOR CARTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, see no. 111.

94. LESER, HARTMUT. Landschaftsökologische Studien im Kalaharisandgebiet
um Auob und Nossob (östliches Sudwestafrika). Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner
Verlag, 1971, 243 p. 96 illus., 9 maps, bibI.: 229-35.

Although the bulk of this monograph comprises a technical study of
vegetation and landscape, its final section gives a detailed, per
ceptive and partly historical analysis of the relationships between
ecology and farm economy in its study area, a section of the eastern
sandveld south of Gobabis. The author links the clear degradation of
the natural vegetation with a number of economic, manageriai and ad
ministrative factors, including the clearance of bush cover for gra
zing and dryland cropping, the inappropriate and incomplete introduc
tion of fenced pas ture rotation, the inadequate capital resources of
many of the smaller settler farmers, inadequate transport, and the
area's peripheral position in the South African marketing system.
Even by the yardstick of successful commercial farming and land-use
planning, both settler farming practices and official colonial policy
come in for serious criticism. Aspects of this critique are developed
in a comparative framework in a separate article ("Landschaftsökolo
gische Grundlageforschung in Trockengebieten. Dargestelit an Beispiel
en aus der Kalahari und ihren Randiandschaften", Erdkunde, 25, 1971:
209-33). A later article ("Weidewirtschaft und Regenfeldbau im Sand
veld: westliche Kalahari um Schwarzen Nossob und Epukiro, östliches
SWA", Geographische Rundschau, 27, 1975: 108-22), based on a question
naire survey of farmers in the same area during 1971, develops the
logical and economic analysis in greater depth. All three publica
tions are weIl supported by original diagrams and maps; of particular
value are those specifying the structure of land ownership.
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95. LESER, HARTMUT, Namibia. Stuttgart: Ernst Klett, 1982, 259 p. 36
tables, 42 illus., bibl.: 249-56. (Länderprofile-Geographische Struk
turen, Daten, Entwicklungen).

96. ------- Sudwestafrika. Eine geographische Landeskunde. Windhoek: SWA
Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1976, 247 p. 40 maps and figures, 30
photos, tables.

Written by a prominent physical geographer, who has published a wide
range of scholarly studies, Namibia is a standard introduction to
Namibian geography. The most valuable and authoritative part of the
book is the third (p. 75-171), which is devoted to natural resources,
ecosystems, climate, vegetation, agriculture, fisheries and mining.
This section also contains a critical discussion of the exploitation
of water resources, especially by the mines. The value is enhanced
by numerous well-organised tables, of ten of some historical depth, as
well as nearly 50 maps, diagrams etc. The cursory treatment of pre
colonial history is mainly based on the "missionary - colonial ist" in
terpretation (Vedder et al.), and the development perspectives are
largely discussed within a neo-colonial framework. The lack of fami
liarity with parts of the recent literature, especially by authors
who are more critical of South African rule, is also evident in the
sections on economic history, spatial structure and geo-political
aspects. There are also several serious mistakes - for instance,
identifying the "SWAPO-Democrats" as the internal wing of SWAPO 
which cast doubts on the author's reliability when he moves beyond
his professional fields. The 1976 edition is largely superseded by
this new book, but the wide range of maps and statistics, which are
mainly concerned with the first half of the 1970s, are still a useful
source. This edition has also extensive bibliographies at the end of
each chapter. For a detailed critique of past and present cartography
in Namibia, see by the same author Namibia, Sudwestafrika: Kartograph
ische Probleme der neuen topographischen Karten 1:50 000 und 1:250000
und ihre Perspektiven fur die Landesentwicklung (Basel: Basler Afrika
Bibliographien, 1982, 56 p.).

97. LOGAN , RICHARD F. The Central Namib desert, South West Africa. Washing
ton: National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1960,
162 p. 32 tables, 15 figures, 16 maps and charts.

A district geography with arbitrarily defined boundaries, this study
by a well-known US geographer concentrates on physical and environ
mental relationships, but has descriptive information on the economy
of Walvis Bay and its hinterland. It also notes the ecologically
damaging spread of settler stock-farming into the inner Namib short ly
before it was halted by the implementation of the Odendaal Report. See
also "The geography of the Central Namib desert" in Arid lands in
perspective, edited by W.G. McGinnies and B. Goldman, p. 127-44
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1969), and "The utilization
of the Namib desert, South West Africa" in Coastal deserts: their
natural and human environments, edited by D.H.K. Amiran and A.K. Wil
son, p. 177-86 (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1973).

98. LOGAN , RICHARD F. "The geographical divisions of the deserts of South
West Africa". In Impulse eines Landes extremer Bedingungen fur die
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Wissenschaft. Festschrift zum 80. Geburtstag von Fritz Gaerdes, Oka
handja, Slidwestafrika, p. 46-65. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien,
1972.

A brief, readable and informative survey of the deserts of Namibia.
The author argues that despite their diversity the deserts are all
vulnerable to overexploitation. His conclusion is, consequently,
that protection of their surfaces, soils, vegetation and animals is
essential, and that drastic and thoroughly enforced conservation
planning is urgent.

99. LOGAN, RICHARD F. "Namibia". In African perspectives: an exchange of
essays on the economic geography of nine African states, edited by
Harm de Blij and Esmond Martin, p. 173-92. New York/London: Methuen,
1981.

Appearing in a collection of academic essays, this is an introduction
to the economic geography of Namibia which completely ignores the
bantustan policies, the inequitable land distribution, the effects of
the contract labour system, the ravages of the war and the extraction
of large profits by the transnational corporations. The purpose of
the article is quite clearly to tell the "success story" of Namibia
under colonial rule, concluding that an impressive improvement in the
social and economic conditions for "Non-Europeans" has taken place.
The author, who has published several studies on the Namib desert,
was one of the witness called to support the South African case before
the International Court of Justice in the 1960s.

100. MITCHELL, M.P. The politics of water. The significance of dams and
river valley development projects in the political and economic his
tory of Southern Africa, with particular reference to the Cunene river
schemes. York: Centre for Southern African Studies, 1976, 101 p. 6
tables, 9 maps, bibI.: 97-101. (B. Phil thesis).

This dissertation is based on the premise that the great river schemes
in Southern Africa of the 1960s and early 1970s have broad political
ramifications, and that the massive Cunene River Schemes must be seen
in the context of the Odendaal plan for separate development, the
supremacy of the South Africa-controlled economy and the maintenance
of the existing social structures. It is more specifically argued
that the Cunene River Schemes were a necessary result of the claim
the mining sector makes on water resources in Namibia and that a huge
hydro-electric project will serve the expansion of the mining in
dustry at the expense of the agriculturaI sector. The thesis does
not add much to the study conducted by Christie (nos. 86-7), but the
lack of literature on water and power supply makes it interesting
reading.

101. OLIVlER, H. "Angola/S.W. Africa" and "South West Africa". In Great
dams in southern Africa, p. 123-37 (ch. 8+9), 3 maps, 8 diagrams, 11
photos. Cape Town: Purnell, 1979.

A summary history of the construction of the Kunene River dams and
hydro-electric scheme in Namibia and Angola, and of the von Bach and
Naute dams inside Namibia, in a book devoted largely to South Africa.
There is much useful technical information, supplemented by maps of
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the catchment areas, site diagrams and detailed technical drawings.

OWEN-SMITH, GARTH, see no. 89.

102. SIMON, DAVID. Aspects of urban change in Windhoek, Namibia, during
the transition to independence. Oxford: Linacre College, 1983, 546 p.
88 tables, 34 figures, 10 photos, bibI.: 530-34 (D. Phil. thesis).

This thesis is one of the most impressive examples of recent post
graduate scholarship on Namibia, combining a wealth of empirical data
with an analys is informed by a liberal political perspective. The
au thor , a South African geographer who has undertaken extensive field
research in Windhoek, supports his analysis with numerous tables and
citations of primary sources. The study is broad in scope and metho
dology, succeeding chapters covering the historical geography of Wind
hoek, the city's position within the reorganisation of governmentsince
1977, statutory desegregation and residentiaI mobility, the political
geography of housing, the urban economy, and social services and pub
lic amenities. An introductory chapter outlines the basic features
of Namibian colonial history and economic dependency. The detailed
examination of the period af ter the installation of the Administrator
General in September 1977 demonstrates clearly that the changes have
been cosmetic rather than structural. The author's rather pessimistic
conclusion that the new post-colonial order may not be as radically
different as anticipated, reflects a wide reading of contemporary
literature on urbanisation and social change in African and other
Third World countries. Parts of this thesis have been published in
journals and anthologies, see nos. 103, 104, 719.

103. SIMON, DAVID: "Recent trends in Namibian urbanization". Tijdschrift
voor economische en sociale geografie, 73, no. 4, 1982:237-49.

Based on extensive research conducted for a D. Phil thesis (no. 102),
this essay focuses on demographic aspects of urbanisation in Namibia
since World War II. The author shows how urbanisation in this period
has been closely related to the expansion of mining (Tsumeb, Swakop
mund) and the fishing industry (Walvis Bay) , and that economic cent
res in the "white" areas have grown increasingly dominant at the ex
pense of the "homelands". A detailed examination of the racial com
position of the urban population reveals a steady urbanisation of
blacks, despite the elaborate repressive influx and migrant labour
controIs. Several tables have been derived from the population cen
suses in 1951, 1960, 1970.

104. SIMON, DAVID. "The evolution of Windhoek". In Perspectives on Namibia:
past and present, edited by Christopher Saunders, p. 83-108. Cape
Town: Centre for African Studies, 1983.

Based on the author's D. Phil. thesis (no. 102) this is a narrative
account of the development of Windhoek from pre-colonial occupation
through German colonialism and South African rule. It points out
that only since 1970 have whites been in the minority in the capital,
reflecting the degree of controI they exercise over the colonial pol
itical economy. It also clearly documents how the implementation of
a rigid apartheid policy in the 1950s led to three racial settlements
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and "a city divided against itself", with the blacks getto of Katatura
designed as a deprived, bleak urban dormitory for temporary residents
staying in Windhoek only to provide labour.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.) , DIRECTORATE OF DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION,
see no. 111.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the Secretary for Water Affairs,
see no. 1038.

105. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.), THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. The geology of South
West Africa/Namibia. Windhoek, 1982, 7 p. 1 map.

A brie f summary of the geology of Namibia, providing important tech
nical information, especially on mineral occurrences and potential
mineralisation. See also Geological map of South West Africa/Namibia
(Pretoria: The Government Printer, 1980.)

106. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.), SWA/NAMIBIA, DIRECTORATE OF WATER AFFAIRS.
25 years of water supply to South West Africa, 1954-79. Windhoek,
1980, 28 p. 4 tables, 4 diagrams, 1 map, 28 photos. (Afrikaans edi
tion: 25 Jaar van Watervoorsiening aan Suidwes-Afrika 1954-1979. Wind
hoek, 1980,28 p.).

An unusually detailed and lucid historical review of state water poli
cy, planning and infrastructural investment. The review covers all
major aspects of the activities of the Water Affairs Branch, including
dam and pipeline construction, the exploitation of groundwater, bulk
water supply, maintenance and services, quaIity control, staff, fi
nance, and legisIation. The Branch also occasionally publishes book
lets on specific topics, for instance, Water quaIity in SWA (1977)
and Underground water in South West Africa (1978), and on projects,
such as major dams.

107. STENGEL, HEINZ WALTER. "Die wasserwirtschaftliche Entwicklung einer
Farm in Slidwestafrika". Journal- SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft
17, 1962/63:37-102. Diagrams, maps, tables, photos.

A detailed case study of the development of water infrastructure on
one of the oldest commercial farms in Namibia, presented largely in
historical sequence. The author, the foremost state water engineer in
Namibia for many years, is primarily concerned with technology and
hydrology, but economic aspects are not ignored.

108. STENGEL, H.W. (ed.). Wasserwirtschaft - Waterwese-Water affairs in
S.W.A. Windhoek: Afrika Verlag der Kreis, 1963, 467 p. Tables, photos.

This book, part celebration and part exposition of the works of one
of the most technically competent and informative branches of the
colonial state, was published by a newly established local publisher
in whose journal (Der Kreis) several of its chapters first appeared
as articles. Being trilingual, the substantive text is shorter than
might first appear (English p. 327-467); but the chapters are tho
roughly researched, weIl written and packed with factual information.
The topics covered include the water supply and infrastructure at
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Walvis Bay, hydrography and water planning in Ovamboland, the uses of
perennial and seasonal rivers, evaporation and sedimentation in sto
rage dams, and a general overview of water resources and planning in
Namibia. The book offers both a detailed insight into the planning
and programmes of the Branch - unique before or since in official pub
lications - and scholarly contributions of considerable historical
depth. Of the two principal authors, Otto Wipplinger was then Direc
tor of the Branch and Heinz Stengel was to become its principal water
engineer and planner.

109. STENGEL, HEINZ WALTER. Der Schwarze Nossob. Eine wasserwirtschaftliche
Studie liber die Entwicklung eines Flussgebietes in Slidwestafrika in
Vergangenheit und Zukunft. Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesell
schaft, 1965, 60 p. Diagrams, maps, tables, photos. (English edition:
The Black Nossob. Windhoek: SWA Scientific Society, 1966, 60 p.).

This is a largely technical study of the development of the water
infrastructure in the catchment area of the Black Nossob, which drains
the plateau and sandveld west of Gobabis. It concentrates on the com
mercial farms, although the town of Gobabis is also featured. Brief
sections on transport, stockfarming and land-ownership are followed
by appendices on geology and vegetation and an extensive collection
of plans and maps.

110. TURNER, TERISA. Energy and South African independence, Inter
national Oil Working Group Inc. ,1983. Document presented to
the International conference in support of the struggle of the
Namibian People (Paris, 25-29 April 1983). 89+19 p. 11 tables,
4 figures, 7 maps.

This consultancy study was presented to a major conference on
Namibia, convened by the UN Council for Namibia, together with a
shorter paper whichrepresents a condensed version ( Namibian in
dependence and oil embargo against South Africa ).

It describes the Namibia energy system, showing that Namibia's energy
infrastructure has been engineered not only to render profitable the
exploitation of mineral resources but also to service the white far
ming sector and a massive military occupation. The study also re
views the ways in which existing energy relations are obstacles to
independence: by fuelling the South African military occupation, by
providing energy for lucrative and strategic mining operations, by
providing electricity from the Kunene hydroelectric scheme at Ruacana
for export to South Africa, and by constituting attractive prospect s
for extraction of fuel minerals, especially uranium. The paper con
cludes that the territory, and above all the South African military
machine, is highlyvulnerableto oil sanctions. The study remains how
ever, rather thin in empirical detail and substantive analysis; and
only cursory attention is devoted to policy issues in general and to
non-industrial and renewable sources of energy in particular. These
aspects are being taken up more systematically in a report now in pre
paration for the - UN Office of Technical Cooperation and Development.
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111. VAN DER MERWE, J.H. (ed.). National Atlas of South West Africa (Nami
bia) = Nasionale Atlas van Suidwes -Afrika (Namibie). Windhoek: Direc
torate of Development Cooperation/Stellenbosch: Institute for Carto
graphic Analysis, University of Stellenbosch, 1983, 202 p. 92 maps,
28 tables, 54 diagrams. (Distributed by Department of Civic Affairs
and Manpower, Windhoek).

The publication of the National Atlas marks apartial but significant
departure from the general stream of official political propaganda:
it is primarily a textbook; and it contains a wealth of hard informa
tion, important parts of it from unpublished official sources. The
project was initiated by the former SWA Administration, taken up by
the new central government under the Administrator-General, and as
signed to Stellenbosch whose Institute for Cartographic Analysis had
done excellent map work for the three bantustan studies of the 1970s
(see nos. 450-2). The result is a technically suberb general atlas
whose cartographic quality stands international comparison. Each map
is complemented by an explanatory or illustrative text, more of ten
than not with references to sources and/or a diagram or table summa
rising some of the data it contains. The maps are divided under seven
thematic heads: orientation (4), natural environment (24), settlement
structure, in effect the history of land theft (12), population struc
ture (11), economic structure (15), infrastructure (15) and urban
structure (10). Of greatest value amongst the new data will be those
on population (since even the preliminary results of the 1981 census
remain unpublished), infrastructure, and several branches of economic
activity, although because most of the base statistics are not given
in the text the reader is reduced to measuring from the maps to de
rive actual quantities. For all its technical excellence, though,
politics 100m large through much of the atlas. Walvis Bay is reli
giously excluded even from historical maps of pre-colonial times; the
text is blatantly although not always consistently supportive of the
official view of Namibian history and constitutional evolution; and
several of the maps are tendentious, notably "pre-colonial conflict"
and the endless sub-divisions by "population groups". The political
objective is clearly to showa sound capitalist economy under wise
and generous colonial stewardship. But the obvious bias does not se
riously detract from the atlas' empirical and cartographic value.

VaLK, OTTO HEINRICH, see no. 112.

112. WALTER, HEINRICH and OTTO HEINRICH VaLK. Grundlagen der Weidewirt
schaft in Slidwestafrika. Stuttgart: Eugen Ulmer, 1954, 281 p.

Based on several study trips and visits to more than 60 farms all over
the country, this is a revised and modernised version of a four-volume
work: Die Farmwirtschaft in Deutsch Slidwest-Afrika (Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey, 1940-41). A wide range of issues of relevance to karakul
and cattle breeding are discussed, with the main emphasis on climatic
conditions and the natural vegetation which serves as pasturage. The
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first chapter contains valuable information on climate and rainfall,
followed by a close examination of the different forms of soil erosion
and prospects for the reclamation of the veld. The second part of the
book (p. 183-281) is a detailed classification of the forage plants of
Namibia, with more than 100 drawings of the various kinds of grasses,
herbs, shrubs, bushes and trees. See also a more recent publication
by O.H. Volk: Gräser des Farmgebietes von Sudwestafrika (Windhoek:
SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1974).

SEE ALSO:

5, 7, 35, 44, 68, 72, 81, 336, 341, 476, 489, 498, 515, 516, 532,
536, 562, 579, 594, 603, 609-10, 612, 623, 770, 815, 849, 870, 893,
908, 952, 1038.
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3. PRE-COLONIAL NAMIBIA

113. ALEXANDER, JAMES E. An expedition of discovery into the interior of
Africa, through the hitherto undescribed countries of the Great
Namaquas, Boschmans, and Hill Damaras. London: Henry Colburn, 1838.
Vol. 1: 302 p. Vol. 2: 306 p. 15 illus., 1 map. (Facsimile reprint:
Cape Town: Struik, 1967. Vol. 1: 302 p. Vol. 2: 331 p. Africana
Collecteana Series vol. XXII & XXIII./New York: Johnson, 1967).

The first published account in English by a European visitor to Namibia.
Backed by the Royal Geographical Society and the British government,
Sir James Alexander, a well-to-do British army officer, undertook a
year-Iong overland expedition in 1836-7 from Cape Town to Walvis Bay
and Windhoek, the first European to reach central Namibia. The narra
tive is disappointingly thin on social observation and the author's
culturaI chauvinism is at times obtrusive. It does nevertheless con
tain much social economic and political detail from what was a forma
tive early phase in the integration of pre-colonial Namibia into the
world capitaIist economy. It also has the first detailed map of the
Namibian interior.

114. AL-NAGAR, UMAR. African initiative in the pre-colonial period. Paper
presented to the International Conference on Southern African History,
Roma, Lesotho, 1977,15 p.

This unpublished conference paper is essentially a critique of Heinrich
Vedder (no. 157), whose emphasis on tribal warfare and the destructive
role of Jonker Afrikaner is seen as providing the rationale for the
present-day divide-and-rule policy of the apartheid regime. The under
lying assumptions of the "revision" are that state formations and con
centrated power exercised by pre-colonial black rulers are good things
per se as examples of African pride and initiative. The role of pre
colonialrulers and the question of state formation are bound to be
controversial areas in future writing of Namibian history, and there
is indeed room for other interpretations than the nationalist and
"etatist" thesis advanced in a raw form in this brief and not very
weIl researched paper. The author is a Sudanese historian, who was
at the time a lecturer at the DN Institute for Namibia.
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115. ANDERSSON, CHARLES Jo Lake Ngami; or, explorations and discoveries
during four years' wanderings in the wilds of South Western Africa.
London: Hurst and Blackett. 1856, 545 p. 1 map, 57 pictures.
(Facsimile reprint, Cape Town: Struik, 1967).

116. ------- The Okavango river: a narrative of travel, exploration, and
adventure. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1861, 364 p. 17 pictures.
(Facsimile reprint, Cape Town: Struik, 1968).

117. ------- Notes of travel in South Africa. London: Hurst and Blackett,
1875, 338 p. (Facsimile reprint, Cape Town: Struik, 1969).

Charles Andersson was one of the foremost of the wave of European ad
venturers and traders to penetrate the Southern African interior in
the mid-19th century, and unlike several of his contemporaries, con
centrated his activities in central and northern Namibia. His travel
narratives provide the most wide-ranging published account of the
period from a European perspective, and although largely taken up
with the conduct of his expeditions and his interest in natural his
tory, contain much direct observation of interest as weIl as general
commentary on the economic, social and political affairs of the peo
ples he encountered. Apart from reports and papers subrnitted to the
Royal Geographical Society, London, for which its Journal may be con
sulted, Andersson published three major autobiographical books, con
taining narrative descriptions of his expeditions as hunter and
explorer to Ovamboland in 1850-1 (with Francis Galton, see no. 128)
and again in 1866-7, in the course of which he died; to Lake Ngami in
1852-3; and to the Okavango River in 1858-9. They also cover his
trading activities and political interventions in central Namibia in
the early 1860s. In the 1861 volume there is in addition a geographic
and economic survey of the Namibian coast and a detailed account of
the guano rush in the 1840s. These three volumes have been trans
lated into German as weIl as several other languages.

ATMORE, ANTHONY, see no. 142.

118. BERGER, LOTHAR. Der Einfluss der Grenzziehung auf die Ovambo. Wies
baden: Univ. Maiz, 1980, 148 p. 4 maps, bibI.: 134-44. (MA thesis) .

This perceptive German dissertation develops a lucidly argued class
analysis of the impact of European economic and military pressure on
the Ovambo social formation up to the completion of the colonial
conquest in 1917. The first section discusses the ecology of the
Ovambo floodplain, the forces and relations of production, and social
and political tendencies towards class formation and state-building.
The second part provides a historical analysis of the colonisation
process, identifying three distinct phases and concentrating on inter
nal social and political change. Among the topics discussed is the
impact of "Die Arbeiterfrage" (the need for migrant labour) on the
northern part of Namibia, especially at a time when the societies
were characterised by economic problems (rinderpest, the end of the
ivory boom etc.) as weIl as growing interna1 contradictions. The
study is based on a broad reading of contemporary German accounts
and more recent secondary literature, and is informed by similar
work by Clarence-Smith and Moorsom on Ovambo and southern Angolan
society (see nos. 123, 124).
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119. BORKOWSKY, CHRISTOPH. Zu einigen Aspekten des Ovambolebens. Berlin:
Freie Universität, 1975, 122 p. 3 maps, bibI.: 119-20. (MA thesis).

This dissertation is one of two pioneering attempts - ironically each
in complete ignorance of the other - to apply the methods and insights
of historical materialist analysis to pre-colonial Ovambo society.
It lacks the depth of source material, especially from the side of
Portuguese colonialism in Angola, of Clarence-Smith and Moorsom (see
nos. 123, 124), but covers a wide range of the German colonial lit
erature and is strong on applied theory. Together with Berger (no.
118), it forms the most extended marxist analysis of the Ovambo
social formation before formal conquest in 1915. The four principal
sections discuss in turn the resources, means and methods of production;
the forms of cooperation and differentiation in the labour process;
the relations of production and appropriation of the product; and
the form of the state, considering in particular the concepts of
"despotism", "feudalism" and "divine kingship".

120. CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, DEPARTMENT OF NATIVE AFFAIRS. Report of W. Coates
Palgrave, Esq., special commissioner to the tribes north of the
Orange river, of his mission to Damaraland and Great Namaqualand in
1876. Cape Town, 1877, 117 p. + xli. (Pretoria: The State Library,
1969, Reprint no. 40).

121. DAVIES, JOAN H. "Palgrave and Damaraland". Archives Yearbook of
South African History, 1942, part 2: 93-203. (MA thesis, Grahams
town University, 1939).

In 1875 the Parliament of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope expressed
its interest in acquiring Walvis Bay and the interior to safeguard
the positions of the traders and missionaries and to avoid competition
from other powers, and W. Coates Palgrave was subsequently appointed
special commissioner to enquire into the resources of the country.
His report is based on extensive travels in the central and southern
part of what is today Namibia, and contains much first-hand informa
tion on political and economic conditions. There are also several
historical documents, such as letters, petitions and minutes of
meetings with local political leaders. Palgrave entered into an agree
ment with the Herero, later to be disregarded, but his efforts to
persuade Nama leaders to ask for "protection" failed completely.
The thesis by J.H. Davies provides a discussion of the Palgrave
mission and his report, set in the context of Cape commerical expan
sion.

122. CHAPMAN, JAMES. Travels in the interior of South Africa. London:
Bell and Daldy, 1868. 27 pictures. Vol. 1: 454 p. Vol. 2: 480 p.
(New edition: E.C. Tabler (ed.). Travels in the interior of South
Africa, 1849-63. Cape Town: Balkema, 1971, 48 pictures. Vol. 1:
258 p. Vol. 2: 244 p. South African biographical and historical
studies no. 10).

James Chapman was amongst the most active of the mid-19th century
traders and missionaries, reaching the area of the present Caprivi
Strip several times and traversing central Namibia via Walvis Bay
and Gobabis on three expeditions between 1855 and 1863. As a self
financed trader and hunter, Chapman was in constant contact with
the people and political authorities of the areas through which he
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passed. His extensive travel diaries provide a detailed account
of the conduct of his own and others' trading and hunting activities.
Commentary on local politics and social and economic conditions
is infrequently developed at any length. But although of ten coloured
by dogmatic culturaI chauvinism, there is much sharply and familiarly
observed detail - in this respect the account of the final major
expedition from Walvis Bay to the Zambezi is superior in its Namibian
sections to that of the author's travelling companion, the artist
Thomas Baines (Explorations in South West Africa. London: 1864,
523 p.). Both the published versions have been edited from Chapman's
original manuscripts. The modern edition lacks the chapter summaries
of the original, but includes previously omitted manuscripts, a
selection of Baines' illustrations and Chapman's photographs,
probably the first to be taken in Namibia, a useful introduction,
notes, and an index.

123. CLARENCE-SMITH, W. GERVASE and RICHARD MOORSOM. "Underdevelopment
and class-formation in Ovamboland, 1844-1917". In The roots of
rural poverty in central and southern Africa, edited by Robin Palmer
and Neil Parsons, p. 96-112. London: Heinemann, 1977.

This slightly amended version of an earlier article (Journal of
African History, 16, no. 3, 1975) is a pioneering attempt to apply
the insights of class analysis to the history of pre-colonial
peasant society in northern Namibia. Its argument is rigorous,
concentrated and based on a wealth of source material, combining
Clarence-Smith's extensive archival research on southern Angola
with Moorsom's use of published Namibian sources. The authors argue
that pre-colonial contact with industrial capitaIism through European
traders generated class divisions in the social structure of Ovambo
society which left it ultimately more vulnerable to incorporation
into the colonial system of labour migration. The use of class
analysis is perhaps more explicit in Moorsom's "Underdevelopment
and clas s-formation: the origins of migrant labour in Namibia,
1850-1915", in Perspectives on South Africa: a collection of working
papers, edited by T.Adler, Johannesburg: Witwatersrand University,
African Studies Institute, 1977, and in Clarence-Smith's published
study of southern Angola (no. 124). See also no. 667.

124. CLARENCE-SMITH, W. GERVASE. Slaves, peasants and capitaIists in
southern Angola, 1840-1926. Cambridge University Press, 1979,
132 p. 4 diagrams, 7 maps, bibI.: 116-27.

This seminal book is based on the author's doctoraI thesis on the
history of the colonisation of southern Angola (Mossamedes and its
hinterland, 1875-1915, PhD thesis, London: SOAS, 1975). Although
criticised by Clarence-Smith himself as doing "little more than
elaborate a general history of the area, with a much greater
stress on African societies than was the rule in colonialist his
toriography", the thesis deploys a wealth of archival and published
source material to characterise an area and a historical period
hitherto left largely to colonialist propaganda and ethnography.
The entirely rewritten published version may err in the opposite
direction in its selective use of source material. The text is
organised thematically and the main emphasis is laid on the eco
nomic and social structures of local social formations, both sett ler
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and indigenous. The author's principal theoretical inspiration is
class analysis and marxist anthropology, and it is as a major case
study of the economic and social processes of colonial conquest
that the study is chiefly valuable. It is also, however, of con
siderable direct Namibian interest,since the area covered includes
Ovamboland and its northern neighbours.

125. CRAIG, ROBERT. "The African guano trade". Mariner's Mirror,
50, no. 7, 1964: 25-55.

A detailed and expert account of the tumultuous guano rush of
1843-4, when hundreds of vessels descended on Ichaboe Island and
removed more than 200,000 tons within two years. The author's
research embraced a wide range of published and private records
and he sets the episode in the context of the economics of
international merchant shipping in the 1840s.

DAVIES, JOAN H., see no. 121.

126. EIROLA, MARTTI et al. The culturaI and social change in Ovamboland
1870-1915. University of Joensuu (Finland), 1983, 123 p. BibI.:
66-122.

The pilot study described in this report was concerned with Ovamboland
in the period immediately before and during the German colonial
period. It was carried out by a team of Finnish researchers assoc
iated with the University of Joensuu, the University of Oulu and
the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies. Its aims were to
devise a detailed research programme for an inderdisciplinary pro
ject focusing on cultural, economic, social and political changes
in Ovamboland during the period 1870-1915, to make an inventory of
relevant source material and literature in Finland, the German
Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany,and to make
contact with Finnish and foreign research workers and institutes
interested in Namibian history. The main value of the report lies
in the overview of the unique material on Ovamboland which has
been collected in Finland as a result of the activities of the
Finnish Missionary Society. The report also contains useful in
formation on some of the German archival sources, a brief biblio
graphical discussion of Northern Namibia and an out line of the
major themes of the research project which will folIowas the next
step. The second half of the report consists of an extensive
listing of 750 publications of relevance to the project, covering
early travel, colonial and missionary literature and environmental
sciences as weIl as modern historical and social science literature.
See also no. 191.

127. FREY, C.
Society,

"Jonker Afrikaner and his time".
1, 1925/6: 17-35.

Journal - SWA Scientific

A general summary of the history of central Namibia during Jonker
Afrikaner's ascendancy (c. 1825-61). It is drawn largely from the
published accounts of European traders, explorers and missionaries
and concentrates as much on their activities as on the biography
of Jonker, who is depicted, as in Vedder's influential defence of
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the missionaries' "civilising" role (see no. lS7), as a barbarous
despot bent on plunder and personal aggrandisement.

128. GALTON, FRANCIS. The narrative of an explorer in tropical South
Africa. London: John Murray, 18S3, 314 p. 10 pictures, 1 map.
(New edition: London: Ward, Lock & Co., 1980,314 p. 3 pictures,
1 map. Reprint: New York: Johnson Reprint Comp., 1971, 314 p.).

Francis Galton, an explorer and anthropologist from a wealthy
Victorian background and soon to become a pillar of the Royal
Geographical Society, was the first European traveller to visit
Ovamboland from the south. His detailed narrative account of that
17-month expedition, which ranged wide ly over the central-northern
plateau as weIl as to Ondonga in Ovamboland, mixes perceptive
social, economic and political commentary with the usual travel
anecdotes and exploits. The self-confidence of a well-connected
adventurer from an expanding imperial power is in these circum
stances an advantage, for on the one hand his thoughts and motives
are transparent at every stage, while on the other his account is
sympathetic to the economic prosperity and the social and political
order he encountered in the Ondonga kingdom. Of the two available
editions, the 1980 reprint omits the travel itinerary and most of
the colour prints, but adds an index and an appendix containing
extracts from published descriptions of several subsequent exped
itions to Ovamboland, as weIl as the author's vigorous criticism
of one of the more hostile of them. The German translation has
recent ly been reprinted: Bericht eines Forschers in Tropischen
Sudafrika (Swakopmund: Gesellschaft fur Wissenschaftliche
Entwicklung und Museum, 1980, 180 p.).

129. IRLE, JAKOB. Die Herero. Ein Beitrag zur Landes-, Volks- und
Mi s s ionskunde .--:G'"'ll"'·t-e-r-s"""'l=-o"""'h=--:-"'B-e-r-t-e""'l-s-m-a--'n"'"n-,-:-'9=-0=-6-:-,----=3-=S-=2--'-p-.--=S'""'6:--1::-·l=-l=-u-s.

This is the leading missionary work and the standard account of
Herero society in the late 19th century, based on the author's
experience as a missionary since early 1870s. The book is re
garded as an equivalent to the work by Tänjes on Ovamboland (no.
1S6), and provides a unique insight into the life of the Herero
in the period af ter 1870, seen through the eyes of an acute
and not unsympathic observer. There is a great deal of information
on geography, rainfall (tables for 1886-1903), droughts (from
1740 onwards) daily life, kinship, property rights, housing, work,
social relations, trade (calculations of prices of consumer goods
in Cape, Walvis Bay and Otjimbingwe), cattle routes, and modes
of exchange. The last third of the book is devoted to the history
and the future prospects of missionary activities. There
are also numerous photos and drawings. The manuscript was comp
leted before the war of anti-colonial resistance, but published
at a time when a paternalistic and balanced presentation of the
Herero people was not what the authorities really wanted.

130. KIENETZ, ALVIN. "The key role of the Orlam migrations in the early
Europeanization of South West Africa (Namibia)". The International
Journal of African Historical Studies, 10, no. 4, 1977: S53-72.
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This thought-provoking essay argues that the early 19th century
Orlam migrations have had a profound impact on the culture and
history of Namibia. While pro-colonial ist historiography has emphasized
the role of European traders and missionaries as "pioneers", the
main concern of the author is to demonstrate the role played by
the Orlams through three basic components of their economy and cul
ture: rifles, horses and ox-wagons. The basic conclusion is,
therefore, that a wave-like process of culturaI diffusion took
place in the 19th century. The article is also a stimulating con
tribution to the historiographical discussion, and criticises the
colonialist historians as well as the "rather mechanistic" East
German school represented by Loth (no. 140) and Drechsler (no. 188).

131. LAU, BRIGITTE. A critique of the historical sources and historio
graphy relating to the 'Damaras'in pre-colonial Namibia. University
of Cape Town, 1979, 105 p. Bibl.: 97-105. (BA, Honours) .

This research essay breaks new ground in its critical assessment of
the historiography of pre-colonial Namibia, providing a penetrating
examination of the primary source material and the secondary
literature on the Damara in the 19th century. The author has
undertaken the important task of questioning the value and reli
ability of the source material, including the missionary information
often repeated uncritically by historians and anthropologists. The
essay contains also an illuminating discussion of some major historical
works, especially Heinrich Vedder (no. 157), Heinrich Loth (no. 140),
Richard Moorsom (nos. 55, 123) and Israel GoldbIatt (no. 24). The
concluding chapter offers some tentative suggestions as to directions
for further research. While the subordination of Damara communities
to Nama/Orlam groups and the Herero has often been described as a
patron-client relationship between individuals, it is suggested that
a more useful approach is to understand this relationships of de
pendency and subservience in the light of the Orlam migrations and
the penetration of mercantile capital.

132. LAU, BRIGITTE. "'Thank God the Germans came': Vedder and Namibian
historiography". In Africa Seminar, Collected Papers, vol. 2,
edited by Keith Gottschalk and Christopher Saunders, p. 24-53.
Cape Town: Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town,
1981.

Partly based on a BA thesis (no. 131), this essay offers a critical
examination of the writings of Heinrich Vedder, the influential
missionary and amateur historian. In a significant contribution
to Namibian historiography, the author point s out that the ideas
and historical studies of Vedder have all centred on the role and
responsibility of the white race as the carrier of Christian White
Civilization, in which the German sett lers of Namibia had a special
place. The essay demonstrates convincingly how colonial settler
myths were propagated through his South West Africa in early times
(no. 157), and that the overriding impulse behind his magnum opus
was to idealize the colonisation of Namibia by distorting the
history of the pre-colonial societies. These conclusions are
drawn from analysis of Vedder's writings on the Damara and his views
on pre-colonial violence and the concept of "tribe". The essay is
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also published in three parts in The Namibia Review (no. 21, January
March 1981; no. 22, April-June 1981; and no. 26, September-December
1982).

133. LAD, BRIGITTE. The emergence of Kommando politics in Namaland,
Southern Namibia 1800-1870. University of Cape Town, 1982, 388 p.
BibI.: 371-86. (MA thesis).

134. ------- "The Kommando and the 1860s traders' and missionaries' 'war
of liberation"'. In Seminar on Namibian history, p. 17-42.
Windhoek, 1983. (Namibian Review Publications, no. 2).

This is a major historical study and a fresh and thoughtful
reinterpretation of a critical period in Namibia's under-researched
pre-colonial history, based on extensive archival work in Cape Town
and Windhoek and inspired by materialist historiography and French
anthropology. Af ter a critical discussion of other historical
interpretations (especially Vedder, Loth and Moorsom) , the author
describes the early Nama social formation (1800-1820) and the effects
of the Orlam invasion. The main focus is on the rise and fall of
the "kommando groups" as a particular pattern of social organisation,
based on commodity exchange (the entrenchment of the dependency on
the Cape nexus), cattle raiding, tributary relations with the Herero
and the Darnara, and more advanced military and transport technology,
including the use of guns, horses and ox-wagons. It is argued that
this systern was fundamentally challenged in the middle of the
century by the attempt of European traders and missionaries to
usurp the political and economic power of the leading Orlam/Nama
groups , this coming in a period of depletion of natural resources,
the negative effects of the entrenchrnent of the dependency on the
Cape nexus, a small-pox epidemic and lung-sickness amongst cattle.
The wars in the 1860s, which have been portrayed by Vedder and others
as a "Herero war of liberation" are seen in this perspective as a
much more complex process in which European traders and missionaries
extended their controI of central Namibia by administering the final
blow to the crumbling base of kommando power. This process is
aptly summed up: "With kommando power broken, Europeans could
now exploit the riches of the northern and eastern hunting velds
without having to fear the payment of fees and duties. They could
trade and settIe where they planned ... The country was freer than
ever before - to be controlled by agents of merchant capital and
colonialism". The essay in Seminar on Namibian history is a
succinct introduction to the thesis. It is also published in
Perspectives on Namibia (no. 68), but in this version the extensive
footnotes and bibliographical references are unfortunately omitted.

135. LAU, BRIGITTE (ed.). Carl Hugo Hahn. Tageblicher, 1837-1860.
Diaries. Windhoek: Archives Services Division of the Department
of National Education, 1984. Part I: 1837 - 1845, 291p. ; Part II:
1846 - 1851, p. 291-579. (Archeia, Windhoek Archives Source Public
ations Series, No. 1-2 ). Avaliable in Western Europe from Basler
Afrika Bibliographien.

This is a most welcome and carefully prepared source edition of the
diaries of Carl Hugo Hahn, who was a missionary amongst the Herero
and one of the key European political figures in central Namibia
in the period 1842-1873. As pointed out by the editor in her
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introduction, in the absence of extensive oral history research and
a well-established 19th century archeology, these documents are
among the earliest and most detailed sources on socio-political
conditions in Nama- and Hereroland. Their importance is further
enhanced by the fact that most of the early history of Herero com
munities is based on sources dating from the 1870s and 1880s, at
a time when major social and political changes had already occurred.
The diaries also throw a revealing light on the role of the mission
aries and their own perceptions of the societies in which they worked.
The text is in German, but the introduction as weIl as the 240 in
formative notes are in English. There are also a bibliography and
a detailed index. The first two volumes cover the period 1837 -
1851 and the two other are expected to be published in the 1985.
The editor, herself a leading historian of 19th century Namibia
(see nos. 131-4), is Publications Officer at the State Archives,
Windhoek.

136. LAU, BRIGITTE. 'Pre-colonial' Namibian historiography: what is to
be done? Paper presented to the Conference on Research Priorities
in Namibia, ICS, University of London, 23-25 July 1984, 22 p.

This fully referenced paper draws on the author's previous studies
(see nos. 131-4) to make a most welcome contribution to the sparse
historiographical debate on pre-colonial Namibian societies. The
first part focuses on the colonial apologetic literature, and leads
into a critical assessment of the more recent Africanist and
historical materialist works, including a stimulating discussion
of authors such as Loth, Moorsom and Werner. The author points
to the vast blank spaces in existing literature, and stresses the
need for, inter alia, the study of ecological and demographic
changes in the 19th century, an oral history project and the pre
paration of a reader on pre-colonial Namibian history.

137. LEHMANN, F. RUDOLF. "Die politische und soziale Stellung der
Häuptlinge in Ovambo-Land während der deutschens Schutzherrschaft
in Sudwest-Afrika". Tribus, N.F., 4-5, 1954/5: 265-328.

138. ------- "Die anthropogeographischen Verhältnisse des Ambolandes im
nördlichen Sudwestafrika". Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, 79, 1954:
8-58. 7 photos.

The first of this pair of articles is concerned primarily with the
political status of the Ovambo kings and their relations with
the German authorities, on which a good deal of descriptive infor
mation from archival and literary sources is deployed. The con
cluding section tests the 'divine kingship' hypothesis in the
Ovambo context, discussing at length the pre-colonial forms of
social and political authority and the analyses of earlier authors.
The second article speculates on various aspects of the ecology
of Ovamboland, with lengthy descriptions and extensive historical
references on climate, water supply, natural environment, forms
of agriculture and trade, population, and social and political
history. Relatively little on-the-spot research appears to
have been undertaken, but the use of several unpublished offical
sources brings out new information. See also "Die verhouding van
die Duitse Beskermingsadministrasie in Suidwes-Afrika tot die
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Ambovolke". Journal - SWA Scientific Society, 9, 1955-56.

139. LOEB, EDWIN M. In feudal Africa. BIoomington, 1962, 382 p. + xxii.
5 maps, 13 photos, bibI.: 378 83. (Publications 23, Indiana Univer
sity, Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore and Linguistics.
Also part Il of The International Journal of American Linguistics,
28, no. 3, 1962).

This is an original but controversial anthropological study of the
Kwanyama, the largest of the pre-colonial Ovambo population groups.
Through detailed fieldwork as a member of a large US expedition to
the area in 1947-48, the author has been able to provide new insight
into the late pre-colonial and early colonial period in the north.
The study represents a welcome departure from the time less framework
of physical anthropology and ethnology in employing a historical
perspective on societal change. The sections on ecology, agri
culture, trade, craftsmanship and other aspects of material culture
are strong, and differentiation by occupational and social rank
is discussed, prefiguring the class analyses of such authors as
Moorsom, Berger and Borkowsky. The author obviously wanted to
define societies as feudal, and he was consequently looking for
suitable characteristics. Despite its forced and at times specu
lative interpretations, the study is original in analysis and rich
as an empirical source.

140. LOTH, HEINRICH. Die christIiche Mission in Slidwestafrika. Zur
destruktiven Rolle der Rheinischen Missionsgesellschaft beim Prozess
der Staatsbildung in Slidwestafrika (1842-1893). Berlin (CDR):
Akademie-Verlag, 1963, 180p. BibI.: 174-80. (Studienzur
Kolonialgeschichte und Geschichte der nationalen und kolonialen
Befreiungsbewegung,8).

A major work of historical research and interpretation, offering
a forceful, original and controversial analysis of pre-colonial
central Namibian history. The author, a leading East German his
torian, made the first serious attempt to challenge the influential
and colonialist interpretation of the same period advanced by Heinrich
Vedder (no. 157). Where Vedder could see nothing but an endless
drama of bloody repression, internecine tribal warfare and the
individual despotism of African rulers, this study focuses attention
more on what is called "state formation" as one of the main themes
of 19th century Namibian history. The development of larger states
is regarded as a progressive and necessary step in social evolu-
tion , and the overriding aim of the book is to demonstrate the
destructiveness of missionary interventions in this process in the
1850s and 1860s. Typical of the 1960s, the author is more pre
occupied with the actions of Europeans than with the internaI
dynamism of the African societies. Some of the assumptions of the
study have been questioned by other historians, see for example
Kienetz (no. 130) and Lau (nos. 133, 136), who are more concerned
with external dependency and the influence of commodity production
on social and political relations than with the activities of the
missionaries. The book contains more than twenty historical docu
ments in the appendix, as weIl as a guide to the relevant archival
files and to literature for further studies. Unfortunately, the
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author himself was barred from the Rhenish missionary archives in
Wuppertal, West Germany. The same author has also published a
study of "Christian rebels" in Southern Africa and their fight against
colonialism and apartheid, which includes separate chapters on
Jonker Afrikaaner, Hendrik Witbooi and Markus Witbooi: Rebellen im
Priesterrock. Christen im Suden Afrikas und ihre Rolle im Wider
stand gegen Kolonialismus und Apartheid. Eine historische Unter
suchung. (Berlin: Union Verlag, 1977, 239 p.).

141. MCKIERNAN, GERALD. The narrative and journal
in South West Africa, 1874-1879. Cape Town:
1954, 193 p. 3 photos, 1 map. (Edited by P.
Society Publications no. 35).

Gerald McKiernan was an American hunter and trader who traveIled
wide ly through central and northern Namibia in the decade before
the German colonial annexation. The published text consists of
an uncompleted narrative (1874-6), written from memory af ter the
author's return to the US, and a travel journal (1877-9). It is
valuable for being the work not of a missionary, explorer or
well-to-do adventurer, each with a readership to play to or a
publicist aim to promote, but of one the ordinary traders who went
simply to make money. The author was not entirely free of the
pervasive racist ideology of the period, but frequent close contact
in the cours e of barter trading renders it less obtrusive than in
many similar accounts. His memory is accurate, his attitude re
strained and unsentimentally pragmatic, and there is much carefully
observed detailon his and others' trading activities and, less
frequently, on the economy and society of the peasant farmers on
whom he depended for a living. This edition is enhanced by an
informative introduction and notes, and by appendices listing
the names of geographic locations and persons appearing in the text.

142. MARKS, SHULA and ANTHONY ATMORE. "Firearms in southern Africa: a
survey". Journal of African History, 12, no. 4, 1971: 517-30.

This article includes a brief but valuable early overview of the role
of firearms in the central and southern Namibian conflicts of the
19th century and the resistance to German conquest at the turn of
this century. The link between trade penetration, access to
European weapons technology, the raiding economy and internaI class
and state formation is developed further in particularly Moorsom,
Clarence-Smith and Lau (see nos. 55, 123, 124, 133).

143. MEYER, FELIX. Wirtschaft und Recht der Herero. Berlin: Springer,
1905, 105 p.

An attempt to discuss the material cul ture and the customary law
of the Herero around the turn of the century, based on the extensive
writings of traveIlers, missionaries, anthropologists and colonial
administrators. The text is badly organised, lacking chapters and
sub-titles, and is not without racist overtones, but the compilation
of information on political organisation, "the cattle complex" ,
social differentiation and rules of inheritance, although frag
mentary, has reference value. The text almost totally fails to note
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the profound historical changes which the Herero were subject to in
the last part of the 19th century, and is set within the anthro
pological framework of a timeIess "primitive society".

144. MÖLLER, PETER AUGUST. Journey in Africa through Angola, Ovampoland
and Damaraland. Cape Town: Struik, 1974, 216 p. 30 pictures, 3
maps, bibI.: 202-04. (Translated by Ione and Jalmar Rudner from
the Swedish original Resa i Afrika genom Angola, Ovampo och Damara
land. Stockholm: W. Billes Bokförlag, 1899).

At the time of his 1895-6 expedition through southern Angola,
Ovamboland and central Namibia to Walvis Bay, Peter Möller was
already a long-serving Swedish army officer and experienced in
African conditions, having been for several years a colonial adminis
trator in the Congo. He was an accurate and observant reporter and
as weIl as the usual descriptions of hunting and wildlife, there
is much detailed information and perceptive general cornrnentary
on the peoples amongst whom he traveIled. His account gives a rare
and invaluable insight into social and economic conditions in
Ovamboland at a turning-point in its history, when the pressures of
unequaI exchange and colonial conquest were setting in motion major
internaI changes, confirming, for instance that the new class of
war-Ieaders (lenga) was weIl established before the devastating
rinderpest made cattle-raiding an economic necessity. This trans
lation is complemented by extensive factual footnotes and by Möller's
portrait and landscape photographs.

MOORSOM, RICHARD, see no. 123.

145. MORITZ, EDUARD (ed.). "Aus den ältesten Reiseberichte liber Deutsch
Slidwest-afrika". Mitteilungen aus den deutschen Schutzgebieten,
28, 1915: 161-268;.29, 1916: 135-253; 31, 1918: 17-44.

This is a unique collection of source material on Namibian pre
colonial history, as seen through the eyes of voyagers, traders,
missionaries and traveIlers. The editor has brought together letters,
diaries and excerpts from published books, translated from Dutch,
Portuguese, French and English in addition to material originally
written in German, and provides brie f biographical introductions.
The first part (1915) is concerned with the period 1760 up to
1842, when the Rhenish Missionary Society established itself in
Namibia, the second part (1916) mainly with diaries and letters
from missionaries (Knudsen, Hahn, Kleinschrnidt, Scheppman) in the
period 1842-1852, while the third part (1918) opens with Portu-
guese reports from the 1480s and ends with an account of the
Namibian coast and the whaling activities in the 1830s.

146. NITSCHE, GEORG. Ovamboland. Versuch einer landeskundlichen Dar
stellung nach dem gegenwärtigen Stand unserer geographischen Kenntnis.
Univ. Kiel, 1913, 154 p. 4 maps, bibI.: 5-9.

The most comprehensive geographical and economicstudy of Ovamboland
to appear during the German colonial period, drawing on a wide range
of travel reports and secondary literature as weIl as the author's
academic training. More than two-thirds of the text is taken up
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with physical geography and the natural environment. The concluding
chapters, although briefer, provide an ordered discussion on the
political and social structure of Ovambo society as weIl as
valuable data, not least on the earliest phase of labour migration.
The final chapter discusses the potential for colonial economic
exploitation. Writing at a time of growing German interest in
northwards expansion af ter the devastation of the Herero/Nama
war of resistance, the author, while urging military conquest,
rates large-scale labour migration as being of greater economic
value to the colonial regime than land seizure and plantation
agriculture.

147. PELISSIER, RENE. "Campagnes militaires au Sud-Angola (1885-1915)",
Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines, vol. 9, 1969: 54-111.

148. ------- "Mandume (c. 1890-1917) et la resistance Ovambo au colonial
isme portugais en Angola". In Les Africains , vol. VIII, edited by
Charles-Andre Julien, p. 205-35. Paris: editions j.a., 1977.

Written by a prominent French historian specialising on Angola, the
first of these two essays provides a weIl researched survey on the
military dimensions of Portuguese attempts to colonise southern
Angola. It contains considerable factual detailon a period in
the history of northern Namibia and southern Angola which is poorly
covered in the modern literature (see no. 124). The second contribu
tion offers a biographical sketch of the last Kwanyama king and one
of the most far-sighted leaders of the resistance to colonisation.
Mandume, who confronted the final South African/Portuguese assault
on Ovamboland in 1915 and was killed by the South Africans two
years later, is so far the only Namibian represented in a pres
tigious series of volumes on "famous" African leaders.

149. PFOUTS, ANITA. "Social structure in precolonial Namibia: a lingu
istic analysis", UFAHAMU, 13, nos. 2-3, 1984: 283-302.

Originally presented as a paper to the African Studies Association
1983 Annual Conference, this preliminary and pioneering essay ex
plores important aspects of pre-colonial history by using archeo
logical and linguistic evidence to shed light on migration, settlement
and historical links between ethnic groups represented in Namibia
today. The author links Namibia to the stream of Central African
history, documents the strong historical ties between Ovambo and
Herero people, shows how class formation can be studied through
the existence of words for concepts of class formation, such as
"rich man", "pauper" and "slave", and argues that the collection
of words for iron and metal-working in several of the Southwest
Bantu languages indicates that the knowledge of the technology
already existed between 500-700 AD.

150. RIDSDALE, BENJAMIN. Scenes and adventures in Great Namaqualand.
London: T. Woolmer, 1883, 293 p.

Composed 1n diary form, this is the account of the experiences of
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a Wesleyan missionary based in Warmbad in the late 1840s. The
major part of the book, which is badly organised and lacks a proper
contents list, consists of missionary reminiscences of limited
general value. There are, however, some original observations on
the political and social situation in the middle of the last cen
tury, notably the chapter "Great Namaqualand and its people" (p.
57-lOn.

151. SCHINZ, HANS. Deutsch- Sudwest-Afrika. Forschungsreisen durch
die deutschen Schutzgebiete Gross-Nama- und Hereroland, nach dem
Kunene, dem Ngami-See und der Kalaxari, 1884-1887. Oldenburg!
Leipzig: Schultze, 1891, 568 p. 40 pictures.

This book, one of the first of a stream of autobiographical remini
scences from German travellers, missionaries and officials, was
the product of a two-year expedition in 1885-7 which ranged over
the whole of Namibia and northwestern Botswana. The travel narra
tive, which makes up the bulk of the text, is supplemented by
substantial general chapters on the Nama, the Herero, and the
Ovambo. The author's interest in botany and anthropology predom
inates but economic and social themesregularly recur both in discussion
and in detailed observation, and there are brief excursions into
recent political and missionary history. Two concluding chapters
outline the potential for colonial exploitation, especially through
sett ler farming, and provide a certain amount of economic infor
mation on the first years of the German Protectorate. The
ethnographical collection based on Hans Schinz's visit to Namibia
forms a part of the Völkerkundemuseum der Universität Zlirich. For
an informative presentation of the collection and its initiator,
see Miklos Szalay: Die ethnographische Stidwestafrika-Sammlung
Hans Schinz, 1884-1886 (Zurich, Völkerkundemuseum der Universität
Ztirich, 1979).

152. STENGEL, HEINZ WALTER. "Der Baiweg". Namib und Meer, 3, (October)
1972: 5-20.

This brief note describes the first road connection between the
coast and the interior of Namibia, which was built in the 1840s on
the initiative of the foremost African ruler in central Namibia
at the time, Jonker Afrikaner. The road, which great ly impressed
European travellers, was the first permanent trade link between
Namibia and the world market which was not dependent on the Cape
Colony. It served as the only link to Walvis Bay/Swakopmund until
a small-gauge railway line was built around the turn of thecentury.
The article sheds some light on pre-colonial and early colonial
economic history, but is marred by the use of tendentious terms
like "the warlike and rapacious native tribes". There is a summary
in English and Afrikaans.

153. STUCHLIK, MILAN. "Social stratification of the Herero". In Social
stratification in tribal Africa, edited by L. Holy and M. Stuchlik,
p. 151-66. Prague: Czech Academy of Sciences, 1963.

The author sets out to analyse in broad terms economic, social and
political differentiation in Herero society before it was sub
stantially transformed by externa l pressures. His sources are
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limited to the few available anthropological works, but within
this framework he provides a perceptive synthesis.

154. TABLER, EDWARD C. Pioneers of South West Africa and NgamiIand,
1738-1880. Cape Town: Balkema, 1973, 142 p. Bibl.: 133-40.
(South African Bibliographical and Historical Studies, 19).

Based on extensive research, this is a biographical dictionary
and a reference work which prov ides information on European
explorers, hunters, traders, settlers, agents, mine managers,
tourists, missionaries, naturalists, photographers, concessionaires,
military advisors, collectors, sportsmen, and cattle farmers,
who traveIled and settled in Namibia from 1738 to 1880. The book
helps map the early penetration by Europeans in the area, and the
index and the bibliography make it a practical reference source.
It should be noted, however, that it also includes incorrect and
superficial information, and that far from all relevant biographical
sources have been exploited. For a critique of Tabler for not
having taken into account the African "pioneers" (esp. the Orlams),
see Kienitz (no. 130).

155. TINDALL, JOSEPH. The journal of Joseph Tindall. Missionary in
South West Africa 1839-55. Cape Town: van Riebeeck Society,
1959,198 p. Bibl.: 197-8. (Edited by B.A. Tindall).

Written in the form of a diary, with a chapter for each year, this
book is mainly concerned with missionary activities, although
there are also references to economic and social conditions
and to conversations with local leaders. The published
version, edited by the author's grandson, is suppIed with foot
notes, a sketch-map, an introduction and a bibliography.

156. TÖNJES, HERMANN. Ovamboland: Land, Leute, Mission. Berlin: Martin
Warneck, 1911,317 p. 37 photos.

This book, one of the first to be specifically devoted to Ovamboland,
gives a general account of economic, social, political and ideo
logical life in Ukwanyama, the largest of the Ovambo population
settlement areas. The author based his book on his nine years'
experience as a missionary. Organised broadly within an anthro
pological framework, it provides much descriptive information on
the local economy and social order only a few years before the
final colonial conquest. A final section describes the history
and the work of the Lutheran Mission in Ovamboland.

157. VEDDER, HEINRICH. Das alte Slidwestafrika. Slidwestafrikas Geschichte
bis zum Tode Mahareros 1890. Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche
Gesellschaft, 1981, 686 p. BibI.: p. 664-66. (First edition:
Berlin: Martin Warneck, 1934. English edition translated and edited
by C.G. Hall: South West Africa in early times. Being the story
of South West Africa up to the date of Maharero's death in 1890.
Oxford University Press, 1938, 525 p. Reprint: London: Frank
Cass & Co., 1966. Afrikaans edition: Die Voorgeskiedenis van
van Suidwes-Afrika. Windhoek: Meinert, 1937, 751 p.).
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Published in German, Afrikaans and English, this book has until very
recent ly been taken as the standard account of 19th century Namibian
history. The English edition is a shortened version of the original,
in that numerous letters and documents, as weIl as detailed accounts
of the development of individual missions, have been omitted. The
1981 German edition is the easiest to use, due to the inclusion of
an extensive subject and name index (p. 667-88), prepared by Vita
von Schwind. The legendaryauthor, who lived in Namibia from 1902
until his death in 1972, was a leading missionary, an amateur
linguist, historian and anthropologist, as weIl as a prolific
writer. He was also an influential colonial propagandist and
played an important political role as a prominent member of the
German community and an appointed member of the South African
Senate af ter the apartheid victory in 1948. His magnum opus is
essentiaIlya narrative account of European "discoveries", missionary
activities and "tribal warfare" up to 1890, mainly based on letters,
notes, diaries and reports by European missionaries, traveIlers and
colonial officiaIs. There is, however, no discussion of the status
and reliability of missionary records, and without references very
little of the narrative is verifiable by academic standards. The
pre-colonial African societies are depicted as stereotyped "tribes"
engaged in endless wars and battles and ruled by blood-thirsty
despots, a description which has been echoed by others who have
written on the same period. The works of Vedder have recent ly come
under heavy attack from a new generation of historians, who have
maintained that his writings do not contain history "but at best a
chronicle of events and at worst a thinly-veiled political propaganda
from a settler point of view" (see Lau, nos. 131, 132). Hagiographic
accounts of his life and works have also been challenged by scholarly
examinations of his theology and close affinity to fascist ideology
(see Engel, no. 233). The background notes and documents for his
major historical study are available in 30 volumes at the State
Archives, Windhoek and at the Stellenbosch University. (Quellen
zur Geschichte von Sudwestafrika; zusammengestellt im Auftrage der
Administration). For a celebration of Vedder and his ideas, see
Drascher, W./Rust, H.J. (eds.): Ein Leben fur Sudwestafrika.
Festschrift. Dr. h.c. Heinrich Vedder (Windhoek: SWA Wissen
schaftliche Gesellschaft, 1961, 168 p.). See also the sketchy
biography written by Walter Moritz: Dr. Heinrich Vedder. Vom
Ravensberger Seidenweber zum beruhmten Afrika-Missionar (Schwäbisch
Gmund: Afrika-Verlag der Kreis bei Lempp Verlag, 1973, 33 p.) and
Julius Baumann: Mission und Ökumene in Sudwestafrika. DargestelIt
am Lebenswerk von Hermann Heinrich Vedder (Leiden/Köln: E.J.
Brill, 1965, 168 p.). Vedder has also published his reminiscences:
Kurze Geschichten aus einem langen Leben (Wuppertal: Verlag der
Rheinischen Missionsgesellschaft, 1953, 246 p.), which is also avail
able in a shortened Afrikaans version: Kort verhale uit~n lang lewe
(Cape Town: Balkema, 1957, 138 p.).

158. WATSON, ARTHUR C. "The guano islands of southwestern Africa".
Geographical Review, 20, (October) 1930: 631-41.

An account of the guano rush of 1843-4, concentrating on its central
focus, Ichaboe Island, but also with descriptions of other islands
and of the sealing expeditions along the southern Namibian coast
which preceded it. The author uses mainly US sources and follows the
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involvement of US vessels, in particular through the private journal
of a crew-member on board an American schooner, large extracts of
which are quoted.

159. WERNER, WOLFGANG. An exploratory investigation into the mode of
production of the Herero in pre-colonial Namibia to ca. 1870.
University of Cape Town, 1980, 112 p. BibI.: 103-12.
(Dissertation, B. Sos. Sc., Honours).

A significant departure from the anthropological and missionary
literature in applying a marxist analytical framework to pre-colonial
Herero society, this dissertation poses some important questions
and issues for further research, although, as the author readily
acknowledges, the analysis is exploratory for lack of empirical
material on the production process, political organisation and the
dominated classes. His thesis is that a transition took place in
the first half of the 19th century from a lineage-based to a
tributary mode of production, based on an amalgamation of smaller
productive units defined by membership of a particular patrilineage
into large entities, and that social stratification based on controI
over cattle and people began to take the shape of class relations.
Although the activities of missionaries and merchant capital led to
important changes, especially in the use of technology and imported
goods, it is argued that the relations of production did not change
significantly and that the missionaries and merchants were forced to
work through - and thus to strengthen- the dominant chiefs. This
continuity, in turn, explains why the conditions for an economic
and political unification of the Herero people did not exist before
the colonial annexation.

SEE ALSO:

1, 8, 24, 55, 68, 81, 182, 186, 191, 198, 202-03, 211, 553, 561,
619, 637, 641.
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UNDER GERMAN RULE (1884-1915)

A. The German empire

160. ALBERTINI , RUDOLF VON with ALBERT WIRTZ. European colonial rule,
1880-1940. The impact of the West in India, Southeast Asia, and
Africa. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press/Oxford: Clio
Press, 1982, 568 p. BibI.: 541-64. ~German edition: Europäische
Kolonialherrschaft: die Expansion in Ubersee von 1880-1940.
Munchen: Heyne, 1982, 656 p. BibI.: 602-32.).

This is a revised edition of a standard German textbook on the
history of European colonialism, originally published in 1976. It
includes a lucid survey of German colonialism in Africa, written
by Albert Wirtz, (p. 388-417 in the English edition, p. 444-80 in
the German edition). This chapter places Namibia in the broader
context of German economic interests and colonial policy. The
book also has an extensive bibliography.

161. DliLFFER, JOST. "Deutsche Kolonialherrschaft in Afrika". Neue
Politische Literatur 26, no. 4, 1981: 458-73.

This is an informative and critical examination of recent scholarly
studies concerned with German colonial ism and the period of German
colonial rule in Africa, discussing general works as weIl as case
studies from Tanzania, Togo, Cameroon and Namibia. The author is
a historian at the University of Köln.

DUIGNAN, PETER, see no. 162.

162. GANN, L.H. and PETER DUIGNAN. The rulers of German Africa 1884-1914.
Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1977, 286 p.
26 tables + statistical appendix. (Hoover Institution Publications).

This is the first volume in a multi-volume work which defines its
purpose as being "to elucidate the sociological and functional
characteristics, the achievements as weIl as 6hortcomings, of the
white empire builders, civilian and military during the age of the
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New Imperialism in Africa". Written by two right-wing US scholars
(see no. 776), the study concentrates on the colonial elite and how
the Germans ran Namibia and the other parts of their empire. The
authors regard German colonialism as "an engine of modernization", and
argue against the Hannah Arendt's thesis linking colonialism to
the emergence of fascism. The work benefits from extensive archival
research, and is strong on the machinery of administration and
the role of the German administrators, armed forces and civilians
in Namibia. There are also two chapters discussing the social
and economic impact of conquest, covering the same ground as L.H.
Gann: "Economic development in Germany's African empire, 1984-1914",
published in The Economics of Colonialism, edited by L.H. Gann and
Peter Duignan (Cambridge University Press, 1975).

163. GIFFORD, PROSSER and WM. ROGER LOUIS (eds.).
Africa. Imperial rivalry and colonial rule.
Yale U.P., 1967, 825 p.

This collection of essays on colonialism, focusing more on the European
powers than on the African side of history, contains several contrib
utions of direct relevance for Namibian studies. The chapters by
Helmut Bley and Maynard W. Swanson are annotated separately (nos. 180,
272). Of relevance too are articles on British ånd German colonial
attitudes by W.W. Schmokel ("The hard death of imperialism: British
and German colonial attitudes, 1919-1939", p. 301-355) and a con
cluding chapter by John D. Fage ("British and German colonial rule:
a synthesis and summary" , p. 691-706.). The book has a wide-ranging
historiographical essay by H. Pogge von Strandmann and Alison Smith
(no. 910).

164. GRAUDENZ, KARLHEINZ and HANNS MICHAEL SCHINDLER. Die deutschen
Kolonien. Geschichte der deutschen Schutzgebiete in Wort, Bild
und Karte. Munchen: Sudwest Verlag, 1982, 320 p. C 450 photos,
bibI.: 318-20.

The main value of this book lies in the wide array of photos, maps
and documents, which together throw light on German colonialism and
life in the colonies. In spite of the author's professed "objectiv
ity", the chapter on Namibia (p. 31-95) is at times very c10se to
an apology for colonialism and shows little concern for the history
as experienced from an African point of view. The fascination
with missionaries, "pioneers", and military leaders gives a
one-sided perspective on Namibian history, and in general the
illustrations reveal mote of the true character of German colonial
ism than does the written text. The final section on the contemp
orary situation in Namibia pays little attention to the national
struggle for independence, and is partly based on the South African
propaganda myth of Namibia as being torn apart by ethnic ("tribal")
rivalries. See also another pictorial review of German colonialism:
Uwe Timm: Deutsche Kolonien (Munchen: Verlag Autoren Edition,
1981, 218 p.). The section on Namibia (p. 64-97) is very weak, and
does not contain many pictures which have not been used before.
Some of the most interesting - and revealing - photos are still to
be found in E. Schultz-Ewerth (ed.): Deutschlands Weg zur Kolonial
macht (Berlin: Verlag Scherl, 1934), which contains more than 230
illustrations.
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165. HENDERSON, W.O. Studies in German colonial history. London:
F. Cass & Co., 1976, 142 p. (First edition: 1962).

This collection of essays by a well-known British historian is
mainly concerned with various aspects of the economic history
of the German colonies, in particular German trade and the colonies,
chartered companies and British economic activity in the German
colonies. The appendices contain statistics on Germany's commercial
relations with the colonies and the role of raw materials.

166. LEWIN, PERCY EVANS. The Germans and Africa. Their aims on the dark
continent and how they acquired their African colonies. London:
Casseli, 1939, 372 p. (First edition: 1915).

A revised and rewritten edition of a classic work on German colonial
ism in Africa, originally published during the First World War with the
propagandist purpose of showing that the Germans were not "worthy"
of keeping their colonies. Despite its bias, it contains some
useful information, including a chapter specifically dealing with
Namibia ("German administration in South-West Africa", p. 127-48).
The author was for many years librarian at the Royal Empire Society
(now Royal Commonwealth Society).

LOUIS, WM. ROGER, see no. 163.

167. MAMOZAI, MARTHA. Herrenmenschen. Frauen im deutschen Kolonial
ismus. Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1982, 312 p. 44 photos.
(Frauen aktuell/rororo aktuell 4959).

Based on an academic study concerned with colonialism and the role
of women, this readable and thought-provoking book covers a wide
range of subjects: German colonialism in general, the predominance
of men (colonial "pioneers", missionaries, officers, etc.), the
position of women in pre-colonial societies and the impact of
colonialism on their status and working conditions, sexual abuse
and extreme violence directed against African women, and the role
played by German women in the colonies and in the colonial move
ments. The author draws heavily on contemporary sources, and
quotes extensively from books written by German women living in
Namibia before 1915 (Lydia Höpker, Margarethe von Eckenbrecher,
Ada Cramer, Clara Brockmann, Helene von Falkenhausen, Maria
Karow and others).

168. MEYER, HANS H.J. (ed.). Das deutsche Koloniaireich. Eine Länder
kunde der deutschen Schutzgebiet. Leipzig/Wien: Bibliographisches
Institut. Vol. 1: Ostafrika und Kamerun. 1909, 650 p. Vol 2:
Togo, Slidwestafrika, Schutzgebiete in der SlidseeundKiautchougebiete.
1910, 575 p. Maps, photos, graphs.

This is the standard contemporary work on the geography of the German
colonies, written by experts on the different territories. The
major part of the work is devoted to flora, fauna, physical ge0

graphy and "colonial anthropology"; by contrast the treatment of
economic geography is surprisingly weak. This is also refletted
in the section dealing with Namibia, authored by Leonard Schultze
(vol. 2, p. 131~298).



169. MULLER, FRITZ FERDINAND (ed.).
Dokumentation. Berlin (GDR):
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Kolonien unter der Peitsche.
Rutten & Loenig, 1962, 172 p.

Eine

This is a collection of 87 documents from the Deutsches Zentralarchiv,
Potsdam, which together provide a graphic account of the methods
of forced labour, violence and harsh punishment which were system
atically used against the indigenous population of the former German
colonies. The major part of the book is concerned with German East
Africa (Tanganyika), but there are also several Namibian reports,
documents and excerpts from the files of convicted persons. The
editor has written an introduction to each of the nine chapters.

170. PIERARD, RICHARD VICTOR. The German Colonial Society. State
University of Iowa, 1974, 407 p. (PhD thesis).

This is a detailed study of the Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft, which
played a prominent role in the scramble for colonies, the economic
exploitation of the German territories, including Namibia, and
colonial propaganda. The thesis, which is mainly based on the papers
of the Society in the Deutsches Zentralarchiv in Potsdam, sheds
light on the economic and political development of Namibia under
colonial rule. The author argues that the primary motive behind the
activities of the Society was nationalist, and that it did not
draw its main support from big business. See also by the same
author: "The Transportation of White Women to German Southwest
Africa, 1898-1914"., Race, 12, no. 3, 1971: 317-22.

SCHINDLER, HANNS MICHAEL, see no. 164.

171. SCHMITT-EGNER, PETER. Kolonialismus und Faschismus. Eine Studie
zur historischen und begrifflichen Genesis faschistischer Bewusstsein
formen am deutschen Beispiel. Giessen/Lollar: Verlag Andreas
Achenbach, 1975, 224 p. BibI.: 199-224.

Subrnitted as a sociology dissertation in 1974 at the University of
Frankfurt, this thesis uses many examples from Namibia to highlight
issues of general importance to the theoretical discussion of
colonial ideology. Starting from the works of Hannah Arendt, Fanon
and Cesaire, the author sets out to investigate the socio-economic
basis of German colonial ideology, the origins of racist and expan
sionist ideology, and the subjective and objective functions of
ideologies. The author advocates a strictly materialist approach
to ideological phenomena, and argues that the radical racism of
German sett lers in Namibia also has to be understood in terms of
their conflicts with land companies, monopoly capital and the
colonial state bureaucracy. The final chapter contains a sketchy but
suggestive out look on the importance of colonial ideology in the
genesis of fascism.

172. SCHNEE, HEINRICH (ed.). Deutsches Kolonial- Lexikon. Leipzig: Quelle &
Meyer, 1920. Vol. 1: 776 p. Vol. 2: 698 p. Vol. 3: 778 p.

Edited by a former colonial governor (Tanganyika) and a leading
colonial propagandist during the Nazi era, this encyclopedia is
packed with information on a wide range of subjects. Apart from
articles concerned with geography, the main value as a reference
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work and source lies in the extensive treatment of colonialofficials
and companies, such as the Siedelungsgesellschaft fUr Deutsch
SUdwestafrika and the Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahn- Gesellschaft (the
forerunner of the Tsumeb Corporation). The encyclopedia is, of
course, less reliable when it comes to the more controversial
issues of colonial policy. The manuscript was completed in 1914
and published af ter the World War l.

173. SMITH, WOODRUFF D. The German colonial empire.
University of North Carolina Press, 1978, 274 p.

Chapel Hill: The
BibI.: 255-68.

The aim of this book is to serve as a summary history of the German
empire, and it is as such a useful indication of recent directions
in German colonial historiography. The main focus is on the inter
action between Germany's colonial empire and domestic German politics
and socio-economic development. There are also brief chapters
devoted to each of the colonies ("South West Africa, 1885-1907:
white man's country and the roots of genocide", p. 51-65). The
principal argument is that the war of anti-colonial resistance in
Namibia contributed to a major crisis of the entire German colonial
empire, and that the methods of the German warfare presaged the
genocidal policies of a later era in German history. The author
is a US historian at the University of Texas.

174. STOECKER, HELMUTH (ed.). Drang nach Afrika. Die koloniale Expan
sionpolitik und Herrschaft des deutschen lmperialismus in Afrika
von den Anfängen bis zum Ende des zweiten Weltkrieges. Berlin
(GDR): Akademie-Verlag, 1977, 370 p. 6 maps.

The objective of this collective work by East German historians is
to summarise the substantiaI body of recent research on the history
of Germany's relationship with Africa from the initial colonisation
up to the Second World War. Among the contributors are Helmuth
Stoecker, Heinrich Loth, Jolanda Ballhaus, Eberhard Czaya, and
Horst Drechsler, covering both the individual colonies and more
general themes such as the drive for colonies, colonial rule and
the relationship between the National Socialist Party and the
German Colonial Movement. Two chapters by Horst Drechsler, (p.
29-51 and p. 113- 23) do not add to his monograph (no. 188), but
review the history of "German South West Africa" in a comparative
perspective, with heavy emphasis on the brutality of the German
conquest and the ruthIess exploitation of the Namibian people. There
is no bibIography, but the editor has contributed a brie f note on
"Biirgerliche Literatur seit 1945 zur Geschichte der deutschen
Kolonialherrschaft in Afrika", p. 353-57.

WIRTZ, ALBERT, see no. 160.

175. WEHLER, HANS-ULRICH. Bismarck und der Imperialismus. Miinchen:
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1976, 586 p. BibI.: 507-70. (First
edition: Köln/Berlin: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1969, 582 p. BibI.:
505-66.).

Written by a prominent West German historian, this is an important
landmark in the historical study of the German drive for colonies.
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The meticulously researched book argues that German colonialism has
to be understood against the background of the Great Depression,
a structural crisis in the German economy and the struggle for
"ideological consensus" (nationalism, expansionism, colonialism)
in order to pacify sections of the working class. A separate section
(p. 263-92) is devoted to Namibia, Llideritz and the Deutsche
Kolonialgesellschaft flir Slidwestafrika. The value of the study
is further enhanced by a massive bibliogråphy and a critical
discussion of the main body of literature on German colonialism. The
principal ideas are summarised in English in "Bismarck' s Imperialism",
Past & Present, no. 48, 1970: 119-58. The same article is published
in German as "Bismarck's Imperialismus", in Hans-Ulrich Wehler
(ed.): Imperialismus (DUsseldorf: Athenäum-Verlag, 1979). The
main thesis is supported by another scholarly work which also touches
on Namibia, see Klaus J. Bade: Friedrich Fabri und der Imperialismus
der Bismarckzeit: Revolution, Depression, Expansion (Freiburg:
Atlantis, 1975, 579 p.).

176. WORCH, HERBERT. Die Entwicklung der deutschen Kolonien in Afrika.
Ihre Bedeutung als Erzeuger und Verbraucher. Berlin, 1939, 144 p.
BibI.: 129-43. (Dissertation, Friedrich- Wilhelms- Universität
zu Berlin).

The aim of this thesis was to show the extent to which the economic
conditions in the former German colonies had been deteriorating
under Mandate rule. The treatment of the subject bears evidence
of this propagandist purpose, but there are nevertheless some use
ful figures on trade, foreign debts, and production which are not
easily available from the interwar period. The bibliography will
also assist a comparative study of the former German colonies.

SEE ALSO:

16, 33, 34, 52, 64, chapter 4 b(177-219), chapter 6 a(317-49),
871,872-4,875,877,910-11,934, 936, 937, 938.
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B. Colonisation and resistance

177. ALEXANDER, NEVILLE. Three essays on Namibian history. Windhoek:
Namibian Review Publications, 1983, 34 p. (Namibian Review Publi
cations, no. 1).

The first of a new series of Namibian studies, this collection of
essays by a prominent South African activist and scholar forms
a part of an investigation into Namibian history at the turn of
the century. Although written in the preparatory stage of a
long-term"project on Namibian resistance and the origins of national
consciousness, these three essays stand on their own as sem~nal

contributions to a "revisionist" historiography. The opening
essay on "Jakob Marengo and the Namibian history" (published under
the same title in Social Dynamics, 7, no. 1, 1981: 1-7) is a
brief and perceptive discussion of the role played by the Namibian
guerilla leaders in the war of anti-colonial resistance (1903-1907).
It is suggested that Marengo represents one of the main bridges
between the so-called primary resistance against German colonial
rule and the modern national liberation struggle led by SWAPO.
The second essay - "Responses to German rule in Namibia or the
engima of the Khowesin" - discusses the fate of the Khowesin (more
generally known as the Witbooi people) during the period 1885-1905
in an attempt to come to grips with the notion of "collaboration"
in the Namibian context. Drawing on the writings of Allan and
Barbara Isaacman, Shula Marks, T.O. Ranger and Edward Steinhart,
the point is made that most pre-colonial societies responded to
colonial conquest by at times collaborating and at times resisting,
and that the specific nature of the response has to be analysed in
terms of the social structure and the objective historical situation.
This essay is also published in Perspectives on Namibia: past and
present, edited by C. Saunders, p. 45-68. (Cape Town: Centre
for African Studies, 1983). The final contribution offers a stimulating
historiographical review of "The Namibian war of anti-colonial res is
tance". It argues, inter alia, that the uprising was far more
than a "Herero rebellion", that land was the central question and
that the main thrust of the war therefore was anti-colonial with-
out amounting to a "national war of liberation" in the modern sense.
This essay, which is also reproduced in Seminar on Namibian History
(no. 1), ends with a plea for an oral history proj ect.

178. BAYER, MAXIMILIAN. The Rehoboth Baster Nation of Namibia. Basel:
Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1984, 54 p. 2 maps. Translated from
the German and edited with an introduction by Peter Carstens.
(German original: Die Nation der Bastards. Berlin: Susserott,
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1906, 24 p. "Die Nation der Bastards". Zeitschrift flir Kolonial
politik, Kolonialrecht, und Kolonialwirtschaft, 8, no. 9, 1906:
625-48.).

Written by a German officer in praise of the Rehoboth Basters' "out
standing military service" in the period 1894-1904, this brief
essay provides some information on social differentiation and on
economic and social conditions in the Rehoboth Gebiet around the
turn of the century. The text has been translated and edited by
a professor of anthropology at the University of Toronto, who has
written extensively on the "Baster" communities in Southern Africa
(see no. 619). This edition also contains a succinct introduction,
which sets the original text in its historical context, a bio
graphical note on Bayer, a bibliography and a number of informative
references. The editor points out that Bayer wrote from a pers
pective sympathetic to the Baster cause, and that he did not share
the extreme views on biological determinism and racial psychology
put forward by Eugen Fischer (no. 622). The predominant attitude
of the author is instead the wish to improve the conditions of the
Rehoboth Basters, for instance in the field of education, in order
to make them the loyal allies of the German colonial establishment.
("The more we promote education, the more the Basters will feel
themselves like Germans, the more they will be strengthened, and
the might of the German Empire will be more comprehensible to
thern"). Maximilian Bayer also published Mit dem Hauptquartier
in Slidwestafrika (Berlin: Weicher, 1909) as weIl as several popu
lar novels written for young people.

179. BLEY, HELMUTH. South-West Africa under German rule 1894-1914.
London: Heinemann/Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1971,
303 p. BibI.: 286-89. Translated and edited by Hugh Ridley.
(German original: Kolonialherrschaft und Sozialstruktur in
Deutsch-Sudwestafrika. Hamburg: Leibniz-Verlag, 1968, 390 p.
BibI.: 377-86).

180.
Germany
607-30.

"Social discord in South-West Africa".
in Africa, edited by P. Gifford and Wm.

New Haven/London: Yale U.P., 1967).

In Britain and
R. Louis, p.

181. ------- "German South-West Africa af ter the conquest 1904-1914".
In South-West Africa: A travesty of trust, edited by Ronald
Segal and Ruth First, p. 35-53. London: Deutsch, 1967.

This major study by a leading West German scholar is a landmark
in the historical study of German colonial ism and Namibia. It
is a complex, careful and solidly researched work, although not
without its problems and inconsistencies, which attempts to pro
vide a multi-layered and integrated analysis where most other
historians restrict themselves to narrative accounts of oppression
and resistance. The author makes use of archival sources, as
weIl as soci010gical and psychological theory, to support Hannah
Arendt's thesis that the seeds of totalitarianism can be found
in the period of colonial ru1e, and that racial, social and bureau
cratic predispositions to fascism manifested themselves in the
specific conditions of a Namibian settler society based on brutal
military methods. The study concentrates mainly on German policies
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and conflicts within the settler society, while the treatment of
African societies and their reactions and initiatives is much weaker.
The central figure in the book is Major Theodor Leutwein, and it
is argued that the principal aim of the colonial governor was to
incorporate the Africans into the colonial system but that he was
opposed by die-hard settlers who favoured a "final solution". In
this respect, the author has been criticised for painting too
favourable a picture of Leutwein. The contributions to the books
edited by Gifford/Louis and Segal/First are valuable essays in their
own right, and in particular the latter provides a pioneering account
of African resistance af ter the war and partly redresses imbalance
in his book.

182. BOCHERT, CHRISTIAN. The Witboois and the Germans in South West
Africa. A study of their interaction between 1863 and 1905. Durban:
University of Natal, 1980, 207 p. 3 maps, 3 photos, bibl.:
199-207.

Although not the definitive treatment of the subject, this is one
of the few serious attempts to describe and analyse the interaction
between an African "tribe", the Khowesin, and the Germans as a
colonial power. The focal point is the relationships at the
socio-economic and politicallevels, covering the period from the
first settlement at Gibeon (1863) to the rebellion against colonial
rule (1904). Based on extensive archival research in Windhoek
and Cape Town, the author offers new insight inta the penetration
of traders and missionaries, African reaction to colonial rule,
the aims of the Khowesin ("the Witboois") through the various stages
of opposition, collaboration and rebellion, and the impact of German
colonialism on the local, social structures. The introduction and
the bibliography also provide a comprehensive guide to primary
source material and the secondary literature. The thesis is, how
ever, far stronger on assembling information than on methodology
and analysis, and there is still a need for more rigorous research
and a critical examination of the subject informed by the recent
historigraphical discussion of collaboration and resistance.

183. BRIDGMAN, JON M. The Revolt of the Hereros. Berkeley: University
of California Pres s, 1981, 184 p. 8 maps, bib1. : 175-77 . (Per
spectives on Southern Africa, 30).

Compared to some other scholarly work dealing with the war of anti
colonial resistance, such as Bley (nos. 179-81) and Drechsler (no.
188), this study is disappointingly weak when it comes to setting
the social and economic context. The chief merit of the book is
its contribution to military history, with detailed accounts of
battles, campaigns and guerrilla techniques. This part of the study
draws on the official accounts by the Imperial German General Staff,
and primary documentary material has, unfortunately, not been con
sulted. Apart from documenting the German reign of terror, the
author puts more emphasis on the motives, plans and actions of the
Herera armies than is usually the case in conventional military
history. In this sense there is an attempt to describe the war
from an "African point of view", although that would require
another perspective and access to other sources, as well as insights
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from oral traditions, to be successful. Despite the title, the
book contains a section on the war of the southern part of the
country, which the author insists on calling "The Hottentot Revolt".
There is also a survey of the source material, reports and books
covering this critical period on Namibian history. The author
is associate professor of history at the University of Washington,
Seattle, and has previously published a bibliography on German
Africa (no. 871). For a critical discussion of the book, which
also documents several inaccuracies, see the perceptive review
by Kirsten Alnaes in International Journal of Historical Studies,
16, no. 2, 1983: 290-3.

184. BULOW, FRANZ JOSEF VON. Deutsch -Siidwestafrika. Drei Jahre im
Lande Hendrik Witboois. Schilderungen von Land und Leuten. Berlin:
Mittler, 1896, 365 p. 15 photos.

Written by one of the foremost German military leaders and colonial
officiaIs, this account throws light on the early part of the
colonisation process, German military campaigns and African resistance.
The campaign against Hendrik Witbooi is described in particular
detail. The final part of the book presents a sketchy discussion
of the economic future of the colony.

185. THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. Volume 8. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1936, 1005 p. (Second edition: 1963).

This standard account of this history of the British Empire includes
a brief chapter on Namibia ("The Germans in South West Africa", p.
694-709). The contribution is an uninspired piece of old-fashioned
colonial history, which was not revised for the second edition in
1963 (p. 723-38). The first section, written by Heinrich Vedder,
is mainly concerned with the German military occupation and the
1904-07 uprising. The second section focuses on administration
and economic conditions, based on the explicit assumptions that
"The economic history of South-West Africa is to a great extent the
history of the Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft fur Siidwestafrika",
and that the mistakes made by the Germans were far outweighed
by "the achievements of constructive enterprise". The author of
the latter part was Veit Valentin.

CARSTENS, PETER, see no. 178.

186. CLAUSS, RAINER. Reaktionen auf Kolonialismus und Imperialismus.
Untersuchung der Völker Namibias. Berlin: Freie Universität,
1977, 104 p. BibI.: 96-104. (Dissertation).

The chief merit of this thesis is to ask some urgent questions
on the connections between the structures of pre-colonial Namibian
societies and the different forms of resistance and colonial experi
ence. There is, however, a stark contrast between the elaborate
theoretical objectives and the lack of empirical research to support
the discussion. The thesis also contains a useful summary of the
controversy over the roots of German imperialism. It is heavily
footnoted, and includes an extensive bibliography.
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187. DEUTSCHLAND, REICHSKOLONMIALAMT. Die Behandlung der einheimischen
Bevölkerung in den kolonialen Besitzungen Deutschlands und
Englands. Eine Erwiderung auf das englische Blaubuch vom August
1918: Report on the natives of South West Africa and their treat
ment by Germany. Berlin: Verlag von Hans Robert Engelmann, 1919,
201 p. (English edition: The treatment of native and other popu
lations in the colonial possessions of Germany and England. An
answers to the English Blue Book of August 1918: "Report on the
natives of South-West Africa and their treatment by Germany".
Berlin: German Colonial Office/Hans Robert Engelmann, 1919,
312 p.).

Written in a polemical style, this is the offical reply to the
British attacks on German colonial policies in Namibia (see no. 214).
The first part argues that during the years preceding the World
War many English colonial authorities paid tribute to the methods
of German colonisation. lt also states that the treatment of
the local population was a necessary "corrective measure" against
"laziness, disobedience and insubordination". Apart from questioning
the population statistics of the British Blue Book and the credibility
of African witnesses, the book is mainly concerned with counter
attacks on British colonialism in Egypt, South Africa, lndia and
Australia, with emphasis on forced labour, brutality, crimes,enslave
ment and other atrocities.

188. DRECHSLER, HORST. Let us die fighting: the struggle of the Herero
and Nama against German imperialism (1884-1915). London: Zed
Press, 1980, 278 p. BibI.: 256-75. (German original: Siidwest
afrika unter deutscher Kolonialherrschaft. Der Kampf der Herero
und Nama gegen den deutschen lmperialismus (1884-1915). Berlin
(GDR): Akademie-Verlag, 1966, 372 p. BibI.: 291-321).

189. ------- "Jacob Morenga: a np.w kind of South-West African leader".
In Etudes Africaines/African Studies/Afrika Studien, edited by
Walter Markov, p. 95-105. Leipzig: VEB Verlag Enzyklopädie/
Karl Marx Universität, 1967.

190. ------- Aufstände in Siidwestafrika. Der Kampf der Herero und Nama
1904 bis 1907 gegen die deutsche Kolonialherrschaft. Berlin(GDR):
Dietz, 1984, 180 p. 57 photos.

Based on a thesis submitted as earlyas 1963, this major study
is the foremost example of the flowering of East German historical
scholarship on 19th and early 20th century Namibian history which
followed the opening of the lmperial German State Archives in
Potsdam in 1956. Drawing extensive ly on the records of the colonial
office, as weIl as a wide range of books, periodicals and newpapers
from the colonial period, it presents a scholarly and lucid his
tory of Namibian political and military resistance to the German
conquest and of the shifts in German strategy to overcome it.
The three central chapters examine the general uprising and
genocide of 1904-07 and the decade preceding it. Although primarily
a narrative history of resistance and the conquest, this account
is informed by historical materialism and in particular by the
Leninist theory of imperialism as applied in a number of East
German studies of pre-1914 German colonialism. Considerable
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attention is given, particularly in the first and last chapters, to
the economic motives and activities of both state and private
interests, and also to the forced labour regime af ter 1907. A
brie f epilogue summarises the political history of Namibia up to
1978. The English edition is also provided with a preface by Sam
Nujoma, the president of SWAPO. The article on Jacob Morenga
(Marengo) brings together the then known facts about the extra
ordinary life of one of Namibia's guerrilla commanders in the war
of anti-colonial resistance (1903-07), arguing that he was a new
kind of leader in contrast to the traditional tribal chiefs who
very of ten had been compromised through their previous collabora
tion with the Germans. Aufstände in Slidwestafrika is based on the
authorB major historical study, and offers a popular and weIl ill
ustrated account of the struggle against German colonial ism. Horst
Drechsler, a professor at the University of Rostock, is working on
a study of the land companies in Namibia under German rule.

191. EIROLA, MARTT!. Ambolaisten vastarinta Saksan siirtomaavaltaa vastaan
1885-1908. University of Oulu, 1980, 150 p. BibI.: 145-50. (MA
thesis). (The Ovambo people's resistance to German colonial ism
1885-1908).

This unpublished MA thesis in Finnish concentrates on the Ovambo
people's resistance to German colonialism. The study is based on
Finnish archival sources as weIl as published Finnish, German and
South African sources. It outlines pre-colonial social, economic
and political structures in Ovamboland, and exarnines the German
colonial strategy and the response of the Ovambo up to 1908. The
author, a Finnish historian who grew up in Ovamboland, is partici
pating in a substantiaI research project on culturaI and social
change ~n Ovamboland 1870-1915 (see no. 126).

192. ENGEL, LOTHAR. Die Stellung der Rheinischen Missionsgesellschaft
zu den politischen und gesellschaftlichen Verhältnissen Slidwest
afrikas und ihr Beitrag zur dortigen kirchlichen Entwicklung bis
zum Nama-Herero-Aufstand 1904-1907. Hamburg: Evang.- Theologischen
Fakultät, Univ. Hamburg, 1972, 504 p. 4 maps, bibI.: 477-504.

Mainly drawing on the extensive archives of the missionary society,
this meticulously researched thesis is concerned with the role of
the Rheinische Missionsgesellschaft from the beginning in 1842
to the war of anti-colonial resistance in 1904. The author's
interest lies primarily in the social and political functions of
the church and the individual missionaries. The concept of mission
ary activities isolated from "worldIy" conflicts and interests is
completely rejected, and the close examination of the missionaries'
attitudes to economic changes and policies towards the "natives"
leads the author to conclude that they clearly were guided by
values and ideas formed in imperial Germany and reinforced by
other members of the European community in Namibia. The extensive
bibliography also serves as an introduction to the relevant
archives. For a follow-up study covering the period up to 1945,
see no. 233.
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ESTERHUYSE, J.H. South West Africa 1880-1894.
of German authority in South West Africa. Cape
1968, 262 p. 21 photos, bibi.: 240-51.

Originally submitted in Afrikaans as a PhD thesis at the University
of Cape Town in 1964, this is a dry, narrative history of colonisation
and the first ten years of German administration. The main focus is
on the ways in which Germany established "law and order". It is a
detailed and thoroughly researched study, more concerned with compila
tion of facts than with discussion and analysis, reflecting the
author's work as an archivist in the Windhoek Archives, and there
are still valuable sources to which Esterhuyse draws attention that
have not at allor only marginal ly been used. Apart from a brief
chapter on the Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft flir Sudwestafrika
(p. 88-97), this book is very weak on economic and social history,
and the impact of German administration on the African population
is barely touched upon. The book concludes with a list of sources
and a bibliography.

194. FRANCOIS, CURT VON. Deutsch-8lidwest-Afrika. Geschichte der Kolon
isation bis zum Ausbruch des Krieges mit Witbooi, April 1893.
Berlin: Reimer, 1899, 223 p. 14 maps and plans.

The author was commander of the small German military force in Namibia
between 1889 and 1893. Written in at times embittered self-defence
against the greed of colonial enthusiasts and the criticism of
opponents, his account is primarily a detailed political and military
history of the first decade of German efforts to colonise central
and southern Namibia. There is also valuable economic information
from the early years of German settlement, in particular on the
concession companies, whose activities the author was in a good
position to assess.

195. FRANCOIS, HUGO VON. Nama und Damara in Deutsch-Slidwest-Afrika.
Magdeburg: Baensch, 1895(18967), 334 p, xxviii. Illus. (Reprint,
New York: Johnson, 1969).

Yet another massive account of the military campaigns and the estab
lishment of a colonial administration, written by one of the leading
military commanders during the occupation of Namibia, and a brother
of the first German "Landeshauptmann" <Seeno. 194). The aim of the
book is to glor ify the colonial system as weil as to provide a
general introduction to Namibia. There are separate chapters
covering history, ethnology, geography, the fauna, and the indigenous
populations and their "backward cultures". A brief chapter is also
devoted to economic life in the 1890s, in particular farming, cattle
breeding, trade and hunting. There are some 75 illustrations,
both pictures and drawings, some of them quite informative.

196. HINTRAGER, OSKAR. Sudwestafrika in der deutschen Zeit. Mlinchen:
Kommissionsverlag R. Oldenbourg, 1955, 261 p. 56 photos, bibi.:
240-55.

This is a conventionai narrative within an apologetic framework,
published as late as 1955 by one of the leading German colonial
administrators in the period from 1906 to 1914. The book reflects
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the author's closeness to the views of the local settlers on issues
of colonial policy and race. The chapters are organised according
to theruling periods of the German governors. There are also a
few brief chapters on the economy, including some tables, but despite
occasional descriptive detailon particular aspects or events, the
chronicle is general ly weak when it comes to economic and social
conditions. For a brief - and quite revealing - autobiographical
sketch, written just before he died in 1960, see: "Lebenslauf
des Geheimrats Dr. Oskar Hintrager", Afrikanischer Heimatkalender,
1982: 57-62.

197. ILIFFE, JOHN. "The Herero and Nama r~s~ngs: South West Africa,
1904-1907". In Aspects of South African History, edited by G.
Kibodya, p. 95-111. Dar es Salaam: Institute of Education, Univer
sity College, 1968.

The purpose of this paper, written by a prominent British historian,
is to summarise the accounts of the war of anti-colonial resistance
(1904-1907) given by Bley (no. 179) and Drechsler (no. 188), as weIl
as to compare the struggle for liberation from German rule in
Namibia to attempts made simultaneously by Tanzanian peoples in the
Maj i-Maj i rising. It argues that the long history of conflict be
tween the Herero and the Nama for cattle, pas ture and water was one
of the factors explaining why they failed to achieve the coordinated
action that the Ndebele and the Shona of Zimbabwe achieved in 1896
and the peoples of southern Tanzania achieved in 1905. It also notes
that the Herero and Nama were more formidable in terms of arms,
organisation, education and diplomacy than most other peoples of
tropical Africa, and that this might have been one of the reasons
why the Herero started the war before assuring themselves of the
support of the Nama.

198. KIENETZ, ALVIN. Nineteenth-century South West Africa as a German
settlement colony. University of Minnesota, 1975, 959 p. 12 tables,
35 figures, bibI.: 938-59. (PhD thesis) .

This is an immensely detailed and heavily footnoted thesis, based on
a wide reading of contemporary sources dealing with settlement
policies in the first decade of German colonial rule (1884-1893).
Employing a historical-geographical approach, the thesis also ex
plores in considerable depth the ecological basis for the settling of
agriculturai communities in Namibia. An introductory chapter relates
the German colonialist arguments for overseas settlement to the
general phenomenon of nineteenth-century mass emigration from Europe.
It is followed by two chapters on the early "Europeanization" of
pre-colonial Namibia and its ecological effects. This part (p. 157
331) is a contribution to Namibian historiography in its own right.
The rest of the thesis presents and analyses a wide range of contemp
orary statements about agriculturai settlement possibilities, focusing
more on impressions, attitudes and plans than on activities. Among
the main issues to be discussed extensively are the two main strands
of agrarian settlement strategy, the small-holder communities and
large-scale stock farming. See also by the same author: "The demo
graphic rationale for European settlement colonies in Africa: the
example of South-West Africa (Namibia)" Zambia Geographical Journal,
no. 33-34 1978-79: 17-29.
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"199. KULZ, WILHELM. Deutsch~Sudafrika im 25. Jahre deutscher Schutz-
herrschaft. Skizzen und Beiträge und Geschichte Deutsch-SUdafrikas.
Berlin: Slisserott, 1909,375 p.

This is an attempt to write a serious contemporary history of German
colonial rule in Namibia, which should of cours e not be mistaken for
a general history of the territoryor of its people. The first part
provides a detailed account of the establishrnent of German controi
of various districts, reflecting the author's concern with local
administration. The section on economic history (p. 247-375)
describes the different sectors of the economy, mining corporations,
money and credit supply and communications. It is rather narrow
in scope, but can be used as a source for documenting the changes
which took place in settlement and economic strutures af ter the
German genocide. The author spent two years in Namibia advising the
colonial government on local administration, and was also involved
in setting up a society for the production of wool (see no. 349). He
was later to become a prominent member of the Weimar Cabinet 1926
1927, and was the first chairman of the Liberal-Democratic Party
in East Germany af ter the Second World War. See also: Die Selbstver
waltung in Deutsch Slidafrika (Berlin, 1909).

200. LENSSEN, H.E. Chronik von Deutsch-Slidwestafrika. Eine kurz gefasste
Aufzählung geschichtlicher Ereignisse aus der Deutschen Kolonialzeit
von 1883 bis 1915. Windhoek: Verlag der SWA Wissenschaftlichen
Gesellschaft. 1966, 246 p.

A straightforward record of the main "events" in Namibia under German
rule, chronologically organised and seen through the eyes of a
German settler who also was involved in colonial administration. The
books contain bits and pieces of original information on German
administration, the establishment of companies, the arrival of settlers,
prices, the transport system, droughts, and the profitability of
farms. There are also some glimpses from the authors visit to
Ovamboland in 1905, commissioned by the German Governor. As there
is no index or systematic treatment of any subject, the book is
difficult to use as a source.

201. LEUTWEIN, THEODOR. Elf Jahre Gouverneur in Deutsch-Slldwestafrika.
Berlin: Mittler, 1906, 589 p. Ca. 200 illus. (map s , photos,
sketches).

Written by the first German colonial Governor (1894-1904) shortly
af ter his replacement by the military commander von Trotha, this is
avigorous defence of "the Leutwein system" and a classic text on
German Southwest-Africa. The author argues the case for cooperation
with the indigenous chiefs ("divide and rule"), and stresses that too
brutal repression is unprofitable for colonial ism as a "business
venture". The colonial period is treated chronologically as weIl
as thematically, with the main emphasis on the military and adminis
trative aspects of German rule. There are also two lengthy chapters
on the economy and biographical sketches of the leading African
personalities; and observations on a variety of related topics are
interspersed in the text. A large number of photos, maps and
drawings enhances the value of the book as a source. For a
critical discussion of the "Leutwein system", see, for example,
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Helmut Bley (no. 179) and Horst Drechsler (no. 188).

LUDERITZ, C.A., see no. 208.

202. MELBER, HENNING. "Das doppelte Vermächtnis der Geschichte. Nations
werdung, Kolonisierungsprozess und deutsche Fremdherrschaft in
Namibia (ca. 1800-1914)". Diskurs, no. 6, 1982: 32-124. (Univ.
Bremen).

203. ------- Shadows of the past: the consequences of colonisation and
German colonial rule in Namibia. Paper presented to The International
SeminarsonThe Role of the Transnational Corporations in Namibia,
Washington, 1982. 28 p.

This seminal contribution by a prominent West German scholar is a
stimulating expose of the main features of Namibian history from
c 1800 to the end of German colonial rule. The longer essay opens
with a perceptive discussion of pre-colonial societies and their
internaI dynamics. This section is followed by a presentation of
pre-colonial European penetration, headed by missionaries, traders and
representatives of mining companies, arguing that their interventions
destroyed tendencies towards "state formation" and caused a stagna
tion of the social conditions. The sections on the establishment
of colonial rule and the development of the colonial economy after
the defeat of the Namibian resistance in 1907 offer an excellent
summary - as weIl as a critical discussion - of the scholarly works
covering this period. The author's main argument is that the German
colonial system prepared and created the structures of a racist
class society, which were afterwards perfected by the South African
regime and supplied with a specific ideology and doctrine of racial
rule. In this sense, the struggle for independence and liberation
is seen as a struggle against the colonial heritage of the German
past. The extensive list of references and the bibliography give a
good general introduction to the main body of literature. The paper
in English is essentiaIlya shortened version of the essay. It
covers the same ground but is especially brief on the pre-colonial
period.

OTTO, ANTJE, see no. 206.

204. POOL, GERHARDUS. Die Herero-Opstand 1904-1907. Cape Town/Pretoria:
Hollandsch Afrikaansche Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1979, 311 p. 9 photos,
23 maps, bibI.: 290-99.

One of a small group of historical works on Namibia by Afrikaner
scholars, this is the published text of the author's MA thesis.
It is based on extensive research in the official and mission
archives in Windhoek, and provides a detailed narrative history
of the devastating German - Herero war of 1904-7, concentrating on
the main period of military conflict, January - October 1904. It
is principal ly a history of events, and as such stands in strong con
trast to the more analytical history of Bley and the broad sweep
of Drechsler (see nos. 179, 188). The introductory chapter devotes
considerable attention to the economic background to the Herero
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decision to rise against German rule. The author, a teacher in
Namibia (1962-74) before taking up a lectureship at the University
of Stellenbosch, is now researching a biography of Samuel Maharero.

205. RAUTENBERG, HULDA. Das alte Swakopmund, 1892-1919. Swakopmund zum
75. Geburtstag. Neumunster: Karl Wachholtz Verlag, 1967, 359 p.
5 maps, 30 photos, bibI.: 326-30. (Published by International
Lions Club, Swakopmund and Das Swakopmunder Museum).

This is a meticulously researched local history of Swakopmund under
German rule, based on archival material in Namibia as weIl as in
West Germany. It is by far the best local history produced in
Namibia to date, although the focus is mainly on the German traders,
German culturai institutions and the role of the port and railway
in supporting German economic interests. Within this framework,
the book offers a wealth of information and observations. AIso
included are several appendices, such as a list of all registered
trade companies, rainfall statistics, population censuses and several
documents and primary sources. The text is supported by more than
500 references, a comprehensive bibliography and 30 photos.

REINHARD, WOLFGANG, see no. 219.

RUSCH, WALTER, see no. 206.

206. SCHOEDDER, EDDA, ANTJE OTTO and WALTER RUSCH. Ltideritzbucht - damals
und gestern. Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1983,
186 p. 218 photos.

Published in conjunction with the 100th anniversary of the occupation
of Luderitzbucht, this nostalgic pictorial review tells the story
of the town from the arrival of Ludertiz, through the diamond rush
and into the 1930s. The fascinating pictures, selected by the
editors from the Luderitz Museum, the National Archives and private
collections, are supplemented byarticles and facsimile prints of
advertisements from local newspapers. There are special sections
concerned with the port, the fishing industry and local business,
but the main emphasis is on the social life of the German community.

"207. SCHUSSLER, WILHELM. Adolf Luderitz: ein deutscher Kampf um Sud-
Afrika, 1883-1886: Geschichte des ersten Kolonialpioniers im
Zeitalter Bismarcks. Bremen: Schunemann, 1936. Maps, 15 illus.

208. "LUDERITZ, C. A. (ed.). .::D7ic.:e...,:::Ec.:rc.:sc.:cc:chc.:lc.:ic:::ec:::s..::;s,.::uc:cn~g!..-...:vc.:0c:cn:......::D--::e:-:u:..:t--::s:-:c:.:h=-:---::S:..:;u:..:d:..:w:..:e:..:s:..;t:,...-..:.A:.:;f:.:r:..:i:..:k:..:a:..:...:
Akten, Briefe und Denkschriften. Oldenburg: G. Stallings Verlag,
1945, 166 p.

Written in the context of Nazi attempts of reviving colonialism and
canonising "colonial pioneers", the book by Schussler is a biography
of Adolf Luderitz as weIl as a diplomatic history of the annexation of
Namibia. The diplomatic entanglementsand German intrigues are
meticulously described, but as a nephew of Luderitz, the author
carefully avoids mentioning facts such as the well-known "mile-fraud"
of Luderitz in his treaty with the Nama at Bethanie. On the whole,
the negotiations with the Africans are poorly presented in comparison
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with Anglo-German relations. The collection of documents is a most
welcome cOmplement to the biography. It contains a wide range of
unabridged documents and letters, which include information on prices
and general economic conditions. There are also several other books
and essays concerned with Luderitz, such as Meno Holst: Llideritz
erkämpft Sudwest (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag, 1941,243 p.), but most
of them are merely hagiographic or pure ly fictional.

209. SCHWABE, KURD. Im deutschen DiamantenIande. Deutsch-Slidwestafrika
von der Errichtung der deutschen Herrschaft bis zur Gegenwart (1884
1910). Berlin: Mittler, 1910, 443 p. 100 photos.

This is a mixture of travel accounts, war memoirs and a general
description of the colonial economy, written by one of the best-known
German military leaders and sett ler spokesmen. The value of the
book as a source is strengthened by the large number of good quaIity
photos. There are separate chapters on the impact of the 1904-07
war on the commercial economy and the prospects for settlement, as
weIl as on trade and communications. The northern part of the country
is not given much attention, but the author notes that it constitutes
a major reservoir of "strong and intelligent labour" to be tapped.
For the personal reminiscences of Major Schwabe and accounts of the
wars, see also his Mit Schwert undPflug in Deutsch - Sudwestafrika.
Vier Kriegs- und Wanderjahre. (2. Aufl., Berlin: Mittler und Sohn,
1904, 514 p.), and Der Krieg in Deutsch Sudwest-Afrika, 1904-1906
(Berlin: Weller, 1907, 440 p.).

210. SEITZ, THEODOR. Vom Aufstieg und Niederbruch deutscher Kolonialrnacht,
Band 3: Die Gouverneursjahre in Slidwestafrika. Karlsruhe: Muller,
1929, 144 p. 24 photos.

This is the third volume of the autobiography of one of the most promin
ent German colonial governors. He was the last German governor of
Namibia (1910-1915), af ter having served in a similar position in
the Cameroon, and was also president of the Deutsche Kolonialgesell
schaft 1920-30. The first - and most interesting - part of the book
is mainly concerned with the military and civil administration of the
territory, but gives also some information on sett ler agriculture,
mining, communications and the credit system. There are also
superficialdescriptions of the various population groups and a more
detailed chapter on the war with South Africa (1914/1915). The book
ends with a brief epilogue lamenting the loss of colonies following
"das Diktat von Versailles".

211. STALS, E.L.P. "Die aanraking tussen blankes en Ovambo's in
Suidwes-Afrika,1850-1915". Die Argiefjaarboek vir Suid-Afrikaanse
Geskiedenis 31, deel 2, 1968: 219-349. 4 photos, bibI.: 345-49.

This study, subrnitted as a PhD thesis to the University of Stellenbosch
in 1967, details European contact with Ovambo society from the
arrival of the first traveIlers from the south to the final conquest
of Ovamboland by the Portuguese and South African armies in 1915.
It is based mainly on German and South African colonial archives and
deals almost exclusively with contacts from the Namibian side.
It is thus complemented by Clarence-Smith's study of southwestern
Angola over the same period from Portuguese archival sources (see
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no.124). In contrast to Clarence-Smith, Stals provides a detailed
descriptive account rather than an analysis of the process of
colonisation, but there is much valuable information as weIl as
specific commentary on the motivation of the principal interests
involved: traveilers, traders, missionaries and the German colonial
administration. The final chapter gives one of the few accounts of
the early years of labour migration to be based on archival sources
(p. 321-44). The study also contains an extensive bibliography and
a guide to the archival sources.

212. STREITWOLF, KURT. Der Caprivizipfel. Berlin: Susserott, 1911, 234
p. 38 photos, 5 maps.

Written by a leading military officer and colonial administrator,
this is primarily an account of an expedition in 1909 to establish
a German administrative presence. The emphasis is, not surprisingly,
on political relationships , but there is also descriptive detail
on economic and social conditions, as weIl as on the local ecology.
Kurt Streitwolf's material is deposited in the Federal military
archives in Freiburg (Bundes-Archiv-Militärarchiv), and includes a
collection of 500 photos. See also the biography of the author by
a South African historian (E.L.P. Stals. Kurt Streitwolf. Sy werk
in Suidwes-Afrika, 1899-1914. Johannesburg: Perskor, 1978, 142 p.).

213. SUDHOLT, GERT. Die deutsche Eingeborenenpolitik in Sudwestafrika.
Von den Anfängen bis 1904. Hildesheim/New York: Georg Olms Verlag,
1975, 241 p. BibI. : 195-202. (Historische Texte und Studien,
Band 1).

The modern historiography of German rule has been characterised by a
series of academic works which develop a critical examination of
colonialism and of the bloody suppression of Namibian peoples during
the 1903-07 war. The purpose of this study, however, is to produce
a scholarly revision of the "negative" picture of German rule in
Namibia under the Leutwein system from the "pacification" up to
1904. Although there are several attempts to refute both factual
evidence and the interpretations presented by Helmut Bley (no. 179)
and Horst Drechsler (no. 188), the author does not advance any co
herent, alternative thesis. The book amounts to little more than
a somewhat rhapsod1c endorsement of different aspects of German
"native policy". It argues that the idea behind the reserves was
to safeguard the interests of the "natives" and make it possible
for peoples to co-exist in the same territory; that the real cause
of the uprising was Herero "hate" and loss of pride; that the number
of Africans killed has been grossly exaggerated and that there are
no reasons whatsoever to apply the term "genocide". The study is
based on extensive research in the Windhoek Archives and in West
Germany, and the bibliography offers a useful guide to some of
the principal sources. The author was employed by Allgemeine Zeitung,
Windhoek, as a journalist in the period 1964-66.

214. UNITED KINGDOM. Report on the natives of South-West Africa and
their treatment by Germany. Prepared in the Administrator's
Office, Windhuk. London: HMSO, 1918, 212 p. (Cd. 9146).
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Prepared as a contribution to the campaign against German colonialism,
this is the often quoted "Blue Book" on the German ill-treatment of the
African population in Namibia. The report prov ides a brief history
of the "liberated" territory, focusing on German acquisitions of land,
massacres of the civilian population, cattle confiscation, the exter
mination of the Herero and the "natives and the Criminal Law". A
medical report on German methods of punishment (with photos) is also
included as an appendix. The main value of the report lies in
the excerpts from sworn affidavits from Namibians and extensive
quotations from books and reports by German colonialofficials
and officers (Leutwein, Rohrbach, Dove, etc.). For an official German
reply, see no. 187. Some of the statements in the "Blue Book" are
summarised in Correspondence relating to the wishes of the natives of
the German colonies as to their future government (London: HMSO,
1918, 59 p., Cd. 9210). See also Papers relating to certain trials
in German South West Africa (London: HMSO, 1916, 50 p., Cd. 8371).

215. WALLENKAMPF, ARNOLD VALENTIN. The Herero rebellion in South West
Africa, 1904-1906; a study in German colonialism. Los Angeles:
University of California, 1969, 394 p. Bibl.: 373-83. (PhD
thesis).

This well researched thesis was at the time the first comprehensive
study of the Herero uprising to have been written in English, and
provides a far more informative - although somewhat uneven - account
than several later works (see, for instance, Bridgmanno. 183). One of
its chief merits is to make available in English the main findings
of the scholarly German literature on the subject. The author has
also made full use of the debates in the "Reichstag", which often
contained quite frank discussions and critical remarks by the
Social Democratic Party opposition. In terms of primary source
material, a major weakness is that the author relies almost exclu
sively on the accounts by the German General Staff, the reports of
army officers and German newspapers. The study is, however, far
more than a narrative of military campaigns, and due attention is
paid to a discussion of the fundamental reasons for Herero discontent,
in particular exploitation by traders, rinderpest, loss of cattle
in exchange for manufactured goods at high prices, land alienation
and the influx of German settlers. It also stresses that to the
Herero the German hold in Namibia did not appear unbreakable, and
that the Germans were certainly not prepared to cope with a general
insurrection. A major section of the thesis deals with the postwar
situation, arguing that the handling of the Hereros was even more
merciless than during the war, and that this cruelty, in terms of
land and cattle expropriation, social control, forced labour and
outright violence, was not perpetrated by soldiers in the field,
but derived primarily from a policy decision by the Imperial Govern
ment. The study reproduces several "friendship and protection"
treaties as an appendix, and there is a full bibliography.

216. WEBER; OTTO VON. Geschichte des Schutzgebietes Deutsch-Slidwest
Afrika. Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1979, 308 p.
24 photos.

The primary objective of this colonial narrative is to provide the
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Germans in Namibia with a history of the territory under German rule.
The presentation draws mainly on the contemporary writings of adminis
trators, sett lers andmissionaries such as C. von Francois, O. Hintrager,
von Blilow, Th. Leutwein, P. Rohrbach, K. Schwabe, H. Vedder and W.
Klilz, supplemented with a few scholarly accounts of a more recent
origin. Given this apologetic framework and lack of understanding
of the Namibians as historical subjects, the book nevertheless has
some value as a chronicle of events and as a source of information
on colonial policy, including bits and pieces of interest for the
study of economic history. This revision of the 1971 edition (which
had been published by the author himself) has a very full index
(p. 238-64) and a number of photos.

217. WEINBERGER, GERDA. An den Quellen der Apartheid. Studien liber
koloniale Ausbeutungs- und Herrschaftsmethoden in Slidafrika und die
Zusammenarbeit des deutschen Imperialismus mit dem englischen
Imperialismus und den burischen Nationalisten (1902-1914). Berlin
(GDR): Akademie-Verlag, 1975, 217 p. BibI.: 205-17. (Forschungen
zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte, vol 7).

Another weIl researched contribution from the East German marxist
school to the study of Southern Africa in the context of German
colonial history. One of the chapters is concerned with the German
suppression of the war of resistance and the British reaction to
it (ch. II, p. 51-95). AIso discussed is the conflict between
hard-liners and more "enlightened" colonialofficials over the merits
of extreme violence as against more "economic" methods of colonial
exploitation (ch. III, p. 96-133). In this regard, the author shows
that spokemen of the former school came to playan important role
as ideologists of the fascist colonial movement after World War I.

218. WITBOOI, HENDRIK. Die Dagboek van Hendrik Witbooi. Kaptein van
die Witbooi-Hottentotte. Bewerk na die oorspronklike Dokumente in
die Regeringsargief, Windhoek. Cape Town: The van Riebeek Society,
1929, 244 p. Maps.

219. ------- Afrika den Afrikanern ! Aufzeichnungen eines Nama-Häuptlings
aus der Zeit der deutschen Eroberung Slidwestafrikas 1884 bis 1894.
(Berlin/Bonn: Dietz, 212 p. 18 photos. Edited by Wolfgang Reinhard).

This diary (or rather, copy-book of letters) is one of the very few
primary sources on early anti-colonial resistance in Namibia to have
been published. The co,llection of more than 100 notes and letters
by and to Hendrik Witbooi covers the period 1884-1894, and fel l into
the hands of the German colonial regime during a raid on Witbooi's
headquarters in 1895. The extensive correspondence with other African
leaders and German colonialofficials covers the confrontation with
the colonial intruders, Witbooi's struggle to remain independent
and sovereign leader of his people, the attempts to form concerted
actions contrary to the colonial myth of incessant internecine tribal
warfare, as weIl as Witbooi's strong religious beliefs and sense of
"divine mission". The diary was published in 1929 in its original
Cape Dutch version, with the letters arranged in chronological
order and a forword giving useful background information on the
project. (There is also a racist introduction in English, written
by the tracler-farmerGustav Voigts). This edition has recently
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been complemented by the publication of a German translation by a
settler farmer, original ly presented to Hermann Göring in the
19305. Edited by Wolfgang Reinhard, who has also added a few more
documents and an introduction, the book is certainly not without
itsweaknesses. The opportunity to revise the original translation has
not been fully used, several other Witbooi texts have been neglected,
racist and discriminatory terms of the colonial period are handled
uncritically and there is no attempt to provide a biographical
sketch of Hendrik Witbooi or to discuss his relevance to the present
struggle for independence. There is, consequently, still a need for
a more complete and carefully edited source edition as weIl as a
serious biographical study, a project which now has been embarked
upon by two West German scholars (Henning Melber and Werner Hillebrecht).

SEE ALSO:

1,4, 16, 22, 24, 33, 34, 36, 52, 64, 68, 74,81, 118, 119, 126,
137-8, chapter 4 a(160-76), chapter 6 a(317-49), 553, 622, 637,
711, 818, 856, 933.
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5. UNDER SOUTH AFRICAN RULE

A. A trust betrayed (1915-1966)

220. BALLINGER , RONALD B. South-West Africa. The case against the union.
Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race Relations, 1961,
56 p.

Written at the time of the first International Court of Justice
deliberations over Namibia, this pamphlet out lines the legal and
historical background to the international dispute from a liberal
perspective. It points out that the overriding goal of South
Africa has always been the incorporation of the territory, but that
this course is likely to lead to isolation and conflict in an
international situation where condemnation of racial discrimination
and concern for dependent peoples are realities which have to be
taken into account. The author was a senior lecturer, Department
of History, University of Witwatersrand.

BARRON SMYTHE, L., see SMYTHE BARRON, L., no. 255.

221. BERTELSMANN, WERNER. Die deutsche Sprachgruppe Slidwestafrikas in
Politik und Recht seit 1915. Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche
Gesellschaft, 1979, 172 p. BibI.: v-xvi.

This is a narrow and legalistic survey of the history of the German
minority in Namibia since 1915, which is valuable chiefly as a
compilation of facts on constitutional affairs, political parties,
and the development of schools and other culturai institutions,
including some information on the economic role of the German popu
lation. The author was a senior researcher at the University of
South Africa when this treatise was written, and had previously
lived in Namibia in 1952-1962 working for the Allgemeine Zeitung
and the SWA Adminstration. The study was originally subrnitted as a
dissertation at the University of Göttingen in 1970.
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222. BLUMHAGEN, HUGO. SUdwestafrika: einst und jetzt. Berlin: Reimer,
1934, 145 p. 21 tables, 27 photos.

223. ------- Entscheidungsjahre in Deutsch-SUdwestafrika. Berlin:
Reimer, 1939, 110 p. 15 tables, 35 photos.-

These two books are representative products of the propaganda drive
in the 1930s for the return of Germany's former colonies, written
by an ex-official with 14 years' experience in the German colonial
administration. They present a general overview of political,
culturaI and economic conditions in the territory, concentrating
on the position of white, especially German, settlers. The first
book covers the period from the First World War up to 1933, while
the second focuses on the "fatal years" from 1934 to 1938. Both
volumes contain detailed economic statistics. The author has also
published a survey of the legal and constitutional development in
the interwar period: Die Rechtsentwicklung in Deutsch-SUdwestafrika
unter dem Mandat der SUdafrikanischen Union (Berlin: Duncker &
Humblot, 1939, 127 p.). .

224. BRADFORD, ROBERT LAROY. The origin and concession of the League of
Nation's class 'C' mandate for South West Africa and fulfilment of
of the sacred trust, 1919-1939. Yale University, 1965, 493 p.
13 tables, bibI.: 467-493. (PhD thesis).

225. ------- "Blacks to the wall". In South West Africa. A travesty of
trust, edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p. 87-101. London:
Deutsch, 1967).

This is a well-researched thesis on Namibia in the interwar period,
based mainly on the rich source materialoriginating from the League
of Nations as weIl as South African official documents. The first
part of the study consists of an account of the deliberations at
the Paris Peace Conference, concluding that South Africa right from
the beginning interpreted the 'C' mandate as tantamount to annexa
tion. It is followed by a close examination of important aspects
of South African "native administration": vagrancy laws, pass
requirements, forced labour, education, health care, land reserves,
etc. There is also a separate chapter on the Bondelswarts uprising
in 1922. The reports and minutes of the Permanent Mandates Commission
show quite clearly that the great majority of the Commission members
were of the opinion that South Africa did not fulfil her mandate
responsibilities, but were unable to bring about significant changes
in South African policy. The appendices contain a series of tables
on contract labour, expenditure on health care and education, mortal
ity rates, and the number of workers on farms, mines and railways,
and are supplemented by an extensive bibliography. The contribution
to South West Africa gives a brief summary of the main findings
of the thesis, with the main emphasis on the living conditions of the
black population.

226. BRAUM, ROBERT L. (ed.). Southwest Africa under mandate. Documents
on the administration of the former German protectorate of Southwest
Africa by the Union of South Africa under mandate of the League of
Nations, 1919 1929. Salisbury, North Carolina: Documentary Publica
tions, 1976, 241 p.
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39 original documents are collected in this volume, which is of great
importance for the study of Namibian economic and political history
in the 1920s. The collection includes several unpublished US con
sular reports, press reports (Cape Times, Cape Argus) as weIl as
documents such as the first Report of the SWA Administrator (1919),
the reports of the commission appointed to advise on the future form
of government (1921), a lengthy survey of mineral resources and the
mining industry (1922) and the South West Africa Constitutional Bill
(1925). This volume complements a similar collection of documents
(Native Uprisings in South West Africa), see no. 231.

227. BUNTING, BRIAN. Namibia between the two wars: South Africa, the
mandate and the League of Nations. Paper presented to the Namibia
International Conference, Brussels, 1972, 13 p.

This is a brief conference paper which sets out to survey the inter
war period, demonstrating how Namibia was in most respects adminis
tered by South Africa as a province. The author, a South African
writer and a leading member of the South African Communist Party
in exile, gives a straightforward account of the major instruments
of suppression and exploitation: the land theft, the migratory
labour system, the colour bar and the pass laws. He also points
out - citing official estimates - that the gaps between the popula
tion groups in the fields of education, wages and health were even
more extreme than in South Africa itself.

228. CROWELL, WILLIAM U. The evolution of South African controI over
South West Africa. St. Johns University, New York, 1975, 433 p.
BibI.: 393-433. (PhD thesis).

A descriptive and very uneven account of Namibia under South African
rule, touching upon a wide range of topics without any serious attempt
to weave together the political, social, economic and diplomatic
factors to explain the historical evolution of South African control.
The chapters concerned with Namibia as an international issue (the
South African acquisition of the territory, the Mandate ~n~ the UNI
South African dispute) contain no new material. There is however,
quite a useful chapter on "native affairs" and land settlement in
the interwar period, as well as a final chapter on "indigeneous
political participation" which offers some insight into the early
years of organised struggle for independence. There is also a
brief discussion of the shift in the official South African policy
in the mid-seventies, leading the author to conclude that "it seems
inconceivable that South Africa would allow the emergence of a
Namibia which is free of its control".

229. D~AMATO, ANTHONY A. "The bantustan proposals for South-West Africa".
The Journal of Modern African Studies, 4, no. 2, 1966: 177-92.

This article, written by a US political scientist, examines the claims
made by South Africa that the bantustan proposals for Namibia will
eliminate discrimination through a "separation of races". The author
doubts that the outside world will regard the proposals as reasonable
and fair, and supports this argument by pointing to the inequitable
distribution of land and the fact that the African majority is not
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given any voice in the central government which vests in itself
ownership of all mineral rights and unallocated land.

230. DAVEY, ARTHUR M. The Bondelzwarts affair:
cussions, 1922-1959. Pretoria: University
28 p. (Communications of the University of

a study in the reper
of South Africa, 1961,
South Africa, C 31).

This pamphlet by a South African historian is an attempt to examine
the reactions to the "Bondelzwarts affair" in the South African
Parliament, in the press, in the League of Nations and in England
and the US. It does not, however, offer new information or in
sights on the revolt and the massacre. In the author's own opinion,
the South African Administrator was justified in resorting to force,
but it is argued in retrospect that the "affair" was a grave setback
to South Africa because of the unfavourable impression which was
created abroad.

231. DEWALDT, FRANZ (ed.). Native upr1s1ngs in Southwest Africa. Docu
ments on the armed uprising of the Bondelswart tribe (1922) and the
bloodless revolt of the Rehoboth Bastards (1925) in ex-German South
West Africa under mandate. Salisbury, North Carolina: Documentary
Publications, 1976, 243 p.

This collection of documents, which complements a similar collection
of source material on economic conditions in the interwar period
(no. 226), is mainly concerned with the Bondelswarts rebellion
of 1922. Among the documents reproduced are several contemporary
US consular reports, press clippings, newspaper editorials, official
statements, the Report of the SWA Administrator (1921, 1922) as well as
the Report of the Administrator on the Bondelswarts Rising (1922),
and the Report of the Commission appointed to Enquire into the
Rebellion of the Bondelzwarts (1923).

232. DUNDAS, CHARLES (SIR). South-West Africa: the factual background.
Johannesburg: The South African Institute of International Affairs,
1946, 53 p.

Written by a former Governor of Uganda, this pamphlet was at the time
one of the best available surveys of political, financial and
economic conditions in Namibia. It provides a summary of important
official documents, annual reports of the SWA Administrator and
South African official yearbooks, and discusses in particular the
future relationship between the Union and the mandated territory.
It argues that economically Namibia had been able to maintain it
self only by the generosity of South Africa, but at the same time
it emphasizes that the Territory is strategically important for
South Africa and economically of considerable value "as affording
an outlet for enterprise and settlement, as also a market for Union
manufactures".

233. ENGEL, LOTHAR. Kolonialismus und Nationalismus im deutschen Pro
testantismus in Namibia 1907-1945. Beiträge zur Geschichte der
deutschen evangelischen Mission und Kirche im ehemaligen Kolonial
und Mandatsgebiet Slidwestafrika. Bern: Herbert Lang/Frankfurt:
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Peter Lang, 1976, 612 p. BibI.: 567-609. (Studien zur inter
kulturellen Geschichte des Christentums, band 7).

Based on extensive archival research in Namibia and West Germany, this
is an exceptionally rich study of the role of the German protestant
church in Namibia. The author, a West German theologian and church
historian, has also written a major study of the Rhenish Missionary
Society from 1842 to 1907 (no. 192). He exarnines critically the
legitimising functions of the church vis-a-vis German national
and colonial interests in the period af ter the war of anti-colonial
resistance, adopting the standpoint that there can be no apolitical
theology. There is also a wealthof material of interest for a
general historical study of the interwar period, not least with
regard to the political and culturaI role of the German community.
Special attention is paid to the attitudes of the churches and
individual clergymen such as Heinrich Vedder, and the widespread
sympathy with fascism and the German Nazi party is weIl documented.
This study is much more than a narrow church history, and the exten
sive bibliography and archival guide are useful tools for all stu
dents of Namibian history in the 1907-1945 period. For a brief
discussion in English of some of the major themes of the book,
especially in the 1920s, see "The Mission and the Political Awakening
of the Namibians Af ter the First World War", in Lutheran Churches 
Salt or Mirror of Society?, edited by V. Duchrow, p. 130-44. (Geneva:
Lutheran World Federation, 1977).

234. FREISLICH, RICHARD. The last tribal war. A history of the Bondels
wart uprising which took place in South West Africa in 1922. Cape
Town: Struik, 1964, 117 p. 8 photos.

A narrative account of the military campaign during the suppression
of the Bondelswart uprising, based on official reports and the private
papers of Colonel H. Prinsloo. The appendix (p. 87-117) reproduces
the 1922 repor t by Colonel Prinsloo, the Chief of Police. For a more
scholarly work, set in a broader historical perspective, see Lewis
(no. 243).

235. FREYER, E.P.W. Chronik von Otavi und Umgebung, 1906-66. Windhoek:
SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1966, 36 p. Photos.

A brief narrative town history, with scattered information on the
growth of local businesses and farms, including a list, in date
order, of the foundation of all "shops, workshops and factories in
Otavi" .

236. GAERDES, FRITZ. Geschichte und Entwicklung der Stadt Okahandja.
Windhoek: SWA Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, 1970, 86 p. 26
photos, 1 map, 3 tables. (In Afrikaans: Geskiedenis en Ontwikkeling
van die Stad Okahandja. Windhoek, SWA Wetenskaplike Vereniging,
1971,69 p.).

This unambitious town history of Okahandja is primarily a brief chron
icle of events from 1800 to 1970. The focal points of the booklet
are the history of the European population, education and the role
of churches,but tbere are also bits and pieces of information
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on economic development, rainfall, drought and foot-and-mouth disease,
establishment of new businesses, etc. For a brief biography of the
author, as weIl as a list of his prolific writings (mainly natural
sciences, zoologyand education), see Impulse. Festschrift zum 80.
Geburtstag von Fritz Gaerdes, Okahandja, Slidwestafrika (Basel: Basler
Afrika Bibliographien, 1972,195 p.).

237. GOTTSCHALK, KEITH. "South Africa in Namibia, 1915-1980". In Per
spectives on Namibia: past and present, edited by Christopher---
Saunders, p. 69-82. (Cape Town: University of Cape Town, Centre
for African Studies, 1983).

This is the text of one in a series of lectures on Namibia given
at the Centre for African Studies during August 1982. In fact it
provides a concise, scholarly synopsis of the author's major
research project on South African colonialism in Namibia, for which
he is registered for a doctorai thesis at the University of Cape
Town. Ranging over the whole period of South African rule and
drawing on a wide range of historical instances and sources, the
paper analyses the general strategy of the colonial state, its
political economy, land theft and labour repression, and finally
Namibian resistance and South African "counter-revolutionary"
strategy. The essay is also reprinted in Seminar on Namibian history,
p. 78-96 (Windhoek: Namibian Review Publications, 1983).

238. HAILEY, WILLIAM MALCOLM (LORD). "South West Africa". African Affairs,
no. 183, 1947: 77-86.

This is a brief account of Namibia in the immediate aftermath of
the Second World War, written in the classic tradition of British
colonialism by a well-informed author with long colonial administra
tive experience. The article is based on a visit in 1946 to study
"native policies". The author makes the point that the philosophy
of the Europeans has many affinities with that of Europeans in South
Africa itself, and that it is not contempiated that the Africans
shall have any direct share in the government of the country. He
considers that although limited economic growth has taken place,
educational and medical facilities are sadly deficient. "Paternal
rule" in Ovamboland receives some favourable comments, but the author
remarks that "a generation may arise which may ask for a type of
justice different from that administered by the tribal organisation,
.•. , for some system which could be a more definite preparation
for the management of their own affairs". The long original report,
of which this article is a summary, contains much more factual
detailon living conditions. It can be consulted as a manuscript in
Rhodes House, Oxford (A survey of Native Affairs in South West Africa,
MS., 1946, 133 p.). See also the author's An African Survey (Oxford
U.P., 1956, 1676 p.), which has several references to Namibia.

239. HILDEBRAND, KLAUS. Vom Reich zum Weltreich. Hitler, NSDAP und
Koloniale Frage. Mlinchen: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1969, 955 p.
BibI.: 777-843.

Although mainly concerned with the "colonial question" and the rise
of fascism in Germany, this massive and immensely detailed study is
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also a fascinating account of the role played in the campaign for
"Lebensraum" by propagandists with their background in Namibia
(Rohrbach, Blumhagen, Lindequist, Seitz etc.). There are also
numerous references to publications on the colonies which appeared
in Germany in the interwar period, and the importance attached to
Namibia is also reflected in the comprehensive bibliography.

HIRSEKORN, HANS B.K., see no. 264.

JONES, J.D. RHEINALLT, see RHEINALLT JONES, no. 250-1.

240. KILJUNEN, MARJA-LIISA. South African colonialism in Namibia. From
segregation to "ethnic democracy". University of Sussex, 1977, 61 p.
(MA thesis).

This brief dissertation examines South African colonial rule in
Namibia, from the segregationist phase through the introduction of
apartheid to the system of ethnic fragmentation and bantustans
following the Odendaal Commission. It summarises the main features
of the land theft, labour repression and legal apparatus up to the
early 1970s, but it adds little to the generalliterature and lacks
a proper discussion of the forces behind the changes in colonial
strategy.

241. KDHNE, HORST. Faschistische Kolonialideologie und zweiter Weltkrieg.
Berlin (GDR): Dietz Verlag, 1982,227 p. Bibl.: 201-21. (Dis
sertation, Institut fUr Gesellschaftswissenschaften beim Zentral
komitee der Sozialistischen Einheitspartei Deutschlands).

A rather simplistic and dogmatic academic work, mainly concerned with
the relationship between colonial propaganda and Nazi ideology. It
does, however, contain a descriptive account of Nazi activities in
Namibia in the 1930s ("Die Organisierung der nazistischen Kolonial 
propaganda in den Kolonien- dargestellt am Beispiel SUdwestafrikas",
p. 119-145). See also "Die fUnfte Kolonne des faschistischen deutschen
Imperialisrnus in SUdwestafrika, 1933-39", Zeitschrift fUr Geschichts
wissenschaft, 8, no. 4, 1960: 765-90.

242. LAWRIE, GORDON. "New light on South West Africa. Some extracts from
and comments on the Odendaal report". African Studies, 23, nos.
1-2, 1963: 1-15.

This is in the main a straightforward summary of the voluminous
Odendaal Report, drawing the ordinary reader's attention to some of
the main findings and recommendations. There is also a supplemen
tary section dealing with the South African government's decisions on
the report. The author has added some critical comments of his
own, noting, inter alia, that the most important recommendations 
"Native homelands" and the relations with South Africa - are contro
versial political matters of international concern, and that they
may exacerbate rather than modify criticism at the UNo The author
was at the time director of the South African Institute of Inter
national Affairs.
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243. LEWIS, GAVIN L.M. The Bondelswarts rebellion of 1922. Grahamstown:
Rhodes University, 1977, 248 p. BibI.: 235-40. (MA thesis).

This is a thoroughly researched study of the Bondelswarts rebellion
and "native policies" in the early years of South African rule. The
theoretical perspective is less developed, but the thesis benefits
from extensive and careful use of the primary source material, such
as the minutes of evidence and the various drafts prepared by the
commission of inquiry, documents in the Transvaal Archives, the
Windhoek Archives and the Prime Minister's Office. The author was
also in a position to do a certain amount of fieldwork, and among
his informants are several Bondelswarts with excellent memories for
detail and a deep sense of grievance at the losses suffered under
German and South African rule. The first part of the thesis is
essentially a descriptive account of the events leading up to the
rebellion, the rebellion itself and its bloody suppression, including
a detailed discussion of the conflict between liberal and die-hard
conservative representatives serving on the Native Affairs Commission.
The second part consists of an assessment of the evidence, concluding
that the Bondelswarts originally had held great hopes for the redress
of their loss of land and independence under German rule, but that
disillusionment, poverty, harsh treatment at the hands of European
settlers, heavy taxes and further erosion of their economic inde
pendence led to the decision to fight rather than to surrender to
the claims of the South African Administration.

244. LOUIS, WM. ROGER. "The South West African origins of the 'sacred
trust', 1914-1919". In South West Africa: A travesty of trust,
edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p. 54-86. London: Deutsch,
1967. (Also published in African Affairs, 66, no. 262, (January)
1967: 20-39).

Partly based on the opening of the British official records of the
peace-making at Versailles, this essay set s out to re-examine the
origins of the South West Africa mandate. The main conclusions
are that up to the end of the war it was general ly assumed - in
Britain as weIl as in South Africa - that the future of the German
colony lay in annexation to the Union and that, despite its class
ification as a Mandate, South Africa was from the outset determined
not to accept any external interference of importance. See also
by the same author Great Britain and Germany's lost Colonies, 1914
1919 (Oxford U.P., 1967, 168 p.).

245. NGAVIRUE, ZEDEKIA. Political parties and interest group s in South
West Africa: a study of plural societies. Oxford: St. Antony's
College, 1972,424 p. 21 photos, bibI.: 414-24. (PhD thesis).

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the historical origins and
the socio-economic, culturaI and ideological bases of political
parties and interest groups in Namibia. The research is based on
extepsive archival work, especially in German archives, and the
appendices contain several important political documents. There are
also an extensive bibliography and a number of tables and photos.
The thesis is broad in historical scope, and discusses the ways
in which different groups of people have contested economic and
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political power for more than a century. The author argues that
ethnicity was never the sole causal factor, but interacted with
political and economic forces. In his historical exposition he
nevertheless sets out to show that the main conflict was between
the Nama and the Herero in the pre-colonial period, between the
Germans and the Herero, and the Nama in the years up to 1907, between
German and South African whites in the interwar period, and
between blacks and whites af ter 1945. The resurgence of Namibian
nationalism af ter 1945 is described in some detail, partly based on
the author's personal experience as a SWANU leader. This part of the
thesis is characterised by slander and personal rivalry rather
than by analysis and critical distance to the material. The author,
who was chairman of the SWANU External Council (1965-68), returned to
Namibia in the late 1970s and is now Deputy Chairman of Rössing
Uranium Ltd.

246. NGAVIRUE, ZEDEKIA. "Economic compet~t~on between the Germans and the
South Africans in Namibia". In Seminar on Namibian history, edited
by Kenneth Abrahams, p. 97-118. Windhoek: Namibian Review Publica
tions, 1983.

Based on his PhD thesis (see no. 245), the author's contribution to
the collection of essays on Namibian history is mainly concerned
with the efforts of the German community to recover lost ground in
the interwar period. He makes the point that the policies of the
South African administration favoured the economic struggle of the
Afrikaners, and that the mandate administration used its political
power to modify the land, minerals and banking concessions which had
been acquired during the German colonial period. The dec line in
German economic predominance is weIl documented, and the author
describes the subsequent political attempts by the German community
to counter the process of incorporation into the Union of South
Africa.

247. OLIVlER, MATTHEUS J. Inboorlingsbeleid en administrasie in Suidwes
Afrika. University of Stellenbosch, 1961, 444 p. (PhD thesis).

This is one of a handful of South African theses, mainly in Afrikaans,
which are invaluable to outside researchers for their factual
detail and their access, sometimes privileged, to official and archival
sources. The author, a Bantu Affairs administrator in northern
Namibia for a period during the 1950s, presents an orthodox but
exhaustively researched history of "native administration" in
Namibia, taking his account up to near the date of writing. Unpub
lished official records are not only extensively used but quoted at
length in the text, providing a rare primary resource on official
policy-making and action. There is also much economic information
on peasant agriculture and labour migration.

248. PEARSON, PATRICK. "The Rehoboth rebellion". In Working papers in
Southern African studies, vol. 2, edited by P. Bonner, p. 31-51.
Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1981.

While the Rehoboth rebellion in 1925 has traditionally been described
as a conflict between the Rehoboth rebels and the South African
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authorities, this perceptive working paper, written by a South African
anthropologist,contends that there were strong elements of intra
community conflict and class struggle apparent in the rebellion.
This claim is convincingly supported by an examination of the growing
poverty and increasingly uneven distribution of wealth on the one
hand, and a corrupt and cabalistic ruling Rehoboth Council, collab
orating with the colonial power, on the other. The article is
based on research conducted for an MA thesis, at the University of
Witwatersrand.

249. PIRIO, GREGORY A. The role of Garveyism in the making of the Southern
African working classes and Namibian nationalism. University of
California, 1982, 43 p.

Drawing on the records of Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro Improvement
Association as weIl as local administrative archives, this paper
explores a little known episode in the early history of black
nationalism in Namibia. The author, who is Senior Editor, Marcus
Garvey Papers, documents how in the early 1920s U.N.I.A. activists
established local branches in Luderitz as weIl as Windhoek and other
places in central Namibia. The ideology of the movement was built
on the notion of "Negro consciousness" and the slogan "Africa for
the Africans". As in Cape Town, the interconnectedness of U.N.LA.
and the trade union Industrial and Commercial Workers Union (I.C.U.)
was complete in the Llideritz division, which drew its members mainly
from the dockers. The U.N.I.A. parent body went so far as to request
the League of Nations to hand the territory over to the African
people, inspired by the experience of the black republic of Liberia.
The paper was original ly presented to the Joint Committee on African
Studies Conference on South Africa in the Contemporary Study of Race,
Class and Nationalism in 1982.

PRITCHARD, S.M., see no. 256.

250. RHEINALLT JONES, J.D. The future of South-West Africa. Johannesburg:
South African Institute of Race Relations, 1946, 30 p.

251. ------- The administration of South West Africa. Welfare of the
indigenous population. Johannesburg: South African Institute of
Race Relations, 1952, 19 p. (AIso published in Race Relations Journal,
19, no. 7, 1952: 3-21).

Based on official documents, the proceedings of the Permanent Mandates
Commission and reports from the International Labour Organisation,
the first of these two booklets gives some factual background to
the debate on the incorporation of the territoryas a province of
South Africa. The author argues that there are no legal obstacles
to the incorporation, but that it might be desirable for the "non
European" population to be protected by guarantees on matters such
as land allocation, political representation, freedom of movement
and equality of economic opportunity. The 1952 publication is an
important contemporary source highlighting the main features of the
social and economic conditions for the African population in Namibia
in the late 1940s and early 1950s. There is detailed information
on agriculture in the reserves, distribution of land, health con
ditions, education, employment and wages for farm labourers, industrial
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workers and domestic servants. The pamphlet clearly benefits from
a close examination of the spate of official reports in the late
1940s, in particular reports on long-term agriculturaI policy (1945)~

the minimum area of farms (1946), health (1946) and native labourers
(1945-48). J.D. Rheinallt Jones was director of the South African
Institute of Race Relations when the booklets were written.

252. SCOTT, MICHAEL.
African mandate,

The orphans' neritage: the story of the South West
London: The Africa Bureau, 1958, 24 p.

253. ------- A time to speak. London: Faber & Faber, 1958, 365 p.

Written by one of the first and most courageous champions of Namibian
self-determination, now recent ly deceased, this pamphlet presents a
lucid and eloquent short history of the colonisation and brutal re
pression of the people of Namibia under German and South African
rule. International responsibility for ending South African oppres
sion is here the author's foremost concern. (See also no. 274.)
The autobiography describes the author's activities at the UN for
the rights of the Namibian people, starting with the campaign for the
Herero in 1946 (p. 219-68). It also contains several statements
and petitions and appendices. The collection of Michael Scott's
papers is deposited at Rhodes House, Oxford, and is currently being
organised.

254. SIMONS, H.J. "Techniques of domination: South Africa's colonialism".
In South West Africa: A travesty of trust, edited by Ronald Segal
and Ruth First, p. 103-17. London: Deutsch, 1967.

Written by a prominent South African socialist and scholar in exile,
this article examines the ways in which all South Africa's varieties
of discrimination are applied to its colony in an accentuated form.
It is argued that Namibia has been absorbed into South Africa's own
colonial structure, that the Africans have been subjected to increased
direct controI from Pretoria since 1949 and that the attempt to
revive tribalism and underpin tribal leaders - while at the same
time suppressing the national liberation movement - is used as a
technique of domination.

Salisbury, North
p. (Lost Documents

255. SMYTHE BARRON, L. (ed.). The Nazis in Africa.
Carolina: Documentary Publications, 1978, 207
on the Third Reich, vol. 3).

This collection of fifty documents from unpublished US diplomatic
files sheds light on the extensive efforts by the German Nazi party
to extend their influence into the former German empire in Africa.
The majority of the documents are concerned with Namibia, where
thousands of settlers retained close economic, social and culturaI
ties with their "fatherIand". Some of the diplomatic documents
deal with the general development in the territory in the 1930s,
and they are supplemented with contemporary reports from the South
African press (The Star, Cape Times). There is also a wellorganised
index.
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256. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report on tour to Ovamboland by Major S.M.
Pritchard. Pretoria: Government Printer, 1915, 22 p. (U.G. -1915).

One of the first official descriptions of Ovamboland in English, this
brief report was written by a senior South African "native affairs"
official shortly af ter the surrender of the German troops in 1915.
The visit was undertaken to ensure the subordination of the chiefs
to South African authority, and to explore how to organise the
supply of labour to the railways, mines and other industries. The
repor t describes the appalling living conditions during a period of
total famine with thousands dying of starvation, and hopes that
economic pressure and deprivation, together with encouragement from
chiefs and missionaries, would result in large numbers leaving
the area in search of employment. Major Pritchard also offers his
personal observations on the political situation in the north, praising
the activities of the missionaries and describing "Mandume and his
people (as) real savages". The conclusion is that famine, political
upheavals and the attacks of Portuguese force s gave South Africa
a unique opportunity for "establishing a political administration in
a country in which, in other circumstances, resistance to authority
might with reason have been anticipated".

257. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Official yearbook of the Union of South Africa
and of Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate and Swaziland. Pretoria:
Government Printer, 1917 (vol. 1) - 1960 (vol. 30).

Usually in the range of 700-1200 pages long, this is an important
historial reference work with a wide range of official information.
Each volume contains a separate chapter on Namibia (40-60 pages),
providing a review of government activities and awealthof statis
tical material on agriculture, mining, fisheries, industry, transport,
prices, labour, health, social conditions and other subjects.

258. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report presented by the Government of the Union
of South Africa to the Council of the League of Nations concerning
the administration of South West Africa for the year 19--. Pretoria:
Government Printer, 1918-1939, 1946.

These annual reports are the closest one gets to traditional
colonial reports af ter the South African takeover, and like their
counterparts prepared by colonial governments they contain invaluable
factual material. They also serve as a source for analysing the
image which the South African government sought to present of its
administration to the outside world. The reports cover a wide range
of subjects: legisIation, international relations, consitutional
affairs, judicial and administrative organisation, police and de
fence, demographic statistics, public finance and taxation, trade
statistics, agriculture, land settlement and land tenure, mining,
"native affairs" and "native labour", education, missions, public
health, railways andvarious departmental activities. The length
varies from 14 p. (19)9) ,to 240 p. (1939), and the text is usually
supplemented with a considerable number of photos. The large amount
of detailed statistics on social and economic conditions make the
reports an indispensable tool for research into the interwar
period, but they have yet to be fully utilised by historians. The
reports are available in several libraries, as weIl as on microfilm
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(New York, Andronicus Publ., 1972). Before 1928 they were published
under slightly different titles: Report of the Administrator of South
West Africa for the Year (up to 1924), Report of the Government of the
Union of South Africa on South-West Africa for the Year (up to 1927).
For a discussion of the reports in the League of Nations, see Permanent
Mandates Commission. Minutes of the •.• session, held at Geneva, ... to

(Geneva: League of Nations, 1921-39).

259. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Interim and final reports of the commission

Cape Times/
of govern-appointed to enquire into the question of the future form

ment in the South-West African protectorate. Cape Town:
GovernmentPrinter, 1921, 12p. (U.G.24-21).

This is the brie f report of a commission appointed in 1920 to enquire
into the form of Government for the newly acquired territory, recommending
that Namibia should move towards representative government as the
fifth province of South Africa. It concentrates mainly on the "German
problem", and warns against full representation until more "British
males of European descents" had moved into Namibia in order to
balance the predominantly German white population. The report is
reproduced in Braum ~no. 226).

260. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report of the Administrator on the Bondelzwarts
rlslng. Cape Town: Cape Times/Government Printer, 1922, 21 p.
(U.G. 30-22).

261. ------- Report of the commission appointed to enquire into the rebellion
of the Bondelzwarts. Cape Town: Cape Times/Government Printer, 1923,
33 p. (U.G. 16-23).

These two documents are important sources for the study of the BondeI
warts rebellion and South African "native policies" in the early
1920s. The first report was hastily drawn up by the Administrator,
G.H. Hofmeyr, and includes an official account of the military
operation. The document presents the "facts" as seen by the Adminis
trator himself, arguing that the grievances were unjustified, that
the administration exercised great patience, that the revolt was
only a part of a widespread plot among blacks in the territory and
that it was necessary "to inflict a severe and lasting lesson" on
the Bondelswarts. The repor t of the Native Affairs Commission is a
more balanced document, which covers all the major grievances and
offers some critical remarks on the policies of the administration.
G.L.M. Lewis's thesis (no. 243) reveals that the drafts of the report
contained harsher criticism, but that the two liberal members (A.W.
Roberts and C.T. Loram) were opposed by the reactionary/racist
Grenadier-General L.A.S. Lemmer. Both documents are reproduced in
Dewaldt, Franz (ed.): Native Uprisings in Southwest Africa (no. 231).
See also a brief comment by the Permanent Mandates Commission:
Report on the Bondelzwarts Rebellion (Geneva: League of Nations,
1923,7 p.).

262. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report of the Rehoboth commission. Cape Town:
Cape Times/Government Printer, 1927,309 p. BibI.: 108-11. (U.G.
41-26).
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This is an enquiry into some of the issues - notably boundaries,
land alienation and legal rights - which caused unrest in the
Rehoboth Gebiet in the 1920s. Its chief value is as a compilation
of a large amount of documents, letters, proclarnations, statements
and interviews, as weIl as a complete record of evidence from the
sittings of the commission. Among the historical documents are minutes
from the Captains Meeting in 1858, the Law Book of 1871 and 1874, the
"Treaty of Protection and Friendship" with the Germans, excerpts from
the Witbooi diary (nos. 218, 219). and the South African proclarnation
of 1923. The sole commissioner, Jacob de Villiers (a Judge of Appeal
of South Africa Supreme Court) deals in his report mainly with the
legal issues involved, but offers also some details on land alienation,
trade licenses, taxation and other matters of importance to a study
of economic history. One of his main recommendations is a prohibition
on further land alienation to Europeans.

263. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report of the South West Africa commission.
Pretoria: Government Printer, 1936, 104 p. (U.G. 26-1936).

264. HIRSEKORN, HANS B.K. (ed.). Comments on the report of the South West
Africa commission. Windhoek, 1937, 112 p.

The report of the 1936 Commission reflected the growing dissatisfaction,
mainly of the local settlers, with the existing form of government in
the mid-1930s. The Commission was set up to enquire into the reasons
for this state of affairs and to consider changes in the structure
of the government. The report acknowledged that the white ranchers
suffered economically from the protection afforded to their counter
parts in South Africa itself, and recommended that more financial
support should be given to the Territory. It also proposed that more
active steps be taken "for the development of the Non-European races
from their present backward condition" in order to avoid unrest in
the central and southern parts of the country. The report dealt
extensively with the German communi t y and the Nazi influence, and
concluded that as long as the Germans were "subject to external
dictation", sett ler unity and democratic participation would be im
possible. It recommended that no further automatic naturalisation
of Germans take place in the future. As a general conclusion the
Commission supported the idea of further incorporation into South
Africa, and claimed that there was no legal obstacle to administering
the Territoryas a province of South Africa. The Comments on the Report
is a collection of documents prepared for the Permanent Mandates
Commission of the League of Nations, and subrnitted by H.B.K. Hirsekorn
on behalf of the German population. The major part consists of a
lengthy statement by 6 members of the Legislative Assembly, arguing
against the pro-incorporation resolution passed byamajority of
the Assembly. The repor t is mainly concerned with legal issues,
naturalisation and the position of the German language, but it also
presents a critique of South African economic policy, especially
on taxation and the transfer of surplus to the Union.

265. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). South West Africa and the Union of South Africa:
the history of a mandate. New York: South Africa Government Infor
mation Office, 1946, 108 p. Photos.
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Presented as "a factual and objective introduction", this document was
published in the US in propagandist support of the South African
government's diplomatic offensive to hustIe the newly created DN to
allow it to incorporate Namibia formally into its own territory.
Lavishly illustrated and with a substantiaI text, which draws heavily
on the works of Vedder (see no. 157), its principal themes - endemic
tribal warfare in pre-colonial Namibia, German brutality, South African
economic benevolence and political liberality, and support from
tribal leaders - set the pattern for a series of similar publications in
later years. It includes the official account, with selected state
ments by tribal officials on the South African payroll, of the
notorious "referendum" in 1946 which inspired Rev. Michael Scott's
devastating exposure of South African oppression and deception (see
nos. 252, 253, 274).

266. SOUTH AFRICA (REPUBLIC). Report of the commission of enquiry into
South West Africa affairs, 1962-1963/Verslag van die kommisie van
ondersoek na aangeleenthede van Suidwes-Afrika, 1962-1963. Pretoria/
Cape Town: Government Printer, 1964. 558 p. 148 tables, 64 maps
and figures, bibI.: 553-58. (R.P. No. 12/64).

267. ------- Memorandum. Decisions by the Government on the recommendations
of the Commission of enquiry into South West Africa affairs. Pretoria/
Cape Town: Government Printer, 15 p. (W.P.H- '64).

268. ------- South West Africa: a five year plan for the development of
the native areas. Pretoria: Department of Bantu Administration
and Development, 1965, 196 p.

269. ------- Memorandum. Decisions by the Government on the financial and
administrative relations between the Republic and South West Africa.
Pretoria/Cape Town: Government Printer, 1968(?), 28 p.

270. ------- Explanatory memorandum explaining the background and the objects
of the Development of Self-Government for Native Nations in South-West
Africa Bill, 1968. Pretoria, 1968.

Taken together, these five important documents give a coherent and
illuminating picture of the official aims of apartheid policy in
Namibia, as weIl as of the increased incorporation of Namibia into
South Africa in the 1960s. The Commission of Enquiry (known as the
Odendaal Commission af ter its chairman) was appointed in 1962 to
submit areport, within the context of "what has already been planned
and put into practice", on the development of the "native territories".
The repor t is essentially a studied attempt to prepare a rationale for
further extension of the system of apartheid in the territory, excluding
any other alternatives than "separate development" and the setting
up of bantustans (or "homelands"). This massive report serves also
as abasic reference work with its wealth of official and detailed
information on administration, the economy (African agriculture) and
social conditions. In its 1964 Memorandum, the Government accepts
the Report in broad principle, and out lines some of the decisions
regarding projects (for instance water supply and electricity) to be
undertaken immediately. At the same time it was decided to postpone
the implementation of the system of "self-governing territories",
mainly because of the pending case before the International Court
at the Hague. The 1965 Five-Year Development Plan is, however, based
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on the proposed "homelands", and provides basic data on each of them
together with some propos als for the development of agriculture.
The "non-decision" at the Hague in 1966 is followed by the 1968
Memorandum on financial and administrative rearrangements, transferring
the responsibility for "native affairs" to the relevant South African
ministries and leaving only the administration of the "White Area"
and a few other tasks to the Legislative Assembly and the Adminis
tration in Windhoek. The background to the 1968/69 legislation on
the new dispensation is outlined in the Explanatory Memorandum of 1968.

271. STEER, GEORG L. Judgment on German Africa. London: Hodder &
Stoughton, 1939, 351 p.

Written in a popular style by a British foreign correspondent based ~n

South Africa, this book opens with a discussion of the Nazi claims
for colonies. The author provides a journalistic description of
Tanganyika, Namibia and Cameroon, and argues that the administration
of these countries as mandated territories is a qualitative improve
ment on the German colonial system. A lengthy chapter on Namibia
(p. 37-136) contains a range of information on the role of the German
communi t y in the 1930s and on political, administrative and economic
conditions in general. Although the analysis of Namibia under South
African rule is not entirely uncritical, the author accepts the
official position that "Southwest is theirs and they intend to keep
it".

272. SWANSON, MAYNARD W. "South West Africa in trust, 1915-1939".
Britain and Germany in Africa, edited by P. Gifford and Wm. R.
p. 631-65. New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1967.

The purpose of this well-documented essay is to exarnine the circum
stances under which South Africa's rule was established and maintained
in Namibia. The occupation of the former German colony was at the
time seen "as a natural step toward fulfilment of a greater Union"
and the author argues that a total incorporation of the Territory 
both for geographic, political, economic, strategic and ethnic
reasons - was the underlying assumption that governed South Africa's
administration between the two world wars. The article also contains
a certain amount of information on the main administrative and
economic features in a period which witnessed great economic ex
pansion and increased white settlement followed by depression, drought
and financial crises.

273. THEODOROPOULAS, CHRISTOS. "Raciaiism and international law. "Native
Law" or the regulation of capital-labour relations in Namibia". The
Indian Journal of International Law, nos. 3-4, (July-December) 1978:
299-321. (Also published in The Korean Journal of International
Studies, 10, no. 3, 1979: 251-74).

While there is a multitude of studies concerned with international law
and the legal aspects of the "Namibia question", this is one of the
very few attempts to discuss the racial institutionai framework and
the socio-economic implications of "native law". The author, who was
a lecturer at the Faculty of Law, University of Ife, Nigeria, when
the article was written, outlines the main features of the legal
system in Namibia from the German colonisation onwards. This system is
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seen to give legal expression to the dominant sett ler racialism and
super-exploitation of black workers by converting it into binding
rules of social control. Special attention is given to labour
regulations, the bantustan policy aimed at destroying national unity
and territorial integrity and the extension of a wide range of
apartheid laws to Narnibia.

274. TROUP, FREDA. In face of fear: Michael Scott's challenge to South
Africa. London: Faber & Faber, 1950, 227 p. 5 photos, 3 maps.

This seminal work, edited by Freda Troup from the notes of Rev.
Michael Scott, was the first major critique of colonial repression
in Namibia to be published af ter the Second World War and remains
today one of the most eloquent of its kind. Its inspiration was
Scott's 1947 mission to the UN on behalf of the Herero to oppose the
South African attempt to incorporate Namibia into its own territory.
A full account of both attempt and mission makes up the second half
of the book. Earlier chapters describe with considerable analytical
clarity and historical detail the pre-colonial economy and society,
the brutal German colonisation and land robbery, and the poverty and
exploitation of black workers and peasants under the South African
regime. Perhaps the book's greatest value is the wealth of letters
and statements from Namibian leaders, most of them taken down by
Scott during 1947-8 and here reproduced at length, making it a
rare published repositary of Namibian oral history. Inevitably
the Herero occupy the centre stage, but other black Namibian
groups are far from excluded. See also Scott (nos. 252, 253).

275. VAN DER MERWE, PAUL. Otjiwarongo 1906-1981. Otjiwarongo: the
Municipality, 1981,246 p. Illus. (Printed by Transvaal Drukkers,
Cape Town).

Published in cooperation with the municipality of Otjiwarongo,
this is an uncritical tribute to the white Afrikaans-speaking
community camouflaged as a town history. The author is an academic
and National Party leader with family roots in Otjiwarongo. There
is much factual detail, mostly on church, education, culture and
sports, but also to some extent on topics of interest for the study
of economic history, such as railway building, agriculture and rain
fall. Unfortunately there are neither references nor bibliography,
but more than 300 pictures are reproduced, illustrating the social
history of the "dorslandtrekkers" and their descendants.

276. VILAKAZI, ABSALOM L. "The Odendaal Report: social and economic aspects".
in South West Africa; A travesty of trust, edited by Ronald Segal
and Ruth First, p. 222-41. London; Deutsch, 1967.

In this review of the Odendaal Commission, its report is treated as
a studied attempt to prepare a rationale for the fur the r extension
of the systern of apartheid. The author points out that the given
planning frarnework was the apartheid-oriented socio-political structure,
and the propos al to create "hOmelands" is, therefore, seen as a
logical development of what the colonial regime had already planned
and put into practice. By examining land distribution, systerns of
government, health services and social development and welfare,
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the author concludes that the economic gap between the white developed
areas and the homelands will be widened by the proposals of the
Commission. The author was at the time professor of African Studies,

"American University, Washington. He later returned to South Africa
where he is Director, Centre for Research and Documentation,
University of Zuluiand, as weil as serving on the Anglo American
Corporation's Board of Directors.

SEE ALSO:

1,22,24,32,36,44, 45, 49, 51, 66, 74, 78, 81, 206, chapter 6
b(350-93), 553, 546, 592, 627, 637, 640, 675, 702, 705, 706,
709, 722, 728, 730, 754, 818, 838, 863, 884, 902.
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B. Illegal occupation (1966-1984)

277. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL. Human rights violations in Namibia. New York:
Amnesty International, 1982, 20 p. (In German: Menschenrechtsverlet
zungen in Namibia. Bonn, 1982, 34 p.).

This factually detailed Amnesty International briefing has been
translated into several languages as part of a campaign against the
severe violations of human rights in Namibia, such as detention
without trial, political trials, "disappearances" and executions.
It also includes a list of political prisoners.

278. THE COMMITTEE ON SOUTH AFRICAN WAR RESISTANCE. "Namibia - a nation
under siege". Resister, no. 27, (August-September) 1983: 12-18.

279. ------- "The occupation of Namibia - Special Forces". Resister,
no. 28, (October-November) 1983: 20-23.

280. ------- "The SWA Territory Force". Resister, no. 29, (December
January) 1983/84: 4-9.

281. ------- "Battle for the heart s and minds". Resister, no. 30,
(February-March) 1984: 12-19.

This is a four-part series focusing on the South African war against
Namibia, published in the bi-monthly magazine of the Committee on
South African War Resistance (COSAWR). The articles provide a
detailed and authoritative overview of the history of the military
build-up in Namibia, the military commando structures, life (and
death) in the main operational zones (Caprivi, Kavango, Ovamboland),
the attacks against Angola, the special military forces (Koevoet,
32 Battalion etc.) and the unsuccessful South African campaign to
win the hearts and minds of the Namibian people. There are also
several references to Namibia in a recent booklet published by
COSAWR: State of War. Apartheid South Africa's decade of militarism
(London: CO SAWR, 1984, 24 p.).

282.
~

DU PI SANI , ANDRE.
change". Journal
1982: 281-305.

"Namibia: from incorporation to controlled
of Contemporary African Studies, 1, no. 2, (April)

283. ------- Namibia: the politics of continuity and change.
Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball, 1985. In preparation.

The aim of the essay in Journal of Contemporary African Studies
is to explain South Africa's official policies towards Namibia
from 1915 to the early 1980s. The author argues that an analysis
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of the relationship reveals a shift of emphasis away from a policy
of incorporation and towards a process of controlled change. The
major part of the article deals with policy formulation in the
post-1975 period, and the overriding objective of South Africa's
policy is described as an attempt to ensure a dependent Namibia
under neo-colonial control. These themes are elaborated in much
greater detail and historical depth in the same author's forth
coming book, which covers the period up to 1984· The author is a
Namibian-born political scientist based at the University of South
Africa (UNISA), Pretoria. For comments on more recent developments,
see nos. 777-80. p. 289.

284. ELLIS, JUSTIN and HEINZ HUNKE. Torture - a cancer in our society.
London: Catholic Institute for International Relations/British
Council of Churches, 1978, 67 p.

This exposure of the systematic use of torture in Namibia was banned
by the South African authorities prior to its publication. The
purpose of the booklet is to support the protests against torture
which have been made by the churches in Namibia on several occasions
since 1967, not least in the form of pastoral letter signed by the
most prominent church leaders in 1977. The major part of the booklet
consists of a number of sworn statements which were filed in a case
before the Windhoek Supreme Court.

285. ELLIS, JUSTIN. Elections in Namibia? London: British Council of
Churches/Catholic Institute for International Relations, 1979,
63 p. (In German: Wahlen in Namibia? Bonn: ISSA, 1979, 46 p.).

This is a clear and succinct overview of the international negotia
tions in the critical period 1976-78, as weIl as a well-documented
analysis of the "elections" held in Namibia in December 1978. The
lat ter part draws on the same author's report on the intimidation
employed by the South African administration in the registration
of voters before the election campaign, areport which was published
by the Cristian Centre and led to the expulsion of the author. (Report
on the registration and election campaign in Namibia, 1978, Christian
Centre, 28 November 1978, 14 p.). The second half of the booklet
consists of UN documents and some background data on the Namibian
economy.

286. FIRST, RUTH. The bantustans: the implementation of the Odendaal
Report. Paper presented to the Namibia International Conference,
Brussels, 1972, 11 p.

Prepared for an international conference on Namibia, this detailed
and wellorganised paper offers a critical examination of the
background and general policies of the Odendaal Report and an out
line of the implementatian of the bantustan policy up to 1972.
The objective of the paper is to explain the colonial subjugation
of the territoryand the internai colonisation of the Namibian people
under apartheid. It also shows how economically the "homelands"
were intentionally designed to be unviable, and how politically
the South African sought to establish seemingly legitimate ethnic
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institutions in order to deflect discontent from the regime and
internalise conflicts within the bantustans.

287. HORRELL, MURIEL. South-West Africa. Johannesburg: South African
Institute of Race Relations, 1967, 94 p. Tables.

This booklet provides a general introduction to Namibia in the mid
1960s. It re lies heavily for its factual information on official
data from the Odendaal Commission and the 1967 South-West Africa
Survey, but benefits also from independent observations informed by
a visit to the territory. The principal chapters give an overview
of government policies, legisIation, demography, economic conditions
and local politics. The booklet concludes with comments on the in
creasing resentment against discriminatory laws, the poverty of
the Reserves, the pass laws, police repression and restrictions on
economic progress. It is suggested that the acquiescent and power
less chiefs are increasingly seen as tools of the Government and
that a more radical generation is emerging. The author was for
many years research officer of the liberal South African Institute
of Race Relations.

288. HORRELL, MURIEL (comp.). Race relations as regulated by law in South
Africa, 1948-1979. Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race
Relations, 1982, 349 p.

This comprehensive survey of the laws and the administrative/political
structures of apartheid includes a separate chapter on Namibia
(p. 285-318), outlining the major decisions and laws concerned with
constitutional development, education, pass laws, emergency regulations
etc. This edition supersedes Laws affecting race relations in South
Africa (1978), which also contained a chapter on Namibia (p. 480-507).

HUNKE, HEINZ, see no. 284.

HURLICH, SUSAN, see no. 295.

289. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. Remember
Kassinga and other papers on political prisoners and detainees in
Namibia. London: IDAF, 1981, 52 p. (Fact Paper on Southern Africa
No. 9).

This is a graphic description of the main features of the machinery of
repression built up by the South African occupying regime, including
first-hand accounts of detention and torture. An interview with one
of the survivors of the massacre at Kassinga in 1978 is also given
together with a list of convicted political prisoners.

290. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. Apartheid
army in Namibia. South Africa's illegal military occupation.
London: IDAF, 1982, 74 p. (Fact Paper on Southern Africa No. 10).

The purpose of this booklet is to document the military occupation
of Namibia, and at the same time to discuss the ways in which the
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territory is used as a springboard for attacks against neighbouring
countries. The military build-up in the 1970s is described in detail
and special attention is given to the "namibianisation" of the
war through "tribal armies" and conscription. It demonstrates how
military operations overshadow the daily life of Namibians, and how
the South African military and police are in the forefront of the
state apparatus of control. For an updated examination of South
Africa's warfare, see nos. 278-81, 293.

291. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. Namibia
under apartheid. Documentation on the situation inside the
country. London: IDAF, 1984, 12 p.

Prepared by IDAF's research department for a hearing on South African
aggression against its neighbouring states (Oslo, 22-24 March 1984),
this is a succinct and up-to-date survey of the effects of the South
African occupation on the civilian population. The paper deals
with the militarisation of Namibia, the socio-economic effects of
military rule, the occupation of Angola, the repression of political
activity, torture, detentions, atrocities and political trials.

292. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. Children
of Namibia. Growing up under apartheid. London: IDAF, 1984,
4 p. (IDAF briefing paper, no. 10, March 1984).

Children and young people have received little attention even in
the radical literature, and the aim of this briefing paper is
to bring together information and to focus greater interest and
concern on living conditions, health risks, education, insecurity
and deprivation of black children in a militarised and occupied
Namibia.

293. KÖNIG, BARBARA. Namibia. The ravages of war. London: Interna
tional Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 1983, 60 p. 33
photos.

This factually detailed account of the devastating consequences
of the South African war for the civilian population is compulsory
reading for an understanding of the present situation in Namibia.
While most other current publications on Namibia address themselves
to the international dispute and the prospects for an independent
Namibia, this booklet focuses on the conditions of life for black
Namibians under military occupation, forced removals, the machin
ery of repression and the destruction of social infrastructure.
It shows how the pervasive military presence serves to underpin
the exploitative economic structures and racial policies, and how
the military apparatushas increasingly become the dominant force
in Namibia. The author concludes that the South Africans have
not achieved their aim of subduing the population, and that support
for SWAPO has grown despite the sufferings inflicted on all sections
of the Namibian population. The evidence presented is drawn largely
from church reports and Namibian newspapers. The author works at
IDAF as a researcher and writer on Namibia.
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294. LANDIS, ELIZABETH S. "The Turnhalle constitution: an analysis".
Africa Today, 24, no. 3, 1977: 12-23.

This is a brief but hard-hitting examination of the Turnhalle
Constitution, a document which was drafted under the close super
vision of the South African occupying power. The author's analysis
exposes its important failings as being, firstly, that it does not
ensure the national unity and territorial integrity of Namibia,
but rather preserves and extends its fragmentation into bantustans;
secondly, that it preserves the de facto dominance of whites; thirdly,
that it is unlikely to provide meaningful protection for fundamental
human rights; and, fourthly, that it does not provide for any election
or popular participation in the interim government.

295. LEE, RICHARD B. and SUSAN HURLICH. "From foragers to fighters:
South Africa's militarization of the Namibian San". In Politics
and history in band societies, edited by Eleanor Leacock and
Richard Lee, p. 327-46. Cambridge University Press, 1982.

Written by two Canadian scholars, this case study reveals how the
South African occupying force s have pressured the Namibian San
people to participate directly in the war against SWAPO. The authors
argue that this move is part of a major assault on the social,
economic and culturaI life of the San, in order to create dependent
allies for South Africa out of indigeneous ethnic groups in the
north and northeast. These sinister efforts notwithstanding, they
point out that by no means all have been deceived and that some
San have assisted or joined SWAPO.

296. LISSNER, JÖRGEN (ed.). Namibia 1975. Hope, fear and ambiguity.
Geneva: Lutheran World Federation, 1976, 153 p.

This wide-ranging collection of documents, statements, articles
and excerpts from books is intended to shed some light on events
in Namibia during the dramatic year of 1975. With few exceptions,
only material produced during 1975 is included, and preference has
been given to publications originating in Namibia or South Africa.
The main focus is on political developments, such as the bantustan
"elections" of Ovamboland, the Turnhalle Constitutional Conference
and the roIe of the churches, but there is also some coverage of the
economic situation. Of special interest is the text of alecture
given in Windhoek by the well-known South African economist Francis
Wilson ("Present and Future Aspects of Namibia's economy", p. 84
93).

297. LOUW, WALTER. Owambo. Sandton: Southern African Freedom Founda
tion, 1979, 91 p. Tables, 14 photos.

A polemical and highly tendentious presentation of South African
apartheid policy in the "0wambo" bantustan by one of the govern
ment's leading publicists in Namibia. Published by an extreme
right-wing South African propaganda institution, the first haH of
this booklet is taken up with a crude political attack on SWAPO,
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and much of the remainder with promotion of South Africa's "Turnhalle"
political strategy and economic "development" activities in Ovamboland.
On this lat ter aspect there is useful economic data despite gross
political distortion and factual inaccuracy in the presentation. The
discussion of "development" policy fully reflects the South African
switch in emphasis from shoring up "traditional" land tenure to the
promotion of individual land tenure and profit-motivated black
businessmen as the motor of economic expansion.

298. LUBOWSKI, ANTON. Speech on security legislation applicable in Namibia.
Windhoek, 1983, 14 p. (Addressed to the Namibia Educational Forum,
31.8.1983. Typescript).

299. ------- Speech at the Council of Churches of Namibia's ecumenical theo
logical consultation on security legislation in Namibia and suggested
action to be taken to present evidence to the recently appointed
commission of inquiry intosecurity legisIation. Windhoek, 1983,
21 p. (Held at Catholic Hall, Katutura, 21.9.1983. Typescript).

The aim of these two speeches was to review the "security" legislation
in operation in Namibia, concentrating on how the laws and regulations
came into being and how they are structured. They stress that the
major part of the legislation has been imposed by the local repre
sentative of the occupying power (the Administrator-General), that
the laws exclude the jurisdiction of the courts, that numerous
people are detained and banned in terms of these laws, and that they
allow terror to be exercised by the people that apply them. Anton
Lubowski is a Namibian lawyer who joined SWAPO in 1984.

300. MASON, PHILIP. "Separate development and South West Africa: some
aspects of the Odendaal report". Race, 5 no. 4, 1964: 83-97.

Considering the assumptions underlying the Odendaal Report, this
article concludes that the main recommendations aim at a closer link
between Namibia and South Africa and an even more vigorous and
thorough implementation of the policy of separate development. The
author was director of the Institute of Race Relations, London.

301. PENDLETON, WADE C. Katutura: a place where we do not stay. The
social structure and social relationships of people in an African
township in South West Africa. San Diego: San Diego State University
Press, 1974, 197 p. 34 tables, 3 maps, 3 figures, 9 photos, bibI.:
181-89.

The objective of this academic work, which is based on a somewhat
pedantic doctoraI dissertation in anthropology, is to focus on
urban social structure, social relationships and ethnicity in Windhoek.
Its principal argument is that ethnic distinctions within the African
population in Katutura - where most Africans are required to live 
are still significant, and that low wages, unskilled work, lack of
trade unions and limited education explain why there are few cross
cutting mechanisms in the form of economic and occupational strati
fication. It also claims that the importance of ethnicity and race
has been further strengthened by the implementation of apartheid
and residentiaI segregation in Windhoek. The conclusion drawn from
a detailed examination of conjugal unions is that few opportunities
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exist for men and women of different ethnic groups to establish personal
relations. The book was published in the aftermath of several
important events in Namibia, such as the general strike of 1971~72

and a more pronounced opposition to South African rule by the churches,
leading the author to conclude that "possibly the new era in African
life in Katutura will see a rise of black consciousness which will
override ethnic and other considerations to force a change in the
socioeconomic~politicalconditions of the people". See also by the
same author: "Social categorization and language usage in Windhoek,
South West Africa", in Urban man in Southern Africa, edited by C.
Kileff and W.C. Pendleton, p. 63-80 (Gwelo: Mambo Press, 1975) and
"Urban ethnicity in Windhoek", in Ethnicity in modern Africa, edited
by B.M. du Toit, p. 135-42 (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1979).

302. PICKERING, ARTHUR. Law, state and social control in contemporary
Namibia. University of Warwick, 1983, 150 p. Bibl.: 144-50.
(LL.M. thesis) .

Submitted as a dissertation by a Namibian lawyer who was also a
National Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW) activist before he was
imprisoned and forced to leave the country, this is a perceptive
study of the various forms of social control in Namibia. Its
principal hypothesis is that the South African regime has attempted
to implement a new strategy, called the "New Society", based on the
creation of a black petty bourgeoisie wholly dependent on the colonial
state. The author's concern is to discuss the role played by law
and state in promoting this strategy, focusing on economic insti
tutions, in particular the First National Development Corporation
(ENOK) and the National Building and Investment Corporation, as
well as on political structures, notably the apartheid "Representative
Authorities", the territorial fragmentation and disorganisation of
the peasantry. He concludes that this strategy has failed due to
the inherent contradiction between national capitalists and settlers
on the one hand, who oppose any concessions, and on the other, inter
national capital which believes that black nationalism can be bought
off by promoting a privileged section within the ranks of the
dominated classes. These conflicting perceptions, it is argued, are
reflected in the contradictory functions of law in the 1977-82
period, with the removal of some legal barriers blocking the advance
of the black petty bourgeoisie while others have remained.

Pretoria:
34-5.

and independence.
12 photos, bibl.:

PRINSLOO, DANIEL S. SWA: the Turnhalle
Foreign Affairs Association, 1976, 36 p.
(FAA Study Report No. 4).

This is a representative defence of the new South African strategy which
was developed in the mid-1970s, centring on the Turnhalle Conference
and an "interim government" to exclude SWAPO. The Turnhalle Confer
ence is seen by the author, a leading South African political scientist
and Senior Research Fellow at the F.A.A., as "representing the
majority of all the peoples of South West Africa". He also argues
that a process has been initiated whereby the deadlock over the
status of Namibia is being finally cleared up, and that the Turnhalle
Conference is a clear indication "that the true value of human self
determination is still being recognised on a continent of which so

303.
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many of its peoples have recent ly lost their freedom". See also by
the same author: SWA/Namibia. Towards a negotiated settlement
(Pretoria: Foreign Affairs Association, 1977, 38 p.).

304. SERFONTEIN, J.H.P. Namibia? Randburg: Fokus Suid Publishers/London:
Rex Collings, 1976, 323 p.

Written by a leading South African journalist who has followed the
Namibian scene closely since the early 1960s, this descriptive
account of political events reflects a growing disillusionment
with the official policies of the South African regime. The author
is well-informed, and his book provides a factual survey of events,
parties, personalities, shifting strategies and international nego
tiations in the decade leading to the Turnhalle conference in 1975.
Its main strength lies in the author's intimate knowledge of the
machinations of "white politics" in South Africa and Namibia, but it
is disappointingly weak on explanation. The description of black
politics is to a large extent concerned with ethnic and personal
rivalries, and there are few attempts to analyse the economic and
class interests blocking the road to independence. Several important
political statements, representing a broad spectrum of opinions, are
reproduced in an annex.

OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. South West
Government Printer, 1967, 190

SOUTH AFRICA (REPUBLIC), DEPARTMENT
Africa Survey 1967. Cape/Pretoria:
p. 29 tables, 175 photos.

306. ------- South West Africa Survey 1974. Cape Town/Pretoria: Government
Printer, 1974, 70 p. + photos.

Published by the South African government, the stated aim of these
two surveys is "to put South Africa's view-point to the world more
actively". The 1967 Survey was one of the major South African
publications on Namibia in the 1960s, complementing the Odendaal
report (no. 266). The first part gives an official interpretation
of Namibian history and political development, while the section on
the economy is an important source for economic and infrastructural
data, however partisan the presentation. In contrast, the 1974
Survey is less informative and more defensive and glossy.

305.

307. SOUTH AFRICA, DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. Owambo. Pretoria, 1971,
37 p. + photos. 4 tables, 6 maps, 112 photos.

Published when South Africa's attempt to promote "Owambo" as its show
piece Namibian "homeland" was in full swing, this glossy propaganda
tract, more than half of which consists of a lavishly produced
photographic appendix, had no sooner appeared than the illusion
of the "bantustan without tears" was shattered by the 1971-2 contract
workers' strike and the associated peasant rebellion in Ovamboland
itself. The book is nonetheIess a serious attempt to bolster the
South African case. The photo collection is superbly executed and
wide-ranging, containing, for example, informative views of the terrain
of peasant farming, the physical infrastructure, and the few local
factories. In the text, unpublished official data, much of it economic,
is deployed in the effort to boost the image of South African "develop
ment". Subjected to proper critical review, such data may be used
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to comp lement the earlier SWA Survey 1967 and the later and in some
respects less informative Stellenbosch study (nos. 450-2).

308. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Constitutlonal conference of South West
Africa. Lansdowne, Cape: Citadel Press, 1976, 128 p. (In Afrikaans:
Staatkundige Beraad van Suidwes-Afrika. Lansdowne, Cape: Citadel
Press, 1976, 128 p.).

This is a representative collection of reports and documents from the
various working committees of the Constitutional Conference which
ran from the late 1975 to early 1977. It is mainly concerned with
proposals for economic and social reforms and the abolishment of
"pet t y apartheid". There are a few original tables on wages and
the occupation structure, followed by an out line of a new salary
structure which later was blocked. By and large, the document is a
symbol of the early optimism of the Turnhalle era.

309. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). South West Africa/Namibia survey. Windhoek:
The Press Relations Office of the Administrator-General, 1980, 51 p.

This survey concentrates on the proceedings of the "Ministers'
Council" and the main activities of the Windhoek administration in
1979-80. lt gives the impression of an independent, democratically
answerable bureaucracy smoothly working to promote development and
abolish discrimination. Given this propagandist purpose, the survey
provides some interesting information on the new administrative set-up
and a chronology of government decision-making.

310. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Verslag van die kommissie insake munisipale
wetgeving. Windhoek, 1980, 270 p. Tweede vers lag: Kommentaar een
aanbevelings oor wetgeving wat munisipaliteite raak. Windhoek,
n.d. 27 p. Derde verslag: finansieringskorporasie vir munisipali
teite. Windhoek, n.d. 31 p. Vierde verslag: die finansiering van
ptaaSlike owerhede. Windhoek, 1981, 56 p. + 31 p. (annexes).

The precise circumstances and sequence of the compilation of this
series of reports are by no means clear from the texts themselves.
Taken as a whole, however, they represent a concerted attempt to bring
the legal and financial status of local authorities in line with
the Turnhalle constitution in which they form the third tier. Of
the four reports of the Commission, commonly known as the Arnold
Commission af ter its chairman, the long-serving town clerk of
Windhoek, the most substantiaI in terms of economic data is the
fourth. It includes unpublished statistics on municipal finance
(annex A), especially Katatura (annex B), for which detailed data
are given on expenditure, income, social and housing policy, and
the average incomes of residents by occupation. The Commission
has also released a number of technical and legal reports of its
"Commission of experts", the most extensive of which deals with the
proposed municipal law.

311. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Commission of inquiry into alleged irregu
larities and misapplication of property in Representative Authorities
and the Central Authority of South West Africa. Interim Reports.
Windhoek, 1983, 1984.
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Known as the Thirion Commission - named af ter its chairman who is a
judge in the Natal Supreme Court - this Commission started its work
at the same time as the South African authorities dissolved the
"internal" DTA institutions in early 1983. It followed public
criticism of the malpractices (or "corruption") of the second-tier
authorities set up under the ethnic constitution of 1980 (AG 8).
The strategy behind its work has been to give the South African
colonial administration authority to exert increased financial
control in the light of the economic crisis and to call for greater
centralisation of various administrative departments (e.g. health
and education). The seven interim reports which were released in
1984 documented serious irregularities by the Ovambo, Kavango,
Herero, Coloured, Tswana, Caprivi and Damara "Representative Author
ities", but despite the massive evidence the Commission has so far
not led to any prosecution. A background study to the Commission
was reported in the Namibian press in June 1984 to have exposed
transfer pricing and non-payment of taxes by key multinational
corporations, especially in the diamond business.

312. TÖTEMEYER, GERHARD. South West Africa/Namibia. Facts, attitudes,
assessment. Randburg: Fokus Suid Publishers, 1977, 323 p.

Written by a leading Namibian/South African political scientist, who
was expelled from the National Party because of his divergent views
on the Namibian issue, this is essentially a guide to the various
political parties, churches, movements and groupings in Namibia.
The author's presentation is supported by excerpts from statements,
programmes and speeches, but there are few attempts to examine
critically the parties and the interests they represent. Although
it is stated in the introduction that the intention is "to present
the reader with a factual background against which subsequent events
in the territory may be judged", the text is heavily biased by the
author's concern with cultural heterogeneity, ethnic conflicts and
elites, while very little attention is paid to class conflict and
economic interests.

313. TÖTEMEYER, GERHARD. Namibia, old and new: traditional and modern
leaders in Ovamboland. London: Hurst, 1978, 257 p. 7 maps, tables,
bibl.: 236-49.

An expanded, updated (to 1976/7) but only lightly revised version of
the author's doctoral thesis in Afrikaans. Af ter introductory,
largely historial chapters, the book presents, together with back
ground data, an extended discussionof the attitudes of South African
politicians and administrators and of Ovambo traders, clergy, bantustan
officials and white-collar employees on a range of political and
economic issues. Combining the tabulated results of a questionnaire
survey with a wide range of documentary evidence and the author's
own assessments, it provides an at times exceptionally detailed
account of the failure of South Africa's attempt between 1967 and
1976 to make Ovamboland its showpiece Namibian bantustan. Its
analysis is, however, weakened by a rather naive political sociology
derived from modernisation theory, counterposing "traditional" and
"modern" elites. The statistical significance of the survey method
is also highly questionable. The study is nonetheless valuable not
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only for its empirical detail but also for being the work of an insider:
at the time of his research in 1971-2 the author had privileged access
to Ovamboland and the bantustan administration, and despite his
subsequent estrangement from the National Party hierarchy, a reformist
concern with the ineffectiveness of repressive policies informs his
analys is. The extensive bibliography includes a list of government
publications and unpublished dissertations. UNITED NATIONS ECON-
OMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL. Violations of human rights in South Africa,
See No. 1028.

314. USHEWOKUNZE, C.M. Turnhalle constitutional proposals for an interim
government in Namibia: an endorsement of apartheid injustice.
Lusaka: UNIN, 1977, 26 p.

Written by a former senior lecturer at the UN Institute for Namibia,
this paper provides a critical discussion of the draft constitution
for an interim government produced by the Turnhalle Constitutional
Conference in 1977. The paper places the proposals in the context
of the development of constitutional structures from 1920 up to the
Turnhalle neo-colonial strategy in the 1970s, concluding that the pro
posed constitutional basis for the "interim government" of Namibia
exposes the determination of the South African government to continue
its illegal controi of the territory under the pretext that this has
been agreed to by the Namibian people themselves.

315. VOSLOO, WILLEM B. "Local government in South West Africa". In
Local government in southern Africa, edited by W.B. Vosloo, D.A.
Kotze and W.J.O. Jeppe, p. 100-19. Pretoria/Cape Town: Academia,
1974.

A short synopsis of the administrative functions and legal authority
of central and local government in Namibia in the period before the
Turnhalle dispensation. The author is wholly uncritical of official
policy and restricts his account to a description of the arrange
ments at the time. There are, however, few other studies which
throw light on this level of the administrative and legal structure.

316. WEAVER, TONY. "Caught in the crossfire: the war in Namibia".
Work in Progress, no. 29, 1983: 4-10.

Written by the Windhoek correspondent of the South African Morning
Group of Newspapers, this is an informed account of the present state
of war in the northern areas. In spite of strict censorship, the
article offers a detailed description of the role played by the
Special Police Counter Insurgency Unit known as Koevoet (Crowbar).
There is also a section dealing with the social costs of the war:
the breakdown in health services, the spread of bubonic plague,
forced removals and restrictions on transport. An edited version of
a letter addressed to the United Nations Secretary General on his
visit to Namibia in August 1983, written by the Council of Churches
on Namibia, is reproduced in an appendix. For a more up-to-date
survey on the Namibian situation, see the same author's "Namibian
Review, p.211-27 in South African Review Two. (Johannesburg:
Ravan Press, 1984).
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SEE ALSO:

1,2,3,8,9, lO, 14, 15, 17,18,22,29,33,36,41,42,43,45,
49, 51, 56, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 102, 111, 237, 240, 275, 282-3,
chapter 6 b(394-56), 462, 476, 485, 542, 656, 662, 681, 70S, 838,
853, 854, 862, 864, 1003, 1028, 1032, 1035.
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6. THE NAMIBIAN ECONOMY

A. Conquest and land theft (1884-1915)

317. BEINART, WILLIAM. "Cape workers in German South-West Africa, 1904
1912. Patterns of migrancy and the closing of options on the
Southern African labour market". In Collected Seminar Papers No. 27.
The societies of Southern Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries, vol.
~, p. 48-65. London: Institute of Commonwealth Studies, 1981.

Although presented mainly as a contribution to the economic history
of the Cape Colony, focusing on the patterns of migration during a
period of recession and ongoing proletarianisation in rural areas,
this research paper also illuminates important aspects of Namibian
labour history under German rule. Based on research in the Cape
Archives, the study demonstrates how a large number of Cape workers
were recruited to work in Namibia at a time when Ovamboland had not
been fully opened up for contract labour, and when there was a heavy
demand for labour as a result of the war of genocide. The paper quotes
extensively from the letters and complaints sent to the Cape Native
Affairs Dept., documenting, inter alia, the harsh working conditions and
the physical violence of labour repression in Namibia.

318. CALVERT, A.F. South-west Africa during German occupation, 1884-1914.
London: T.W. Laurie, 1915, 105 p. + photos (230 plates).

This is one of the first books in English to deal with the German
colony, written in a polemical anti-German style. The author argues
that a South African annexation will solve the pressing local problem
of providing South Africa with land for its "bywoners" (the poor
white class), and indicates the lines along which Namibia may be
most profitably developed. The second half of the book describes
"the country and its resources", dealing mainly with the diamonds
industry. The value of the book as a source is enhanced by the
facts and figures derived from British consular reports, as weIl
as its 230 photos. The chapters on geology and minerals are mainly
based on the works of the leading geologist at the time, Percy Wagner
(see nos. 609, 610).
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319. DEMUTH, JEAN. Der Diamantenmarkt mit besonderer Berlicksichtigung
der deutsch~slidwestafrikanischenAusbeute. Karlsruhe: Braun, 1912,
132 p. (Dissertation).

This is a detailed account of the first three years of the Namibian
diamond industry, with a wealth of material on resources, companies,
production, marketing, mining legisIation, taxation, prices and
the impact on the colonial economy in general.

320. DOVE, KARL. Deutsch-Slidwestafrika. Berlin: Slisserott, 1913, 227 p.
16 photos.

Originally published in 1909, this is the second and revised edition
of a classic and of ten cited German "Landeskunde". The author was
a leading geographer and colonial propagandist, and the book is
clearly written with the purpose of attracting settlers. His approach
to colonial policy is summed up in one of the wide ly quo ted phrases:
"Leniency toward the natives is cruelty to the whites". The chapters
on the geographical regions, the climate (with rainfall statistics
from the 1890s), the flora and wildlife are quite good, but the
sections dealing with history, economic structure and ethnography
are rather thin. See also by the same author: Deutsch-Slidwestafrika.
Ergebnisse einer wissenschaftlichen Reise im slidlichen Damaralande
(Gotha: J. Perthes, 1896).

321. EVELEIGH, WILLIAM. South West Africa. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1915,
255 p.

The aim of this general description of Namibia was to set before
British readers a comprehensive account of the country, its history,
its people and its economic potential. When it was published at the
end of the German period, it was the first book in the English langu
age to provide such an overview of the territory. The presentation
is blatantly anti-German, but the book is an interesting source
because of its attempt to synthesise offical documents and a large
number of contemporary books by German scholars, administrators and
writers of more popular books. There are separate chapters on "The
Development of the Country", "The Diamond Fields" and "The Economic
Future", where one can find bits and pieces of valuable information
on the economy (p. 173-249). The author supports the idea of
incorporating Namibia as an integral part of the Union of South
Africa, and emphasizes the value of the mineral wealth and stock
farming.

322. GAn, JOHANNES. Die Betriebsverhältnisse der Farmen des mittIeren
Hererolandes (Deutsch Sudwest-Afrika). Hamburg: L. Friederichsen &
Co., 1915, 147 p. 93 figures. (Abhandlungen des Hamburgischen
Kolonialinstituts, 28),

This detailed case study of 54 settler farms, one of the very few
undertakenduring the German colonial occupation, is especially
valuable for its thoroughness and breadth of scope. The investigation,
undertaken in 1912, covered half of the allocated farms - in practice
most of those actually operating - in an area located in the heart
Iand of the cattle-raising country from which the Herero had been
driven less than eight years previously. The micro-economics of
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commercial farming are analysed in great detail, with as manyas
93 tables, covering natural environment, water infrastructure, trans
port and marketing, a critique of official settlement policy,
methods and costs of production, capital and credit. Also, unusually
in both German and South African literature, considerable attention
is devoted to labour, especially wages. One of the author's conclu
sions was that in the great majority of cases farm rations were
below the bare minimum standards of nutrition.

323. HERMANN, ERNST. Viehzucht und Bodenkultur in Slidwestafrika. Zugleich
Ratgeber flir Auswanderer. Berlin: Deutscher Kolonial-Verlag,
1914, 160 p. (4th enlarged edition, revised by Walter Mittelstaedt
and F. Hermann).

Original ly published in 1900, this is an informative source on
farming and living conditions of German settlers. The author was
himself a prominent settler, and sets out in his book to give pros
pective German immigrants arealistic picture of what a farming life
in Namibia is like. Apart from a technical description of different
kinds of farming and ranching, the book contains fragments of infor
mation on the costs of production, wages, health care and "how to
treat the natives".

324. HESSE, HERMAN. Die Landfrage und die Frage der Rechtsgliltigkeit
der Konzessionen in Slidwestafrika. Ein Beitrag zur wirtschaftlichen
und finanziellen Entwicklung des Schutzgebietes. Jena: Costenoble,
1906. Vol. 1: xvi, 373 p. Vol. 2: ix, 288 p. BibI.: vol. 1,
xiv-xvi.

A very detailed study of the land companies, their legal rights and
their economic role. The first volume opens with a general survey
of the economic development up to 1906, with emphasis on the war of
anti-colonial resistance and its impact on the economy. The major
part of the volume consists of an examination of each of the eight
companies. The second volume brings together 100 documents (agree
ments, proclamations, regulations, concessions, licenses, etc.) for
the period 1880-1906. For a general and uncritical presentation
of the main features of colonial law, see the thesis by the same
author: Die Schutzverträge in Slidwestafrika. Ein Beitrag zur
rechtsgeschichtlichen und politischen Entwicklung des Schutzgebietes
(Berlin: Slisserott, 1905, 170 p.).

325. JÄCKEL, HERBERT. Die Landgesellschaften in den deutschen Schutzge
bieten. Denkschrift zur Kolonialen Landfrage. Jena: Fischer, 1909,
315 p. 3 diagrams, bibI.: ix-xiv. (Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft
flir wirtschaftliche Ausbildung Neue Folge, Heft 5).

A thoroughly researched investigation of the concession and land
companies in the German colonies, concentrating on legal issues.
The main focus is on the major companies operating in Namibia, such
as Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft, Kaoko-Land und Minen-Gesellschaft,
South West Africa Company and Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahngesellschaft.
There is a detailed examination of the origins and legal rights, but
the study is weak on economic development and statistical data.
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Though repeating the usual patriotic phraseology, the author also
questions the motives of the companies and provides the most complete
description of this controversial issue in German colonial policy.

326. KAROW, MARIA. Wo sonst der Fuss des Kriegers trat: Farmleben in
SUdwest nach dem Kriege. Berlin: Mittler, 1909, 255 p. 30 photos.

A fairly representative example of about a dozen of books which
describe the daily "farming life" from a settler's point of view,
having its value mainly as a source and as a contribution to the
writing of social history "from above". There is a rather detailed
description of the farm (18,000 hectares), the household and the
work by the domestic servants and the garden workers. The photos
are documents in their own right, and so are the paternalistic
language and the racial stereotypes employed by the author.

327. LEUTWEIN, PAUL. Die Leistungen der Regierung in der SUdwest
afrikanischen Land- und Minenfrage. Berlin: SUsserott, 1911, 130
p. Bibl.: 5-7. (Dissertation, Friedrich- Wilhelms- Universität,
Berlin. Koloniale Abhandlungen, Heft 42-46).

The chief merit of this thesis lies in the detailed examination of
the concessions given by the German government to large agricultural
and mining companies. The author is highly critical of the policies
implemented to support the companies (land distribution, mining
regulations, credit policy, financial support etc.). Apart from
this academic study, the author published a collection of
poems and reminiscences from the early period of German colonisation
(Du weitest deine Brust, der Blick wird freier: Kriegs- und Wander
Fahrten in SUdwest, Berlin: Deutscher Kolonialverlag, 1909), a
hagiographic account of his father (Afrikanerschicksal: Gouverneur
Leutwein und seine Zeit, Stuttgart: Union Deutsche Verlagsgesell
schaft, 1929) and several pieces of colonial propaganda during the
Nazi era.

328. LITTER, DR.
1913, 133 p.

Die Arbeiterfrage in Deutsch- SUdwestafrika.
(Typescript).

Hamburg,

A discussion of ways in which the chronic labour shortage might be
overcome, with data on employment, methods of labour control, Ovambo
labour migration and the health of black workers. Available only
as a manuscript in Hamburgisches Weltwirtschaft- Archiv (HWWA),
it will nonetheless repay consultation for research into labour
repression and working conditions in the German colonial period.

329. MACDONALD, WILLIAM. The destiny of Walvis Bay. Johannesburg:
Transvaal Leader, 1915, 96 p. 23 photos. (Reprinted by the State
Library, Pretoria, 1979).

One of the few detailed descriptions of the Walvis Bay enclave,
written just before the South African conquest made it Namibia's
main port. The text consists of a series of feature articles -
part travel diary and anecdote, part social and economic description 
which first appeared in a Johannesburg newspaper. The author, editor
of the Agricultural Journal of South Africa, was interested in Walvis
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Bay both as an outlet for the sett ler farmers of the central African
interior and for its agriculturaI potential, which he describes
in some detail. His commentary on the social, economic and political
state of affairs in the enclave is observant and sometimes sharply
critical. He also provides a rare early account of the unique mode
of subsistence of the Topnaar peasants of the Kuiseb River.

330. MOSSOLOW, NICOLAI.
was old Windhoek.

Windhoek damals= Die Windhoek van weleer=
Windhoek, 1965, 173 p. 29 photos.

This

Published by the author himself, this is a narrative history of the
town and its vicinity, concentrating on the German period and ending
in 1918. There is some detailon economic and social conditions,
the formation of colonial businesses and the smallholder settlement
at Klein Windhoek. The text is not footnoted and the author, a
former archivist, states that he had "no intention of producing a
detailed reference book". Nevertheless, the narrative is packed with
detail and is clearly based on wide reading. See also by the same author:
Windhoek Today/Windhoek Heute (Windhoek, 1967, 132 p.), which is made
up mainly of photographs.

331. NGAVIRUE, ZEDEKIA. "The land theft". In South West Africa: A
travesty of trust, edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p. 178
88. London: Deutsch, 1967.

A short history of the creation of the reserves by a prominent Herero
politician and then chairperson of the SWANU External Council. The
most detailed coverage is of the Herero reserves and forced removals
in the German and early South African periods. For a more compre
hensive treatment, see the author's PhD thesis (no. 245).

332. OELHAFEN VON SCHÖLLENBACH, HANS. Die Besiedelung Deutsch-Slidwest
afrikas bis zum Weltkriege. Berlin: Reimer, 1926, 132 p. 3 maps,
tables.

Despite its obvious German-colonial overtones, this is one of the
best contemporary studies of Namibia as a settlement colony in the
period before the First World War. The main focus is on the settling
of the territory up to 1903, the change in colonial policy resulting
from the war of anti-colonial resistance , the constructions of railways,
land ownership scructure and water supply. The author, who was a
leading army officer, has also written one of the few published
accounts of the First World War in Namibia: Der Feldzug in Siid
westafrika. 1914-1915 (Berlin: Safari-Verlag, 1923, 268 p.).

333. PHILLIPS, JOHN A.S. "The Pomona story based on the Dr. George
Wunderlich collection". Journal - SWA Scientific Society 36/37,
1981/82-1982/83: 11-44.

This is a detailed and fascinating story of a central episode in
the long history of struggle for controI over Namibian mineral re
sources. The first diamonds were discovered in 1909 in an area which
was clairned by several companies and prospectors, and the article
describes the fight between different interest groups until the
question was finally "resolved" when the South African Consolidated
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Diamond Mines gained the upper hand af ter the First World War. The
research draws mainly on the rich collection donated to the Windhoek
State Archives by George Wunderlich, who served as a legal advisor
to Pomona Diamanten-Gesellschaft and to Daniel de Pass. Several maps
and documents are reproduced at the end of the article.

334. POOL, GERHARDUS. Pionierspoorwee in Duits-Suidwes-Afrika, 1897-1915.
Durban/Pretoria: Butterworth, 1982, 301 p. 6 figures, 81 photos,
12 Illaps, 15 tables, bibI.: 269-92.

This is the published version of a dissertation which sets out a
detailed history of the financing, construction, running and economic
significance of the state railways during the German period. There
is also scattered information on social history, such as the conditions
of construction and railway workers. The study is based on extensive
archival research, and contains many photos and a full bibliography.
The author is one of the few South African historians specialising
on Namibian history in the 1884-1915 period. (See also no. 204).

335. QUIRING, ERICH. Die Eisenbahnen Deutsch-Slidwestafrikas und ihre
Bedeutung flir die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung der Kolonie. Borna
Leipzig: R. Noske, 1911, 63 p. (Dissertation, Friedrich-Alexanders
Universität, Erlangen).

This is a straightforward and factual description of the railways in
"German Southwest-Africa" up to 1910, with emphasis on their origins,
operations, profitability and importance for agriculture and mining.

336. REHBOCK, THEODOR. Deutsch-Slidwest-Afrika. Seine wirtschaftliche
Erschliessung unter besonderer Berlicksichtigung der Nutzbarmachung
des Wassers. Bericht liber das Ergebnis einer im Auftrage des
"Syndikats flir Bewässerungsanlagen in Deutsch-Slidwest Afrika" durch
das Herero-und Gross-Namaland unternommenen Reise. Berlin: Reimer,
1898, 237 p. Maps, photos, b~bl.: xi-xv.

This is one of the first attempts to survey the water resources and
the prospects for agriculturaI development in the central and southern
part of Namibia, commissioned by a German syndicate considering large
scale settlements. Although conducted rather hastily, the study
contains some interesting observations and a wealth of information
on climate, water and geology. The author is primarily concerned
with the utilisation of water resources through boreholes, reser
voirs and dams, and seeks to identify areas suitable for German
settlements, such as the proposed "colony" at Hatsamas.

337. ROHRBACH, PAUL. Deutsche Kolonialwirtschaft. I. Band: Sudwest
Afrika. Berlin-Schöneberg: Buchverlag der "Hilfe", 1907, 510 p.
25 photos.

A classic - and often quoted - introduction to the geography and
economy of Namibia under German rule. The author served as an
economic adviser and "Ansiedlungskommissar" (Imperial Emigration
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COlllIl1issioner) in 1903-1907, and the book was written in order to
justify the German colonial system, to attract more settlers and
to argue the case for more financial support to further their economic
interests. As a source, the book also has its value in describing
the economic impact of the war of anti-colonial resistance on the
colonial economy and the reconstruction and building of railways
af ter the war. Paul Rohrbach was later to become one of the chief
colonial propagandists in the 1920s and during the Nazi period.
Among his other writings should also be mentioned Dernburg und die
SUdwestafrikaner. Diamantenfrage. Selbstverwaltung. Landeshilfe.
(Berlin: Deutscher Kolonialverlag, 1911, 323 p.) and Wie machen wir
unsere Kolonien rentabel? GrundzUge eines WirtschaftsprogralllIl1s fUr
Deutschlands afrikanischen Kolonialbesitz (HalIe : Gebauer-Schwetschke
Druckerei u. Verlag, 1907, 279 p.). For a stimulating biographical
study, see Walter Mogk: Paul Rohrbach und das "Grössere Deutschland"
(MUnchen: Wilhelm Goldmann Verlag, 1972, 307 p.).

338. SANDER, LUDWIG. Die Rinderpest und ihr Einfluss auf die wirtschaft
lichen Verhältnisse in Deutsch-SUdwestafrika. Berlin: Verlag Hermann
Paetel, 1897, 44 p.

A descriptive eye-witness account of the catastrophic rinderpest
epidemic and its economic impact on both the set t lers and the Herero.
It was written just af ter the height of the epidemic by a doc tor who
was also the chief representative of one of the main land settlement
companies.

339. SANDER, K. LUDWIG G. Geschichte der Deutschen Kolonial-Gesellschaft
fUr SUdwest-Afrika von ihrer GrUndung bis zum Jahre 1910. Nach den
Akten bearbeitet und dargestelIt. Berlin: Reimer, 1912. Band I:
Geschichtliche Darstellung, 315 p. Band II: Grundlegende Urkunden
in wörtlicher Wiedergabe und Karten, 477 p. Maps, photos.

This is a traditional and extensive company history in two volumes,
which at the same time sheds light on the colonial economy in general.
The first volume is essentially a detailed chronicle of events year
by year, while the second volume comprises a large collection of
primary documents, including treaties, mining regulations and adminis
trative proclamations relevant for private companies. There are also
several high quaIity maps and photos.

340. SCHLETTWEIN, CARL. Der Farmer in Deutsch-SUdwest-Afrika. Eine
Darstellung sämtlicher fUr den afrikanischen Farmer in Betracht
kOlllIl1enden Erwerbszweigen ind ein Leitfaden fUr Anfänger. Wisman:
Hinstorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1914, 273 p. 74 photos.
(Second revised and enlarged edition).

Written by a prominent sett ler and a leading political figure in the
Landesrat, this is one of the most useful introductions to capitaIist
agriculture in Namibia under German rule. The purpose of the book is
to encourage young Germans to sett le in Namibia, in order to fulfil
the "civilising mission" of colonialism. The book provides a general
geographical and historical background to the country, as weIl as
a description of a wide range of technical and practical issues related
to farming. The wealth of factual detailon crop cultivation,
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cattle-breeding, prices, production costs and marketing, together with
74 photos and a subject index, makes the book a valuable source.
It is also of interest that the author focuses attention on projects
specifically designed to make the farming community self-sufficient
and independent from South Africa and Germany. The technology con
sidered falls well into what is today referred to as "intermediate
technology", but such projects were entirely "forgotten" under
South African rule. For a brief biographical note on Schlettwein,
see Fritz Gaerdes: "Carl Schlettwein", SWA Annual 1972, p. 41-2.

SCHÖLLENBACH, HANS OELHAFEN VON, see OELHAFEN VON SCHÖLLENBACH, no.
332.

341. SCHMIDT, CARL. Geographie der Europäersiedelungen im deutschen Sild
westafrika. Jena: Fischer, 1922, 132 p. 9 maps, 8 diagrams, bibI.:
123-32.

A scholarly monograph on the history and geography of European settle
ment from early 19th century up to the First World War, focusing
on changes between 1894 and 1903. The main value of the survey lies
in the detailed information on settlements and population distribution,
supplemented with excellent analytical maps. There is also a
comprehensive bibliography, listing more than 250 items.

342. SCHUBERT, EMMERICH. Landwirtschaft und ihre Nebenbetriebe in Sild
westafrika. Heidelberg: Winter, 1913, 127 p. Figures, bibI.:
v-vii. (Dissertation, Heidelberg).

A detailed study of the economics of European agriculture and related
activities in Namibia in the period 1900-1912, covering both large-scale
commercial farming and smallholdings. There is considerable data on
production costs, debts, various forms of ownership and leasehold,
size of farms, wages, agriculturaI research, crops and livestock
statistics, and foreign trade. The thesis reflects the official
racist/colonial prejudices, especially when "native policy" and
the attitudes of the various African "population groups" toward
farm labour are discussed.

343. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Memorandum on the country known as German
South-West Africa. Pretoria: Government Printer, 1915, 95 p.

Based on German official material and British consular reports,
this is a well-informed survey of Namibia with emphasis on the
structure and expansion of the economy in the years preceding the
South African takeover of the colony. It is packed with data,
especially tables, covering administration, local government, land
companies, agriculture, public works, irrigation, education,
commerce, banking, customs and excise, mining, railways, harbours
and shipping.

344. STRÄHUBER~ HERMANN. Die Entwicklung des landwirtschaftlichen Kredit
wesens in Deutsch-Sildwestafrika. Ein Beitrag zur Wirtschaftsgesch
ichte dieser Kolonie. Nilrnberg: George Heydolph, 1915, 109 p.
(Dissertation, Erlangen).
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Although not adding very much to the general economic history of
l1German South-West Africa" this thesis has its merits in offering a
detailed examination of the banking and credit system. The main
focus is on the origins of the "Landwirtschaftsbank fur Deutsch
Sudwestafrika", which was established to further the interests of
the European settler community. It also shows how the bank assumed
the responsibilities of a "national bank" af ter the outbreak of
the war.

345. UNITED KINGDOM, FOREIGN OFFICE. South-West Africa. London: H.M.S.O.,
1920, 114 p. Tables, bibI.: 112-14. (Handbooks prepared under
the direction of the Historial Section of the Foreign office -
No. 112). Published in German African possessions (late). (Peace
handbooks. Issued by the Historical Section of the Foreign office,
vol. 18). Reprinted under the same title by Greenwood Press,
New York, 1969.

This report was prepared in 1917 by a special section established by
the Foreign Office to provide the British delegates to the Peace
Conference with information on the German colonies, and was later
published together with similar studies on Togoland, Cameroon,
Tanganyika and a report on "German treatment of natives". It con
tains much invaluable data on economic and social conditions, focusing
on the period 1907-14, including the volume of trade, industry,
shipping, agriculture, land companies, minerals, domestic commerce,
public finance, and banking. The section on transport is particularly
detailed, reflecting the interest of the General Staff of the War
Office in railways, roads and ports.

345b. VOELTZ, RICHARD ANDREW. The origins and early years of The South West
Africa Company, Ltd. A study of a British concession company in
German South West Africa. Los Angeles: University of California,
1980, 260 p. 3 figures, 3 maps, bibI.: 250-60.

Based on the archives of South West Africa Company Ltd. in London,
this mainly descriptive thesis is a history of a British concession
company in Namibia in the period 1892-1914. It is shown how SWACO
influenced the early economic history of the colony, and how the
company's activities were firmly tied to the German colonial effort
and to the colonising power's desire to expand its empire in Ovambo
land and southern Angola at the expense of Portugal. Considerable
attention is given to the origins of the company and the manner in
which the "Damara concession" was obtained. The thesis also sheds
light on a number of critical questions, such as the struggle between
German interests favouring a settlement colony and those favouring
large-scale investments and concessionary companies.

346. WEGE, FRITZ. Zur Entstehung und Entwicklung der Arbeitetklasse in
SUdwestafrika während der deutschen Kolonialherrschaft. Halle:
Martin Luther-Universität, 1966, 360 p. 2 vols. BibI.: 333-55.
(Dissertation).

347. ------- "Die Anfänge der Herausbildung einer Arbeiterklasse in SUd
westafrika unter der deutschen Kolonialherrschaft". Jahrbuch fUr
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Wirtschaftsgeschichte 1, 1969: 183-221.

348. ------- "Zur sozialen Lage der Arbeiter Namibias unter der deutschen
Kolonialherrschaft in den Jahren vor dem ersten Weltkrieg". Jahrbuch
flir Wirtschaftsgeschichte 3, 1971: 201-18.

The author of this weIl documented thesis was - together with Drechsler
and Loth (see nos. 188, 140) - among the first East German scholars
to base his work on the Potsdam archives. The thesis is concerned
with "Die Arbeiterfrage", that is, how Africans were mobilised as
workers in the interest of the exploitative colonial system. There
is a propagandistic introduction, but the study itself is a meticulously
researched and highly informative work. The sections on the general
colonial economy add little to the existing literature, but the main
chapters on "the making of the working class" is a documentation of
the various mechanisms used to get workers into the mines, the rail
ways and the farms (forced labour, pass laws, recruitment of migrant
labour from the north, etc.). Focusing on the period 1910-1914, there
are several chapters describing the conditions of workers: forms
of contract, wages, sanitary conditions, and other important aspects
of social history. The last section deals with the various forms
of protest and resistance of the workers against colonial suppression
and economic exploitation, and includes a rudimentary discussion of
the origins of class consciousness. There are a large number of
references and footnotes (p. 268-332), as weIl as an extensive
bibliography which also serves as a guide to the Potsdam archives.
The articles in Jahrbuch summarise two important aspects of the
thesis, dealing with the origins of the working class and the living
conditions of Namibian workers before the First World War.

349. WlEDEN, HELGE BEl DER. "Wollschafzucht in Deutsch-Siidwestafrika".
VierteljahreschriftfiirSocial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 58, no. 7,
1971: 67-87. --

An account of wool farming from its origins in the 1890s to the late
1930s. The author examines in particular the history of a German
syndicate established in 1909 specifically to promote wool sheep
farming, using the archives of the town of which its chief promoter,
Wilhelm Klilz (see no. 199), was mayor. The article covers an aspect
of farming on which there is scanty information in other works.

SEE ALSO:

4, 16, 22, 24, 33, 34, 36, 52, 55, 64, 74, 81, 118, 146, 151,
chapter 4 a(160-76), chapter 4 b(177-219), 235, 236, 501, 667, 933.
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(1915-1966)

350. BARTH, PAUL. Sudwestafrika: wirtschaftlicher Ratgeber und allgemeine
Anleitung, besonders fur Auswanderungslustige. Windhoek: Meinert,
1926, 304 p. Photos.

A lengthy prospectus for would-be settlers, compiled by a leading
German farmer together with the publisher. It gives a full descrip
tion of colonial institutions, conditions of settlement and the
cornmercial economy, especially farming.

351. BEWERSDORF, RICHARD. Die Industrialisierung der Sudafrikanischen
Union und Deutsch-Sudwestafrikas. Berlin: Mier & Glasemann, 1939,
100 p. BibI.: 87-90. (Dissertation, Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität
zu Bonn).

This thesis is mainly concerned with South Africa, but there are also
references to manufacturing industry in Namibia in the interwar
period. The author is stronger on compilation than analysis, but
the study is one of the few sources of information on the industrial
section in Namibia in this period. There are also brief sections on
labour policy and the role of the state in industry.

352. BRENNER, HARRO. Slidwestafrika und sein Aussenhandel. Berlin, 1933,
87 p. BibI.: 4-6. (Dissertation, Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität
zu Berlin).

Based on the assumption that it was a compelling necessity for
Gerrnany to reconquer its former colonies, this thesis was primarily
a contribution to the colonial campaign for "Lebensraum" in the
early 1930s. It contains, nevertheless, a wide range of economic
data on Namibia's state finances, the size and composition of foreign
trade, mineral production, price indexes and railway rates in the
years from 1920 to 1932. The analysis of the economic relations with
South Africa contrasts sharply with the story put out by South
African propaganda during the same period, which emphasized the large
financial contributions made by the Union government to the mandated
territory.

353. COOPER, ALLAN D. U.S. economic power and political influence in
Namibia, 1700-1982. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1982, 222 p.
18 tables, 9 charts, bibI.: 197-208. (A Westview Replica Edition).

This is a thoroughly researched and critical examination of US
relations with Namibia from the first commercial contact in the 18th
century to the present. While most other studies of US interests
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tend to restrict themselves to more recent mining operations, the
author gives a much broader historical perspective and includes
an analysis of the fishing industry and karakul farming as weIl as
financial services, manufacturing, shipping and oil exploration.
More than 100 corporations with interests in Namibia are identified and
described in detail. He also demonstrates how legislation and
policies are shaped by formal and informal linkages among company dir
ectors and policy-makers. The study includes calculations of profits
of some of the major American business interests in Namibia, and
the author argues that US corporations have reaped enormous benefits
from South Africa's subjugation of Namibia. An extensive bibliography
adds to the value of the book. See also a brief conference paper
on the same subject: "American corporate investments in Namibia",
Africa Today, 30, nos. 1-2, 1983: 23-33. The author is assistant
professor of political science, St. Augustine's College, Raleigh,
North Carolina.

354. CZAYA, EBERHARD. Der deutsche Imperialismus in Slid- and Slidwestafrika.
Ein Beispiel flir Kontinuität und Elastizität deutscher kolonialer
Bestrebungen. Berlin (DDR): Humbaldt- Universität, 1967, vii, 476 p.
21 tables, bibI:: 462-76. (Dissertation).

This meticulously researched thesis within a marxist framework is a
significant contribution to the history of international capital and
German imperialism in Africa between the two wars, mainly - but not
exclusively - focusing on Namibia. There is a detailed examination
of the role played by major companies (especially Otavi Minen- und
Eisenbahngesellschaft) and some prominent businessmen (Llibberts,
Stauch). The author also discusses the movements in Germany for
colonial restoration during the Weimar republic and the Nazi era, and
relates these colonial endeavours to the activities and the annexation
plans of German groups inside Namibia itself. There is a comprehensive
bibliography, which also serves as a guide to the archival material
and the relevant company reports.

355. DAY, JOHN R.
1963, 143 p.

Railways of Southern Africa. London: Arthur Baker,
65 photos.

This popular account of railway building and railways in Southern
Africa includes a brief narrative of the history of railways in
Namibia: "Unification in South Africa: South West Africa (p. 47-60).

356. DEUTSCHLAND, RUTH. Die Lage der afrikanischen Bevölkerung Slidwest
afrikas und ihr Kampf um nationale Befreiung (1945-1959). Berlin
(GDR): Humboldt-Universität, 1967, 285 p. BibI.: 266-84.
(Dissertation) .

Written by an East German historian, this thesis deals with an under
researched period in Namibian history: the years between 1945 and
the beginning of the liberation struggle under the leadership of SWAPO.
The study is in the main a descriptive account of the social and
economic conditions of the African population, mainly the workers,
followed by a rather sketchyoutline of struggle for independence
before 1960. The research is primarily based on DN material,
especially the large number of petitions from Namibian individuals
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and organisations and the annual reports of the Committee on South
West Africa. The study benefits also from a reading of a local
newspaper (Allgemeine Zeitung) as weIl as South African official
documents and the series of ethno10gica1 studies published by the
Department for Native Affairs. See a1so two brief artic1es by the
same author: "Zu einigen Besdonderheiten des nationalen Befreiung
skampfes in Siidwestafrika nach den 2. Weltkrieg" p. 173- 84, in
Nationalismus undSazialismus im Befreiungskampf der Vö1ker Asiens und
Afrikas (Berlin, 1970) and "Die Lage der siidwestafrikanischen Bevö1k
erung und ihr Kampf gegen das siidafrikanische Apartheid-Regime",
Deutsche Aussenpo1itik, 13, No. 6, 1968: 710-19.

357. DOwn, HERBERT WALTER. Non-white land and labour policies in South
West Africa from 1918 to 1948. Tufts, F1etcher School of Law and
Dip10macy, 1954,397 p. 19 tab1es, bibI.: 380-97. (PhD thesis).

Subrnitted as earlyas 1954, this US thesis still deserves attention
and a wide readership. The chief va1ue of the study lies in the
wealth of information compi1ed by the author on land distribution,
agricu1tura1 po1icies, various forms of labour repression and
coercion, taxation, wages, working conditions, hea1th and education.
The analysis is, however, less rigorous and more conventionai than
one perhaps could have expected on the basis of the material
presented. For general readers, the thesis offers a succinct summary
of the annua1 reports to the League of Nations, the Minutes of the
Permanent Mandates Commission, the ILO debates on forced labour as
weIl as severa1 important South African commissions of inquiry. The
study benefits especia11y from a careful reading of the Report of the
South West Africa National Labourers Commission, 1945-48 (1948) and
Report of the Long Term Agriculturai Commission (1945). There are
also a large number of informative tables, an extensive summary
(p. 342-79) and a bib1iography.

358. GERVASI, SEAN. "The South West African economy". In South West Africa:
A travesty of trust, edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p. 128
50. London: Deutsch, 1967.

Prepared for the 1966 international conference on Namibia, this brief
survey by a noted US scho1ar describes and analyses the Namibian
economy in the 1950s and the early 1960s. The historical overview
documents the considerable expansion of the capitaiist sector (mining,
ranching and fisheries) in the postwar period. The author argues,
however, that dependence on the growth of mineral exports entails
instability as weIl as the exploitation of wasting assets, and that
economic expansion under apartheid has brought little benefit to
the black population.

359. GREEN, REGINALD H. and KIMMO KILJUNEN. "The colonial economy:
structures of growth and exploitation". In Namibia. The last
colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen and
Kimma Kiljunen, p. 30-58. London: Longman, 1981.

A concise and wel10rganised survey of the main characteristics of
the colonial economy of Namibia, concentrating on the period 1945
1975. It offers some insight into the historical evolution of
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the present system, and provides basic information on the patterns
of exploitation as well as on the different sectors of the economy.
The article concludes by emphasizing the need for this foreign
dominated, vulnerable and externally dependent economy to be struct
urally changed af ter independence.

360. HALBACH, AXEL J. Die Wirtschaft Sudwestafrikas. Munchen: IFO
Institut fur Wirtschaftsforschung, Afrika-Studienstelle, 1967,
210 p. 39 tables, 19 maps, 15 diagrams, bibl.: appendix, I-XI.

361. ------- Namibia. Wirtschaftsstruktur. Ausgabe 1981. Köln:
Bundesstelle fur Aussenhandelsinformation, 1981, 107 p. 22 tables.
(Marktinformation, Reihe MI-A).

362. ------- Entwicklungsprobleme im sudlichen Afrika. Mlinchen: Weltforum
Verlag, 1982, 99 p. (IFO Forschungsberichte 60).

The first of these three studies by a West German economist is a
thorough and detailed analysis of the Namibian economy. It is based
on several visits to the territory, and concentrates mainly on the
period 1958-65. Its value lies chiefly in the compilation of facts
and figures illustrating the structure of the economy in an important
period which has been sparsely documented. The author draws heavily
on official sources, such as the White Papers of the SWA Administra
tion and annual reports from local boards of South African government
departments, as well as the Population Census of 1960, the Industrial
Census of 1961/62 and the Agricultural Census of 1964. The large
number of tables, maps and diagrams make it possible to "mine" the
study for important information, which can also be used for inter
pretations which differ from the author's framework of conventional
economic geography which does not question the South African occu
pation of the country. There is also an extensive bibliography.
Wirtschaftsstruktur is a much more condensed factual survey, mainly
based on the statistical data released by the Department of Finance
(Windhoek) in the early 1980s and the multi-sectoral study prepared
by the German Development Institute. It also contains some infor
mation of special relevance to potential German investors. Entwick
lungsprobleme is a collection of three articles concerned with South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Namibia. The contribution on Namibia provides
a sectoral survey and a brief discussion of the economic prospects
("Namibias wirtschaftliche Entwicklungsperspektiven", p. 41-70).
For a short summary of this article, see "Namibia. Wirtschaftliche
Entwicklungsperspektiven", Internationales Afrikaforum, 18, no. 1,
1982: 51-64.

363. HERRIGEL, OTTO. Studien zur Bevölkerungs- und Wirtschaftsentwicklung
Sudwestafrikas. Univ. Basel, 1971, 123 p. 13 tables, bibl.:
119-22. (PhD thesis).

The aim of this thesis is to outline the main features of the socio
economic system of Namibia, drawing on official data in a descriptive
rather than an analytical way. The author devotes a special section
to demography, and offers a summary of the main findings of the
censuses from 1921 onwards. The chapters covering the various
sectors of the economy present statistical series which have been
compiled and estimated from a wide range of sources (White papers,
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Commission reports, annual reports from the Meat ControI Board, the
South African Department of Mines etc). The final section is devoted
to a brief and in places critical discussion of the Odendaal report,
and the author argues that higher priori t y should be given to
education and health services, iridustrialisation and the construction
of a railway to Botswana and Zimbabwe. Otto Herrigel, a Namibian
by birth, is a lawyer in Windhoek.

364. HEYER, ADOLF BERNHARD. Die wirtschaftliche und finanzielle Lage
Sudwest-Afrikas. Marburg: "Deutscher Lebensraum", 1937, 112 p.
(Dissertation, Phillips-Universität zu Margburg).

Yet another thesis arguing the case for Namibia to be returned to
the "true motherIand", written by an editor of the magazine "Deutscher
Lebensraum" and a member of a sett ler family which was repatriated from
Namibia in 1919. The thesis contains a selection of data, especially
on climate, agriculture and mining.

365. HOPPE, THEODOR. Wirtschaftsstruktur und Wirtschaftsentwicklung
von Deutsch- Slidwestafrika. Borna-Leipzig: Noske, 1936, 109 p.
BibI.: 103-06. (Dissertation der Handels-Hochschule Leipzig).

Although written with the explicit purpose of supporting Germany's
claims to its former colonies, this thesis offers an unconventional
analysis of the economy in the interwar period. The depression of
the 1930s, on which a range of data is adduced, is explained as a
result not merely of the world crisis and the disastrous drought,
but also of the measures taken to protect the interests of South
African mines and industries, the Boer sett lers and the South African
transport network.

366. INNES, DUNCAN. "South African capital
The last colony, edited by Reginald H.
and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 59-86. London:

and Namibia". In Namibia.
Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen

Longman , 1981 .

367. ------- "Imperialism and the national struggle in Namibia". Review
of African Political Economy, no. 9, (May-August) 1978: 44-59.

368. ------- Anglo American and the rise of modern South Africa.
Johannesburg: Ravan Press/London: Heinemann, 1984, 358 p. Stat
istical appendix, bibI.: 335-50.

Written by a South African scholar, nowalecturer at the Univer
sity of Witwatersrand, the essay in Namibia. The last colony is an
attempt to discuss the present political economy of Namibia in
terms of the expansion of capital in South Africa itself. Af ter a
brief description of the development of the diamond industry and
the expansion of capitaIist farming in the final years of German
rule, the author focuses on the changes which took place following
the South African takeover. He points out how the South African
state acted swiftly to transfer the controI of the diamond industry
to Anglo American Corporation and to facilitate the growth of settle
ment. This form of development resulted in Namibia's growing
dependency on the South African economy, but due to depression and
drought the Namibian economy was characterised by stagnation and
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and chronic underdevelopment in the interwar period. The main part
of the article concentrates on the economic expansion in the three
decades following the Second World War, in which South African
capital intensified its exploitation of mineral resources, fisheries
and karakul ranching to secure international purchasing power. The
author also argues that political controI is organised through an
alliance of international monopoly capital (mining), local settler
farmers and appointed chiefs and headmen and their attendant bureau
cracies and paramilitary units. The main ideas of this essay are
summarised in the article in Review of African Political Economy,
which also contains a brie f and rather simplified discussion of SWAPO
and the liberation struggle. AngloAmerican and the rise of modern
South Africa is a factually detailed study of Anglo American
Corporation, based on the author's PhD thesis. There are few explicit
references to Namibia in the published version, but the analysis
of the Anglo American Corporation and the international diamond
industry throws light on the international context in which the
Namibian mining industry operates.

KILJUNEN, KIMMO, see no. 359.

369. KILJUNEN, MARJA-LIISA. "The white man's burden: Africans under
apartheid". In Namibia. The last colony, edited by Reginald
H. Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 87-111.
London: Longman, 1981.

A brief sketch of Namibian social history under South African
colonial rule, focusing on the land theft, the reserves, migrant
labour, public health, wages and education. The article is based
on data up to 1977.

370. KREMP, ARNOLD. Die wirtschaftsgeographische Entwicklung des ehema
ligen Schutzgebiets Deutsch Slidwestafrika. Königsberg, 1933, 145 p.
BibI.: 137-45. (Dissertation, Albertus-Universität zu Königsberg).

Compared to most other German theses on the Namibian economy in the
interwar period, this study contains more information and less raw
propaganda. It is basically a straightforward and factual presenta
tion of the main features of the economy with a wide range of stat is
tics on agriculture, mining, fisheries, trade, banking, communications,
exports and imports.

framework of South West Africa.
46 tables, 3 charts, bibI.:

371 KROGH, D.C. The national accounting
University of Pretoria, 1958, 323 p.
appendix, 4 p. (PhD thesis).

372. ------- "The national income and expenditure of South-West Africa
(1920-1956)". The South African Journal of Economics, 28, no. 2,
(March), 1960: 3-22.

Abasic reference work for the study of the economic history of
Namibia, providing a factual framework for an analysis of the
economic structure and development of the territory in the period
1920-1956. The investigation was also undertaken to construct
a national accounting system which could readily be consolidated
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with that of South Africa af ter the suspension of the collection of
separate trade returns for Namibia af ter 1957. The thesis contains a
detailed discussion of all sources and statistical series available
on production and trade, and draws heavily upon the Annual Statements
of Trade and Shipping and the Annual Reports to the League of Nations.
Among the subjects covered are GDP by type of industrial activity,
Gross National Income (both current and constant), disposal of GDP
(private consumption, government consumption and capital formation),
real and per capita National Income, Central Government General
Current Account, commodity imports and exports, Unit Value Index
of imports/exports and terms of trade. A major weakness of the
research is the lack of proper information on the activities of the
major private corporations and on peasant subsistence farming. The
article in the SAJE provides a brief summary of the unpublished
thesis. It presents a wide range of primary statistics organised
under standard national account categories, with notes and discussion
of sources. The author, a prominent South African economist and
businessman, was in 1983 appointed chief executive at Legal & General
Volkskas af ter having served as Governor of the Reserve Bank of
Rhodesia in the 1970s.

373. KROGH, D.C. "The economic relations between the Union of South Africa
and South West Africa, with special reference to the implications
of complete integration". Finance & Trade Review, no. 5 (June)
1959: 294-304.

The author spelIs out the grounds for regarding South Africa and
Namibia as comprising a single domestic territory for many adminis
trative, political and economic purposes. Although several important
differences between the two countries are recognized, especially in
terms of the level of industrial development and dependence on
foreign capital, the aim of the article is to propose a more complete
integration. It is argued that this will guarantee Namibia a more
stable level of capital investment and supply of public services,
especially if a complete integration also allows for a transfer of
funds from the richer to poorer regions.

374. LEISTNER, G.M.E. "Public finance in South West Africa, 1945/46 to
1969/70". The South African Journal of Economics, 40, no. 1, 1972:
1-32.

The author, a leading South African economist, presents an empirically
detailed and authoritative outline of public finance in the 25 years
af ter World War II. It includes several tables calculating taxes,
revenue and expenditure, and touches upon foreign debts, investment
and other important aspects of fiscal and economic history in a
period characterised by economic expansion dominated by South
African and international capital. The article also describes the
new fiscal and administrative organisation introduced in 1969 to
tighten still further Namibia's incorporation into South Africa.
See also by the same author: "South West Africa's economic bonds with
South Africa", Bulletin of the Africa Institute of South Africa,
April 1971: 111-22, which argues that Namibia' s "prosperity , progress
and stability" can continue only for as long as the close ties
with South Africa are maintained. This article is reprinted in
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The case for South West Africa, edited by A. Lejeune, p. 213-23
(see no. 743).

375. LEMPP, FERDINAND. Windhoek. Windhoek: Afrika Verlag der Kreis,
1964, 215 p. Photos.

This is a tourist guide to "the happy town" of Windhoek, with many
photos and texts in Afrikaans, German and English. The picture
texts are of ten a source of information on particular aspects of
local economic history.

376. MASSMANN, URSULA. Swakopmund - eine kleine Chronik. Swakopmund zurn
90. Geburtstag. Swakopmund: Gesellschaft fur Wissenschaftliche
Entwicklung und Museum, 1982, 59 p. (English edition: Swakopmund.
A chronicle of the town's people, places and progress. 1984).

Published in conjunction with the 90th anniversary of Swakopmund, this
is a brief, conventionai local history of events. Its value for the
study of economic history lies in scattered information on trade,
transport, railways and harbour activities.

377. MICHAELI S, ILSE. Die wirtschaftlichen Kräfte Sudwestafrikas. Kiel:
Institut fur Weltwirtschaft, 78 p. 55 tables, bibI.: 76-77.1944.

A sectoral survey of the Namibian economy in the early 1940s, with
statistical data from the interwar period. Few original insights
are offered, but there is a certain amount of factual information
on a period which is poorly covered in the general literature.

378. MOIR, SIDNEY M. and H. TEMPLE CRITTENDEN. Namib narrow gauge. Ling
field: The Oakwood Press, 1967, 153 p. 43 illus. (Reprint,
Johannesburg: Kempton Park, 1982).

This history of narrow gauge railways in Namibia from c 1900 to
1960 places emphasis on the construction and operation of the Otavi
Railway and "the pioneering period" up to World War L The authors
are mainly concerned with technical details, but there is also a
certain amount of information on the connections between the
running of the railways and the general economic history of the
territory during the interwar depression and in "the era of expansion
and prosperity" (1945-1960). The lack of a bibliography as weIl as
a discussion of the sources reduces the value of the book as a
reference work.

379. NAUEN, OTTO. "Zur Wirtschaftslage Sudwestafrikas". Koloniale
Rundschau, 28, no. 7, 1937: 3-7.

380. ------- Die Karakulzucht in Sudwestafrika. Leipzig: Reichs-Zentrale
fur Peltzier - und Rauchwarenforschung, 1939, 18 p.

The brief article in Koloniale Rundschau provides a general survey
of the Namibian economy over the previous decade, dealing roostly with
settler stock-farming. Theauthor outlines production and the
marketing of exports in some detail, with a number of statistics.
Some emphasis is also placed on the suborientation of Namibia to the
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interests of home producers in South Africa. The particular interest
of the author was in karakul, and in the following year he published
a fuller study of karakul ranching in Namibia for a research insti
tution in Leipzig, describing its history, methods of stock manage
ment, exports and marketing structure.

381. RÄDEL, FRITZ EMIL. =D-=i-=e-:..:W-=i-=r-=t-=s7c-=h-=a=f7t----=::u-=n-=d'--"d:.::i:.::e....,.:::A::.r-=b_=e-:,i~t_:;e-=r7f:.::r..:;a",g'-Ce---=S-<U_=d:..;.w_=e-::s,..=t..:;a:.::fc.:rc.:i::.kc.:a--=-s .
(Von der FrUhzeit bis zum Ausbruch des zweiten Weltkrieges). Univer
sity of Stellenbosch, 1947, 533 p. 127 tables, 27 diagrams, bibI.:
523-27. (D. Comm. thesis) .

This is one of the classic academic works on Namibian economic history,
still valuable on the interwar period. It is mainly descriptive,
drawing on a wide range of official reports, archival documents,
and interviews with farmers, and is empirically strong on agriculturaI
production, both commercial and subsistence, the migrant labour system
and working conditions on the farms. The main focus is on the period
between the two World Wars, but there is also a lengthy chapter on
the origins of wage labour and the economic structure of Namibia under
German rule. Written within the colonial framework, the thesis is
rather vague in analysis and deficient in firm conclusions, but the
wealth of factual data from an under-researched period make it a
fruitful primary source. The author has since become one of South
Africa's leading economists.

382. RÖHR, GUSTAV F. Die Feldspurbahnen SUdwestafrikas. 1000 km. auf
600 mm Spur. Krefeld: Verlag und BUro fUr spezielle Verkehrslitera
tur - Röhr, 1980, 408 p. C 300 photos + maps, tables, charts,
drawings. (Verkehr in Afrika: Nr. 39).

This is the second edition of a splendidly illustrated history of the
railways up to 1961, covering such aspects as the construction of
railways, ports, the economic impact, the role of workers, and the
technical specifications of locomotives. The text is enriched by
numerous excerpts from books, papers, journals and timetables,
and there are a large number of photos and detailed contemporary
maps of Swakopmund, Oranjemund, LUderitzbucht and Walvis Bay. There
is also a statistical appendix, prepared by W.E. Wendt, based on
the National Archives in Windhoek.

383. ROGALY, J. "The condition of the people". In South West Africa:
A travesty in trust, edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p.
166-77. London: Deutsch, 1967.

Based on the reading of several important documents, most notably
the Odendaal Report, the author's concern is to go beyond the
official average figures to find out how the wealth of Namibia
is really distributed. The conclusion - not surprisingly - is that
the impressive infrastructure is mainly related to the needs of
the mines, the fishing industry and the white farms; that there are
immense gaps between blacks and whites in such areas as education,
health services and land distribution; and that the existing structure
seems most likely to be perpetuated through the development plans
and the report of the Odendaal Commission. The au thor was a South
African economics journalist.
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384. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION)., DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE. Annual state
ment of the trade and shipping of the Union of South Africa and of the
Territory of South West Africa. Pretoria: Government Printer,
1906-1955.

Published under this title from 1930 onwards, this annual report is
a major source on Namibian economic history under South African rule.
The report provides detailed statistics on exports and imports (volume
and value) and the direction of trade, including trade between Namibia
and South Africa. Unfortunately the South African authorities ceased
publication of separate statistics for Namibia in 1954, although a
few overseas export commodities specific to Namibia can be traced
in the succeeding Foreign Trade Statistics, which embraces the whole
of the Southern African Customs Union.

385. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). Report of the commission on the economic and
financial relations between the Union of South Africa and the mandated
territory of South West Africa. Pretoria: Government Printer, 1935,
273 p. (U.G. No. 16-1935).

This is one of the most important official documents published in the
interwar period, providing a survey of the economy af ter a long
period of recession, drought and political dissatisfaction. The
commission was appointed in 1932 to enquire into the financial re
lationships between South Africa and the "mandated territory", with
special emphasis on railway rates, customs duties and the adminis
tration of railways and harbours. The repor t begins with a brief
economic history and review of the economy in the early 1930s, then
moves to a more detailed discussion of exports, imports, custom
duties as weIl as railway traffic and rates. This is followed by a
chapter on the financial position, which concludes that the existing
financial relations are greatly in favour of Namibia. The repor t
contains a substantiaI set of statistical annexures, including a
list of periods of drought since 1771. A large part of the text
consists of a lengthy and weIl documented minor ity report by Dr. H.
Hirsekorn, p. 88-178, a leading spokesman for the German community,
who argues strongly that the relations are not in favour of Namibia
and that the economic prospects are much brighter than conceded by
the Commission. This led to the reconvening of the Commission in
1933 to add a commentary on the minority repor t (p. 214-251), to
which Hirskorn issued a further rejoinder (p. 251-273).

386. SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS/SOUTH AFRICA, DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE. South West Africa. Particulars concerning land settle
ment. Pretoria, 1923, 16 p. 7 photos.

387. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). South West Africa. Its possibilities.
Windhoek, 1925, 35 p. 22 photos, 12 maps, 3 tables. (Wembley
Exhibition, 1925).

388. -------/SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS. South West Africa. Hs
attractions and possibilities. Windhoek/Johannesburg, 1937, 40 p.
61 photos, 1 map.

These phamphlets were principal publicity instruments in South
Africa's drive to "sell" its new colony abroad between the world
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wars. The first was aimed mainly at white South African stock-farmers.
It gives a description by region of the farming environment, water
resources, and the potential for different kinds of stock; and details
the procedures for land allocation to settlers and the generous
grants and loans on offer. The second was designed to attract a wider
spread of settlers and foreign investors, primarily from Britain. Its
main sections cover geography, climate, communications, farming and
land settlement, minerals and mining, and game. There is considerable
factual information, supplemented by detailed original maps, providing
what in effect constitutes thefirst official economic survey of the
territory since South Africa's takeover a decade earlier. The third
pamphlet has fewer economic data and is pitched more at tourists and
potential urban settlers, with individual descriptions of most of
the towns and villages. Even more than its prececessor, it contains
a large number of panoraIuic photographs which include some of the few
published views of the principal towns of the period.

389. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the Native Reserves Commission.
Windhoek: The Secretary for South West Africa, 1921, 25 p.

This is the outcome of a commission appointed by the SWA Administra
tor to report on the administration, sizeand conditions of native
reserves and locations in Namibia. The report addressed a central
issue in the formulation of "native policy" in the early 1920s, namely
the question of how to force blacks into employment as farm labourers
and domestic servants. The commission advocated the extension of
the policy of segregation to Namibia, the removal of black settle
ments from "white" areas, the creation of reserves for all blacks
and the closure of temporary reserves. It also recommended an end
to the leasing of land by whites to blacks (so-called "kaffir
farming") and the removal of "surplus" blacks from urban areas.
The report was followed by the establishment of a Native Affairs
Branch of the Administration, the appointment of a Chief Native
Commissioner and the promulgation of a new Masters and Servants
Law, Vagrancy Law and Pass Laws. It also prefigured the influx controI
law of 1924, the Native (Urban Areas) Proclamation.

390. SUTCLIFFE, ROBERT B. "The economic relationship with South Africa".
In South West Africa: A travesty in trust, edited by Ronald Segal
and Ruth First, p. 151-65. London: Deutsch, 1967.

This contribution to the international conference on Namibia in
1966 is concerned with the question whether future prospects of
economic growth would be hampered in the event of an economic break
with South Africa. Based on an examination of trade and balance of
payment figures for the period up to the mid 1950s, when the re lease of all
relevant statistics was interrupted, it is argued there was CI! trade sur
plus and that Namibia was not dependent to any substantiaI degree
upon finance from any major external source for her remarkable post
war capital formation. Although a South African transfer of funds
to finance the railway deficit is noted, it is contended that this
must be considerably offset by Namibia's membership in the customs
union which has increased the price of major imports and robbed
Namibia of customs revenues and the opportunity to protect her own
industry.
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TEMPLE CRITTENDEN, H., see no. 378.

391. TERRY, CAROLYN. The desert bankers: the story of the Standard Bank
in South West Africa. Cape Town: W.J. Flesch and Partners, 1978,
184 p. 72 illus. (In Afrikaans: Bankiers van die Dorsland. Die
verhaal van die Standard Bank in Suidwes-Afrika).

The publishing of this unambitious but numerously illustrated book
coincided with the launching of Standard Bank SWA Ltd. (a part of
the Standard Chartered Group) in 1978. The Bank began its operations
in Windhoek in 1915, and has been a financial pillar of the colonial
economy. The author was the Bank's archivist, and has put together
glimpses from the history of the Bank as well as from the general
economic history of Namibia. Excerpts from old inspection reports
give an insight into the economic conditions in the 1940s. Harry
Gundry, an accountant and branch manager in Namibia for more than
thirty years, contributes to the book with anecdotal reminiscenses.

392. UNITED KINGDOM, DEPARTMENT OF OVERSEAS TRADE/WILSON GOODE, J.L.
Report on the conditions and prospects of trade in the protectorate
of South-West Africa. London: HMSO, 1920, 50 p. (Cmd. 842).

This repor t by the British Trade Commissioner at Cape Town was pre
pared to advise the British government of opportunities for the
extension of trade, as well as reporting on financial and economic
conditions in general. The report outlines the main features of
communications, public finance, agriculture, mining and foreign
trade, and provides some statistical background, especially on
exports and imports for the year 1918.

393. WILKEN, J.J.J. and G.J. FOX. The history of the port and settlement
of Walvis Bay. Johannesburg: Perskor Publishers, 1978, 197 p.
62 photos, 4 maps.

This well designed book has the form of an antiquarian town history
and was published in conjunction with the 100th anniversary of the
British Cape annexation. One of the authors is the Town Clerk and
a pillar of the South African community, a fact which makes the book
a semi-official centenary volume. There are some demographic and
economic statistics, as well as chapters on local government and
the development of the fishing industry. The text also occasionally
reveals original information, such as the forced closure of the cold
storage plant in the late 1950s to make South Africa the sole market
and the only exporter of Namibia beef.

WILSON GOODE, J.L., see no. 392.
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SEE ALSO:

22, 24, 29, 32, 36, 45,46, 49, 51, 55, 66, 68, 74, 75, 81, 82,
83, 84, 95, 96, 102-4, chapter 5 a(220-76), chapter 6 c(394-456),
chapter 7 a(497-550), chapter 7 b(551-74), chapter 7 c(575-614),
640, 655, 667, 675.
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C. Under military occupation (1966-1984)

AFRICA INSTITUTE, see no. 415.

394. AFRICA TODAY. Namibia and the West: multinational corporations and
international law. Denver, 1983, 123 p. (Africa Today, special double
issue, 30, nos. 1-2, 1983).

This special issue focuses on the economic, political and legal
implications of the transnational corporations operating in Namibia.
Most of the contributions are papers originally delivered to the
International Seminar on the Role of Transnational Corporations
in Namibia, held in Washington in December 1982. A complete list
of conference documents and the final declarations are also repro
duced. The articles deal with the strategic importance of Namibia's
natural resources, Decree No. 1 and the support of the transnational
corporations and the Western powers for South Africa's continued
illegal control. For separate annotations, see McDougall (no. 744),
MorrelI (no. 421), Cooper (no. 353), Marchand (no. 788), Walters
(no. 812) and Taskforce .. . (no. 605). Apart from the conference
papers, a separate article, written by P. Stephenson, J. Sedney and
J.P. Prentice, contributes to the discussion on Decree No. 1 ("En
forcing Decree No. 1 in the Courts of the United States", p. 69-82).

395. BUSINESS SOUTH AFRICA. "A toast to SWA/Namibia". Business South
Africa, 13, no. 2, (February) 1978: 36-75.

Conducted by the staff of a South African business magazine in early
1978, this survey of the economic conditions in Namibia provides
a very optimistic assessment of the future economic prospects.
The discussion of the main economic sectors concludes that "whoever
will take over this country will inherit a brilliant kick-off from
South African development, investment and administration".

396. CASON, JAMES. Recent North American corporate activity in Namibia.
Paper presented to The International Seminar on the Role of a Trans
national Corporations in Namibia, Washington, 1982, 12 p.

Based on official figures supplied by the US Department of Commerce, this
conference paper shows that American direct investment in Namibia
increased considerably in the ten years since International Court
of Justice ruled South Africa's controI over Namibia illegal. There
is also detailed and up-to-date information on companies engaged
in prospecting activities. The author works with the New York
based Southern Africa Committee.

397. CATHOLIC INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. South African occu
pation and the Namibian economy. London: CIIR, 1984, 11 p.

Prepared for an international hearing on South African aggression
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against neighbouring states (Oslo, 22-24 March 1984), this is a
brief, up-to-date survey of the Namibian economy in early 1984.
Based on information given in CIIR's series A Future for Namibia, it
demonstrates how South African occupation has created an extra
ordinarily distorted and inequitable economy. Af ter outlining the
basic "structures of injustice", the paper describes the current
economic crisis (drought, recession, etc.) and points to the economic
benefit of Namibia to South Africa. It concludes firmly that these
benefits overshadow the South African claim that "the Republic's
total assistance to South West Africa must surely be one of the most
generous foreign aid programmes anywhere in the world". For more
statistical information, see the CIIR briefing paper The Current State
of the Namibian Economy (London: CIIR, April 1984, 3 p.).

398. COLLETT, SUE. "The human factor in the economic development of
Namibia". Optima, 28, no. 4, 1980: 190-219.

This is an attempt to draw together basic data on the Namibian economy,
mainly derived from official sources, but supplemented by facts and
impressions gathered in the course of field trips to Namibia in
1977/78. The author, who is a South African economist, was able to
collect material from government circles as weIl as the private
sector at a time when access to data was even more restricted than
it is today. Her general assessment of the economy and the prospects
for future development is close to the conservative reformist position
of Wolfgang H. Thomas (no. 75). This article in Optima, an Anglo
American Corporation magazine, is based on a more comprehensive
and unpublished manuscript: The Economy of South West Africa. Current
Conditions and some Future Prospects (Johannesburg, 1978, 45 p.),
which offers some independent calculations of the balance of payments
and growth of real GDP which differ from the official data. See also
by the same author: Input-Output Table for Namibia (1979).

399. COLLETT, SUE. "Small and medium-sized enterprises in Southwest
Africa/Namibia". The South Africa Journal of Economics, 48, no. 3,
1980: 276-87.

The purpose of this brief study is to argue that the ideas of "small
is beautiful" and intermediate technology are particularly pertinent
to Namibia. Drawing on her research on Namibia, the author suggests
that there is considerable scope for small-scale industrial enterprises
as manufactured goods form an important part of total imports. These
enterprises should be based on simple technology to be compatible
with shortages of capital and skilled labour.

DAVIS, JENNIFER, see no. 400.

400. COURTNEY, WINIFRED and JENNIFER DAVIS. Namibia: U.S. corporate
involvement. New York: The Africa Fund, 1972, 34 p. (Published
in cooperation with The Programme to Combat Racism, World Council
of Churches). Although part of the information is outdated and sur-
veys of US corporate involvement have been published ( see nos. 353,
407, 396), this general introduction to the role played by the US corp
orations in Namibia is still valuable as both an overview and an emperic
al source. There is a detailed examination of the operations of the
Tsumeb Corporation in the period on the "oil rush" in the beginning of
the 1970s.
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401. Eerste Nasionale Ontwikkelingskorporasie (ENOK). n Streekstudie van
Namaland en aangrensende gebiede ten einde ekonomiese ontwikkelings
projekte waarvan die Eerste Nasionale Ontwikkelingskorporasie van SWA
Bpk deel kan he, te identifiseer. Windhoek, 1979, 26 p. 9 tables.

402. ------- ~n Streekstudie van die Rehoboth Gebiet ... Windhoek, 1981,
82 p. 20 tables, 1 map.

403. ------- n Streekstudie van Damaraland ... Windhoek, 1981, 155 p.
23 tables, 11 maps.

These reports complement an earlier set of studies produced at
Stellenbosch University for the South African government (see nos.
450-52). The primary focus of each is similarly one of the bantu
stans, in this case in central/southern Namibia. There are nonethe
Iess marked differences between the two sets in both purpose and
method. The ENOK studies are more proper ly regional, extending
beyond the bantustan boundaries and taking some account of macro-econ
omic factors. They are also less concerned with institutionai
structures and planning than with present economic activity and the
identification of local opportunities for ENOK to stimulate economic
expansion, particularly in small-scale commerce and industry. The
approach, while strictly defined by orthodox market economics and
the profit criterion, is therefore more pragmatic and in addition
to surveying natural resources and infrastructure, closer attention
is given to economic description. The studies are important sources
of demographic and economic data, much of it from unpublished sources.
Like their Stellenbosch counterparts, the ENOK researchers have drawn
heavily on two unpublished series of regional surveys carried out in
the mid-1970s, the first of natural resources by the consultancy
firm Loxton, Bunting and Associates, the second of the socio-economic
structure of peasant households by the University of South Africa's
Bureau for Market Research. Internai data from official sources at
alllevels of administration are also extensively used.

404. ENOK/FIRST NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. Information for investors.
Windhoek, 1984, 24 p.

The First National Development Corporation, general ly known by the
acronym ENOK from its Afrikaans title, was established by the South
African regime in 1978 to take over the assets and functions of all
the bantustan "development corporations" in Namibia. Apart from
introducing ENOK and its activities, the main purpose of this glossy
brochure is to attract foreign capital to Namibia, which is described
as being "on the threshold of unprecedented growth". It is at pains
to explain how conducive the legal and tax arrangements are for
profit-making, how favourable is the business environment, and how
many opportunities exist for foreign investment. For further infor
mation on ENOK, see ENOK in perspective/ENOK in perspektief (Wind
hoek, 1983, 24 p.).

405. FINANCIAL MAIL. Namibia. A survey. Johannesburg, 1983, 40 p. (A
supplement to Financial Mail, July 22, 1983).

A repor t on the economic and political situation in Namibia in 1983,
prepared by the staff of the leading South African business weekly.
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The articles general ly support thc v j ew that thl1 (.!l.:onomy JIi h I ~ldy
vulnerable to external disruption. that t hl' 1IIl01nll: IwcloT 111 Ii

high-risk and capital-intensive SCCtOT and that lllen h n er i.1l1 Il i /I

both capitalist and African agriculturc. Thl' 198]/84 hu{l~l1l iII
critically analysed, and the inefficient and corrupl nyn lem of etlulic
authorities - as weIl as the strong capita1 outf)ow lo the Uepuhl il: 
are identified as among the major constrainta on growtlt. Tlte Illlrvcy
is disappointingly thin on economic and IlOda} data, IHl(ltJclnlly
statistical, compared to its prcdccc8sors (Finandal Mail, 1. Mnn:1t 1!J11
and 20 August 1965), which asscmbled a great dear-;~fTic-lud infot'lllfl
tion at times when very little was forthcoming fcom official 1l0IlTCiHI.

406. GREEN, REGINALD H. Namibia. A political economic survc}'. UnlvurllilY
of Sussex, 1979, 123 p. 10 maps, 32 tables, blbl.l 121-23. (lUlllllutll
of Development Studies, Discus8ion Papcr, no. 144).

When it was published in 1979, this pioneering lurvey wcnt a long
way towards fUling the knowledge gap on Namibia'll colonial/trltllliIliond
economy, while at the same time providing an alternative i.ntcrprlJtHllon
- from a point of view close to SWAPO- to the analYlil offered by
Wolfgang H. Thomas (see no. 75). It containa a bric! h1atorieal
overview, a sectoral survey of the economy, blIckground informlltioll
on geography and national resources, an informed conmwnt on t.he
ideology of the liberation movement and the first t1SSellSlllentll of
Namibia's potential role in SADCC. The second half of the study
(p. 60-120) is devoted to statistical series and tablclS, and brln~1i

together a wide range of quantitative and qualitat.ivv information
to construct what remains today by far the most comprehcnliivtJ and
authoritative baseline data on population, personpower, GDl'/GNI',
balance of payments, and government revenue and exptmd i ture. The
tables are supplemented by footnotes discussing the originII Ilnd
reliability of the statistical sourcell and the author' s owo eillc:ulnt iOIlIl.

The section dealing with the economy of colonialislll has been uxpflllded
in later pub lications, as is the case alBo for t.he di llC Il Il II i on o f' t Ile
transitionai stage (no: 470).

407. HOVEY, GAlL. Namibia' s stolen wealth. North American inVtllltmtlnt i1lHl

South African occupation. New York: The Africa Pund, 19B2~-S2-1;~--

(Foreword by Sean MacBride).

The first part of this booklet providcs a brie! introductloll to thli
Namibian economy, apartheid society and the struggle for lihllrlitIon.
It is fol1owed by a description of the North American corpornllmHI
involved in the extraction of Namibia's wealth. The author, who iII
research director of The Africa Fund, exarnines the role played by
these corporations in South Africa's war, and argues in thc c:on
cluding section that the Reagan Administration policy boaclI lIIi\.lor
responsibility for the continued sufferings of the Namlblan puoplu.
See also Breaking the Economic Links with Namibla's Explolter81
Divestment Action in the United States, apaper pn'sentlJd to lhe
International Seminar on The Role of Transnational Corporat 101111 in
Namibia, Washington, 1982, 10 p.

408. ILANGA, MEDARD NYONSCHI. Le capital international et sell effets en
Namibia. Quebec: Editions Naaman. 1978, 243 p. nJbl.: rÖ:l-f~-:--
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(Collection "Theses" Reproduction).

This political science thesis, subrnitted to the University of Quebec,
offers a mainly descriptive account of the operations of the multi
national corporations in the Namibian economy. The focal point of
the critical study is on the first part of the 1970s, based on
annual reports and calculations of profits of the major corporations.
There is also some information on the Namibian economy and the role
of foreign investment in general. The book contains a comprehensive
list of firms according to sectors, as weIl as several tables. The
bibliography is especially valuable because of the inclusion of
articles from the current affairs magazines such as Afrique-Asie.
Jeune Afrique, Le Monde, and L~Economiste du Tiers Monde.

409. JESKE, JOACHIM. Verkehrsgeographische Strukturwandlungen im sUdlichen
Afrika, 1975-1980. Hamburg: Institut fur Afrika-Kunde, 1981, 256 p.
26 tables, 4 diagrams, 11 maps, bibI.: 245-56.

Taking the political changes in Southern Africa during the second
half of the 1970s as its point of departure, this empirical study
outlines their impact on intra-regional cooperation in the economic
and transportation sector. South African controi of railways and
deep-sea harbours is described in detail, including a separate
section on Walvis Bay (p. 78-87) and a review of the plans for a
Trans-Kalahari railway (p. 107-28). There are several tables and
maps, as weIl as a comprehensive bibliography.

410. KLEIST, KARSTEN E.B. VON. Some aspects of growth and income distribution
in Namibia. Oxford, 1981, 163 p. 19 tables, 22 figures, bibI.:
159-63. (MA thesis).

411. ------- Aspects of poverty and education in Namibia. Paper presented
to the Carnegie Inquiry into Poverty and Development in Southern
Africa, Cape Town, April 1984, 31 p. 12 tables. (Conference Paper,
104).

Written by a Namibian economist, this MA thesis provides an interesting,
albeit preliminary discussion of income distribution in Namibia. The
first part of the study, which is set in a framework of neo-classical
economics, is devoted to abstract considerations on how to conceptual
ise and measure inquality. The chapters dealing specifically with
Namibia are based on income tax returns data (for white and "brown"
income earners), census income data (1950 and 1970), household
surveys of Ovamboland, Kavangoland and Namaland (conducted by the
Bureau for Market Research at the University of South Africa in
1974-76) and different price indices. One of the conclusions is
that average household incomes in the "homelands" are 6.3% of the
average white incomes. It is also emphasized that there are signifi
cant inequalities within the "homelands", with some government
officiais, top income farmers and traders distinctly separated from
the majority. The data on black urban wages also indicate wide
income differentials between unskilled workers and the professionai
occupations (nurses, teachers and civil servants), a gap which
has increased considerably as a part of the strategy of creating a
"black middle class" in the 1980s. The author has also utilised the
Windhoek Household Subsistence Level (HSL) data from the Institute of
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Planning Research (University of Port Elizabeth), showing that 87% of
all income earners in 1976 had average total earnings less than the
HSL figure. The paper presented to the Carnegie Conference in 1984
surnrnarises and updates some of the main findings of the thesis, and
argues more explicitly the case for "a market economy that combines
growth with a government cornrnitment to poverty eradiction.". (The auth
our is undertaking further research for a PhD thesis.)

412. KLEIST, KARSTEN E.B. VON. Tourismus in Narnibia. Förderung des Touris
mus als Beitrag zur Gesamtwirtschaftlichen und Gesamtgesellschaftlichen
Entwicklung von SWA/Narnibia. Windhoek/Freiburg, 1981, 142 p. 34 tables,
32 figures, bibI.: 138-41.

This is one of the very few published discussions of tourism in
Namibia, based on available statistics as well as a questionnaire
answered by tourists in 1978. The author, who is an economist and
consultant based in Windhoek, starts by exam~n~ng the current state
of tourism in Namibia today (the number of tourists, infrastructure,
regional distribution, attractions, the effects of seasonality, etc.).
The section dealing with tourism as a contribution to the overall
economic development covers aspects such as foreign exchange, GDP,
regional development, employment and inflation. The study also
touches upon ecology as well as the negative socio-cultural effects of
tourism, and concludes with detailed proposals for the promotion of
tourism through private enterprise as well as state institutions.

413. KRITZINGER, LARRY O. Taxation in South West Africa/Namibia. Windhoek,
1982, 94 p.

Based on the Income Tax Act No. 24 of 1981, this handbook supplies
general information on taxation in Narnibia. A discussion of the dis
tinctive features of the tax systern is followed by a detailed outline
of the administration of taxes, income tax rates, withholding taxes
and business incomes.

414. LANG, ERIC. Address to the Interessengemeinschaft Deutschsprachiger
Slidwester (IG). Windhoek, 11 May 1982, 14 p; and 23 May 1983, 23 p.
(Unpublished typescripts).

The aim of these two addresses by a prominent Namibian businessman was
to expose publicly the exploitation and mismanagement of the crisis
ridden Namibian economy. The critique is based on neo-liberal capitalist
princip les and a profound scepticism of government spending in general
and the abuses of the South African administration in particular.
The speeches have been extensively quo ted in the Narnibian press, and
have sparked off a heated debate involving government officials as
well as representatives of themajormining corporations (especially
CDM). Drawing on a close examination of government revenues and expen
ditures, as well as of the operations of the mining companies, Lang
asserts that South Africa is largely to blame for the economic and
political crisis in Namibia. He argues that the systern of government 
especially the second-tier ethnic administration - is expensive, in
efficient and corrupt; that the agricultural sector has been governed
in terms of the political interests of South Africa and the National
Party; and that the management of cornrnercial farming still lies firmly
in the hands of South African interests. His sharpest criticism is
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,11 n'" 1"',\ 1lv,l1lrllH th,· lack of nntion/ll controI over the mining industry,
whi 1'11 111.1111'\" (lc"lltwd of 1nrge-Hcale transfer pricing, tax evasion
mir.! IIIIV'II<'1I1 III: ~'l\"I'IHIi v{;\ dl vidl'nds ins tead of reinves tment in the
"'111111 lY. TIll' l'JOJ IlddrtHlB, whldl includeB a statistical annex
,' .. v,,/"ltl~ 11..- p"dot! 195]-1983, is a180 concerned with the rapid in
"1"11"''' 111 t h., .'xl.'ronl public dcbt.

{tl'i. 1,/!;lli'l'NI':H, I<;I(IC)I"I al. Nllmibia/SWA Prospectus. Pretoria: Africa
IIH.rl.!ul.' ut t;"uth Afdcä;-1980, 66 p. 13 tables, 5 maps, photos.

1'1"1'111 .. 11 by l bn'b' flt nU mt'mbcrs of the Africa Institute in Pretoria,
l hI" l" nll,' nI t IH' 1II1l1l! vn Lunb le of the recent crop of pro-South
AII'l"I1I1 lIlul II.!fil'i,t! puhlications. Apart from documenting the
"IJ,IJ"~H' II"W'1 Iftt jllllH over the fulure of Namibia, the main part of the
1"1'''11 "III1<illJltl "t' II 8pmi-nuthoritlltlve survey of the Namibian
"''''"''IIY. Till' h'lllIJ Iwnefitted from access to hitherto unpublished
"I:H l ,,', l""" t,l"II'" "r whleh Wl're lnter updated (see G.M.E. Leistner/Theo
M"I'H1t "::WA/NdlIJlhi" - I'COllOlllic survey, Africa Insight, 11, no. 2,
l'mll /~J,o'J'',). '1'1<.. D"pllrtllwnt of flinance in Windhoek began to publish
"" "ni../'ll IHllllllll11 I\l'counls Ht'ries soon afterwards (nos. 437, 442).

{.I',. 1.1(ltl'I'NIW, 'l.M.E. "~WA/Namibia's economic problems viewed in Africa
"i/1(",1I". Mri"'I. .1n,f1~tj..t.!j!!_.91 South Africa Bulletin, 21, nos. 11-12,
I'Wl,IlI"H.,

A 10111'1 ,'''111111''111 011 tIll' Nlllllibill.n economy by the director of the Africa
I lull i t \11" ot· ~illut h Africa, 8upplemented by a statistical appendix
,hnwll'f( iii l llllPllldillhf'd official sources. The author's main argument is
Ill:ll 'Il .. <"'LJIII'llIi(' IHructun'tl crt'ated during the colonial period are
"rl"'lI "'kl 1.",", ly (lI.r.JiStl'nl af ter independence and that they cannot
l.", I nlll~d"llll",d t'ull,liHuentnlly within a short spell of time without
.. ,tllilllll>llrtllv.' lille I .'('onomic ch;\os. He also argues that rapid
.. rr"ll" l" "V"II ..lit diffl'T('ntials in respect of income, land owner
"Id I' '111<1 lJ Il.., f W",l! t Il call onl y bl' undertaken at the cos t of total
"",,1"'1101,' ",,1111(111,'_ This plea is therefore - not surprisingly - for
"lol':lf('i1all"lu ilIld gTildunlilll1\".

1,1/. Mn;IlI':(;\lIl. 1mB (N .t-1c9Ef'.8I~.r.~.~_who owns whom. Grabouw: Purdey Publishing
1:1i •• 1'11\,1. ttlll p•. ('l'hinl t'dition).

Tid", j" 'U! illdi"I'('lItlahLI' n-fen'net' tool for research on South African
''''"1''11111'''' 11\l'Jllclillp' tlwir opcr;Jtions in Namibia. The book provides
:I w""llh t,t ln/"rlllftt,ion 011 ownership structure, directors, investment,
"'lh"',11:1IY Mld lIu,,,,cintt' companil's. The stated intention is to publish
:I Il""" (.,ill 1.111 t'V.'I'Y Yf'llr.

1,1/1. MMllHO'l"I'. MI\I{'1'YN. IWCEI{ MlIRHAY and PAUL SPRAY. Periodic repor t on the
ild jv'U"<l.'I.}r:Il)".l1nt.ip~)r:Lcorporations in Namibia. January 1982-
.I,.,..". I~HlI. N,'w Y,'rk: UN C..ntrc on Transnational Corporations, 1983,j" T.- ('follllP/" 1111hmi I l ('d lo Nllmibia High Level Workshop on Transnational
c''''I'''fnll''III!. IInlz:;;'lvilll', 5-10 September 1983).

I""nulllp' rl pill't Ilf t1w cont i.nuing research and training under the DN
!Il". i'tIlllll"c! l'r <'lV. rmldll<' • for whil'h the UN Centre on Transnational
C"'lhll'aliclltrl iII till' .'}wclIling agency, this periodic report is an
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up-to-date study on the activities of the TNCs in Namibia. In spite
of the paucity of certain relevant data, the authors have succeeded
in gathering valuable information from corporate reports, business
news media and other external sources. The report opens with a
succinct overview of the Namibian economy up to mid-1983, stressing
the impact of the drought, the ravages of the war, the depressed
mineral prices and the rapid deterioration of Namibia's finances.
The major part of the report consists of a detailed examination of
the mining corporations during the period under review, documenting,
inter alia, the increasing role played by South African private and
parastataI companies. There are special sections devoted to the three
major companies - CDM, Rossing and Tsumeb - followed by a review of
the agricultural, fishing and financial sectors.

419. MENSAH, J.H. Review of the economic conditions in Namibia and South
Africa. Part I-Namibia. Geneva: UNCTAD, 1981, 49 p. 21 tables.
'(""TD;:;""/7-;B'""'/"';;8'6""'9-,r2"6--;-Au-g-u-'-s-:-t~19~8<71) •

Prepared by a consultant for the UNCTAD Secretariat, this is a survey
of the main features of the Namibian economy in the late 1970s. It
is designed to focus attention on a number of problem areas which need
further study. Supported by a wide range of tables, the review covers
the different sectors of the economy, employment and wages, education,
income distribution and external dependency. Although the author's
perspective is close to that of the liberation movement, the empirical
data is drawn largely from W.H. Thomas (see no. 75).

420. MOORSOM, RICHARD. Walvis Bay. Namibia's port. London: International
Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 1984, 93 p. 6 diagrams,
5 maps, 4 tables, 13 photos. (In cooperation with the United Nations
Council for Namibia).

A factually detailed and comprehensively referenced presentation of
Namibia's only deepwater port, this is the best introduction to Walvis
Bay and the legal and economic implications of the South African occu
pation. The opening chapter reviews the international legal context
of the Walvis Bay enclave and the islands, challenging South Africa's
claim in international law. The second gives an economic history
of Walvis Bay as port and centre of the fishing industry. The third
describes in detail the exploitation of black labour and Walvis Bay's
significance as a centre of worker resistance. It is followed by an
assessment of developments since the 1977 annexation and of the
potential economic and military consequences of continued South
African occupation, in both a local and a national context. The large
number of references make the book an indispensable guide to the
literature on Walvis Bay.

421. MORRELL, JIM. "The International Monetary Fund and Namibia". Africa
Today, 30, nos. 1-2, 1983: 17-22.

This short paper, written for a conference on transnational corporations
in Namibia (Washington, 1982), surveys the IMF assistance to South
Africa. The author argues that the loans greatly encourage transnational
investors in both South African and Namibian economies, and that the
1982 loan (US $1,1 billion) roughly equals the cost of the war in
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Namibia and Angola over the past two years. The author is on the
research staff of the Center for International Study, Washington.

422. MURRAY, ROGER, et al. The role of foreign firms in Namibia. Studies
on external investment and black workers' conditions in Namibia.
Uppsala: Africa Publications Trust, 1974, 220 p.

Published as a volume in a series of reports from "The Study Project
on External Investment in South Africa and Namibia", this book pre
sents a pioneering critique of the illegal South African occupation.
The first of its two principal essays offers an extended description
of the main sectors of the Namibian economy in the early 1970s. This
section, amounting to almost half the book (p. 21-127), was written
by Roger Murray, and is strongest on the role of mining corporations,
although in places methodologically weak in economic analysis. In
cluded is a comprehensive list of foreign companies operating in
Namibia, with calculations of their profits and taxes. There is also
a survey of South African expenditure in Namibia. The second essay,
by Jo Morris (no. 668), provides a descriptive survey of the situation
of black workers. There is also an article on the legal aspects
of South African occupation and foreign investment, written by
Professor John Dugard at the University of the Witwatersrand. His
interpretation is challenged from a radical point of view in a brief
comment by Neville Rubin, a South African lawyer in exile.

MURRAY, ROGER, see no. 418.

423. NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTE. "A country by country listing of foreign
companies operating in Namibia". In Trade Union action on Namibian
uranium, p. 71-86. London: SWAPO/NSC, 1982.

A detailed compilation of data, prepared by Namibia Support Committee,
on companies operating in Namibia. In addition to companies with
direct or indirect investments, those involved in trade, shipping
and finance are also listed. The information is updated to February,
1982.

424. NGAVIRUE, ZEDEKIA (comp.). Careers in SWA/Namibia. Windhoek: Private
Sector Foundation, 1982, 38 p. (Education and Training Series No. 1).

425. ------- A report on the 1981 Manpower Survey. Windhoek: Private
Sector Foundation, 1982, 62 p. (Manpower Survey Series No. 1).

426. TRUEBODY, CHARLES T. Labour relations in SWA/Namibia. A first assess
ment. Windhoek: Private Sector Foundation, 1982, 16 p. (Labour
Relations Series No. 1).

The Private Sector Foundation (PSF) was set up in 1981 to promote
"free market values" and support the small business sector. Together
with W.H. Thomas: Employment generation .•. (no. 445) these three
pamphlets were the first to appear in the series "Private Sector
Publications". Careers is a guide to training and job opportunities
in the private sector, partly based on a pamphlet prepared by Career
Research & Information Centre in Cape Town. Areport ... describes
the 1981 manpower survey conducted by PSF to determine the principal
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employers and the prevailing skill shortages. Labour relations reports
on the second part of the survey, summarising information on working
conditions given by 263 firms. The survey did not include agriculturai
and domestic workers.

427. RIJNEVELD, A.W. Economic exploitation: the case of Namibia. Rotterdam,
1977, 39 p.

This pioneering repor t on the economic exploitation of Namibia, prepared
by a Dutch economist at the request of SWAPO, addresses economic issues
of no small political relevance. Admitting that official data are
either unreliable, misleading or lacking, the author nevertheless
succeeds in highlighting the main mechanisms of exploitation in the
various sectors of the economy. There are some careful calculations
of gross profits at Consolidated Diamond Mines, Tsumeb and SWACO over
a period of 25 years (1950-1975), leading to the conclusions that
yearly profits over this period averaged at least US $200 per capita
and that the total outflow of capital was an estimated 25-40% of GDP.
To this have to be added the effects of internai exploitation expressed
in the highly unequai distribution of income, wealth and land. The
report also contains other economic data, such as estimates of total
exports of cattle, karakul pelts and fishery products (oil, canned
fish, fishmeal) in the 1955-1975 period.

428. ROGERS, BARBARA. Foreign investment in Namibia. New York: UN Council
for Namibia, 1975, 134 p.

Commissioned by the UN Council for Namibia, this comprehensive con
sultancy repor t was one of three to be completed by the same author
which remain among the best of their kind but, regrettably, unpublished
(see nos. 567, 599). The first part exarnines the role of foreign
investment and provides a survey of investment by country. It is
followed by a discussion of investment in Namibia as an international
issue. The critique of such investment is sharp, authoritative,
and buttressed by solid empirical research.

429. ROGERS, BARBARA. Whitewealthand black poverty. American investments
in Southern Africa. Westport, Connecticut/London: Greenwood Press,
1976, 331 p. (Center on International Race Relations, University of
Denver, Studies in Human rights, no. 2.).

The au thor of this survey of VS corporate interests in Southern Africa
is a freelance writer and researcher, who in the mid-1970s produced the
first major studies for the UN Commissioner for Namibia. The main
focus is on South Africa and the role played by the multinational
corporations in preserving the structure of white power, but there
are also separate chapters on Namibia as weIl as Zimbabwe, Mozambique
and Angola. Namibia is discussed in chapter 5 (p. 170-216), and the
author documents how many VS corporations are doing business ~n

Namibia as part of their South African operations. She also argues
strongly for corporate withdrawal.

430. SCHNEIDER-BARTHOLD, WOLFGANG. Namibia's economic potential and
existing economic ties with the Republic of South Africa. Berlin:
German Development Institute, 1977, 93 p. BibI.: 90-3. (German
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original: Wirtschaftspotensial und wirtschaftliche Verflechtung
Namibias mit der RepublikSlidafrika. Berlin, 1977, 90 p.).

Written by a senior economist at the German Development Institute,
this wide ly quoted report was one of the first serious attempts
to question the South African assertion that Namibia would have to
maintain close links with the "mother country" because of its economic
dependence. Based on a broad reading of official and non-official
sources, as weIl as a visit to Namibia, the study sets out to de-
scribe and examine the economic structure, the development bottle-
necks and the present heavy dependence on South Africa. The author
argues that even within the framework of a "free market economy", assum
ing that no structural changes take place af ter independence, Namibia's
resources are extensive and varied enough to serve as a basis for a
self-supporting economic development. The conclusion is, however,
that this potential can only be exploited for the good of the Namibian
people af ter an independent government has abolished apartheid and
eliminated (or modified) the close economic links to South Africa.
There are also a large number of tables and a bibliography.

431. SEIDMAN, ANN and NEVA SEIDMAN MAKGETLA. South Africa and U.S. multi
nationaI corporations. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania Publishing House!West
port, Connecticut: Lawrence Hill & Co., 1977, 252 p.

432. ------- .=O.:u:.:t:s.p:..:o:..:s:.:t:.:s::.....:0::cf::.....;m=o=n::..0LP.:o:..:l:..,y,-..::.c:.:a:.!p:.:i:.:t:.:a;;1::c~::c.s::cm::,:..~::..S..:.o:..:u:..:t..:.h:.:e:.:r:..:n=::-:A;:,f;:.:r~~::c· c=-a=-=-::..i:.:n~t..:.h:..:e...,..:c..:.h:..:a:..:n""g2.:i:..:n:::!g2.
global economy. Westport, Connecticut: Lawrence Hill & Co./London:
Zed Press, 1980, 370 p.

Written by two leading US socialist economists, the first of these two
studies on the political economy of foreign investment in Southern
African ccntains a separate chapter on Namibia: "Namibia: an out
right colony" (p. 162-73). Although there are few explicit references
to Namibia in the book published in 1980, this well-documented
survey provides a framework for the analysis of transnational corp
orations, underdevelopment and the prospects for regional integration
of utmost relevance to Namibia.

433. SIMON, DAVID. The end of apartheid? Some dimensions of urban poverty
in Windhoek. Paper presented to the Carhegie Inquiry into Poverty
and Development in Southern Africa Conference, Cape Town, April 1984,
31 p. 6 tables, bibI. 28-31. (Conference paper 22).

Mainly based on the author's D.Phil. thesis - Aspects of urban changes,
Windhoek (no. 102) - this conference paper is devoted to the question
of urban poverty and working class organisation. Despite the upward
mobility of a small coloured and black bourgeoisie since 1977, the
author shows that araciaI class hierarchy still persists and that
most black workers earn poverty wages in an essentially unchanged
economic system. He also argues that "many Katutura and Khomasdal
residents have become poorer in real terms in recent years - as evi
denced also by housing conditions, disease patterns, rising alcoholism,
unemployment and the growth of linformal' activities". The paper also
discusses the factors which make the formation of strong trade unions
difficult, such as rising unemployment and active employer and official
resistance.
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434. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Ontwikkelingspotensiaal van Suidwes~Afrika:

eerste vers lag van die tweede komitee van die Staatkundige Beraad.
Windhoek: SWA Administration, Planning Dept., 1977, 132 p. 31 tables,
15 maps, 4 figures.

Drawn up by a subcommittee of the Constitutional Conference, this report
on the development potential of Namibia was intended to be the first
prospective development plan prepared by an "interim government" in
stalled by South Africa. It includes chapters covering physical
setting, population, infrastructure, general economy, mining, agri
culture, fisheries, forestry, tourism, and nature conservation.
Because of changes in the political context the report was never
released, but it is available for reference and consultation.

435. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). The economy of SWA/Namibia: problems,
future prospects and required policy measures. Windhoek, Department
of Finance, 1978, 64 p. (In Afrikaans, Die ekonomie van SWA/Namibie:
probleme, toekomsmoontlikhede en vereiste beleidsmaatreels. Windhoek:
Departement van Finansies, 1978, 65 p.).

This study of the Namibian economy originated from the Economic
Advisory Committee set up by the Turnhalle Conference to determine
the economic potential of the territory and to advise the "interim
government" on economic policy. The Committee did not subrnit its
report until 1978, when the Conference had already been dissolved,
and publication was delayed a further two years. The report gives
a brief survey of the different sectors of the economy, discusses
future forms of cooperation with South Africa and presents a large
number of specific recommendations. The orientation of the document
reflects the preponderance on the Committee of prominent South African
businessmen and representatives of multinational corporations. It
argues strongly against a national minimum wage and "a too rapid
equalisation of income differences", and it general ly supports a
close association with the sophisticated South African economy. In
this regard the assertion that Namibia has been "exploited" is com
pletely rejected. It also claims that favourable terms for mining
operations are necessary to compensate for the risks involved.

436. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Verslag van die Kommissie van ondersoek na
die finansiele verhoudings tussen sentrale, verteenwoordigende en
plaaslike owerhede. Windhoek, 1980. Vol. 1: 83 p. Vol. 2: 136 p.

This report on the financial aspects of the politico-administrative
system prevailing in 1980 takes the existing division of functions
between central government, second-tier ("representative") and local
authorities as given. The repor t outlines the fiscal set-up under the
old dispensation and presents detailed proposals for the financing
of the new system as well as for allocation of funds. The second
volume contains a wide range of tables which highlight the financial
and fiscal structure.

437. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). On the economic front. Windhoek: Dept.
of Finance/SWA-Namibia Information Service. No. 1, April 1980,
9 p.; no. 2, June 1980, 26 p.; no. 3, January 1981, 26 p.; no. 4,
July 1981, 33 p.; no. 5, November 1981, 17 p.
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These booklets were published as an occasional series during 1980-81
with the aim of directing public attention to the economic policies
of the South African administration in Windhoek. No. 1 provides a
very brief survey of GDP by economic sector for 1976-78. No. 2
reproduces the text of Dirk Mudge's first Budget Speech to the
"National Assembly". No. 3 presents an analysis of GDP by the Depart
ment of Finance supplied with a brief discussionof the trends in
each major sector for the period 1970-78. No. 4 contains Mudge's
Budget Speech;while no. 5 comprises four brief pieces on the governmental
system, the economic structure, economic policy, and the 1981/82
budget. The GDP statistics in no. 3 were the first time series to
be issued officially following 20 years of secrecy and suppression.
The 1983 Budget Speech, delivered by the South African Administrator
General, has been published as a booklet: SWA/Namibia. Budget
1983-1984 1 SWA/Namibia. Haushalt 1983-1984. Windhoek, 1983, 32 p.

438. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Private placing of R 40 m local registered
stock, loans nos. 11, 12 and 13. Windhoek, 8 March 1982, 9 p.

439. ------- Private placing of R 40 m local registered stock, loans nos.
18, 19 and 20. Windhoek, 19 January 1983.

The South African central administration in Namibia, caught by a serious
budget crisis, first entered the loan market on a substantial scale
during 1981. The resulting prospectuses provide not only full details
of the amount and terms of the loans themselves but also a fairly
up-to-date assessment of the state of the economy, although clearly
presented in as optimistic a light as possible. They contain arange
of official data, including some not to be found in any other published
source.

440. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Socio-Economic Conference= Sosio-Ekonomiese
Beraad. Windhoek, 1983, 252 p.

441. ------- Development Conference 84= Ontwikkelingsberaad. Windhoek,
1984. Vol. 1: 207 p. Vol. 2: 166 p.

The first Sociö-economic Conference was held in Windhoek in May 1982,
and was followed exactly two years later by a Development Conference.
The purpose of these conferences, convened by the South African
authorities in Windhoek, was to give high-ranking officials and
prominent business leaders an opportunity to discuss the Namibian
economy and to exchange views on future economic policy. The pro
ceedings, compiled by the Directorate for Development Coordination,
reproduce the major background documents and addresses. Apart from
sectoral reviews (agriculture, fisheries, mining, infrastructure,
housing etc), papers and comments were submitted by the Private
Sector Foundation, the Chamber of Commerce and Industries, the South
West African Agricultural Union and other private interest groups
and business organisations. Most of the text is in Afrikaans, but
parts are in English.

SPRAY, PAUL, see no. 418.

442. THE SWA/NAMIBIA INFORMATION SERVICE. Statistical/economic review 1983.
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Windhoek, 1983, 28 p. 16 figures, 32 tables.

Compiled by the Department of Finance, this most recent official
review of the Namibian economy reflects the increasing willingness
of the regime to release statistical data. Apart from providing a
survey of the year 1981 (GDP, investment trends, balance of payments,
public finance and sectoral reviews), the major part of the document
consists of a statistical appendix covering the period 1970-81. Walvis
Bay is excluded from the statistical series, and information on
population and wages are highly disputable. The main problem, however,
is that there is no explanation of the many changes from the first
edition (1982) to the second edition.

443. SPARKS, DONALD L. Walvis Bay, Plumpudding and Penguin Islands:
their history and economic importance to Namibia. Paper presented
to the 22. annual meeting of the African Studies Association,
Los Angeles, 1979, 22 p.

Prepared by a researcher at the Office of Economic Research and Analysis,
US Dept. of State, this brief paper exarnines the economic implica-
tions of the South African occupation of Walvis Bay. It discusses
the importance of Walvis Bay as a port and economic centre, and suggests
that South Africa wants to use Walvis Bay and the islands as bargaining
levers to extract fishing and mineral rights. It also speculates
that South Africa might - under an extreme scenario - dismantie
the port and industrial facilities or keep the port and railway link
closed in order to cut off an independent Namibia from the outside
world.

444. THIMM, HEINZ-ULRICH. Inte rated rural development (IRD): Kommentar
zum Ontwikkelingsplan vir Owambo/Namibia. Saarbrlicken Fort Lansdale:
Breitenbach, 1980, 91 p. Map s , 24 figures. (Schriftendes Zentrums
flir Regionale Entwicklungsforschung der Justus- Liebig-Universität
Giessen, 14).

The "development plan" discussed here is one of three on northern
Namibian bantustans which were prepared at Stellenbosch University
in the second half of the 1970s for the South African government
(see nos. 450-52). The commentary is part of a series on regional
development plans published by the Zentrum fUr regionale Entwicklungs
forschung, which all follow a uniform procedure. The first half
presents a straightforward summary of the Ontwikkelingsplan in terms
of its own framework and concepts, and includes many of the tables
and maps. The second half analyses the plan in terms of a standard
set of criteria derived from the concept of integrated rural develop
ment, to which the centre is committed. It detects some positive
features, but raises a large number of criticisms, some of them
major. The author is a leading West German expert on agriculture
and rural development and paid a lengthy visit to southern Africa
in 1979-80.

445. THOMAS, WOLFGANG H. Employment generation in the context of abasic
needs orientated develo ment strategy for Namibia. Windhoek: Private
Sector Foundation, 1982, 23 p. Socio-Economic Development Series
No. 1).
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Based on a public lecture in 1981, this is the first in a series of
socio-economic studies published by the Private Sector Foundation (see nos.
424-26). The au thor (see no. 75) sets out to update some of his
earlier calculations of population, labour force and employment esti
mates, concluding that un- and underemployment had increased con
siderably since 1978 due to the drought, the near-breakdown of the
fishing industry,andaslow-downintheminingsector. The final section
lists several policy recommendations for the government, such as
discouraging the rapid exodus of people from the peasant sector,
improvement in rural services and introduction of new crops, expansion
of the basic infrastructure in rural and black urban areas and greater
emphasis on the local production and processing of consumer goods.

446. THOMAS, WOLFGANGH. "The 1983/84 budget and Namibia's alleged financial
crisis". The Namibian Review, no. 29, (July-August) 1983: 1-10.

This is a brief and provocative comment on the current economic and
financial crisis in Namibia, designed to modify the widespread notion
that financial collapse, fiscal bankruptcy and a huge foreign debt
burden is imminent. The author accepts that the general perspective
is less optimistic due to the war, world-wide recession, the drought,
high rates of inflation, and the exodus of skilled manpower, but argues
that the underlying goal of some official documents might be to demon
strate that internationally recognised independence is financially
impossible for Namibia. Since the country is little more than another
(semi-independent) "homeland" of South Africa, he suggests that the
final responsibility for the fiscal consequences of the expensive
political structure - including ethnic authorities and the dominant
position of the conservative white administration - should fall upon
South Africa.

TRANSPORT RESEARCH CENTRE, see no. 453.

TRUEBODY, CHARLES T., see no. 426.

447. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Activities of foreign economic
interests operating in Namibia. Paper presented to the International
Conference in Support of the Struggle of the Namibian People for
Independence, Paris, 1983,33 p. 3 tables. (A/Conf. 120/4. A/AC.131/92,
16 March 1983).

448. ------- List of transnational corporations and other foreign economic
interests operating in Namibia. Paper presented to the International
Conference in Support of the Struggle of the Namibian People for
Independence, Paris, 1983, 18 p. (A/Conf. 120/8, 4 April 1983).

Prepared by the UN Council for Namibia, these two reports present
up-to-date information on the transnational corporations operating
in Namibia. They illustrate the extent of Namibia's considerable
natural resources, their strategic and economic value to South Africa
and other foreign economic interests, and the role played by the
corporations in perpetuating the illegal occupation of the territory.
There are also sections dealing with working conditions, the exploi
tation of Namibia's human resources and the international campaign
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against corporations collaborating with South Africa in defiance of
UN resolutions. The list of foreign corporations identifies close to
250 companies. See also Report of the Mission of the Council to
Contact Corporations, 30 July to 9 July 1982 (New York: UN Council
for Namibia, 1983. A/AC. 109/699). For a brief update, see Activities
of transnational corporations and measures being taken by governments
to prohibit investments in South Africa and Namibia. (New York: UN
Economic and Social Council, 1984, 12 p. E/C. 10/1984). The question
of governmental measures to prohibit investments is covered in
Responsibilities of home countries with the respect to thetransnational
corporations operating in South Africa and Namibia in violation of
the relevant resolutions and decisions of the United Nations (E/C.
10/1984719).

449. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Social conditions in Namibia.
Paper presented to the International Conference in Support of the
Struggle of the Namibian People for Independence, Paris, 1983, 16 p.
(A/Conf. 120/5, A/AC.131/93, 16 March 1983).

In fulfilment of its responsibility to keep social conditions in
Namibia under constant review, the UN Council for Namibia prepared a
report for the Paris Conference in 1983. It documents the extent
to which racial discrimination and discriminatory laws continue to
govern education, housing, employment and all other aspects of the
daily life of Namibians. The review devotes special sections to
education, health facilities, living conditions, the status of
women, exploitation of labour and the refugee problem. There is
also a brief overview of oppressive legisiation, maltreatment of
political prisoners, terrorisation of the general population, and
other violations of human rights.

450. UNIVERSITEIT VAN STELLENBOSCH, INSTITUUT VIR BEPLANNINGNAVORSING.
Evaluasie van die hulpbronne van Kaokoland en ontwikkelingsvoorstelle.
Stellenbosch, 1976, 20 p. 19 tables, 13 maps, 1 diagram.

451. ------- Ontwikkelingsplan vir Owambo. Stellenbosch, 1978, 79 p.
67 tables, 13 maps, 7 diagrams.

452. ------- 'n Raamwerk vir ontwikkeling van Kavango.
1980. 141 tables, 22 maps, 40 figures. Vol. 1:
Vol. 2: Atlas, 40 p.

These studies, which complement a later set produced by ENOK (see nos.
401-03),represent a major South African government effort to develop
an economic strategy for its bantustan administrations in northern
Namibia. Although precise circumstances differ, the major commissioning
agency was the frequently renamed Department of Bantu Administration
and Development, which to judge by the size of the research effort,
which also produced a number of unpublished preliminary and technical
reports as weIl as a large number of detailed maps, funded the pro
gramme on a large scale. Researched and prepared between 1973 and
1978, the reports are firmly located within South Africa's bantustan
policy, which defines their terms of reference and which they seek
to elaborate in the fields of economic and administrative planning.
Although they approximate to regional development plans, there is
virtually no consideration of the national economic or political
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context except in terms of the administrative structures of a "separate
development". Despite progressive elaboration from a 20-page overview
to a 230-page two-volume report, little attention is given to "development"
as a social, economic and political process. Discussion of the local
peasant economy and society is likewise sketchy from both empirical
and analytical points of view. The main preoccupation is to identify
natural resources suitable for commercial exploitation and to outline
institutionai and infrastructural mechanisms for promoting agriculturai
and industrial expansion within a free-market commercial framework. The
reports remain nevertheless one of the very few sources of recent data
on the northern bantustans, much of it derived from unpublished govern
ment reports and studies. Their main empirical strength lies in their
detailed examination of the local physical geography, ecology and infra
structure.

453. UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH, TRANSPORT RESEARCH CENTRE. Report on an
investigation into the potential development at Walvis Bay. Stellenbosch,
1977, 148 p. 9 figures.

Subrnitted to the Town Council of Walvis Bay, this consultancy repor t
provides scattered data on harbour facilities, fisheries, canning
factories, secondary industry, trade, water supp ly, railway traffic,
employment and power supply. The chief purpose of its commissioning
was to discuss aspects of the proposal to declare the area a free port
or free trade zone, an idea which is periodically popular amongst
local whites wanting to retain South African protection af ter inde
pendence but nervous of the economic consequences of confrontation
over the status of Walvis Bay following the South African annexation.

454. VESPER, MICHAEL. Uberleben in Namibia. "Homelands" und kapitalistisches
Weltsystem. Bonn: Informationsstelle Slidliches Afrika, 1983, 273 p.
13 tables, 3 diagrams, bibI.: 235-38. (ISSA Wissenschaftliche Reihe
17) .

The purpose of this scholarly work, originally subrnitted as a PhD
thesis in development sociology, is to focus attention on the Namibian
reserves or "homelands". The author argues that a serious under
estirnation and underevaluation of the subsistence sector characterise
most recent works on the Namibian economy and social formations,
including contributions from radical scholars, and that more consider
ation has to be given to the working and living conditions of small
peasants, artisans, women, children and old people in the "homelands".
The study is partly based on field work in 1977-79, but it is dis
appointingly thin on original data, which is restricted to central
and southern Namibia. The main value of the book lies in the summary
of the scanty secondary literature and in the theoretical discussion
of the highly controversial concept of "subsistence production", the
role of non-wage labour, and the subordination of the economic
activities of the people in the bantustans to capital accumulation
in the overall Namibian economy. The discussion tends, however, to
be rather abstract, and there is a stark contrast between the
theoretical ambitions and the lack of empirical data to support the
author's position.
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455. WINDROEK (MUNICIPALITY). Die kleinhandel in Windhoek. Windhoek: City
Engineers Department, Town Planning Section, 1978. Vol. I: Data
insameling en beskrywing van die rumtelike struktur. 121 p. 37 tables,
3 maps, 45 figures. Vol. II: Analise van rumtelike struktuur. 96 p.
18 tables, 10 maps, 18 figures.

A study of retail trade in Windhoek, packed with data on employment,
salaries and wages, sales and turnover. An attempt is made to analyse
the material with a view to defining the roles played by the separate
ethnic groups .

456. WOOD, BRIAN. "The militarisation of Namibia's economy". Review of
African Political Economy,no. 29, 1984: 138-44.

Originally prepared for a UN conference on the military situation in and
relating to Namibia in 1982, this is a succinct survey of the far
reaching militarisation of the Namibian economy. It makes the point
that the foreign corporations operating illegally in the territory,
sustain South Africa's military effort through payments to state
revenues, contracts for military infrastructure, and the arming and
training of their staff. The author argues that the white settler
farmers are seen as a second line of defence and receive heavy govern
ment subsidies in order to stay on in their fortified farmhouses •
Re concludes by recommending that those companies which materially
support South Africa's military occupation should be made liable to
specific claims for damages by afuture government of Namibia. The
author was formerly executive secretary of the Namibia Support Committee
in London.

SEE ALSO:

2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 29, 30, 36, 41, 42, 44, 45, 49, 51, 56,
60,72,74,75,78,79,87,88,92,95,96,100,102-4,111,296,
353, 359, 361-2, 366-8, 269, 376, chapter 6 d(457-96), chapter 7
a(497-550), chapter 7 b(551-74), chapter 7 c(575-614), 649-50,
680, 800, 896, 943, 970, 1021, 1037.
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D. Planning for an independent Namibia

457. THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN SCHOLARS COUNCIL, INC. Zimbabwe. Namibia.
Anticipation of economic and humanitarian needs. Transition problems
in developing nations in Southern Africa. Washington, 1977, 338 p. +
appendices. 35 tables, 26 maps, bibI.: Appendix I, 19 p.

This is the first of several US reports concerned with "transitionaI
problems" in Namibia and the need for US assistance. Commissioned
by the US Agency for International Development, it was produced
in a hurry by a large number of consultants from the academic estab
lishment and is based on a wide range of unpublished papers. One
of the purposes was to create a data-base to be used by economic
planners and political analysts, but there are few attempts to supple
ment or to exarnine critically the out-dated South African data on
which the study is based. In terms of both data and analysis, the
repor t is comprehensively superseded by another US AID study:
Development Needs and Opportunities ... (nos. 490-1). There are several
factual appendices, such as an annotated bibliography and a list of
institutions with research and training capabilities related to Southern
Africa. For a cri tical examination of the report and its basic
assumptions, see James Turner and Sean Gervasi: "The American Eco-
nomic Future in Southern Africa", Journal of Southern African Affairs,
3, no. 1, 1978: 85-98.

458. ASOMBANG, WILFRED W.
opment in Namibia".
1-24.

"Export marketing strategies for economic devel
SADEX, 2, no. 6, (November-December) 1980:

459. ------- Trade policy options for independent Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN,
1982, 76 p. 21 tables. (Working Paper).

The aim of this working paper, written by an economist at the UN
Institute for Namibia, is to focus on the existing trade patterns and
practices and possible trade policy options af ter independence. The
first part of the study exarnines internaI trade, arguing that the Iocal
processing of minerals, cattle and fish will expand value added, employ
ment, and domestic trade in manufactures. The second part is devoted
to an analysis of the present composition and trends of Namibia's
foreign trade and balance of payments, and leads to a detailed examin
ation of product-by-product trade policy options. A final section
outlines some of the policy options for services (transport, financial
and technical services) which are today a major drain on foreign
exchange earnings. Regional aspects are also considered, and the
author argues strongly for an independent Namibia joining SADCC instead
of the Rand Monetary Zone and South African Customs Union. The
article in SADEX gives a summary of the main ideas and the statistical
data.
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460. ASOMBANG, WILFRED W. Transnational corporations (TNCs) and the
Republic of South Africa (RSA) as partners in the exploitation of
the people and the economy of Namibia. Paper presented to the Inter
national Seminar on the Role of Transnational Corporations in
Namibia, Washington, 1982, 42 p.

This well-researched paper provides a survey of the role of TNCs in
the political economy of Namibia, demonstrating that the government
of a future independent Namibia will inherit an economy that has
been run as an enclave of TNCs based in South Africa, Western Europe
and the US. The author gives a concise summary of the numerous
studies which have appeared on the TNCs in Namibia, especially in
mining, and argues that there has been a tendency to propose more
and more research projects rather than utilising the completed studies
for the purpose of training Namibians and of formulating action to
confront the home countries of the TNCs. He also makes the point
that the TNCs have been stepping up production so as to strip Namibia
of proven mineral deposits before handing over the country to Namibians.
The final section of the paper is devoted to a discussion of the
possibilities of rapprochement between the TNCs and the government of
an independent Namibia.

ASOMBANG, W., see no. 461.

461. AULAKH, H.S. and W. ASOMBANG. Economic development strategy options for
independent Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN, 1985. (Namibia Studies Series,
edited by N.K. Duggal). In preparation.

462. BOMAN I , M.D. and C. USHEWOKUNZE. Constitutional options for Namibia.
A historical perspective. Lusaka: UNIN, 1979, 66 p. (Namibia
Studies Series No. 2, edited by N.K. Duggal).

This is the second study in a series published by the UN Institute
of Namibia, designed to stimulate discussion on the constitutional
options for an independent Namibia. It opens with a wide-ranging
historical survey of the evolution of the constitutional structure
imposed upon the territory by South Africa af ter 1920. The Turnhalle
Constitutional Conference is then critically examined, and it is
argued that its interim draft constitution was structured on the
assumption of the continued existence of the bantustan ethnic home
lands and racial segregation. The authors have deliberately refrained
from making detailed proposals, leaving policy formulation to Namibians
at a constitutional conference, but offer a sober discussion of the
major policy options with regard to the functions of the executive,
the legislature, the election process, the judiciary, citizenship,
human rights, state succession, and the role of political parties.
It does, however, come to the categorial conclusion that a unitary
rather than a federal system of government is a necessity in order
to transform the fragmented and ethnically based system.

463. DANIEL, PHILIP. Mining wages and national
experience and the prospects for Namibia.
Institute of Development Studies, 1984, 21
Paper, 191).

wage policy: international
University of Sussex,
p. (IDS Discussion
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Originally prepared for a seminar on mlnlng industry at the United
Nations Institute for Namibia in 1983, the aim of this discussion
paper is to explore ways in which a wage system for the mining
sector can be reconciled with the wider national development pros
pects. One of the basic assumptions is that direct linkages between
mining and other industries in Namibia are negligible, and that
the short-term potential af ter independence for creating additional
employment or industrial linkages will not be great. The main purpose
of the mining sector is, therefore, to raise revenue and foreign
exchange for development programmes. Although there will be strong
pressure for increases in wages and salaries, the paper argues that
there are possibly stronger arguments on grounds of equity and
development strategy for resisting them. It point s out that mine
workers' wages have in the 1970s moved rapidly ahead of wages in other
sectors, and that it is implausible to expect mining wages to serve
as a standard in low-paying sectors of employment, such as ranching
and domestic services.

464. DEUTSCHES INSTITUT FUR ENTWICKLUNGSPOLITIK. Multisektorstudie
Namibia-Kurzbericht. Berlin: DIE, 1979, 155 p. (English edition:
Multi-sectoral study in Namibia. Summary. Berlin: German Develop
ment Institute, 1979, 137 p. 8 tables, 9 maps.)

In 1978 the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation requested
the German Development Institute "to work out a multisectoral study
on Namibia which could serve as a foundation for a future bilateral
cooperation programme of the Federal Republic of Germany". The work
was to be based on the assumptions that a negotiated settlement and
free elections would take place, that all forms of racial diserimin
ation would be abolished, that a large part of the white population
would remain in the country, and that the government would follow
the course of a mixed economywith priorities given to economic
growth, income redistribution and reduction of economic dependence
upon South Africa. The authors of the study visited Namibia and
South Africa in July-November 1978, and their reports were subrnitted
in early 1979. The sectoral studies on agriculture, industry, health,
education, material infrastructure and external economic relations
have been published separate ly (see nos. 502-04, 475, 712-14, 698,
492, 494-96), while the studies on fisheries, mining, manpower and
administrative structures remain unpublished. This condensed report
contains a brief section giving background data on the economic and
social structure, followed by a summary of the individual sectoral
studies with emphasis on programmes and projects for bilateral
cooperation with West German ministries, foundations and private
industry.

..
DEUTSCHES INSTITUT FUR ENTWICKLUNGSPOLITIK, see GERMAN DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE, no. 467.

DUGGAL, N.K., see nos. 461, 462, 468, 476,534, 536, 578, 692, 708.

465. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA. Transport survey for Namibia:
report of a multidisciplinary team of experts. Addis Ababa , n.d.,
151 + 7 p. (annexes). Tables, diagrams. (UN Nationhood Programme
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for Namibia, Project NAM/79/005).

As a preliminary survey this study has its limitations: railways are
omitted altogether "because an expert in railways could not be recruited";
no field visit was possible; and only the very scanty published official
documentation was available. It is nonetheIess one of the more sub
stantiaI of the consultancy reports prepared under the Nationhood
Programme. A considerable body of data was gathered from a wide range
of sources, notably on physical infrastructure, facilities and ser
vices, traffic types and volumes, and to a certain extent administra-
tive structures and procedures. Although in a few respects the data
is outdated by the German Development Institute study and the National
Atlas (see nos. 492, 111), some of the tabulations of technical and
organisationaI information will remain valuable for planning purposes.
A notable feature of the study is its concern with strategy and
planning, both in the transitionaI period and longer-term, with an
emphasis on practical requirements and pre-independence preparation.
Following a general overview, the study is organised into separate
chapters on roads, road transport, ports, shipping, maritime adminis
tration, and civil aviation. One of its more controversial conclusions
is that there is no alternative to using Walvis Bay and that therefore
a peaceful transfer should be sought "at all costs".

466. FABER, MIKE, REGINALD H. GREEN and CHARLES HARVEY. TNC-state relations
and negotiations: fiscal and financial issues (with special emphasis
on Namibia). University of Sussex, Institute of Development Studies,
1984. 92 p. (IDS Commissioned Studies Series).

Prepared by three prominent economists from the Institute of Development
Studies (Sussex, UK) for the Namibia High Level Workshop on Trans
national Corporations (Brazzaville, 5-10 September 1983), the purpose
of this discussion paper is to present some general fiscal and finan
cial issues which are relevant to determining state policy towards
the TNCs. The last part discusses the specific situation in Namibia,
arguing that the fact that none of the TNCs have entered the country
af ter negotiations with a Namibian government constitutes grounds
for initiating far-reaching renegotiations. Special emphasis is
laid on taxation and participation options, using examples from mining,
banking, manufactur~ng, foreign trade and the energy sector.

467. GERMAN DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE. Perspectives of independent development
in Southern Africa. The cases of Zimbabwe and Namibia. Berlin: GDI,
1980, 183 p. 12 tables, 2 diagrams, 2 maps.

The purpose of this book is to make available in English some of the
information contained in the extensive GDI studies on Zimbabwe and
Namibia in 1977-78. The information has been placed in a more general
and theoretical framework, and an introductory essay by W. Schneider
Barthold discusses the concept of dependence in southern Africa.
There are four chapters concerned with Namibia, drawing on the sectoral
studies on agriculture, industry, health and external economic relations.
For separate annotations, see Brandt (no. 504), Lachenmann (no. 713) and
Zehender (no. 495). The overall strategy is set mainly within a
"free-market" framework, modified by propos als to reform the most
exploitative economic and social relationships. The chapters on
industry, health and agriculture contain original information, but its
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origins and status are often difficult to establish.

468. GREEN, REGINALD H. Manpower estimates and development implications
for Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN, 1978, 72 p. 12 tables, 7 figures.
(Namibia Studies Series No. 1, edited by N.K. Duggal.).

A pioneering study which provided the first independent and coherent
analysis of employment patterns, the labour force., population esti
mates, education, training and manpower requirements for an independent
Namibia. The opening chapter outlines the basic features of the
colonial political economy and the problems confronting Namibia.
The ensuing discussion is based on the assumption that the development
strategy for an independent Namibia will follow the princip les and
broad themes enunciated by the liberation movement. The author
estimates the high and middle level manpower requirements of key
sectors, and discusses important aspects such as employrnent for women,
the implications of ending contract labour and the role of the public
sector. There is also a separate chapter on expatriate personnel
requirements (cost, recruiting and control), and the final chapter
identifies areas for further study. The original draft, which was
not published, contained a wide range of data and estimates which
have served as a basis for a large number of studies by the author
himself (see nos. 29, 470) as weIl as by others.

469. GREEN, REGINALD H. "Economic co-ordination, liberation and develop
ment: Botswana - Namibia perspectives". In Papers on the economy
of Botswana, edited by Charles Harvey, p. 178-95. London: Heinemann,
1981.

This is one of the very few attempts to analyse the prospects for
Namibian independence. The author opens with a brief outline of the
aims and organisation of SADCC, and then discusses the scope for
economic integration between Namibia and Botswana. Among the projects
he considers are the Trans-Kalahari railway, Okavango River water
allocation and management, mining (exchange of geological surveys
and joint formulation of bargaining positions vis-a-vis foreign
firms), and research and training. Among his many capacities, the
author serves as a consultant to SADCC, the Government of Botswana,
SWAPO and the UN Institute for Namibia.

470. GREEN, REGINALD H. From Slidwestafrika to Namibia. The political
economy of transition. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African
Studies, 1981, 51 p. 7 tables, 3 maps. (Research Report No. 48).

This is one of the most stimulating and up-to-date discussions of
the period of transition in Namibia. It opens with a brief survey
of the basic features of the present economic structure, followed
by an anlysis of SWAPO's "political economy of liberation". The
author makes the point that the constraints on change, are
numerous and severe, and that they could become unmanageable
in the context of delayed transition and destabilisation by South
Africa. The discussion focuses on the need to loosen the economic
ties with South Africa (personnel, transport, trade), concluding
that a very substantiai reduction in dependence can be achieved
within five years of independence. The author also considers
the prospect for regional cooperation within the SADCC framework,
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and concludes by providing a checklist of prior~t~es for Year One.
The research report is also published in a slightly revised form as
"One Namibia, one nation: the political economy of transition",
in Changing realities in Southern Africa, edited by Michael Clough,
p. 92-122. (Berkeley: University of California, 1982). See also
two briefer articles dealing with the same subject: "The political
economy of liberation", in Namibia. The last colony, edited by
Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 198-217,
(London: Longman, 1981) and "Transition to what? Some issues of
freedom and necessity in Namibia", Development and Change, 11, no. 3,
1980: 419-41. The author also presented apaper, The political
economy of transition, to a symposium on research priori ties at the
Institute of Commonwealth Studies, London, 21-23 July 1984.

GREEN, REGINALD H., see no. 466.

HARVEY, CHARLES, see no. 466.

KGARABE, ALOYSIUS, see no. 473.

471. KUKURI, B.R. Options for a monetary system for an independent Namibia.
Bangar, Gwynedd, University of North Wales, 1981, 117 p. (MA thesis).

The object of this thesis by a Namibian economist is to undertake a
preliminary investigation into issues of monetary policy. The opening
chapters provide a brief survey of the Namibian economy, mainly based
on the works of R.H. Green. They are followed by a presentation of
the arrangements of the Rand Monetary Area (RMA) and a discussion of
the experience of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland in the post-independence
period. Against this background, the author argues strongly for an
independent monetary system in Namibia, coup led with a central bank,
as an immediate step af ter independence. Such a radical break with
the forced integration into the South African orbit is regarded as
essentiai in order to controi the exchange rate and interest rate
policies, bank lending and the money supply. Any study in this field
is, of course. hampered by the unavailability of adequate data, but
it nevertheless succeeds in raising important questions. The author
is registered at the University of Sussex for doctorai research on
financial and monetary systems in Namibia.

472. NSEKELA, AMON J. (ed.). Southern Africa. Toward economic liberation.
London: Rex Collings, 1981, 274 p. 29 tables.

473. KGARABE, ALOYSIUS (ed.). SADCC - 2. Maputo. London: SADCC Liaison
Committee, 1981, 287 p.

12 tables,

African Devel
of Lesotho,

SADCC. SADCC Maseru. The proceedings of the Southern
opment Coordination Conference held in Maseru, Kingdom
on 27/28 January 1983. Gaborone: SADCC, 1983, 392 p.
14 figures. (Printed by Mambo Press, Gweru, Zimbabwe).

These three volumes bring together a large number of SADCC papers,
sectoral reviews, conference documents, statements and speeches,
emerging from four of the organisation's major conferences (from

474.
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Arusha in 1979 to Maseru in 1983). The books also contain informative
tables and statistical series concerning trade patterns, transport,
agriculture, energy, employment and migrant labour. Although SWAPO
representatives have been present as observers at SADCC conferences,
and there are several refereneces to Namibia in the important Lusaka
Declaration of 1980, the prospects for an independent Namibia and
the role of Namibia in the SADCC context are only marginal ly discussed.
For future research on Namibia in the regional context, the volumes
are, however, indispensable reference works. In addition to the
three books, a large number of sectoral and technical papers are
available from the SADCC secretariat in Gaborone, Botswana.

475. SCHNEIDER-BARTHOLD, WOLFGANG. Namibia. Sektorstudie Industrie.
Berlin: Deutsches Institut fUr Entwicklungspolitik, 1979, 77 p.

Prepared as part of the German multi-sector report on Namibia, this
study on the manufacturing industry was for several years the only
published survey of any substance on an under-researched sector,
in respect of which the lack of reliable data is particularly evident.
The study proceeds from a presentation of the present structure
to an outline of the future industrial strategy, based on the
assumptions of a "mixed economy". Priority is given to employment
and income creation, as weIl as elimination of geographical-ethnical
imbalances. Several possible large- and small-scale industrial
projects are identified, together with a more selective list of
projects which might be executed with bilateral cooperation immediately
af ter independence. The annexes contain an annotated list of most
of the main industrial enterprises, invaluable for being based on
field investigation. There is also a presentation of ENOK (the First
National Development Corporation), the aims and constitution of the
National Union of Namibian Workers and a selective description of
a number of informal sector crafts, mainly in the bantustans. The
author, a senior economist at the German Development Institute, has
published several studies on Namibia (see no. 430). For a more recent
and extensive consultancy study on industry, see no. 489.

476.
SICHILONGO, MENGO D.F. Toward a new legal system for inde endent
Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN, 1981, 74 p. Namibia Studies Series No. 5,
edited by N.K. Duggal).

This is the fifth in a series of studies concerned with policy options
for an independent Namibia, focusing on the need for a fundamental
change in the judicial structure. The first three chapters survey
the present legal system, providing valuable information on the impos
ition of apartheid legal and administrative structures. The histor
ical sections reveal the extent to which gradual incorporation into
South Africa has taken place, leading to a legal system epitomizing
racial inequality at all leveIs. The major part is devoted to an
informed discussion of the options for a new legal system, based
on the political goals of the liberation movement as weIl as the
experiences of neighbouring countries.
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477. SIMON, DAVID. Cities and settlement planning: problems for indepen
dent Namibia. Paper presented to the Conference on Research Priorities
in Namibia, ICS, University of London, 23-25 July 1984, 26 p. 2
tables, bibI.: 19-23.

Taking the absence of a specifically urban element in the otherwise
comprehensive UN research and planning programme for an independent
Namibia as its point of departure, the author of this conference
paper argues that urban areas are of great importance in economic
and social planning and have to be discussed against a background
of braader development strategy. It outlines the current state of
urbanisation in Namibia, mainly based on data derived from the
National Atlas of South West Africa (no. 111), and proposes a research
agenda including such critical issues as urban squatting, alternative
housing strategies, redistribution of social services and amenities,
town planning systems, and the nature and process of post-colonial
class and alliance formations.

478. SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION CONFERENCE. Namibia.
Arusha: SADCC Secretariat, 1979, 41 p.

Prepared as a background study for the preparatory SADCC conference
in Arusha, Tanzania in 1979, this paper offers a lucid introduction
to the political economy of Namibia. The final section is concerned
with regional cooperation and Namibia in the SADCC context, providing
a brief sketch of potential early possibilities for increased links
with Angola, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia in the fields of water
and power, transport and communication, personpower development and
trade and production.

SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION CONFERENCE, see SADCC,
no. 474.

479. SPARKS, DONALD L. "Namibia's future: prospect s for the economy and
foreign involvement". In Economist Intelligence Unit: Multinational
Busihess, No. 1, p. 11-21. London: EIU, 1983.

Written by a researcher at the Centre for Metropolitan Affairs &
Public Policy, Charleston, USA, this brie f study opens with a straight
forward review of the inherited structure of the Namibian economy.
The aim of the repor t is then to out line the options and constraints
that will confront an independent Namibia, and to discuss the economic
policies likely to be followed by possible future governments. It
argues that whatever government does emerge, it will need the re
sources of foreign investment and management. The author expects
significant foreign involvement to take place in mining, agriculture
and tourism, and he points especially to potentialopportunities for
the multinationals in Namibia's public sector and for infrastructural
development in cooperation with aid agencies.

480. THOMAS, WOLFGANG H. "The economy in transition to independence".
In Namibia: political and economic prospects, edited by Robert I.
Rotberg, p. 41-91. Lexington/London: D.C. Heath & Co., 1983.

481. ------- Independence and beyond: two scenarios of probable future
developments in SWA/Namibia. University of Stellenbosch, Unit for
Futures Research, 1981, 76 p. (UFR Occasional Paper 81/4).
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Thomas's aim in the first of these two studies is to update and revise
his previous writings, using recent official data, supp1emented with
his own estimates, ca1culations and political assumptions. The effects
of the prolonged war and the political instability, the devastating
drought, the relatively slack uranium, diamond and base meta1 prices
as we11 as the indiscriminate exploitation by fishing companies,
lead the author to a less optimistic assessment than in his 1978 book
(no. 75). Emphasis is a1so placed on the increasing rate of under-
and unemp10yment, estimated to be 25-30% in 1982, together with a
decline in living standards for the great majority. It is a1so argued
that the short~term prospects for commercial agriculture are poor,
and that the internal government has been unable - for political
reasons - to bring about a "modernizing mobi1isation" in the rural
areas. The article, which is we11 furnished with statistics, ends
with some abstract speculations about the economic policies an inde
pendent government is likely to "choose". The report commissioned
by the University of Stellenbosch is essentially an exercise in
political "futurology". It is argued that an "internal solution"
(without SWAPO) is less likely because of the impossibility for any
government linked to the status quo of meeting the demands of the black
population. In the discussion of "probable" scenarios for short-,
medium- and long-run political and economic development, the author
nevertheless claims that DTA and SWAPO "may differ wide ly in their
sty1e of reform politics but far less in their goals".

482. THOMAS, WOLFGANG H. "Economic prospects". In Perspectives on Namibia:
past and present, edited by Christopher Saunders, p. 138-55, Cape
Town: African Studies Center, 1983.

Based on a lecture at the University of Cape Town in early 1983, this
is one of the most recent publications by a prolific and controversial
economist. The starting point is, interesting1y, that much of the
writings on the prospects for the transition and the post-independence
period - his own major work (no. 75) included - have turned out to
be futile exercises. The alternative, he argues, is that for so long
as South Africa remains unwilling to allow international elections
leading to a SWAPO-oriented government, the Namibian economy should
be analysed as another "homeland". He claims that the recent trends
have demonstrated that Namibia is not the resource-rich and promising
economy which was suggested in the mid-1970s, that political changes
have brought about a comprehensive indigenisation of Namibian adminis
trative and socio-economic structure, helping the 10cal black elite
to widen and strengthen its position, and that drought, war and 10w
mineral prices have retarded economic and social development.
He also argues that in line with South Africa's dominant role, Namibia
has been heavi1y indoctrinated with "free markE-t" ideology and that
income inequa1ities and social-political polarisation have increased.

483. TOSTENSEN, ARNE. Dependence and collective self-reliance in Southern
Africa. The case of Southern African Development Coordination Confer
ence. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1982 .
.,.-rop. 10 tables, 2 figures, bibI.: 163-70.

484. ------- Independent Namibia in the Southern African region. Paper pre
sented to the Conference on Research Priorities in Namibia, ICS,
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University of London, 23-25 July 1984, 28 p.

A valuable overall description of the relations of dependency between
South Africa and its neighbours (trade, investment, transport,
energy and labour migration), which also contains a wide range of
data of relevance for the study of Namibia in the regional context.
The author discusses the evolution, problems and prospects of SADCC,
and touches upon such Namibia-related issues as the ro le of Walvis
Bay and the Trans-Kalahari rail link. The conference paper notes
that surprisingly little serious work has gene into placing the politi
cal economy of Namibia in a regional context, and goes on to sketch
some possible scenarios of Namibia's position in the Southern African
region af ter independence. The main focus is on the potential con
tributions of SADCC towards easing some of the problems of transition,
particularly by providing alternative external linkages to those
of dependence on South Africa. Against this background, the author
surveys the existing projects within the fields of transport and
communications (especially the Trans-Kalahari Railway), agriculture
and food security, industrial cooperation, mining, and personpower
development.

485. TUCKER, ADALBERT A. Administration system and establishment needs
for an independent Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN. 1982, 329 p. (Working
paper, New York: TCD/New York: Office of the Commissioner for
Namibia/Lusaka: UNIN).

Conducted under the United Nations' Nationhood Programme for Namibia,
this is a pioneering study on the administrative system for an in
dependent Namibia. The paper is based on the assumption that the
government of Namibia will be a SWAPO government which immediately
begins to implement its programme of socio-economic transformation.
The first part presents a historical overview of the administrative
system under German and South African colonial rule. It is followed
by a detailed and critical examination of existing institutional
arrangements. The second part provides an outline of the objectives
and strategy of restructuring the state machinery, with particular
attention topersonnel requirements for key elements of the prelimin
ary state machinery. The study concludes by proposing a training
strategy for independent Namibia, drawing on experiences from Zambia
and Zimbabwe.

UNIDO, see UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION, no. 489.

486. UNITED NATIONS CENTER ON TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS. Role of trans
national corporations in Namibia. New York, 1982. 305 p. + annexes.
19 tables. (Draft).

Prepared as part of the project on "training and research in trans
national corporations" being carried out by the UN Center on Trans
national Corporations under the Nationhood Pro[ramme for Namibia,
this major study is an indispensable reference work on the foreign
domination of the Namibian economy as well as a stimulating contribu
tion to the discussion on policy options on foreign direct investment.
The first part gives a brie f overview of the role of natural resources
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in the Namibian economy, the effects of South African controI and
the legislative framework governing transnational corporations oper
ating in Namibia. The second part consists of a detailed description
of foreign companies in the major economic sectors, with special
emphasis on mining. This section contains a wealth of information,
unfortunately not all of it accurate or correctly interpretated, on
the major producers, their company structure, subsidiaries, invest
ments, taxation, profits and financial performance, with statistical
data going back to the early 1970s. Although more sketchy, the chap
ters concerned with agriculture, fisheries, banking and insurance
also offer insight into the operations of the transnationals, the
structure of production and the integration of these critical sectors
of the Namibian economy into that of South Africa. Part III
discusses alternative forms of foreign participation, drawing on
the experience of other African countries in the post-independence
period. Regrettably, the study remains unpublished (mid-1984).

Namibian indepen
UN, 1983, 11 p.

UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR NAMIBIA. Planning for
--"-:-o---:'O---:----==-----,-=-::=-=---,....,..,.~

dence: manpower development strategies. New York:
3 tables. (A/Conf. 120/6,21 March 1983).

Submitted by UNIN to the International Conference in Support of the
Struggle of the Namibian People for Independence (Paris, 25-29 April
1983), this report deals with the effects of apartheid on Namibia's
manpower resources, the most urgent of these being the acute shortage
of trained manpower. The paper stresses the need for large-scale
training programmes to produce professional, skilled and semi-skilled
personnel, and provides some estimates for the most pressing manpower
requirements of an independent Namibia. It also presents an outline
of the training programme presently being undertaken by UNIN, SWAPO
and the UN Nationhood Programme.

487.

488. UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR NAMIBIA. Namibia: perspectives for
national reconstruction and development. A comprehensive study.
In preparation. To appear in 1985.

489. UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION (UNIDO), REGIONAL
AND COUNTRY STUDIES BRANCH. Industrial development programme for
independent Namibia. Vienna: UNIDO, 1984, 278 + 32 p. 62 tables.
(Preliminary report) .

This report, prepared by a consultancy working group, represents the
first major input by UNIDO to the UN Nationhood Programme for Namibia
and more particularly to the comprehensive study of post-independence
development strategy now under way at the UN Institute for Namibia
(see no. 488). As yet it is only at the stage of a preliminary
draft, and bears the hallmarks of hasty preparation and lack of
analytical integration. It is nonetheIess oneof the most extensively
researched of the crop of UN consultancy reports and contains a wealth
of statistical data on the most undeveloped sector of the Namibian
economy. After an introductory analysis of current structures and
policies in manufacturing, three chapters discuss the prospects for
resource-based industrialisation arising out of the major primary
sectors: agriculture, marine fishing and mining. A pioneering central
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chapter assesses domestic demand for manufactured goods and sources
of local and imported supplies. Five subsidiary chapters then exarnine
infrastructural resources and specific policy areas: industrial skills
and training; women; science and technology; energy and water; and
transport. Two concluding chapters exarnine the international context
and present a summary of the argument and the main conclusions. Of
considerable value, especially empirical, are the background appendices
on agriculturai and fish resources and transport. Although its quan
titative assumptions may be criticised, two strengths of the study
are the detailed statistical projections in a 10-year scenario for
post-independence planning and the development of a method and frame
work of analysis which can accomodate revised data.

490. UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. A repor t to the
Congress on development needs and opportunities for cooperation in
Southern Africa. Washington, 1979, 162 p. 5 tables.

development needs and opportunities
Annex A. Namibia. Washington,

491. ------- A report to the Congress on
for cooperation in Southern Africa.
1979, 129 p. BibI.: 122-24.

In March 1979 the US Agency for International Development presented
a voluminous report (39 volumes) to the Congress. The report con-
sists of study papers on economic sectors, problem areas and nine
individual countries in Southern Africa, prepared by consultants
and contractors from a wide range of firms and academic institutions.
The summary report is an overall document focusing on regional devel
opment prospects and priori ties for US assistance. It contains some
useful data, but suffers from inadequate consultation with the govern
ments or liberation movements of several of the countries (Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia) as weIl as from lack of explicit
discussion of political constraints to development, economic inde
pendence and a strategy for meeting "basic needs". This is particu
larly evident in the report on Namibia, which is very much a US per
spective of what the needs of the Namibian people are and what oppor
tunities an independent Namibia opens for the US. The study is based
on the assumption that Namibia is likely to receive foreign assistance
if the new government is acceptable to the UN "as well as the US
and other Western powers", and that "a gradual and orderly disentangle
ment of the links between the two countries (Namibia and South Africa)
could be accomplished without affecting Namibia's development". The
strength of the report lies in the identification of some of the
main economic constraints, as weIl as in the discussion of the potential
ly vital role an independent Namibia could play in a regional strategy.
When it comes to specific recommendations for economic policies and
priori ties of assistance, the report can be regarded as a prescription
for a capitalist-oriented course with more emphasis on export
potential than on internai needs. There is a special review section
on the reports in Rural Africana, nos. 4-5, 1979: p. 131-59.

USHEWOKUNZE, C., see no. 462.

492. WALLER, PETER. Namibia. Sektorstudie Materielle Infrastruktur.
Berlin: Deutsches Institut flir Entwicklungspolitik, 1979, 72 p.
7 tables, 7 maps.
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This sectoral study on material infrastructure, prepared as a part of
the German multi-sector study, provides a certain amount of background
data on water supply, electricity supply, the roads and railway net
work, some of it derived from unpublished official sources. The
author notes that infrastructural costs are high compared to most
other developing countries, reflecting the requirements of the export
oriented mining and animal husbandry sector, the adaptation of equip
ment to South African standards and the needs of the South African
army. He also points to the extreme imbalances between the European
and African areas, and argues that the facilities of the "white area"
have been installed at the expense of the more densely populated
"homelands". The survey concludes with a discussion of the immediate
manpower and financial problems facing an independent Namibia in
the light of the fact that most of the institutions connected with
material infrastructure are parts of the South African Administration and
of South African state corporations. There is also a brief section
dealing with the strengthening of ties with neighbouring African
countries.

493. WILCOX, STEPHEN C. A framework for US assistance in Southern Africa.
Country resource paper. Namibia. Washington/New Jersey: US Agency
for International Development, The Office of Eastern and Southern
Africa Affairs, 1977, 125 p. 35 tables, bibI.: 123-25.

This is one of the first of many country reports prepared by inter
national agencies and consulting firms at a time when it was widely
believed that Namibia would become independent in the near future.
The repor t i8 a rather unimaginative, descriptive account of the
various economic sectors. In contrast to most other reports of the
kind, there are few attempts to discuss the prospects for the future
or to speculate about abstract policy options. The major part of
the statistical data is drawn from official figures (the Odendaal
Report, SWA Survey 1967 and 1974), but there are also some calcula
tions based on independent sources (UN, FAO, US Bureau of Mines).
Most of the statistics cover the period up to 1973.

494. ZEHENDER, WOLFGANG. Namibia. Sektorstudie Aussenwirtschaft. Berlin:
Deutsches Institut fur Entwicklungspolitik, 1979. 24 p.

495. ------- "Namibia's dependency in external economic affairs: options
for re-orientation". In Perspectives of independent development 1n
Southern Africa. The cases of Zimbabwe and Namibia, p. 163-83.
Berlin; German Development Institute, 1980.

496. ------- "Aussenwirtschaftspolitische Perspektiven fur ein unabhängiges
Namibia". Afrika Spectrum, 15, no. 2, 1980; 135-45.

These three publications, which are almost identical, were originally
prepared as part of the German Development Institute's multi-sector
study on Namibia. Although the research team was able to visit
Namibia and South Africa to collect material in 1978, this study
reflects the lack of reliable data on Namibia's external economic
relations in the late 1970s. The description of external dependency
is very close to the more substantial work of W.H. Thomas (no. 75),
and the list of "options" to be considered by an independent govern
ment adds little to the existing literature, apart from the idea of
a "free trade zone" between Namibia and South Africa. Some of the
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economic assumptions have proved over optimistic ~n the light of recent
developments.

SEE ALSO:

9,10,17,18,19,40,48,67,75,85,102,430,502-4,511,513,
514, 531, 532, 534, 535, 536, 547, 557, 562, 564, 565, 572, 578,
580, 595, 614, 692, 694, 695, 698, 700, 707, 708, 712-4, 896.
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7. THE PRlMARY SECTORS

A. Agriculture

497. ANSCHEL, KURT and RUSSEL H. BRANNON. The agricultural sector of
Namibia: a brief assessment. University of Kentucky, College of
Agriculture, 1978, 69 p.

Prepared in cooperation with the South East Consortium for Inter
national Development, this is a substantial paper. It concentrates
mainly on capitalist stock-farming and peasant agriculture appears
only incidentally. Brief mention is also made of the fishing
industry. The analysis, framed in terms of orthodox market economics,
proceeds from a general geographical and political introduction to
a survey of the present situation in agriculture. The data pre
sented, although competently arranged, are limited by reliance on
the small and of ten out-of-date range of published English-language
literature. The report concludeswith a brief assessment of con
straints and priori ties in post-independence agricultural develop
ment, concentrating on technical, institutional and environmental
factors rather than political issues such as land tenure and income
distribution. It advocates greater stock-farming output and the
commercialisation of crop production in the northern bantustans.

498. BÄHR, JURGEN. Kulturgeographische Wandlungen in der Farmzone
Sudwestafrikas. Bonn, 1968, 212 p. 42 maps, 31 diagrams, 20 photos,
35 tables, bibl.: 125-137. (Bonner Geographische Abhandlungen, 40).

This is the most thorough general study of the economics of sett ler
farming to have been completed in the postwar period. It is partly
based on field research, which involved extensive contacts with
white farmers and government officials. It is also informed by a
comprehensive reading of theses, books and articles, German as well
as South African and Namibian. It is primarily a descriptive work
of economic geography, which, because of the author's concern with
structural change, is also an economic history of commercial farming
since the beginning of the colonial period. Spatial patterns and
infrastructural expansion are prominent ly treated, in particular
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land settlement, fixed investment and urban servicing centres. Of
great value is the wide range of economic and social data presented
in tables and graphs, some of which cover long time-runs. There
is also a large number of useful maps, town outlines, and plans of
farm settlement and land-use. The author has summarised his analysis
in several published articles, notably "Strukturwandel der Farm
wirtschaft in Sudwestafrika", Zeitschrift fur Ausländische Landwirt
schaft, 9, 1970: p. 147-59, and "Probleme der Wirtschafts- und Sozial
struktur in der Farmzone Sudwestafrikas", Zeitschrift fur Wirtschafts
geographie, 13, no. 5, 1969: p. 129-39.

499. BÄHR, JURGEN. "Veränderungen in der Farmwirtschaft Sudwestafrikas/
Namibias zwischen 1965 und 1980". Erdkunde, 34, no. 4 (December)
1981: 274-89. 4 diagrams, 4 maps, 6 tables.

During 1979-80 the author undertook a second field research visit
to assess the form and pace of structural change in the ranch sector
since his original research in 1965-6 (see no. 498). The result is a
brief but incisive and informative economic assessment, one of the
few in recent years to be based on first-hand research (compare
no. 502). His principal conclusions are that the concentration of
farm ownership has deepened, largely at the expense of middle-sized
units; that the camp system of pasture rotation has developed rapidly
to near its full potential, and that the quaIity of slaughter stock
has been increased rather than absolute numbers. However, although
associating "terrorism" with falling land prices, absentee farming
and the reductionof the farm labour force and noting the serious
marketing difficulties for cattle, his assessment of the structural
problems in the ranch sector is less severe than an alternative
recent analysis (see no. 532), and pays relatively little attention
to the impact of labour resistance and the liberation struggle. An
earlier research repor t ("Die neuere Entwicklung der sudwestafrikan
ischen Farmwirtschaft unter dem Einfluss veränderter politischer
Bedingungen", Afrika-Informationen, no. 3, 1980: 15-25) gives pre
liminary results and a description of the research methods and re
sources used. A rather longer and more general structural analysis
is presented in a second "preliminary" article, drawing heavily on
the author's previous work ("Entwicklungsstufen der Farmwirtschaft
in Sudwestafrika", Journal of the SWA Scient~fic Society, 34-5,
1979/80-1980/1: 113-37).

500. BATTELLE, GENEVA RESEARCH CENTRE. Study to determine possible
improvements to the effectiveness of the marketing of SWAKARA.
Geneva, 1981, 183 p.

In 1981 the International Karakul Secretariat in Windhoek commissioned
the BattelleResearch Centre to undertake a close examination of all
aspects of the marketing of SWAKARA pelts, with a view to recom
mending the best course of action to overcome the decline of the
industry. The report contains a considerable amount of valuable informa
tion on the production, marketing, and consumption and promotion of
SWAKARA, and brings together a wide range of up-to-date statistics
on production and auction prices. The points are made that SWAKARA
suffers from a "grandmother" image in the critical West European .
markets and the lack of penetration into the VS market. Among the
recommendations are the cutting of production costs, rationalisation
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of auctions, the setting up of a European central promotion office
and concentrating on new markets, especially Japan and the US.

501. BOETTICHER, GERHARD. Die landwirtschaftlichen Produktions- und
Siedlungsverhältnisse in Sildwestafrika vor und nach dem Weltkrieg.
Breslau, 1930, 132 p. Tables, 5 diagrams, bibI.: 9-14. (Dissertation).

The author, a sett ler farmer between 1913 and 1919, gives a generalised
descriptive account of commercial farming up to the mid-1920s, based
largely on a wide reading of German colonial literature. Successive
chapters cover the natural environment, farming types and methods,
markets, labour, the history of land settlement, and sources of
capital. Statistics are scattered through the text, but there
are also a few separate tables and graphs.

502. BRANDT, HARTMUT. Namibia: Sektorstudie Landwirtschaft.
Deutsches Institut flir Entwicklungspolitik, 1979, 55 p.
1 diagram, 6 maps.

503. ------- "Perspektiven der Agrarentwicklung eines unabhängigen Namibia".
Afrika Spectrum, 14, no. 2, 1979: 203-17.

504. ------- "Development perspectives for agriculture in an independent
Namibia". In Perspectives of independent development in Southern
Africa.. The cases of Zimbabwe and Namibia, p. 75-99. Berlin:
German Development Institute, 1980.

This study formed part of the German Development Institute's research
project on Namibia (see no. 464). It is packed with data, of which
perhaps the most useful are the economic statistics derived from
the balance-sheets of sett ler ranchesvisited by the author during his
research trip in 1978. Because the published sources used in this
study are usually not attributed, and several which can be identified
are questionable, some of the data, as well as the judgments based
on them, are of varying utility. But the analysis itself is expert.
The first section surveys briefly the historical evolution of the
main forms of land use, the colonial land theft, and bantustan
policy. The second examines production, income and food supply on
the ranches and in the Owambo and Kavango bantustans. The third
considers several aspects of development policy af ter independence:
export dependence, ranch employment, increased production, land reform,
training and research. The author advocates the retention of high
output, export-oriented ranching, substituting animals for vehicles
to expand employment; medium-sized commercial stock- and crop-farms
in the north; capital-intensive irrigation; practical training for
black farmers; and problem-oriented research. The study is summarized
in two other publications, though in both cases without most of the
maps and tables.

BRANNON, RUSSEL H., see no. 497.

505. CARSTENS, N.E. An economic analysis of farming in the northern beef
cattle areas of South West Africa, 1970. Pretoria: South Africa,
Department of AgriculturaI Economics and Marketing, Division of
Agricultural Production Economics, 1971. 79 p. (Economic Series
no. 76).
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An important survey, both empirically and analytically. It is one
of only a handful of detailed investigations of capitaIist stock
farming and the only one to be based on a statistically valid and
competently executed sample survey. Its results yield a wealth of
raw data on the micro-economics of cattle-ranching, covering capital,
income, costs, productivity, scale and branches of production as
weIl as profitability. The data are expertly arranged and carefully
analysed. The author states his chief purpose as being "to pinpoint
the less profitable and nonprofitable practices and to identify the
factors affecting the financial results of beef farming" in the survey
area. He is at pains to stress that "the tables in this report, with
the discussions that follow them, were meant only to serve as guide
lines to the beef farmer to help him improve his financial results"
(p. 77). Nevertheless, two of his key conclusions are that "farmers
in the poorest group would not even realise a net farm income of
R 10 per R 100 of capital invested in stock and equipment only, even
if they were to get their land for nothing" and that the quality of
management is decisive in determining efficiency and profitability
(p. 76-77).

CHAMBERS, ROBERT, see no. 516.

506. CROSS, SHOLTO and DAVID GIBBON. A
resources of Namibia. Rome: FAO,
from Hunger Campaign, 1975, 24 p.

short evaluation of the agriculturaI
Action for Development/Freedom
3 tables, 7 maps.

This consultancy report was the first in a series of contributions
by the FAO to the Namibia Nationhood Programme (see nos. 510-14).
Although brief, it is densely written, based on a close reading of
the scanty sources then available, and expert in its analysis, being
especially strong on physical geography and agronomy. The social and
eeonomic sections are more cursory, with a few factual errors and
a tendency to adopt apartheid tribal categories as the frame of
reference; and issues of land theft and labour exploitation are barely
mentioned. This is nonetheIess a sound technical and economic
critique of farm policy and practice under South African rule, with
a welcome emphasis on peasant agriculture and loeal self-management
in future development.

507. CURSON, H.H. "Notes on eastern Caprivi strip". South African
Journal of Science, 43, (July) 1947: 124-59. Photos.

Primarily a botanical survey undertaken in 1945 by an official of the
South African Native Affairs Department, this article nevertheless
summarised rare information on local settlement and the peasant
economy. It also discusses the history of environmental change and
touches on the ecological relationships between land-use, vegetation
and seasonaI flooding.

508. DENK, HANS. Lage und Entwicklung der deutschen Farmerschaft
Sijdwestafrikas, 1936-9. Stuttgart/Hamburg: Schriftendienst Ubersee,
1942, 104 p.

An anthology consisting largely of addresses and articles by Hans
Denk, a pro-Nazi German farmer in Namibia during the years leading
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up to the Second World War. In 1936 he founded the Landwirtschafts
kammer with the intention of uniting German and Afrikaner farmers.
By 1939 it claimed 2460 members, 40% of them Afrikaner. Much of
the material reproduced reflects the concerns and activities of the
Landwirtschaftskammer, especially in the economic field, with a cer
tain amount of factual information on farm production and exports.

509. ERKRATH, WILHELM. Die Voraussetzungen und Bedeutung der Farmwirt
schaft inSudwest-Afrika. Munchen: Technische Hochschule, 1936,
151 p. BibI.: 149-51. (Dissertation).

An extensively researched and detailed survey of all branches of
settler farming, describing its evolution since the German colonisation
with a good deal of statistical background. The two main sections
cover official farm policy and agriculturai production, the latter
with considerable emphasis on methods.

510. FAO. Namibia: a preliminary note towards a country development
br ie f •::':'==R~om=e=:':-'F=A='O::-L,::":1;:':9;;";7;':6;::,:'::':';5;";1;.L-p":::.:':"'::";;2"""9":::":::t':':'a~b;'l=e=-s -,~1O":-:m":::a:":p":::s~.-=-=:"';(";:D"':r:":a""'f'=t:":"::r:":'epor t) .

511. ------- Namibia: prospects for future development. Rome: FAO,
1977,61 p. 20 tables, 5 maps. (Draft report).

Described as an "internai working do cument " , the 1976 FAO report
constitutes a largely descriptive survey which devotes as much
attention to the economy in general as to agriculture and fisheries.
The bulk of the data is taken - usually without acknowledgement 
directly from South African official publications, in particular
the South West Africa Survey 1967, of which in places the text and
presentation become little more than aparaphrase. More seriously,
South African descriptive information and policy presentations,
which occupy the great bulk of the text, are rare ly subjected to
critical analysis, even where blatantly inaccurate or politically
prl?judiced. It is thus scarcely surprising that the "tentative
conclusions" should caU for white sett lers and South African tech
nical and financial support to play a central role in agriculturai
development, and for political disengagement and development policy
to be subordinated to the "stabilisation" of the white population.
The 1977 FAO report is a considerable improvement on its initial
effort, criticism of which by the DN Council for Namibia may have
been a spur to its being commissioned. While in places weak in
technical and economic analysis, it is sharpened by a radical
political economy which stresses the role of ownership and labour
exploitation in economic growth and of land theft and labour migration
in the expansion of commercial at the expense of peasant agriculture.
It concludes with an extended and wide-ranging discussion of agri-
cultura l development strategy, which, while shaky on economics and
vague on details, is valuable for stressing the need for structural
reform and for popular political participation. Like almost all
consultancy reports for the Nationhood Programme, this text, which
has the appearance of a rough first draft, remains unfortunately
unpublished and thus largely inaccessible to those to whom it would
be of greatest use - Namibians and supporters of Namibian independence.

512. FAO. Effects of apartheid on the African rural population of Namibia
and Zimbabwe/Rhodesia: Namibia. Annex to Special issue on Apartheid.
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Ideas and Action, no. 127 (July-August) 1978: 2-7.

A readable short description of the history and present situation of
agriculture. Sections describe pre-colonial modes of land-use, the
land theft, the rise of sett ler stock-ranching, the creation of labour
reserves and the migrant labour system, the conditions of black
farmworkers as weIl as foreign domination of commercial farming.
The article is too short to contain much empirical data, but has a
clear historical analysis of the process of exploitation under
colonial rule.

513. FAO. Agriculture, fisheries and food security in Namibia. Background
paper presented to the planning workshop on the UN Nationhood Programme
for Namibia, Maputo, 1980, 38 p. Maps.

The first half of this paper provides a factual survey of Namibia's
demography, general economy and both peasant and ranch farming.
Much of the data is taken from old South African sources of 1960s and
early 1970s, and even recent sources are sometimes suspect. (The
quo ted FAO crop estimates for 1971-76, for example, are wildly
inaccurate.) There is nonetheiess some useful information, especially
on livestock production, marketing and diseases. Amiddle section on
agriculturai policy issues consists mainly of a summary of some key
problems af ter independence and a survey of support services for
white farmers. The final section gives an informative short survey
of the fishing industry, especially its offshore trawler branch.
It also develops a perceptive analysis of the problems and priorities
in establishing proper controi af ter independence, although its
recommendation that Namibia should join ICSEAF, of which South Africa
is a dominant member, may prove controversial. A conclusion summarises
land reform options, and ongoing projects in agriculture, fisheries
and food security under the Nationhood Programme are described in
an annex.

514. FAO. Food supplies and nutrition in Namibia. An assessment of food
needs, distribution requirements and policy options for food security
planning. Rome: FAO, 1982, 100 p. 10 maps and figures, 15 tables,
bibI.: 98-100. (AG:UNO/NAM/922. Field document. Prepared by
Overseas Development Group, University of East Anglia).

This report is a synthesis of a major research project and one of
FAO's principal contributions to the Nationhood Programme. As such,
it is likely to be a strategic guide for Namibian planners and
especially seconded foreign experts on contingency arrangements for
food supplies and agriculture af ter independence. It provides a
sophisticated, wide-ranging and clearly written analysis both of
likely needs and policy options. The first chapter offers a pene
trating analysis of the background and political economy of food
scarcity and defines planning zones which for the first time break
from the bantustan framework. The second chapter describes food
production and deficiencies in each region, as weIl as the scope
for expansion. The third chapter estimates food import requirements
and considers the logistics of transport, distribution and storage.
The fourth chapter assesses policy options on food imports and
exports and on pricing and distribution. It also considers related
aspects of agriculturai development, in particular land reform,
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services to farmers, physical infrastructure and short-term
emergency actions. The final chapter briefly trans lates recommen
dations into project categories. Together with the two UNIN studies
(no. 536,534) and the CIIR sectoral study (see no. 532), this is
by far the most closely argued and thoroughly researched analysis
in the agriculturaI development genre to date. Key differences
between the CIIR and the FAO studies include the latter's advocacy
of continued high livestock exports and its assumption that many
white farmers would probably stay on unIess subjected to "radical
land reform". It might also be added that the CIIR study puts more
emphasis on political mobilisation.

515. GELLERT, J.F. "Klimabedingheit und wirtschaftsgeographische Struktur
der Farmwirtschaft in SWA". Erdkunde. 2, no. 4/6, 1948: 282-302.

An early attempt, complementing that of the Minimum Area of Farms
Commission two years earlier (no. 545), to assess the economics of
sett ler stock-ranching in terms of the ecological potential of the
land. Although the argument is based on somewhat abstract criteria,
its method is thorough. The author concludes that as of 1948 some
70% of southern ranches were below the minimum theoretical size
limit for long-term ecological viability, and that in general there
were 20% too many farms. See also by the same author Die Nieder
schlagsschwankungen im Hochland von SWA. Berlin: Akademie Verlag,
1955, 70 p. + 18 maps. (Abhandlungen des Metereologischen und
Hydrologischen Dienstes der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, 4,
no. 32).

GIBBON, DAVID, see no. 506.

516. GREEN, REGINALD H. and ROBERT CHAMBERS. "Agrarian change". In
Namibia. The last colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa
Kiljunen and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 227-58. London: Longman, 1981.

This is a concentrated and thought-provoking analysis of the priorities,
obstacles and resources for agrar ian reform, both short- and long-term.
For Green, this is a fuller expression of a section of his analysis
of the political economy of transition to independence, of which a
number of versions have been published (see no. 470); while Chamber's
research on Botswana is apposite to Namibian conditions. The
authors assume a difficult transition, with a SWAPO government but
a substantiaI flight of personnel and capital. A thumb-nail sketch
of the salient features of present-day agriculture leads to consid
eration of social and economic change in rural Namibia af ter indepen
dence in the light of policy criteria ("equity, employment, productivity,
marketed output and administrative feasibility"). The post-indepen
dence experiences of a number of African and Southeast Asian countries
are then compared, followed by a discussion, in greater detail, of
different ways of transforming the stock-ranching sector. After
a brief consideration of policy towards the peasant sector, the
authors point out in conclusion that "if it is to belong truly to the
Namibian people, the Namibian ranching sector must be radically
transformed" • In contrast ' to most other writers on Namibian devel
opment, they stress thevalidity of peasant and worker experience
and urge the value of grass-roots consultation and popular mobilisation.
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Although so complex that its message at times is blurred, the
analysis is tightly integrated and frequently original and challenging.

517. GUNDERT, HELMUT. Die betriebswirtschaftlichen Verhältnisse auf
Karakulfarmen in den sGdlichen Distrikten von SGdwestafrika. Hohenheim:
Landwirtschaftliche Hochschule, 1962, 128 p. 39 tables, bibl.:
113-14. (Dissertation).

A rare example of agricultural field research, this is a detailed
economic case study of 12 book-keeping karakul ranches. The investi
gation consists largely of a careful comparative analysis of the
farms' accounts for 1959, together with a description and assessment
of farm investment and production methods. A statistical appendix
gives key production and economic data for each farm through the
1950s. For five years preceding his research the author was himself
the manager of a large Namibian karakul farm, an experience which is
reflected in this study.

518. HANSSEN, C.P.A. "The agricultural economy of South-West Africa".
Agrekon, 5, no. 4, 1966: 30-38.

A short economic survey of commercial agriculture, useful mainly be
cause of the scarcity of published data at this time. The author
was an official in the Agricultural Division of the South West Africa
Administration and obtained his data from a variety of unpublished
official sources. Although brief, the article gives factual
information on land allocation, livestock ownership, production and
marketing, particularly in its tables and statistics. The central/
southern reserve s feature briefly in terms of livestock sales, the
northern reserves hardly at all. This article formed the basis of
the section on agriculture in the offical SWA Survey 1967 (no. 305).

519. HARRISON, J.E. (FARM CONSULTANTS) and UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH,
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. Propos als for the restoration
of profitability of farming in SWA/Namibia. 1983, 146 p. (2 vols).
54 tables. (SWA/Namibia, Administration for Whites, Draft report).

A major study of the economics of commercial farming, the first of its
kind since the 1940s. It was commissioned by the second-tier "white"
authority at a time of severe drought and deep structural crisis
in the ranch sector, and the terms of reference reflect official
concern at the adequacy of existing methods of data-gathering and
the long-term commerical viability of sett ler stock-ranching.
The report represents a radical attempt to rescue capitalist
stock-farming. It confirms the depth of the crisis, estimating
that 35-40% of existing farm businesses were too small to offer
an acceptable standard of living, that concentration of holdings
was well advanced, and that more than a quarter were run by week-end
farmers. It severely criticises the extent and application of state
subsidies, and recommends that they be ended for undersized farms,
that farms should be concentrated into larger, economically viable
units, and that the state itself should buy up undersized farms
for letting to larger farmers at high rents to prornate efficient
management. Despite the shock tactics implicit in its attack on
same of the fundamental tenets of 60 years of South African farm
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policy, the report is a narrowly focused business analysis and is
weakened by, for example, failing to take account of the relevance
of cheap black labour to white farm probitability. The second half
of the repor t consists of tables of economic data, much of it
drawn from unpublished census returns and a sample survey of agri
culturaI credit records. It constitutes by far the most comprehensive
statistical analysis of the economics of commercial ranching in recent
years.

520. RASE, HANS JURGEN VON. "Die Auswirkungen der Diirrejahre in Siidwest
afrika und ihre Uberwindung". Deutsche Tropenlandwirt, 65, 1964:
38-54.

521. ------- "Die Entwicklung der Karakulzucht in Siidwest-Afrika". Deutsche
Tropenlandwirt, 66, 1965: 42-57.

The first of these two articles by a leading rancher is a plea for
imploved ranch management and greater investment following a severe
and prolonged drought. The article contains long-run graphs of
rainfall and exports of cattle and karakul pelts. It also outlines
the range of official subsidies to white farmers, especially for
investment in fencing and water supply. The second article is an
account of the history and methods of karakul farming, breeding and
marketing, with a few production statistics.

522. HERRIGEL, OTTO. Namibian agriculture. The challenge ahead. Paper
presented to the Ditchley Park Conference on Namibia, 1981,4 p.

This brief conference paper ascribes widespread and serious pasture
degradation to poor management by the majority of white ranchers
and to "communaI usage of the land coup led with lack of scientific
knowledge of modern farming" in the central/southern bantustans.
According to the author, top priority in commercial ranching would
go to "scientific and productive management of farms"; in peasant
stock-farming to enclosure of the land in profitable economic units
and large-scale transfers of population to new urban employment. He
also advocates whole-basin development along the Okavango river.
The author has written a doctoraI thesis on Namibian economic develop
ment (no. 363).

523. HURLICH, SUSAN. Reserves, migrant labour and the karakul industry
in Namibia: a historical perspective. University of Toronto, 1983,
478 + 25 p. BibI.: appendix p. 1-25. (PhD thesis in preparation).

524. ------- Namibia, the karakul industry and the Hudson's Bay Company.
Paper presented to The International Seminar on The Role of Trans
national Corporations in Namibia, Washington, 1982, 37 p.

This history of development of karakul sheep ranching pays particular
attention to the conditions of farm labourers and the role of the
Canadian-owned Hudson's Bay Company. It opens with a lengthy chapter
on the colonial conquest and the destruction of the pre-colonial
social formations, followed by an analysis of the migrant labour
system, the reserves and their impact on the role of women and a
discussion of the Odendaal blueprint for the creation of "homelands".
The production and marketing of karakul pelts is outlined in detail,
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based on library and corporate research in North America and archival
work and field investigation in Namibia. With extensive interviews,
several tables and a full bibliography it serves as a valuable guide
for further research on the political economy of Namibia. The author
has summarised the main findings of her thesis in a conference paper,
which retains some of the most important tables.

INTERNATIONAL KARAKUL SECRETARIAT, see no. 500.

525. KARAKUL BREEDERS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH WEST AFRICA. Karakul Breeders
Association of South West Africa 1919-1969. Windhoek: 1969, 160 p.
Photos.

This publication marked the 50 years anniversary of the Karakul Breeders
Association, the principal interest group of the karakul ranchers in
Namibia. Amongst glossy advertisements and self-congratulatory
articles, there are a few tables and some historical details.

526. KIRSTEN, G.J.C. "The production and marketing of karakul pelts".
Agrekon, 5, no. 3, 1966: 22-29.

A brief summary of the history of karakul production and marketing by
an official of the South African Meat ControI Board. Its chief
value lies in its description of the complex institutionaI structure
and channels of marketing at the time.

527. KROGH, D.C. The karakul industry in S.W.A., with special reference
to the marketing of karakul elts. Windhoek: S.W.A. Karakul Advisory
Board SWA Seientific Society, 1954, 104 p. Tables, bibl.: 103-04.

528. ------- "Economic aspects of the karakul industry in South West
Africa", The South African Journal of Economics, 23, no. 2, (June)
1955: 99-113.

Originating from an MA thesis, this book is one of the first attempts
to provide an overview of karakul breeding and marketing. The
author, a well-known South African economist, gives a historical
account of karakul breeding from 1907 to the late 1940s, and reviews
the importance of this industry in the economy as a whole. In a
separate section, special emphasis is put on the export and marketing
of pelts. There are several statistical series, particularly on
trade and farm employment. The article in the SAJE provides a brief
summary was weIl as an updating of some figures-.---

529. LANGLET, JOACHIM. "Die Karakulzucht in SUdwestafrika" . In Kuhn
Archiv, 47, p. 197-315. Berlin, 1938. (12. Sonderband fur Tierzucht).

A survey of karakul farming in the midst of its first phase of rapid
expansion. Although much concerned with breeding, the author gives
a detailed descriptive account, based on personal observation and
unpublished official statistics, of production, stock ownership,
marketing, and farming methods. Other forms of commercial farming,
especially cattle, are also covered, although less fully.
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530. MATHIESSEN, L. Socio-economic aspects of land use planning in the
non-white farming areas in SWA/Namibia. Paper presented to a meeting
of the Southern African Regional Commission for the Conservation and
Utilisation of the Soil (SARCCUS), Pretoria, 1980, 37 p.

The au thor , designated "Chief Planning Officer for the Northern SWA
Region of the Department of Agriculture and Nature Conservation",
presents a survey of agriculture and land tenure in each of the
Namibian bantustans, together with recommendations for "land use
planning". His data and recommendations are drawn largely from the
Stellenbosch University development plans (see nos. 450-52) and
the Odendaal Report (see no. 266). The survey is wholly uncritical
of apartheid and labour migration, and adopts a patronising and
hostile attitude towards the history, social organisation and farming
methods of the black peasantry. However, the author departs from
the former official endorsement of communal tenure and tribal control,
reflecting a recent shift in policy amongstSouth African planners and
pro-government politicians in Namibia, especially the DTA. "CommunaI
tenure" and "traditional" techniques are seen as the principal barrier
to development, whose most promising agent is identified as the "middle
class farmer" with individual controI and profitable farming units.

531. MBAMBA, A. MAUNO. possibilities for the future development of live
stock ranching in an independent Namibia. Sussex: Institute of
Development Studies, 1977, 106 p. 25 tables, 6 maps. (MA thesis).

Written by aNarnibian scholar, this is a general survey of commercial
ranching in the settler-owned farm zone. From a geographical intro
duction the study proceeds through a historical background outlining
the rise of sett ler agriculture to a more detailed description of
present-day cattle and karakul ranching, focusing mainly on the types
of farming, ownership of livestock and land, the economics of pro
duction, and state support. Af ter a summary of ranch production and
exports, it is concluded by a general discussion of some possible
forms of development in the commercial ranching sector. This study,
amongst the first of a growing number over the past decade, is
hampered by the limited range, quaIity and accessibility of its sources.
Much of the data is from official sources of the 1950s and 1960s
and is on the whole presented rather than critically analysed.
Stock-raising in the bantustans is virtually ignored. The discussion
of development potential af ter independence is, however, illuminating
in raising a number of key social and political issues, including
competing claims to land, the forms of ownership and management, and
the scale and organisation of production.

532. MOORSOM, RICHARD.
Catholic Institute
17 tables, bibI.:

Agriculture: transforming a wasted land.
for International Relations, 1982, 114 p.
107-14. (A Future for Namibia, 2).

London:
5 maps,

This is the first sectoral study in CIIR's series of booklets on the
economic problems of the transition to independence in Namibia, condensed
from a much longer and more empirically detailed original draft. It
is one of the most solidly researched of the recent development
studies, drawing on a wide range of secondary sources in Afrikaans
and German as weIl as English. It also benefits from the author's
previous historical work, espe~ially on rural class formation and
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labour migration (see nos. 56, 664, 667). Background is provided
by short chapters on the "agriculture of theft"; a residual peasantry
and capitaiist sett ler farmers locked tagether by the migrant labour
system. A central chapter analyses the exploitation and crisis
ridden nature of present-day agriculture. The final chapter assesses
both the short- and long-term possibilities for agriculturai develop
ment, setting SWAPO's commitment to social ownership and equality
in the likely context of post-independence Namibia. It states the
case for radical and early transformation, arguing inter alia that
collapse in the ranch sector can only be avoided through social
ownership, of which producer cooperatives may be the most desirable
form, that the technical scope for a large expansion of the area of
peasant cultivation in the north is considerable and that popular
participation is vital to success as weIl as social justice. In each
chapter the disadvantaged position of women, sidelined in much of
the literature, is integrated into the analysis. There is also a
full bibliography and a wide range of tables.

533. MSHONGA, S. Agriculturai policies and programmes of the German and
South African administrations in Namibia (1884 to 1966). Lusaka:
UNIN, 1977, 27 p. (Draft).

Written by a former lecturer at the UN Institute for Namibia, this
is a well-informed survey of the agriculturai policies and programmes
followed by the German and South African administrations. It
covers such aspects as land distribution, price policies, infra
structure, credit institutions and extension services. The author
argues that the policies of the colonial powers were the main causes
of the destruction of the African agriculturai economy and the
propping up of white settlement, and that these policies would hold
any future Namibian government committedto egalitarian goals in an
economic and political straight-jacket.

534. MSHONGA, S. Towards agrarian reform: policy options for Namibia.
Lusaka: UNIN, 1979, 72 p. 3 tables, 9 figures, 7 maps. (Namibia
Studies Series No. 3, N.K. Duggal, editor).

This is one of the more sophisticated analyses of a rapidly-growing
genre and, because produced at Namibia's main external research
centre, likely to be the most influential with Namibian economic
planners. The discussion is equally balanced between the structure
and trends in present-day agriculture and policy-options for long-term
development. The first part of the study is devoted to natural en
vironment and ecology, as weIl as the present economic and institutionai
structures (land distribution, ownership, income, numbers and skills
of workers, marketing, transport, training and research facilities).
The author's agronomic expertise is evident, and the documentary
evidence has been reinforced by the direct experience of rural
Namibians. In the second half, a thoughtful structural analysis
of econom{c exploitation, constraints and development priori ties leads
to an extended appraisalof alternative forms of land tenure and
production organisation - freehold, communal, tenancy from the state,
cooperative, collective, state farms -with a broad survey of
comparative African experience. Both the political goals of the
liberation movement and the political and economic realities of
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post-independence Namibia are closely integrated into the discussion.
A final brief chapter assesses a number of policy issues common to
all variants of agrar ian reform.

535. NIXON, CHARLES D. Land use and development in Namibia. The Rague:
Institute of Social Studies, 1980, 143 p. 6 maps, 13 tables,
bibI.: 139-43. (M.A. thesis).

The author sets out to "examine the production potential of the land
under the existing patterns Q~ land use and reveal the exploitative
nature of the present social relations of productio~'. Re considers
that the development of Namibia and its people can only be obtained
in terms of a revolutionary change in which "the direct producers ...
overthrow the owners of land and capital .... " Af ter an introductory
overview of Namibian politics and economics, the bulk of the disser
tation is devoted to the evolution and present context of land use,
with chapters on geography and natural resources, colonisation and
land distribution, support services for white farmers and conditions
for black farmworkers and peasants. In the final section a largely
theoretical discussion of "development" in the context of class
struggle is concluded with a brief assessment of some of the practical
problems in transition and of the different forms of social ownership.
The analysis is at times rather simplistic and abstract, and the
empirical base is of ten out-of-date. But the study benefits from
the author's expertise in agronomy and the information gathered from
official sources during his brief research visit to Namibia in
1978. The latter is drawn together in his still useful summary
repor t to UNIN: Land use and development in Namibia, Lusaka, UNIN,
Division of Agriculture and Land Resources, 1978, 8 p.

536. OLOYA, J.J., et al. AgriculturaI economy of Namibia: strategies
for structural change. Lusaka: UN Institute for Namibia, 1984,
77 p. 23 tables, 4 maps, 8 figures. (Namibian Studies Series
No. 6. Edited by N.K. Duggal, based on the work of J.J Oloya, I.
Miclaus, F.A. Ishengoma and K. Aho).

This study, the second on Namibian agriculture to have been undertaken
by the staff of UNIN, differs from its predecessor (no. 534) chiefly
in its more specifically economic focus and greater depth of empirical
detail, drawn from an extensive range of academic, official and
current affairs sources. It also includes a chapter on fishing
(p. 27-36), the first attempt by UNIN to date to assess this important
sector. Af ter a general introduction and statement of objectives,
separate chapters discuss the natural environment and water resources,
the different branches of livestock farming, arable farming, marine
and inland fishing, agriculturaI support services, nutrition and
food supply, and strategy options in each of the topic areas. Each
of the chapters discusses the present economic situation, resources
and constraints and future potential, the lat ter receiving more
extended assessment in the concluding section. The range of factual
information deployed, both descriptive and statistical, is one of
the study's more important features, but is not without drawbacks:
for the most part it covers only a narrow band of recent years,
which makes judgments on trends uncertain, and on occasion South
African data are used uncritically. The assessment of strategy
options for agriculturaI development covers a great deal of ground,
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tending to discuss each policy area separate ly rather than
attempting a systematic integration of strategy. Although cautious
in evaluating the available alternatives, the general thrust is
towards centralised state control, technological and manageriaI
efficiency, and greater integration and self-sufficiency through
extended crop production, local processing and local manufacture
of intermediate inputs. Selective subsidies and the transfer of
surplus from the mining sector are also endorsed.

537. PAUL, JOHANNES. "Wirtschaft und Besiedelung im siidlichen Amboland".
In Wissenschaftliche Veröffentlichungen, N.F. 2, p. 71-106. Leipzig:
Museum fur Länderkunde, 1933. 18 photos, 6 maps, bibI.: 102.

A detailed and competent study of peasant agriculture and land
settlement in Ovamboland, based on field visits in 1929 and 1930.
The author argues, in opposing the establishment of European
plantations, that the preservation of peasant agriculture within
a reserve benefits the colonial economy more through cheap migrant
labour and sustaining the unemployed. In one sense this study can
thus be seen as a "forerunner" of more recent marxist analyses of
the ro le of the reserves in the apartheid economy.

538. SCHÄFER, HEINRICH and KARL WALTER SPITZNER. Die Karakulzucht in
Siidwestafrika und das Haus Thorer. Cape Town: Thorer-Unternehmen,
1962, 92 p.

This history of karakul breeding and marketing in Namibia focuses
on the important role played by the Thorer company from the
beginning around the turn of the century up to 1962. The book,
published by the company itself, contains information and obser
vations which shed light not only on the karakul business but
also on the economic history of Namibia in general. It shows how
the changing conditions of karakul breeding and international mar
keting have been related to depression, drought, war and the
political considerations of South Africa and its administration
in Windhoek. The book has, however, nothing to offer to readers
who are looking for information on wages, working and living
conditions for farm labourers. The wider history of the "Thorer
Haus" is to be found in Thorer/Hollender: 350 Jahre Thorer (Frank
furt, 1962, 223 p.), which also contains a separate chapter on
Namibia and South Africa ("Siidwestafrika- Siidafrika und das Haus
Thorer", p. 185-215). See also a brief text - in German, English
and Afrikaans - which deals with the operations of the Thorer
company in Namibia up to the mid-1930s, Otto Nauen: Karakulzucht
in Siidwest-Afrika und die Firma Theodor Thorer (Windhoek: Meinert,
1935,80 p.).

539. SCHMOKEL, WOLFE. The myth of the white farmer: commercial agri
culture in Namibia, 1900-1983. Paper presented to the African
Studies Association Conference, Boston, 1983, 23 p.

Based on research in the National Archives (Windhoek), this is a
lucid overview of the history of commercial farming in the 20th
century by a historian at the University of Vermont. White commercial
agriculture is seen as primarily a parasitical phenomenon ("a curious
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political-cultural activity"). which has failed to establish its
viability in the capitalist economy despite the considerable
economic and political support given by the government to the
sett ler community as far back as from the beginning of the century.
The final section of the paper focuses attention on the present
agricultural crisis and the expensive measures taken by South Africa
to prop up an uneconomic structure, making the farmers as a group
"pensioners of the state, which placed and maintained them on the
land for political reasons". The author concludes that this in
heritance of a bankrupt agriculture presents severe dilemmas for
a future independent Namibia, but that state farms, cooperatives
and the encouragement of black land tenure in the traditional white
farming areas may constitute possible strategies. The au thor has
previously published a book on the German colonial movement in the
interwar period: Dream of Empire: German Colonialism, 1919-1945
(New Haven/London: Yale U.P., 1964, 204 p.).

540. SCHNEIDER, HERBERT. Analyse der Tiergesundheitssituation in
Sudwestafrika/Namibia. Giessen: Institut fur tropische Veter
inärmedizin der Justus Liebig-Universität, 1977, 318 p. 65 illus.
(maps and photos), 65 tables. (Dissertation).

Based on painstaking research and practical experience as a veter
inary in Namibia, this empirically dense thesis provides abasic
reference work on the incidence, control, eradiction and prevention
of animal diseases in Namibia. The thesis is also of great value
for the study of the history of a country where cattIe and small
stock farming are economically vital. For this purpose, the sections
on the Rinderpest (cattle plague) in the 1890s and foot-and-mouth
disease in the early 1960s are especially interesting. The author
also shows how the well organised veterinary department has developed
over the years. Numerous tables, photos, maps and references,
as well as a comprehensive bibliography, add to the vaIue of the
study.

541. SOINI, SYLVI. "Agriculture in northern Namibia: Owambo and Kavango,
1965-70". Journal of the Scientific AgriculturaI Society of Finland,
53, 1981: 168-209. 13 figures, 2 maps, 9 tabIes.

At the initiative of the EvangeIical Lutheran Owambokavango Church
in 1964, the author was engaged by the Finnish Missionary Society
to undertake an agricultural survey of the two northern bantustans
in which the church was active. This study is a revised version
of the slightly longer typescript report, subrnitted in 1971. Con
centrating largely on Ovamboland, it provides a more detailed, if
generalised, analysis of soils and vegetation and the scope for
technical improvement in peasant farming than the hundreds of pages
of the "development" plans undertaken for the South African govern
ment in the 1970s by Stellenbosch University (see nos. 450-52).
Although limited in scope, it is valuable for the author's experience
amongst local peasant farmers (1965-70), and for her close attention
to the practical conditions and problems of peasant farming. These
qualities are not seriously impaired by the lack of a social and
economic framework and by the author's uncritical endorsement of
official agricultural policy.
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542. SOUTH AFRICA, DEPARTMENT OF BANTU ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
Vers lag van die interdepartementale komitee insake waterbenutting
en algemene landbouontwikkeling in die Oostelike Caprivistrook.
Pretoria, c 50 p., 1969. (Draft report).

Studies of any kind concerning the eastern Caprivi Strip have been
rare in the period of South African rule, and therein lies the
chief value of this unpublished report. Drawing on a field visit
by Pretoria-based officials of the Department of Bantu Administration
and Development, it provides a factual survey of the ecology,
economics and infrastructure of peasant agriculture in this remote
region, together with brief assessments of existing and possible
future "development" schemes. The report can be seen as preparing
the ground for the creation shortly afterwards of the East Caprivi
"homeland".

543. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the farm industry commission.
Windhoek: Government Printer/Meinert, 1927, 39 p.

This is the much overIooked report of a commission appointed by the
Administrator for SWA to enquire into the position of the white
owned farming industry. Its brief was to review the state of
commercial stock-farming agriculture and to present concrete pro
posals for the improvement of production and marketing. The first
part of the report contains a factual description of production
patterns and costs, transport and marketing. The recommendations
of the commission generally reflect the local farmers' disapproval
of what they claimed to be the official policy restricting financial
support and subsidies to the newly established sett lers from
South Africa. The commission was also "impressed" with the apparent
ability of South African Railways and Harbours to res ist all pro
posals for improvement of services. Apart from transport and
marketing, the commission's major concern was "the native supply
problem", advocating a "Native Labour Association" for white
farmers, greater restrictions on "native stock" and an even stricter
pass law than had already been imposed only a few years before.

544. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Land settlement commission. Windhoek,
1935, 22 p.

Appointed to enquire into the economic position of the ranchers, the
Land Settlement Commission reflects in its report the official
concern at the stability of this lynchpin of the colonial economy.
The Commission established that most settlers were living under
precarious financial circumstances due to a steep decline in prices,
prohibitive transport costs, want of markets, variable rainfall,
stock diseases, and the reckless taking up of loans. The repor t
did not, however, recommend further financial support, but argued
for other measures such as dam construction, improved infrastructure,
research into diseases and provision of markets.

545. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the minimum area of farms
commission. Windhoek, 1946, 59 p.

The first and more limited in scope of the two important agriculturaI
policy reports to be commissioned in the 1940s (see no. 546), this
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investigation was briefed to advise on general policy regarding
minimum farm size. It came down in favour of enforcement by legis
1ation, largely on grounds of ensuring economic viability and pre
venting pasture degradation. It also made a provisional demarcation
by district and sub-district, a detailed list of which forms an
appendix to the report. The commission was careful to consult the
white farmers extensively by public meeting and questionnaire, and
obtained an overwhelming mandate for legisiation. The district
surveys give useful descriptive information on the local ecology
and conditions of farming in the sett ler zone.

546. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the long-term agriculturai
policy commission. Windhoek, 1949, 290 p. 28 tables, 7 diagrams,
4 maps, 20 photos.

This commission strongly influenced South African agriculturai policy
in Namibia in the postwar decades, and in certain respects prefigures
recent discussion of post-independence development policy. It re
mains the only official investigation into agriculture in the 70
years of South African rule to have been given a comprehensive
brief; its nearest sequel is the recent and more specific Harrison
report on farm profitability (no. 519). The report is broad in
scope. A long introductory chapter describes the natural environ
ment, the first systematic account of its kind, and farm economy
and society on white-owned ranches and, briefly, in the reserves.
Two short chapters on agriculturai organisations and support services
and on soil and water conservation are followed by discussion of
methods of improvement, primarily in settler karakul and cattle
ranching, and an extended analysis of the marketing of livestock
products. A concluding section provides a useful summary of the
argument and main recommendations. The repor t bears the stamp of
thorough local knowledge, intensive investigation, and a pragmatic
problem-oriented approach. It contains much empirical detail, and
the statistical appendix provides valuable coverage of the first
25 years of South African rule. Although the reserves were not
entirely neglected, the commission's main concern was with settler
stock-farming, and nearly all its 50 public hearings were in white
farming localities, with the SWA Agriculturai Union closely involved
in coordinating the evidence. The report is written in clear and
forthright style and is at times trenchantly critical of existing
farming practices and official policy, diagnosing agathering
crisis in soil and pas ture degradation. Its recommendations legiti
mated the three foundations of official policy towards settler
ranching right up to present reconsideration: comprehensive
p1anning of water and pasture use; state-subsidised enclosure of
the open range into camps; and state-organized marketing, particularly
of exports. Interestingly, while endorsing the primary subsistence
role of the reserves, the commission recommended cash incentives,
facilities for marketing surplus production, and equal access to
services for peasant agriculture, in the north as weIl as the south 
aspects which were not so actively taken up by the government.

SPITZNER, KARL WALTER, see no. 538.
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547. TJINGAETE, FANUEL. Grundelemente einer wirksamen Agrarreform unter
besonderer Berucksichtigung Namibias. Berlin: Freie Universität,
1983, 96 p. (M.Sc.Econ. thesis).

This thesis, written by a Namibian economist, outlines some of the
main elements in a policy for agrarian reform and agriculturai
improvement. The study is not based on primary research, but re
stricts itself to a general discussion - with examples from other
third world countries - of questions like agriculturai price policy,
credit policy, agriculturai research, education and training as weIl
as taxation and subsidies. These are important aspects which are
often overiooked in the literature on agrarian reforms, and the
author claims that these shortcomings (or omissions ) also characterise
the UNIN study on agrarian reform in Namibia (see no. 534). Based
on what is regarded as a failure of reform programmes in Tanzania
and Egypt, the author especially underlines the need for higher
producer prices and a credit system and a research policy in the
service of small peasants. The case is also made for flexibility in
allowing the coexistence of different organisationai forms of
agriculturai production (communal, group, cooperative and private
farming). The author is based in West Germany, preparing a PhD
thesis and serving as the local representative of the South West Africa
National Union (SWANU).

UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH, see no. 519.

548. URQUHART, ALVlN W. Patterns of settlement and subsistence in
southwestern Angola. Washington, DC: US National Academy of Sciences/
National Research Council, 1963, 149 p. 85 illus., 9 maps.
(Foreign Field Research Program, Report no. 18).

Although not directly concerned with Namibia, The area covered by
this study includes the Angolan half of pre-colonial Ovamboland.
As a detailed and expert field study of the agronomy, the forms
of land use and the economy of peasant farming, it provides much
valuable information, supported by numerous photos, plans and dia
grams, on local conditions similar to those on the Namibian side of
the border. lts value is the greater for the lack, even today, of
any similarly detailed study of peasant farming in the northern
Namibian bantustans, the nearest equivalent being the agronomic
survey by So ini (see no 541).

549. VlLJOEN, JOHANNES J. Die geskiedenis van die karakulboerdery in
Suidwes-Afrika, 1907-50. Johannesburg: Randse Afrikaanse Univer
siteit, 1981, 198 p. 10 diagrams, 4 maps, 16 tables. (MA thesis).

A descriptive economic history of the founding and rise to prosperity
of karakul ranching in southern and central Namibia, based largely
on archival research. Af ter a technical introduction, the study
is divided into four periods: the introduction of karakul sheep
in the latter years of the German regime, pioneer farming during
the First World War and the 1920s, explosive expansion during the
1930s, and consolidation during the 1940s.
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550. WERNER, WOLFGANG. "Production and land policies in the Herero
reserves", 1925-1950. In Seminar on Namibian history, December 1982,
p. 57-77. Windhoek; Namibian Review Publications, 1983.

Written by a Namibian scholar who is preparing a PhD thesis on the
socio-economic history of the Herero, with a special emphasis on
the period 1915-1950, this essay is concerned with the fundamental
issue of production and reproduction in the Herero reserves. On
the basis of extensive archival material, which is admittedly
weak on the conditions of the poorer sections of the population, the
author brings together original and valuable information on the
number and unequal distribution of stocks and income from stock
sales and dairy production. He also shows that the process of
peasantisation and increasing social stratification was particularly
strengthened by the development of dairy production. There is
also a discussion of some of the political manifestions of the
process of differentiation, such as the struggle between individual
and communal forms of access to land and the agitation against
white domination of the reserve economy. The hypothesis is advanced
that despite the decline in the natural resources of the reserves,
a number of peasants have managed to accumulate considerable wealth.

SEE ALSO:

29,41,49,75,84,90,91,94,95,97,107,109,111,112,322,
323, 340, 342, 349, 350, 357, 380, 381, 401-3, 444, 450-2, 454,
489, chapter 8 a(615-643), 649-50, 745, 887,888,949,958,961,
965, 966, 1036.
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B. Fisheries

551. AHLGREN, C.S. The Namibian fishing industry: Africa's cannery row.
Airgram, US Embassy, Pretoria to US Department of State, Washington,
9 June 1981, 8 p. 6 tables.

An economic survey of the fishing industry and, to alesser extent,
the Walvis Bay enclave. It is clearly informed by interviews with
local business leaders and government officials. Such embassy
reports, because unclassified and thus fair ly easily obtainable, may
continue to provide useful sources of current economic data and
information on policy issues.

552. BÄHR, JURGEN. "Zum gegenwärtigen Stand der Fischereiwirtschaft in
Stidwes t afr i ka" • ::M::i:..:t:..:t:..:e:.:i:.:l:.:u:;n::::gQ.e::..:;n~d=e.::r--;ö:..:;s~t:..:e:..;r~r~e::.:i:.:c::.:h=i.::s=c:.:.h=e:.:.n:......::G:.:e:.:o~g2..:r:..:a:.!p:.:h::.:~::.:·s::.:c=.h=e:.:..n
Gesellschaft, 14, no. 1-2, 1972: 86-103.

A well-researched and informative survey of the inshore fishing
industry, concentrating on the late 1960s. It contains much useful
factual information, especially on rock lobs ter catches and production,
processing methods, prices for raw fish and processed exports,
employment and the new quotas awarded in the late 1960s.

553. BOOTH, ALAN R. "American whalers in South African waters". The South
African Journal of Economics, 32, no. 4, 1964: 278-82.

A short historical analysis of economic interaction between the
American long-distance whaling fleet and southern African coastal
communities in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Walvis and
Ltideritz (Angra Pequena) Bays were major operational bases and
barter trading with the Khoisan inhabitants was the earliest form
of economic contact between Namibia and the Western capitalist
economies. See also p. 32-40 in the author's book: The United States
experience in South Africa 1784-1870 (Cape Town/Rotterdam: Balkema,
1976) .

CLARK, W.G., see no. 573.

554. COOPER, ALLAN D. The politics of indirect investments; US
corporate interests in Namibia. Draft paper, University of Wisconsin,
1976, 86 p. 7 diagrams.

Despite its general title, this is in fact a study of US corporate
involvement in the Namibian fishing industry. Much of the text has
been incorporated into the author's more recent book (no. 353), but
a few significant point s have not, and the paper remains an important
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case-study in its own right. It a(gues that US corporations were
instrumental in equipping the Namibian processing factories during
the collapse of the Californian sardine fisheryafter the Second
World War and in marketing their products, particularly canned
pilchards. Similarly, cargo facilities and promotion by the two
main US shipping lines servicing Southern Africa gave access to a
new and lucrative market for frozen lobster tails af ter 1945. The
author deploys a wealth of factual evidence, based on extensive
research, mainly in South African and US newspapers, journals and
official sources.

555. CRAM , DAVID L. "Hidden elements in the developments and implementation
of marine resource conservation policy: the case of the SWA/Namibian
fisheries". In Resource management and environmental uncertainty,
edited by M.H. Glantz and J.D. Thompson, p. 137-56. New York:
Wiley Interscience, 1981.

This is an important and authoritative analysis of the collapse of
the Namibian pilchard stock in the mid-1970s. The author was the
South African government's chief marine scientist in Namibia during
the 1970s and, as Deputy Director of the Sea Fisheries Division
with responsibility for Namibia, in charge of official research
and administration during the critical years of collapse. Although
cautious in ascribing specific blame, he presents a damning indictment
of official complacency and company greed, arguing that scientific
influence in decisions over conservation policy was often rendered
marginal by political and business interests, that scientific
monitoring of the fish population was woefully inadequate and that
widespread evasion of the already inadequaterestr1ct10ns was not
effectively stopped. He also assesses the economic motives of
the companies for overfishing and presents an excellent concise
overview of conservation policy over the 30-year history of the
inshore industry, complementing an earlier and more detailed
account (Cram, D.L., "Research and management of Southeast Atlantic
fisheries", California Cooperative Oceanic Fishery Investigations
(CalCoFi), Report 19, 1977, p. 33-56). The author's argument
carries conviction, despite lack of documentation from first-hand
sources and the fact that it is in part a defence of the professionaI
reputation of the fishery scientists, whomcritics have repeatedly
accused of complacency.

556. CULLEY, MICHAEL B. The pilchard: biology and exploitation. Oxford:
Pergamon Press, 1971,256 p. 92 illus., tables.

The chapter on South Africa and Namibia (p. 181-207) gives an early
account of the rise of the processing industry at Walvis Bay.
Although primarily of scientific interest, it was written at the
climax of the reckless expansion of the 1960s, when the factory ships
were plundering the pilchard stock near to destruction, and contains
interesting detail and policy statements from that period. The
much more exhaustive case-study of the spectacular collapse of the
Californian sardine canning industry in the 1940s offers a most
instructive paralIeI to the disastrous history of its Namibian
counterpart.
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557. FAO. Fishery country information base: Namibia. Rome: FAO,
1979, 79 p. 1 map, 28 tables. (Unpublished draft).

This is an unpublished draft which follows the format of the series
of FAO background reports on national fisheries. It draws heavily
on Barbara Rogers' consultancy repor t for the UN Council for
Namibia (see no. 564), the controversy over which may be the
principal reason why it has not been circulated as an FAO document.
In its present unedited form the study lacks a contents page and is
poorly laid out, making it difficult to use. Although its re
search base is limited, it does gather together much useful infor
mation, particularly from the South African fishing trade journal
and yearbook and from ICSEAF. Af ter a general introduction on
Namibia as a whole, the study covers living marine resources,
catches, the state of the different fish stocks, conservation
measures, fishing methods, inland water and fish resources,
factory and trawler processing and marketing, the institutionai
structure (government, companies), research, and development
recommendations. The latter place considerable emphasis on the
training of Namibians, especially for government supervision, the
gathering of policy-related data and the preparation of contingency
measures to enable the post-independence Namibian government to
impose effective controis. The study does not, however, analyse
the implications of foreign exploitation of Namibia's fish resources
or assess the strategic options for a national fisheries policy.
These and other deficiencies are likely to be rectified in a major
analysis of post-independence policy options for the Namibian
fishing industry now in preparation by an FAO consultancy team and
due for completion during 1984.

558. FOSTER, SUSAN D. and DENNIS M. WEIDNER. The lobster fisheries in
the Republic of South Africa and Namibia, 1975-6. Washington: US
National Marine Fisheries Service, 1978, 21 p. 20 figure, 4 tables,
8 app. (Foreign Fisheries Leaflet, 77, no. 5).

A concise and informative survey of the biology, economics and
management of the South African and Namibian rock lobster industry,
particularly useful on the ownership structure of the companies
involved and on exports to the US, then by far the biggest market.
Although Namibia tends to be merged with South Africa in the
statistics, specific data are scattered through the text.

GULLAND, J.A., see no. 573.

559. HARRISON, HUMPHREY. Report on the South African fishing companies (7).
Johannesburg, 1981, c 70 p. Tables.

This is a financial survey of the eight leading South African
companies with fishing interests, most of them heavily involved in
Namibia as weIl as South Africa. It was prepared by a Johannesburg
firm of share analysts for sale to stock market investors and remains
unpublished. The general introduction gives a brief but well-informed
and trenchantly critical review of South African conservation policy
and overfishing by the companies. The rest of the report applies
a standardised framework of assessment to each company in turn.
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Each section consists of a brief commentary, with useful details
of the company's ownership, investments and economic activities
as weIl as statistics from its accounts for the period 1975-79.
(The statistics can be a little difficult to interpret without a
knowledge of the terminology of accountancy.) A comparative
summary of the stock market data is also given together with a
chart of the ownership structure of the companies.

560. LEES, ROBIN. Fishing for fortunes: the story of the fishing in
dustry in Southern Africa and the men who made it. Cape Town:
Purnell, 1969, 283 p. 9 photos, 1 map, bibI.: xiii-xv.

An important history of the fishing industry in South Africa and
Namibia. Although sources are rarely given for factual evidence,
the book appears to be based on extensive research, which is
competently deployed and, where verifiable, accurate. From
internai references the author appears to be the daughter of a top
executive of one of the major Namibian fishing companies, and
her knowledge indicates substantiai assistance from leading
figures in the industry. With its wealth of detail, and at times
perceptive analysis, this book is therefore invaluable as an
inside view of the rise of the pelagic fish and lobster processing
industry in Namibia. It provides rare insight into a closed
manageriai world, although it is not entirely uncritical of
company attitudes and government policy. Its major drawback is
that as a popular narrative history, factual information is
scattered in fragments throughout the text, making it difficult
to use for reference and analysis.

561. LIESEGANG, C. "Die Guanogewinnung auf den Inseln und an der Kiiste
Siidwestafrikas". Erdkunde, 4, no. 1-2, 1950: 35-43.

A brief economic history of guano recovery along the Namibian coast
from its origins in the 1820s up to the late 1930s, researched from
a wide range of published sources.

562. MOORSOM, RICHARD. Fishing: exploiting the sea. London: Catholic
Institute for International Relations, 1984, 123 p. 7 diagrams,
14 tables, 2 maps, bibI.: 114-20. (A Future for Namibia, 5).

The second of Moorsom's contributions to the excellent CIIR series
on Namibia, this short book follows a similar format to its
companions, with a strong emphasis on rigorous but simplified
analysis and on the development strategy. The opening chapters
describe Namibia's wealth of marine resources and the history of
foreign fishing, both by South African companies and by long-distance
trawler fleets, which has all but destroyed them. The three middle
chapters analyse the political economy of overfishing, the economic
stake of the foreign interests involved, and the exploitation of
Namibian workers and fishermen in the ruthiess scramble for profits.
The final and longest chapter analyses the prospect s and alternative
strategies for development af ter independence, arguing, controversially,
that should South Africa hang on to Walvis Bay, a medium-term option
of rebuilding a moderate-size industry at Liideritz would be viable.
Although empirical data is limited and highly selective, the tables
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and diagrams provide a comprehensive set of up-to-date statistics
for a notoriously poorly served sector of the Namibian economy.
There is also a full bibliography. Two shorter articles by the
same author give slightly greater information on the specific
subjects they address, foreign exploitation, and the recent exodus
to Chile (The Namibian fishing industry, paper presented to the
International Seminar on the role of TNCs in Namibia, Washington,
1982, and "The plunder of Namibia's seas", African Business, July
1983).

563. NEWMAN, GARTH G. The living marine resources of the Southeast
At l ant ic • Rome : ':;F~AJ':::O-,":::'::-1';;9::;'7""7"'-,--=5~9;:'::":p:":'.--;:2;-;:3:-:-t-a~b-:;-1-e":"s-, -b;--;-'ib;-:;-l-.-:--'-;5"-;6:---;:9::-.-
(Fisheries Technical Paper 178).

Although primarily a synthesis of scientific knowledge on the state
of the fish stocks, this authoritative survey by one of South
Africa's most able marine scientists - since departed for Australia 
is valuable for its overview of the recent history of cornrnercial
fishing and for its comprehensive catch statistics.

564. ROGERS, BARBARA. Question of the Namibia Fishery industries. New
York: UN Council for Namibia, 1975, 94 p. 3 diagrams, 14 tables +
statistical appendix. (Unpublished conference paper, 75/156).

This is one of the most comprehensive and best-researched studies
of the Namibian fishery to date, and it is unfortunate that it
remains unpublished. It was submitted as a consultancy report,
and draws extensively on material unused or not easily available to
other researchers, especially Lees' history (see no. 560), ICSEAF
documents and the trade journal and annual (see no. 976). Separate
sections cover the marine environment, pelagic fishing, trawling,
other marine products (mainly crayfish, seals, guano), marketing,
the processing companies, the international trawler fleet, and
ICSEAF, with an appendix giving FAO statistics for the Southeast
Atlantic for 1965-72. The author's analysis is penetrating and
strongly critical of foreign (including USSR) exploitation and
overfishing of Namibia's living marine resources. She argues that
ICSEAF, whose establishrnent and mode of operation is outlined in
detail, is no less illegal than the South African occupation regime
and urges, with a series of specific recornrnendations, that the UN
and FAO should act to protect Namibian marine resources.

565. ROTHSCHILD, BRIAN J. The fish resources of Namibia: present status
and options for future policies. Rome: FAO, 1982, 78 p. 1 map,
8 figures, 16 tables. (Unpublished report).

This is one of a number of consultancy reports prepared under the
most recent phase of the UN Nationhood Prograrnrne for Namibia. Like
most of the others it is as yet unpublished. The author is the
first non-South African fish population expert to assess the
Namibian fishery, and his report is a sophisticated technical
analysis, both of the present state of the fish stocks and of the
options for Namibian conservation policy af ter independence. His
recornrnendations are complex, interdependent and - because they
understandably tend to sidestep the controversial questions of
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political choice - of ten conditional. The first section of the
report provides valuable data on catches and the state of the fish
stocks, largely drawn from ICSEAF sources. The author's comments
are authoritative, although in places all to brief and at times
too technical for non-experts to follow easily. The authors of
sources used are cited,butunfortunately no bibliography is attached.

RUSHBURNE, J.L., see no. 567.

SA Fishing Industry Handbook and Buyer's Guide, see no. 976.

566. SHAUGHNESSY, P.D. "The status of seals in South Africa and Namibia".
FAO Fisheries Series, 4, no. 5, 1982: 383-410. 10 tables.

As weIl as providing information on population and biology, this survey
is one of the few sources to give a detailed history and description
of the economic exploitation of the seal colonies.

567. SMIT, P.G. and J.L. RUSHBURNE. A survey of the fishing industry in
South Africa and South West Africa. Statsinform (Pty) Ltd., 1971,
158 p. 21 diagrams, 36 tables + summaries of company accounts.
(Statisform, Nedbank Group, Survey no. 4).

A detailed survey, mainly statistical, on conservation policy, catches,
production and the companies involved. Separate chapters cover
the inshore pelagic industry, deep-sea trawling, rock lobster and
whaling. In most of the tables and diagrams which re late largely
to the mid- and late 1960s, Namibia is distinguished from South
Africa, a practice which because it was not usually followed in
official publications of the time makes them particularly useful,
although the sources are not always given. Although much of the
text is taken up with a presentation of the statistics, there is
additional information on what was a murky episode in the history
of Namibian conservation policy. The final section summarises in
turn the accounts of 11 leading fish processing companies, with
brief notes on fish production, investment and dividends.

568. SOUTH AFRICA (REPUBLIC). Commission of inquiry into the fishing
industry of South Africa and South West Africa. Pretoria: Govern
ment Printer, 1972, 173 p. Maps, diagrams, tables. (RP47-72).

569. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Commission of inquiry into the fishing
industry. Windhoek, 1966, 70 p.

These two reports are the only official investigations into the
Namibian fishing industry to have been published. They were initiated
(in 1965 and 1967 respectively) partly in response to the gathering
crisis of over-exploitation of the pilchard in both the South
African and the Namibian inshore fisheries, with the companies
pressing for ever higher quotas and with open warfare between the
SWA Administration and the South African Department of Industries
over the licensing of fishmeal factory ships to operate off the
Namibian coast. The firstcommission, reporting at the end of 1966,
concentrated on the short-term problems of resource management.
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Despite clearly registering scientists' warnings of inadequate
data and the risks of overexploitation, its response to the entry
of the factory ships was - perverse ly - to endorse additional
shore quotas. It also hastened the collapse of the rock lobster
by adopting the controversial argument of one of its members
(reproduced in an appendix) for the abolition of the restriction
on the minimum size allowed to be caught. Its successor, a more
substantiai investigation with broad terms of reference, reported
late in 1971 af ter four years of deliberation and a series of
unpublished interim reports, at least three of which - on the South
African takeover of fisheries administration from the SWA Adminis
tration (1968), on stock assessment (1970), and on the pelagic
fish factories (1970) - included the Namibian industry. The final
report is a comprehensive and wellorganised survey of the South
African and Namibian fishing industries and remains a valuable
source of factual information. It includes histories of the rise
of the different branches of the shore-based industry, as weIl as
foreign offshore 'trawling; and sections on the living marine resources,
the forms of exploitation, the methods of resource management, and
the structures of administration and research. Text relating to
Namibia is scattered throughout the report, but is organised into
sub-sections and therefore easy to locate, although regrettably
most Namibian and South African statistics are merged. Its re
commendations, cautiously framed, were directed mostly to the long
term rather than immediate issues. Few of the more important
of them were adopted.

570. SPARKS, DONALD L.
potential. Paper
of Vermont, 1982,

Namibia's coastal and marine resource development
presented to a conference on Namibia, University
36 p. 4 tables.

One of several recent papers (see nos. 479, 443) on economic and
political issues related to Namibian independence by a former
adviser in the US State Department during the Carter Administration
of the late 1970s. It provides a brief overview of mineral and
marine resources in the coastal Namib desert and the 200 mile
offshore zone which Namibia will be entitled to controi af ter
independence, as weIl as a description of the present forms and
rates of economic exploitation. It is critical of South African
policy, but occasionally inaccurate and somewhat speculative in
argument. An appendix provides a useful summary history of South
Africa's legal claims to Walvis Bay and the offshore islands and
of the former's significance as a port ( See also no. 1563 ).

571. STOOPS, W.H. "The South African fishing industry". The South
African Journal of Economics, 21, no. 2, 1953: 241-50.

While it contains few explicit references to Namibia, this article
provides a well-informed general account of the explosive rise
of the pelagic fish processing industry in South Africa and
Namibia during the 1940s and early 1950s, of which there are few
competent overviews. It discusses the economic factors behind the
expansion, the fishing fleet and the role of the state.
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572. THOMESEN, INGE. The fisheries of Namibia: a preliminar report.
University of Troms (Norway), Institute of Fisheries, 1978, 71 p.
11 figures, 6 tables.

This is a well-researched technical report, mainly but not only
concerned with present conditions. Its value is enhanced by the
author's expertise in fisheries research and by his field visit
in 1978, which, although restricted to two weeks by the South
African authorities, is one of the very few made by independent
researchers of the Namibian fishing industry. As weIl as personal
observation, the author uses several research reports by South
African scientists which are not easily available abroad. Af ter
describing the living marine resources along the Namibian coast,
he outlines the history of conservation policy, catches and pro
duction in the land-based industry with its South African dominated
ownership structure. Separate chapters on Llideritz and Walvis
Bay describe factory production and fishing methods, focusing in
particular on working conditions, the technology and the organisation
of local trawler fishing. An illuminating assessment of government
fisheries, research and administration is followed by a discussion
of policing the offshore fishing zone and the context of Walvis
Bay following South Africa's illegal annexation in 1977. In con
clusion, the author advocates eventual nationalisation of
company-owned factories and boats; a separate and adequately funded
fisheries administration supervising a 200-mile offshore zone;
national nutritional planning; improvement in working conditions
and training programmes; labour-intensive investment and processing
for human consumption.

573. TROADEC, J.P., W.G. CLARK and J.A. GULLAND. "A review of some
pelagic fish stocks in other areas". In Rapports et Proces-verbal.
Conseil International pour L~exploration de la Mer, 177, 1980:
252-77. 8 tables, 3 figures.

A major part of this article, written by experts in FAO's Fisheries
Department, is devoted to Namibia, presenting probably the most
thorough and authoritative analysis to date of the history and
disastrous decline of Namibia's rich pilchard stock under commercial
exploitation. Although directed primarily to the scientific aspects
of fishery regulation, the catch and fishing effort data and
summary of management measures will be of particular economic
interest.

574. US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERlES.
The marine fishing industries of South Africa and South West Africa.
Washington DC, 1969, 28 p. (Foreign Fisheries Leaflet, no. 22).

A detailed and comprehensive survey of all branches of the fishing
industry, in the Namibian case incorporating most of the information
contained in a short review of the previous year (SWA's fishing
industries, 1966 and 1967, Foreign Fisheries Leaflet no. 21,
1968, 3p). Compiled by the Regional Fisheries Attache, US Embassy,
Ivory Coast, it is a thoroughly researched and authoritative report,
giving some historical background but concentrating on recent
economic developments, marketing, and the organisation of the
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industry. Written at the peak of the Namibian fishing boom, it
pays particular attention to the factory ships controversy.

SEE ALSO:

25, 32, 49, 75, 95, 111, 353, 420, 489, 510, 513, 536, 729, 745,
976.
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c. Mining

575. ANONYMOUS. "Tsumeb: three-year wonder". Fortune, 41, no. 2, 1950:
84-5.

A celebration of the success of the US-owned Newmont Mining
Corporation in turning the derelict Tsumeb mine into a large-scale
and hugely profitable operation. The article gives a valuable
insight into management strategy, both towards investment and
towards labour control, with economic information on the mine both
under previous owners and since the US takeover in 1946.

576. ANONYMOUS. "A comprehensive survey of the mining position in South
West Africa". SWA Annual 1951: 101-135.

An account of the postwar mining boom, packed with concise infor
mation on production and export of each of the minerals. There
is also a section outlining the mining laws of the territory.

577. ANTI-APARTHEID-BEWEGUNG GRUPPE BREMEN. Uranabbau in Namibia.
Gestohlenes Uran flir die strahlende Zukunft der Bundesrepublik.
Bremen: AG gegen die militärisch-nukleare Zusammenarbeit der BRD
mit Slidafrika in der Anti-Apartheid-Bewegung Gruppe Bremen, 1982,
114 p. BibI.: 108-11.

A collection of articles and documents concerned with Namibia,
uranium, South Africa's nuclear strategy and the role of West
Germany in nuclear collaboration, bringing together a wide range of
material from sources such as the DN hearings on Namibian uranium,
the Information Centre on Southern Africa (ISSA), the SWAPO/Namibian
Support Committee Seminar on Trade Unions and Namibian Uranium.

578. AULAKH, H.S., et al. The mining industry of Namibia. Legal frame
work and development strategy options (tentative title). Lusaka:
UNIN. (Namibia Studies Series, edited by N.K. Duggal). In
preparation.

579. BURG, GEORG. Die nutzbaren Minerallagerstätten von Deutsch
Slidwestafrika. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1942,305 p.,
66 illus., maps, tables, bibI.: 293-305. (Mitteilungen der
Forschungsstelle flir Kolonialen Bergbau an der Bergakademie
Freiburg, Nr. 2.)

An extensive and thorough survey of geology and mineral production
in Namibia. Although the main focus is on geology and natural
resources, there is also valuable information, especially in
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respect of diamonds, on production, export, sales income and company
structure. There are separate chapters on copper, vanadium, tin,
diamonds, gold and iron ore, as weIl as smaller sections on minor
minerals. A comprehensive bibliography and a large number of
tables, maps and charts make the book a source of considerable
value.

580. CATHOLIC INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. Mines and indepen
dence. London: CIIR, 1983, 155 p. 25 tables, 5 figs., 3 maps,
bibI.: 147-51. (A Future for Namibia, 3).

Published as the third volume in the CIIR series A Future for
Namibia, this study of the mining sector makes a valuable contribu
tion to the discussion on the economic and political prospects for
an independent Namibia. The first part of the book provides a
factual, up-to-date and lucid analysis of the pas t and present
operations of the mining companies and their impact on the political
economy of Namibia. This part offers important insights into
mineral production, company ownerships, profits, and working
conditions, as weIl as the mining sector's links with the inter
national markets and to the South African regime. It also reveals
how the mining boom in the 1970s turned into a slump in the 1980s,
leading to increasing unemployment and falling state revenues. The
second half is concerned with mineral policy issues af ter indepen
dence, and provides a detailed and realistic examination of the
options facing a Namibian government committed to social justice
and national controI of a vital sector of theeconomy. Among the
issues considered are a national mining service, the building
up of strong trade unions, training of Namibians, the abolition
of the contract labour system, a revision of contracts and agree
ments with foreign companies and the use of mineral revenues for
general development purposes, thus benefitting the people as a whole.
The study will undoubtedly serve as a handy reference work with its
numerous tables in the text and appendix and with an extensive biblio
graphy.

581. CDM (PTY) LTD. Consolidated Diamond Mines. Windhoek, 1981, 25 p.
15 photos, 6 figs., 2 tables.

Published by the company itself, this is a brief, informative
booklet on the operations of CDM in Namibia. Among the subjects
touched upon are the history of diamond mining, the geology of the
deposits, the mining process, the metallurgyas weIl as a PR-section
on employment practices. There are also detailed production figures
(1970-1979) andseveral figures which provide useful technical
information for non-experts.

THE CHAMBER OF MINES OF SWA/NAMIBIA. Annual Report, see no. 944.

582. THE CONSOLIDATED DIAMOND MINES OF SOUTH-WEST AFRICA LTD. Annual
reports and accounts. Windhoek: CDM, 1920-1974.

The annual report of the major mining company in Namibia, a subsidiary
of De Beers Consolidated Mining Ltd., is an important source on
diamond production, exports, labour and profitability. In 1974
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De Beers bought out CDM's minority shareholders and stopped publica
tion of the report. Since then only fragments of information have
been revealed in its own annual report.

583. DEVERELL, JOHN and THE LATIN AMERICAN WORKING GROUP. Falconbridge.
Portrait of a Canadian mining multinational. Toronto: James
Larimer & Co., 1975, 184 p.

Published by a group of researchers in Toronto who investigate
multinational corporations and Canadian foreign policy, this book
takes a critical look at Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. The
company defied both the UN and the International Court of Justice
when it opened a copper mine in Namibia in 1971 (Oamites Mining
Co. (Pty) Ltd.), in partnership with the South African government.
Ch. 8, "Profits from apartheid: Falconbridge in Africa" (p. 149-69)
demonstrates how Falconbridge took full advantage of the repressive
labour systern in Narnibia, with a rate of return (af ter tax) of
57% in 1973. Falconbridge sold its controlling interest in Oarnites
to Meteorex of South Africa in 1982, but its parent company, Superior
Oil, is still involved in oil exploration.

584. EPSTEIN, EDWARD JAY. The diarnond invention. An expose of the inter
national diamond monopoly. London: Hutchinson, 1982, 250 p.

This is a popular and somewhat superficial account of the international
diamond industry, written by an American journalist. The book is
based on extensive reading and investigations, including visits
to several mines in Southern Africa, but contains a number of
inaccuracies and is not as reliable and informative as the sirnilar
account by T. Green (no. 586). The major part of the book deals with
the role of De Beers Central Selling Organisation, and chapter 4 
"Holding back the ocean" - is devoted to the operations in Namibia.
The author describes how the cartel organises production and mar
keting on a global scale, and how it has repeatedly interfered in
the internal political affairs of African states. He predicts a
collapse of the monopolyana the dis integration of the industry, with
profound effects on a country like Namibia which depends heavily
on income from the export of diamonds. There is als o a bibliographic
guide to the vast literature on diarnonds, mining and marketing
(p. 239-56).

585. FERREIRA, EDUARDO DE SOUSA. "International capital in Namibia.
Tsurneb and the CDM". Ufahamu, 3, no. 2, 1972: 49-64. (In German:
"Internationales Kapital in Namibia", Blätter fur deutsche und
internationale Politik, no. 12, 1972; also distributed as a reprint
by Informationsstelle Sudliches Afrika, Bonn, 1972, 12 p.).

Based on information available in the late 1960s, this article
identifies 44 foreign firms doing business in Namibia. The general
discussion of the role of multinational companies is followed by an
analysis of the two largest companies, Consolidated Diamond Mines
and the Tsumeb Corporation. Among the issues covered are company
structure, production, profits and dividends, taxes and the labour
force.
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586. GREEN, TIMOTHY. The world of diamonds. London: Weidenfeld and
Nicolson, 1981,261 p.

Written with admirable clarity and authority, this is the most in
formative of several popular accounts on the mining and marketing
of diamonds. It is based on extensive traveIling, including
a visit to Namibia, and succeeds in highlighting the main features
of what is described as a "ruthIess, secretive and of ten illicit
business". The author, an experienced journalist, points to the
dominant role played by De Beers/Central Selling Organisation,
and devotes a separate chapter to "Namibia: the diamond desert"
(p. 63-74).

587. GREGORY, THEODOR. Ernest Oppenheimer and the economic development
of Southern Africa. Cape Town: Oxford University Press, 1962,
609 p. BibI.: 599-609.

The author of this factually detailed book was originally commissioned
by Angla American Corporation of South Africa to write a history
of that institution, but it was decided after the death of Ernest
Oppenheimer to link the company history directly to his name. As
a conventionaI company history, the book is strong on details but
devoid of any serious criticism of the company and its leaders.
The focus is on the mining and marketing of diamonds, and there are,
therefore, several references to the development of mining in
Namibia. The author shows, for example, that the acquisition of
monopoly controI over the Namibian diamond fields through an Anglo
subsidiary, Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM), played an important
role in the formation of the new syndicate in 1925. There is also
some information of the strategy of De Beers during the depression
in the 1930s, during which CDM was closed down altogether for several
years. For another study of the Oppenheimer empire, with fewer
details, see Edward Jessup: Ernest Oppenheimer: a study in power.
(London: Rex Collings, 1979, 357 p.). From a quite different per
spective, Duncan Innes has recent ly published a weIl documented and
critical analysis of Anglo American Corporation (see no. 368).

588. JEPSON, TREVOR B. Rio-Tinto Zinc in Namibia. London: Christian
Concern for Southern Africa, 1977, 18 p.

This brief report formed an early, liberal-minded contribution to
the exposure of British involvement in the illegal production and
export of uranium from the Rössing mine. It urges the British
government to withdraw its commercial protection from investments
in Namibia and the churches to monitor closely RTZ policies on
wages, health protection and trade union representation.

589. KRAMER, REED and TAMI HULTMAN. Tsumeb. A profile of United States
contribution to underdevelopment in Namibia. New York: Corporate
Information Center of the National Council of Churches, 1973, 36 p.

This was the first case study to expose the exploitative role of
the Tsumeb Corporation, until recently controlled by two US-based
mining corporations, as Namibia's largest producer of base minerals,
and it remains one of the best researched. The authors analyse
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the implications of Tsumeb's operations for Namibia and for the
United States, drawing attention to issues like migrant labour and
labour policies, profitability, wages and working conditions and
Tsumeb's contribution to South African controlover the territory.
The tables, showing production figures (1949-1971), taxation and
return on investment (1963-1970), are valuable for compiling time
series of pre-1970 company data.

590. LANNING, GREG with MARTI MUELLER. Africa undermined. Mining
companies and the underdevelopment of Africa. Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1979, 592 p. 38 tables, 24 figures.

This lucid and comprehensive survey of the international mining
corporations and their operations in Africa is written for a general
audience, having grown out of a close study of the Anglo American
Corporation. The authors are freelance writers who have carried
out extensive research and paid several visits to Africa. The book
shows how the mining corporations dominate the economies of the
Southern African region, undermining and distorting the social and
political structure, as they plunder the region's non-renewable
resources. A separate chapter (p. 468-81) is devoted specifically
to Namibia, but the general sections on mining, the marketing of
Africa's minerals, the world diamond monopolyand the Oppenheimer
complex contribute also to an understanding of the Namibian economy
and the prospect s for the future.

591. LENZEN, GODEHARD. The history of diamond production and the diamond
trade. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1970, 230 p. Bibl.: 212-219.
(German original: Produktions- und Handelsgeschichte des Diamanten.
Zeitlich geordnete Beiträge unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der
Preisbildung und der Konzentrationsbestrebungen der Urproduktion.
Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1966.)

Originally published in German, this is a solid description of
the fascinating history of diamond production and the diamond trade.
Nearly one-third of the book is concerned with the production and
trade of the diamond deposits of Africa from 1870 onwards. The
author pays due attention to the role played by Namibian diamonds
in the changes of the production and marketing structure which took
pläce in the period 1919 to 1933, eventually leading to the high
degree of concentration characterising the trade today.

592. LEVINSON, OLGA.
and his times.
bibI.: 167-68.

Diamonds in the desert. The story of August Stauch
Cape Town: Tafelberg, 1983, 173 p. 156 photos,

This well written anecdotal account of the early days of diamond
production in Namibia focuses on the sett ler pioneer August Stauch,
who has also become a legend among the settler community today. The
author gives avivid description of the major diamond discoveries and
the rush for claims in 1908, followed by the struggle for control
and monopoly which eventually led to the takeover by De Beers. It
also deals with the political career of August Stauch as a member
of the old "Landesrat" and of the Legislative Assembly established
in 1926, and describes the fall of his business empire in Germany
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and Namibia in the interwar period. The biography glorifies a
time which, in the overall history of diamond mining in Namibia,
is relatively unimportant, and tends to reinforce dearly held
colonial myths ("the men who made South West"). It is lavishly
illustrated with photos, drawings and facsimile prints of documents.

593. LUND, WENDA. Die Rössing-Uranmine in Namibia und ihre regionale
und internationale politische Bedeutung. Köln: Pahl-Rugenstein
Verlag, 1984, 208 p. 18 tables, 4 figures, bibI.: 200-08.
(Diplomarbeit, Univ. Bremen).

This is a comprehensive study of the Rössing uranium mine, covering
the origins of the project, its contemporary importance for the
world uranium market and the South African nuclear strategy, the
role of international finance and mining capital, and health and
working conditions at the mine. There is also a certain amount
of technical information. Special attention is paid to British
and West German connections and the support given by these two
countries to the continuing illegal occupation of Namibia. It
also points out that the requirements of the uranium mine were
one of the main reasons for building the controversial Ruacana
hydro-electrical power scheme, and that the heavy water consumption
at the mine could lead to afuture ecological disaster.

594. MOMPER, JAMES A. "The Etosha basin reexamined". Oil & Gas Journal.
April 5, 1982: 262-87.

This is one of the few published reports on the petroleum potential of
the Etosha basin, focusing almost exclusively on the southern half
of the basin in Namibia. Although the article is strictly technical,
it also contains a brief survey of the exploration activities
and an informative bibliography listing unpublished and open reports
prepared by Etosha Petroleum Co. (Pty.) Ltd. The conclusion is
that the geological evidence for oil and gas is suggestive, but
that the basin's true potential can only be determined by drilling
more wells.

MUELLER, MARTI, see no. 590.

595. MURRAY, ROGER. The mineral industry of Namibia: perspective for
independence. A factual survey of existing mineral developments
in Namibia with descriptive analysis of their economic, fiscal and
legal implications. London: The Commonwealth Secretariat, 1978,
127 p. 10 tables, bibI.: 125-27.

Prepared as a consultancy report for the Commonwealth Fund for
Technical Co-operation at the request of SWAPO, this was one of
the first studies to appear on the Namibian mining sector and its
fiscal and legal dimensions. The first part is devoted to a de
scriptive, albeit uneven survey of mineral resources, production,
exports, processing capacity, employment, foreign investment and
prospecting rights. It is followed by case studies of two of the
major corporations, Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM) and Tsumeb.
Special attention is then devoted to the legal aspects of mining
in a territory under South African control, and a chronology
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as weIl as details of mlnlng legislation are provided in appendices.
There is also a general profile of the economy, which helps to
place the mining sector in a proper perspective. A revised and
partly updated edition is scheduled for publication in 1984, but
compared to the more concentrated study by the Catholic Institute
forInternational Relations (no. 580) it is neither as comprehensive
in scope nor as authoritative in analysis.

NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE, see no. 604.

596. RAMSEY, ROBERT H. Men and mines of Newmont. A fifty-year history.
New York: Octagon Books/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1973, 339 p.

Although conventionai and uncritical, as a company history this book
nevertheless illuminates the important role played by the Tsumeb
Corporation in providing Newmont with huge profits to be invested
in mining and oil exploration in other parts of the world. Ch. 7:
"Tsumeb- The Unique Orebody" (p. 126-145) deals exclusively with
mining operations in Namibia, which Newmont, together with American
Metal Climax, bought for a very low price after the German-owned
mine had been confiscated by South Africa during the Second World
War. According to the company's own calculations, few orebodies
anywhere in the world have been as high grade in as many metals and
have proved as profitable as has the Tsumeb mine.

597. ROBERTS. ALUN. The Rossing file: the inside story
secret contract for Namibian uranium. London: The
the Namibian Uranium Contracts (CANUC), 1980, 68 p.

of Britain's
Campaign against

6 photos.

This booklet is a classical example of politically directed
radical research. Its publication was part of a carefully planned
escalation of the campaign to end British imports of Namibian
uranium, which included a hard-hitting television documentary
("Follow the yellowcake road", World in Action, Granada) and trade
union action against the hitherto secret transport route, in both
of which the author was centrally involved. Well-written and
thoroughly researched, the pamphletexplains with admirable clarity
how a major mining multinational, Rio Tinto Zinc, set up a lucrative
mining operation hy manoeuvring the British government into becoming
its major customer and defender. It also exposes the duplicity of
successive governments in protecting RTZ's illegal contract. It
contains a good deal of useful information on the economics of the
Rossing mine itself and the conditions for its black employees, and
also reproduces key statements by SWAPO and by the Rossing workers.
For a brief, and somewhat updated version, see a conference paper by
the same author: The International Trade in Namibia's Uranium.
An overview of the Expropriation of Namibia's uranium resources
,Washington: International Seminar on The Role of Transnational
Corporations in Namibia, 1982, 8 p.).

598. RÖSSING URANIUM LTD: An introduction to Rössing, the largest
uranium mine in the world. Windhoek: Rössing Uranium Ltd., 1980,
13 p.
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Published by Rössing Uranium Ltd. to defend the company against its
many critics, this is a glossy introduction to uranium mining in
Namibia. It provides a certain amount of technical information
on the geology of the uranium deposits and the mining operations,
and paints a rosy picture of environmental control, training schemes,
communi t y facilities and the achievements of the Rössing Foundation.

599. ROGERS, BARBARA. .:.N:.:a:.::m:..:i:.;b;..:i:..:a::..'~s=-.,u;::.r=-=a;::n;:i-=um=:-._...:I'7m~p:-:l:..:i:-,c:..:a::..t::..1::..· 07-n:,=s-::-=f-=o-=r~t:.:h:..:e~S;..:o:..:u:..:t:..:h7
African occu ation regime. New York: UN Council for Namibia, 1975,
81 p. Unpublished working paper).

This is the first comprehensive study of the Rössing uranium mine
and its political implications, which is still a valuable source
for understanding the dynamics of mining expansion and the process of
Namibia's further economic and military integration with South
Africa and the West. The conclusion is that the Rössing mine
provides a major economic and strategic incentive for the South
African occupation regime to refuse to withdraw, and that the
huge project could never have been undertaken without foreign
companies and the backing of their governments.

600. SAVOSNICK, KURT. "Economics of the Namibian diamond industry".
Nairobi/Geneva: UNCTAD, 1978, 76 p. (Chapter 7 of an unpublished
report on the external sector of Namibia's economy).

Prepared as a self-contained study which was stated to be part of a
still unpublished - report on the external sector of Namibia's
economy, this is a detailed examination of the economics of the
diamond industry. The estimates are based on the Annual Reports
of De Beers Consolidated Mines and additional information given
by De Beers directly to the consultant, but it is noted that certain
key information - such as the value of the Namibian diamonds sold
to Central Selling Organisation, the commission margin charged by
CSO and the cost and profit position of the marketing subsidiaries 
is still missing. Despite these limitations, the author has
attempted to undertake an analysis of costs, prices, profits and
taxes. All assumptions and data used are made explicit, so that
any errors of fact, judgement and reasoning can be evaluated and
corrected. The study reveals that in 1976-78 the production costs
and related expenditure appeared to be less than one-quarter of
the gross sales revenues from Namibian diamonds, concluding that
an independent Namibia will have a strong interest in ensuring
that profits arising from production and trading in Namibian
diamonds are taxed by and for Namibia.

601. SINGHAM, A.W. "Namibia and nuclear proliferation". Third World
Quarterly, 3, no. 2, April 1981: 277-286.

The author's concern in this brief article is the fundamental
role uranium is playing in the political destiny of Namibia.
He bases his treatment of the subject on the UN special hearings
on "The plunder of Namibian uranium" in 1980 (see nos. 606-7).
The exploitation of mineral resources in Namibia is placed in a
historical context, followed by a discussion of foreign investments,
the transportation of uranium and South Africa'snuclear capability.



602. SÖHNGE, G. Tsumeb.
Society, 1967, 92 p.
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A historical sketch. Windhoek:
32 photos. (Sec. ed., 1976).

SWA Scientific

The author, a geologist by profession, explains in the preface that
this is not a history but a sketch compiled on a spare time basis.
Given this obvious limitation, the book nevertheless contains a
certain amount of historical data on copper mining. The chronicle
is mainly based on files of the Otavi Minen- und Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft
for the period 1906-1940. The author has als o added two brief chapters
on mining and explorations prior to 1906, as weIl as a section on
the development of mining af ter the Second World War. The latter
part gives some interesting technical descriptions. As a whole,
however, the book is very much a narrow "company history", and
readers looking for information on working and living conditions
should not expect to be rewarded. It is illustrative of the
approach that the author believes the main reason for the migrant
labour system to be "the attractive conditions of work, good food
and hospital facilities".

603. SOUTH AFRICA (UNION). The mineral resources of the Union of South
Africa. With a summary of the mineral resources of South West
Africa. Pretoria: Government Printer, 1936, xiv., 454 p. Maps,
graphs, tables.

Compiled in the Office of the Geological Survey, Pretoria, this
massive survey is mainly concerned with geology, but also contains
information on the history of mining, economic factors, and
companies. Namibia is referred to in the general chapters and
in the statistical section, and there is also a very brief summary:
"Economic Minerals of South West Africa", p. 415-22.

604. SWAPO/NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE. Trade union action on Namibia
uranium. London: SWAPO/NSC, 1982, 92 p.

This booklet originates from a workshop for West European trade
unions on Namibia, the illegal uranium trade and the steps to be
taken to stop the trade and to forge solidarity with Namibian
workers. It contains several background documents on the Rössing
mine, SWAPO's position on the contracts for Namibian uranium and
the activities of the National Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW) ,
as weIl as papers on the countries involved (West Germany, France,
The Netherlands, Belgium and Great Britain). There are also a
comprehensive annotated list of foreign companies operating in
Namibia (see no. 423), a transcript of the seminar's press confer
ence and the text of the final declaration.

605. THE TASKFORCE ON THE CHURCHES AND CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY. "Canada
and Namibian uranium". Africa Today, 30, no. 1&2, 1983: 33-50.

According to this detailed enquiry, several Canadian companies are
involved in the exploration, extraction, transport, processing
and sale of Namibian uranium. It argues that these activities
raise serious questions about Canada's ability to seek a just
independence for Namibia as a member of the "Contact Group". The
findings of the paper are partly based on the 1980 UN Hearings on
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Namibian uranium, (no. 606) and partly on investigations into the
role played by Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. in importing, processing and
exporting Namibian uranium. The Taskforce is an ecumeni~al coalition
of the major Christian churches in Canada.

606. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Report of the United Nations
Council for Namibia, vol. III. New York: General Assembly, 1980,
67 p. (Official "Records: Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement no.
24, A/35/24).

the

UN, 1982, 35 p. 2 maps

uranium. Major findings of
the United Nations Council

UNITED NATIONS. Plunder of Namibian
hearings on Namibian uranium held by
for Namibia in July 1980. New York:
(Plans of the Rössing mine).

In 1980 a week of hearings was called by the UN Council for Namibia
in order to focus attention on the plunder of Namibian uranium.
The hearings drew experts, eye-witnesses and representatives of
non-governmental organisations to give testimony before an inter
national panel. The evidence presented at the hearings revealed
the extensive scope of uranium mining, the role therein played by
transnational corporations and certain Western governments, the
dangers to the Namibian workers and the Namibian environment and
the development of a South African nuclear capacity. The point
was also made by many participants that uranium mining was illegal,
following the revocation of the Mandate (1966), the International
Court of Justice advisory opinion (1971) and the UN Decree No. 1
(1974). The main findings of the hearing are concisely summarised
in Plunder •••. , which also lists the transnational corporations
involved in the extraction, processing and sale of Namibian uranium,
together with their South African connections. The text of this
booklet is also reprinted in Objective: Justice, 14, no. 2, 1982:
20-55. The Report •.• constitutes part five of the report of the
UN Council for Namibia covering the period from 1 November 1979
to 31 July 1980. The document contains "report of the Council on
the Hearings on Namibian Uranium", which provides considerable
information on the exploitation of uranium and its economic and
strategic value. The comprehensive background documents and the
verbatim records of the hearings should be consulted for a closer
study of this highly topical subject.

607.

608. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF MINES. Namibia.
Washington: Bureau of Mines, 1983, 57 p. 7 figures, 6 tables,
bibI.: 47-55.

Prepared by the US Bureau of Mines with the purpose of providing
the latest available data and information on mining and mineral
resources in Namibia, this is a well-informed and useful reference
work. The study covers regional geology, the history of exploitation,
mining policies and legisiation, production (including detailed
tables on production and reserves 1970-1981) as weIl as water
resources, energy supply, labour and transport. It argues that
uranium has the greatestpotential for long-term growth, and that
elsewhere a pattern of diminishing ore reserves in the metals and
to alesser extent diamonds suggests a declining resource base.
Shortages of water supplies, lack of artisans and skilled labour
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and "the unresolved international dispute" are identified as
constraints to future growth in Namibia's mining industry.
There is a chapter outlining the main features of mining legis
lation, and alengthy, mainly technical bibliography listing
close to 200 items. As a technical and economic survey, relying
heavily on information provided by the mining companies themselves,
the study has considerable value. As a guide to the political
economy of Namibia, it is, however, quite misleading. The UN
Decree No. 1 of 1974 is not mentioned at all, while two decades
of worker organisation, liberation struggle and harsh colonial
repression are dismissed in the assertion that "differences among
worker languages and interests have inhibited the formation of
a uniform political party or union". The study is notably weak
on labour and social conditions, wages and labour legislation.
For up-to-date information along the same lines, see Bureau of
Mines Minerals Yearbook, vol. III: Area Reports: International,
which contains a chapter on the mineral industry of Namibia.

609. WAGNER, PERCY ALBERT. The diamond fields of Southern Africa. Cape
Town: Struik, 1971, 374 p. (First ed. Johannesburg: Transvaal
Leader, 1914).

610. ------- The geology and mineral industry of South West Africa.
Pretoria: Union of South Africa, Government Printer, 1916, 234 p.
41 illus., 5 figures, 1 map. (Union of South Africa, Geological
Survey, Memoir 7).

These are two classic studies by the most influential South African
geologist at the time. The general study of Southern Africa provides
an introduction to the geology of the detrital deposits of Namibia,
supplemented by basic information on transport, water supply,
labour, working costs, taxation, and company structure. When
"German South West Africa" was annexed, the author was commissioned
by the Government of South Africa to compile a record of the geology
and mineral resources of the territory, and the Geological Survey's
Memoir brings together a wide array of scattered information.

611. WILLIAMS, ERIC LLOYD. "Diamond harvests of the Namib surf". Optima,
no. 2, 1978: 84-105.

This is a popular and somewhat glossy account of the history of
diamond mining in Namibia, focusing on the more recent operations
of the Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM). It contains little hard
information. Original ly published in the Anglo American Corporation
magazine, the article is also distributed as a reprint by CDM.

612. WILSON, WENDELL E. Tsumebl The world's greatest mineral locality.
Bowie, Maryland: The Mineralogical Record, Inc., 1977, 128 p.
Bibl.: 101-10. (The Mineralogical Record 8, no. 3 (May-June) 1977).

Published as a special issue of the Mineralogical Record, this
lavishly illustrated book is the single most comprehensive work
concerned with Tsumeb. The articles and research papers concentrate
mainly on geology, describing the array of species varieties, but
there are also chapters providing background information on the
geography, history and politics of the Tsumeb locality and mining
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business. There is, however, nothing on labour and working conditions.
The extensive bibliography lists nearly 150 books and articles.

613. WOOD, BRIAN. International capital and the cr1S1S in Namibia's
mining industry. Paper presented to the International Seminar on
the Role of Transnational Corporations in Namibia, Washington,
1982, 16 p.

This perceptive paper opens with an attempt to periodise the plunder
of Namibia's mineral wealth, in order to provide the necessary
historical background for an understanding of the current crisis in
the Namibian mining industry. After surveying the role of mining
under German and South Africa colonialism, the author discusses
the recent efforts by some companies to promote a black comprador
stratum to counteract the militancy of the workforce and the in
creasing support for SWAPO. He also warns that the companies will
use all their financial, technological, manageriai and marketing
power to demobilise any attempt to bring "their" resources under
social controi at independence. The appendices contain detailed
statistics in which, among other things, reveal that the dramatic
slump mineral prices, compounded by the increasing cost of the
war, threatens state revenue as weIl as the profits of the multi
national corporations. The author was executive secretary of the
British-based Namibia Support Committee from 1978 to 1983.

614. ZORN, STEPHEN. The mineral sector in Namibia and strategic options
for an independent government. New York: UN Office of Technical
Cooperation, 1978, 129 p. Tables.

This thoroughly researched consultancy report, prepared by a world
expert on mining and mineral processing, provides important infor
mation on the current structure of the Namibian mining industry and
the policy options for afuture government. The study opens with
a survey of the role of mining in the Namibian economy and a review
of the major current operations, including a discussion of the world
wide industry structures of the minerals produced in Namibia. The
next section deals mainly with the legislative and fiscal arrange
ments, and out lines the basic strategy options. The discussion of
Namibia's future is set against a review of relevant examples from
the mining sector in other developing countries, with special
emphasis on manpower needs , the governmental structures required
for regulating the mining industry, and the scope and need for
pre-independence actions. The report is based on data from the
mid-1970s, but the frame of analysis and the discussion of policy
alternatives are in no way outdated. There are several tables, but
no bib liography.

SEE ALSO:

7, 20, 25, 28, 29, 32, 47, 49, 75, 95, 105, 111, 318, 319, 333, 400,
418, 422, 460, 463, 486,' 489, 652, 763, 773, 812, 944.
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8. WORKERS AND PEASANTS UNDER
COLONIAL RULE

A. Anthropology and peasant society

ADAM, LEONHARD, see no. 638.

615. ALNAES, KIRSTEN. "Oral tradition and identity: the Herero in
Botswana". In The Societies of Southern Africa in the 19th and
20th centuries, vol. 11/lnstitute of Commonwealth Studies, Collected
Seminar Papers No. 27, p. 15-23. London; ICS, University of London,
1981.

Written by a Norwegian scholar based in London, this short paper is
a pioneering essay in what might best be called political anthro
pology, representing "a preliminary attempt to analyse the percep
tion of history - as it appears in oral tradition - as an expression
of ethnic identity". lt is based on fieldwork amongst the Herero
communi t y in Western Botswana, most of whose members have lived in
exile since the German genocide of 1904-05, and concentrates on
experiences of the flight to Botswana in 1904, relations with the
local Tswana authorities, and attempts to return to Namibia.

616. ANONYMOUS. "Class formation and class consciousness in Namibia:
some history of the Nama people and the Rehoboth Basters". NAMSO
News, no. 3, (August) 1977, 10 p.

Published in a mimeographed newsletter of the Namibian Students'
Association (NAMSO), this essay is one of the first attempts 
admittedly very brief and preliminary - to come to grips with the
process of class formation in the southern part of Namibia. lt is
suggested that the working class and the peasantry form the domin
ant class elements among the Nama, and that the conditions for
popular support for the Turnhalle conference are conspicuously
lacking in their present class structure. lt is argued that this
is not the case in the Rehoboth Gebiet, where a complex and heter
ogeneous class structure is identified: a few wealthy capitaiist
farmers, a large body of small-scale capitaiist farmers, traditional
petty-bourgeoisie (shopkeepers) and a large group of skilled and
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semi-skilled artisans and craftsmen.

617. BRUWER, J.P. VAN S. The Kwanyama of South West Africa. University
of Stellenbosch, 1961 (?), 152 p. 18 tables, 4 maps, 28 figures.

An unpublished anthropological study by an Afrikaner academic who
was to become a leading influence in the Odendaal Commission. The
author undertook extensive fieldwork during 1958-60. Having
official backing, he was one of the few researchers to have had
complete freedom of movement and access to unpublished records, in
this case the district files at Oshikango. His purpose was "to give
a general picture of life and activities in Ukwanyama today".
Later chapters largely pursue traditional anthropological concerns.
The first half of the study, however, discusses history, the colonial
administration, social structure and settlement, the peasant
economy and labour migration, with valuable unpublished economic
and demographic data. Both parts contain perceptive observation of
economic, social and ideological change in a society undergoing
fundamental structural transformation under the impact of the
contract labour system. A microfiche copy of the typescript is at
the Overseas Development Group, University of East Anglia.

618. BUDACK, K.F.R. "The Kavango: the country, its people and history".
Namib und Meer, no. 7, 1976: 29-43. (In German: "Der Kavango:
Geschichte, Land und Leute", Afrikanischer Heimatkalender, 46, 1976:
125-39.)

Written by an ethnologist working with the South African administration,
the main purpose of this brief introduction to the Kavango is to
demonstrate the government's achievements among an "industrious,
peaceful, friendly and hospitable rural people". The article gives
a historical outline, concentrating on travellers, missionaries
and colonial administrators, and provides some rudimentary information
on the economic, social and political organisation of the Kavango
people.

619. CARSTENS, PETER. "Opting out of colonial rule: the brown Voortrekkers
of South Africa and their constitutions", African Studies, 42, no. 2,
1983: 135-52.

The aim of this article, which forms part of a two-part study, is
to discuss the historical origins and the constitutional development
of the largely autonomous political communities which were set up
by the "Basters" in South Africa and Namibia in the second part of
the 19th century. The main focus is on the written law books and
constitutions that the various communities, such as the one at
Rehoboth, drew up in response to their specific local needs. The
author suggests that the creation of political institutions
("captaincy", "Volksraad", etc.) coincided with the tensions and
anxieties that stemmed from growing emphasis on private property,
local economic surpluses and the growing inequalities which arose
out of this development. The Rehoboth Constitution of 1872 is
analysed in some detail, and the point is made that no substantial
changes took place until the 1920s following the economic decline
which resulted from the loss of political autonomy and the growth
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of settler capitaiism in Namibia. The second part of the study
is scheduled for publication in African Studies, 43, no. 1, 1984.
The author, a professor of anthropology at the University of
Toronto, has studied the "Baster" communities for more than 20 years.
His PhD thesis (University of Cape Town, 1961) was on the Steinkopf
community in the Cape, and he is also the editor of the English
translation of M. Bayer: Die Nation der Bastards (no. 178). See
also "The inheritance of private property among the Nama of Southern
Africa reconsidered", Africa, 53, no. 2, 1983: 58-70.

DE VORE, IRVEN, see no. 631.

620. DU PISANI, ETIENNE. Die Nama van Gibeon: I etnografiese studie met
besondere verwysing na sosiaal-ekonomiese aspekte. University of
Stellenbosch, 1976, 189 p. BibI.: 178 89. (MA thesis).

This is a rather conventionai ethnographical study of the Nama
people of Gibeon, written by a scholar of Namibian origins. Apart
from covering the historical background (mainly based on Vedder,
Bruwer and Budack) and ethnographic aspects like kinship, rites
and mythology, the thesis also pays due attention to socio-economic
conditions, a full chapter (p. 118-64) being devoted to the economy
and material life (cattle-breeding, food and health, income sources,
migrant labour, etc.). There are also an extensive bibliography and
several interesting maps. For avivid description of the community
and its present confrontation with the apartheid authorities, see
Helga and Ludwig Helbig: Mythos Deutsch- Slidwest (no. 33), especially
p. 83-94.

621. ESTERMANN, CARLOS. The ethnography of southwestern Angola. New York:
Africana Publishing Co. Vo. 1: The non-Bantu peoples, the Ambo
ethnic group, 1976, 228 p. Vol. 2: The Nyaneka-Nkhumbi ethnic
group, 1979, 249 p. Vol. 3: The Herero people, 1981, 182 p.
Illus., maps, photos. (Portuguese original: Etnografia do sudoeste
de Angola. Lisbon: Junta de Investigacoes do Ultrarnar, 1957, 1957,
1961) .

This is the English translation of the major work of Father Estermann,
who spent nearly all his adult life as a Roman Catholic missionary
in southern Angola, much of it in a leading capacity. A prolific
amateur ethnographer, the au thor organised his work in a traditional
anthropological format, divided by major tribal group. The text is
largely a generalised synthesis of personal observation and field
notes and is of limited interest to the political and economic
historian. As background to the narrative accounts and more recent
historical analyses of the peasant societies of the region, it none
theiess carries authority as the expression of a lifetime's careful
observation, and does occasionally record specific original detail.
The English edition is translated and edited by Gordon D. Gibson.
See also a collection of articles by Esterman: Etnografia de Angola
(Sudoeste e Centro), Colectanea de Artigos Dispersos, Vol. 1 (Lisbon:
Instituto de Investigaqåo Cientifica Tropical, 1983, 483 p.).

622. FISCHER, EUGENE. Die Rehobother Bastards und das Bastardierungsproblem
beim Menschen. Anthropologische und ethnographische Studien am
Rehobother Bastardvolk in Deutsch-Sudwest-Afrika. Graz (Austria):
Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1971. 323 p. + genealogical
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tables. 21 tables, 112 photos, illus., bibl.: 303-06. (Original:
Jena: Fischer, 1913).

This is mainly an exercise in physical anthropology and anthropo
biology, written within a racist, colonial framework by ageneticist
who conducted research into the Rehoboth Baster community in 1908.
The book also, however, contains contemporary observations on social
stratification and the uneven distribution of land, and the author
documents the material wealth, the controi of political institutions
and the high rate of class and family endogamy within a distinct
group of families regarding themselves as a "superior" class.

623. GIESON, GORDON D. "Himba epochs". History in Africa, 4, 1977:
67-121. BibI.: 92-5.

Through painstaking field and archival research the author has con
structed a chronology of year-names used by the Himba of the Kaokoveld
and southern Angola. These names, especially when correlated with
documentary evidence from other sources, give an 83-year sequence
(1882/3-1965/6) which records not only political events but also
climatic and natural phenomena affecting economic life, especially
variations in rainfall.

624. GIBSON, GORDON D., THOMAS J. LARSON and CECILIA R. MCGURK. The
Kavango peoples. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1981, 27S-P.
27 photos, bibI.: 271-5.

This is a synthesis of anthropological studies of the people living
along the Namibian section of the Okavango River, in which the
authors have supplemented their own field research with other
source material. Af ter a general introduction, consecutive chapters
discuss each of the five "tribes", using the same comparative frame
work of presentation. Although historical change is regularly
noted in passing, the essays are largely written in a time less
present, sometimes even when early sources are cited. Coverage of
the peasant economy is variable, but the scattered factual detail
is useful given the almost total absence of modern field studies.

GIBSON, GORDON D., see no. 621.

625. GORDON, ROBERT J. "The !Kung San:
Survival Quarterly, 7, no. 4, 1983:

a labor history".
14-16.

Culturai

626. ------- Bushmen as bandits. Primitive accumulation and Bushman policy
in South West Africa. Paper presented to American Anthropological
Association, 1983 annual meeting, Chicago, 17 p.

Based on extensive archival research and fieldwork in Namibia, the
author, a well-known anthropologist, presents a reinterpretation of
the history of the San people (or "Bushmen"). Contrary to what is
often believed, the author shows clearly that the "Bushmen" do not
enjoy the happy hunting and foraging life constantly evoked in
books and films, secluded in splendid isolation deep in the Kalahari
desert,but that on the contrary of all peoples who have lived in
Southern Africa, they have perhaps been the most victimised and
discriminated against. The historical survey demonstrates how large
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numbers of "Bushmen" have been super-exploited as labourers since
the turn of the century. The promulgation of a separate "Bushmanland"
reserve by the South African authorities af ter World War II is seen
as primarily an attempt to secure the supply of "Bushman" labour -
the "invisible proletariat" of Namibia - while at the same time extending
administrative controlover the last remaining "forage-hunters".
The author concludes that the "Bushmen" are at present entering a new
phase in the process of incorporation, characterised by their mili
tarisation as part of the South African army. This topic is elaborated
in "What future for the Kung of Nyae Nyae"? , to be published as an
Occasional Paper by Culturai Survival (Cambridge, Mass.). The author
has also completed a book-length study to be published by Ravan Press
(Johannesburg), tentatively entitled Overiording the last frontier:
the "taming" of the Bushmen.

627. HAHN, CARL HUGO L., et al. The native tribes of South West Africa.
London; Frank Cass & Co./New York; Barnes & Noble, 1966, 211 p.
63 photos. (First impression: 1928) .

Published by the South African colonial administration in the late
1920s, the purpose of this book was to present to the League of
Nations a short sketch of each of the principal "tribes" in Namibia.
Three of the chapters were written by Heinrich Vedder ("The Herero" ,
"The Namas", "The Berg Damara"), while the chapters on "The Owambos"
and "The Bushmen" were written by C.H.L. Hahn and L. Fourie, two
South African colonial officiais. The articles are mainly concerned
with "anthropological zoo-ism", and are quite interesting as a
distillation of the prejudices of colonialofficials and as a reflection
of the knowledge they thought they had on the historical/ethnological
background of the peoples in the territory. The interest of the
authors lie in magico-religious beliefs and "superstition", physical
characteristics, puberty and initiation rites, laws and customs,
the holy fire, and marriage and courtship, while there is less infor
mation on social conditions, material culture, production and trade.
The contributions by Vedder contain some sections on history, based
on premises such as that "the history of the Berg Damaras commences
with the history of missionary activities amongst them". There are
several photos and a brief bibliography at the end of each chapter.

628. KÖHLER, OSWIN. "Die Topnaar-Hottentotten am unteren Kuiseb". In
Ethnological and linguistic studies in honour of N.J. van Warmelo,
p. 99-122. Pretoria: South Africa, Department of Bantu Administration
and Development, 1969. (Ethnological Publications Series no. 52).

This is a sequel to the same author's district ethnologies of the
1950s (see no. 640) and his field research appears to date from that
period. In this chapter, however, the weight of emphasis is on
demographic, economic and social history, based on narrative historical
accounts and providing probably the most detailed record of this
distinct community so far published.

KÖHLER, OSWIN, see no. 640.

LARSON, THOMAS J., see no. 624.
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629. LEACOCK, ELEANOR and RICHARD LEE (eds.). Politics and history in
band societies. Cambridge University Press, 1982, 500 p.

Originating from an international conference in 1978, this book
contains several contributions which are directly concerned with
the San people of Botswana and Namibia. In "Risk, reciprocity
and social influences on ! Kung San economics" (p. 61-84), Polly
Wiessner interprets ! Kung exchange in terms of production relations
specific to foraging society, while Richard Lee sets out to revise
and upgrade the role of women in light of their important economic
role;"Politics, sexual and non-sexual, in an egalitarian society"
(p. 37-60). There is also a separate chapter devoted to the
militarisation of the San in Namibia, written by Susan HurIich and
Richard Lee (see no. 295).

630. LEBZELTER, VIKTOR. Eingeborenenkulturen in Slidwest- und Slidafrika.
Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse einer Forschungsreise nach Slid- und
Slidwestafrika in den Jahren 1926-1928. Leipzig: Verlag Karl W.
Hiersemann, 1934,306 p. 111 drawings, 26 photos.

This is the major work of an Austrian anthropologist who was a
prolific writer in the 1920s and 1930s. The book, which is exten
sively illustrated with sketches and photos, contains one of the
few first-hand studies of the Ovamboland peasantry in the early
period of South African colonial rule ("Die Stänune des Ambolandes",
p. 188-253). Although the author is mainly concerned with anthro
pological and political aspects of the societies, there are also
direct observations on material culture, internaI and external
trade, migrant labour, methods of cultivation, the cost of living,
and the penetration of the monetary economy. Other ethnic groups are
also covered, especially the Damara, but these sections are less
impressive in terms of original information. This study forms the
second volume of Rassen und Kulturen in Slidafrika, the first volume
being a rather conventionaI presentation of what was at the time
known about the prehistory of the area (Die Vorgeschichte von Slid
und SUdwest-Afrika, Leipzig, Hiersemann, 1930). The author also
published several articles in academic journals, and it is likely
that a lot of unpublished material is available in Vienna.

LEE, RICHARD, see no. 629.

631. LEE, RICHARD B. and IRVEN DE VORE (eds.). Kalahari hunter-gatherers.
Studies of the !Kung San and their neighbors. Cambridge, Massachusetts/
London: Harvard University Press, 1976, 408 p. 10 maps, 22 figures,
44 tables, 31 photos. BibI.; 377-94.

This is a comprehensive account of the extensive research of the
Harvard Kalahari Research Group, founded in 1963, comprising studies
by 17 authors (anthropologists, medical doctors, archaeologists,
etc.). The book is divided into four sections; 1) ecology and social
change, 2) population and health, 3) child development, and 4) the
cognitive world, and provides a full bibliography. The aim of the
studies is to document how the San people sustain the demands of
communal existence in a "subsistence ecology". It is also shown
how the fencing and patrolling of the Namibia-Botswana border by
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the South Africans in the mid-1960s induced a number of families to
settie at Chum !Kwe (Tshumkwe), where the South African authorities
supplied rations and some employment in return for increased social
control. There is, however, little discussion of other changes
during the colonial period which have forced the "Bushmen" into
an existence very different from the stereotypes of a "hunter/gatherer"
society as a stage in the development of humankind. See also the
substantiai monograph by Richard B. Lee, mainly concerned with the
!Kung San in northwestern Botswana: The !Kung San. Men, women and
work in a foraging society (Cambridge U.P., 1979,526 p.), and, for a
different perspective, Robert Gordon (no. 625-6).

632. LIMA, MARIA HELENA FIGUEIREDO. Paisagens e figuras tipicias Cuanhama
Angola. Lisbon: 1965, 200 p.

633. -------Na~äo Ovambo. Lisbon: Editorial Aster, 1977, 257 p. BibI.:
254-57.

Written by a Mozambican anthropologist who worked closely with Carlos
Estermann (see no. 621), the se two books are mainly concerned with
the Kwanyama people in Southeastern Angola and across the Namibian
border. Na~äo Ovambo provides a useful historical chronology, a brief
survey of pre-20th century history (especially the Portuguese occupation
of the interior), and a presentation of the informants, followed by
a conventionai anthropological discussion of family structure,
religion, rituals, art, oral literature, and material culture.
The second book is an album of photographs with texts in Portuguese,
English and French, which shows "some representative landscapes and
human types of Kwanyama" .

MCGURK, CECILIA R., see no. 624.

634. MALAN, J.S. Peoples of South West Africa/Namibia. Pretoria/Cape
Town: HAUM Publishers, 1980, 113 p. 44 photos.

Prepared on the basis of research for a doctorai thesis and the
author's service in the South African colonial administration, this
textbook is intended as a first year reader for students in anthro
pology. It does not cover all ethnic groups in Namibia, but concen
trates on the Himba, the Herero, the Ovambo and the Kavango "tribes".
The focus is mainly on standard themes such as kinship, religion,
language and rites set in an "ethnographic present", but there are
also brief descriptions of natural environment and economic life.
Very little attention is paid to social differentiation and the
migrant labour system, or to the effects of the war, the liberation
struggle, and the policy of apartheid, but the Turnhalle Conference
is characterised as "the formalising of external political relations
between the various national groups".

635. MARSHALL , LORNA. The !Kung of Nyae Nyae. Cambridge, Massachusetts/
London: Harvard University Press, 1976, xxiii, 433 p. Illus., maps.

Based on extensive fieldwork in the Nyae Nyae area since the early
1950s, this is ascholarly, detailed and readable account of the
life of a San community in Namibia. Several chapters are devoted to
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material conditions, such as environment and settlement, plant
foods and gathering, animal foods and hunting. See also the less
scholarly and more widely read account by her daughter: Elizabeth
Marshall Thomas: The Harmless people, which was published as early
as 1959 and reprinted several times (London: Secker & Warburg,
1959, 266 p.).

636. OTTO, ANTJE.
Uberblick" •

"Der Ost-Caprivi-Zipfel. Ein historisch-ethnographischer
Afrikanischer Heimatkalender 1982: 87-100.

A brief review of the literature on the Caprivi Strip and its inhabi
tants, touching upon the historical and geographical background,
political organisation and material culture. The summary of earlier
writingsis supplemented by the author's own observations during a
visit to the area to study and collect items (toois, handicraft pro
ducts, etc.) for the State Museum in Windhoek. The author, an
anthropologist at the State Museum, is presently undertaking research
on the socio-economic position of Herero women.

637. PENDLETON, WADE. "Herero reactions: the pre-colonial period, the
German period and the South African period". In Profiles of self
determination. African responses to European colonialism in Southern
Africa, 1652-present, edited by David Chanaiwa, p. 167-94. Northridge:
California State University Foundation, 1976.

This is a brief historical interpretation of the conflicts between the
Herero and other African groups over cattle and land in the 19th
century and of their resistance to the intrusion of German and
South African colonisers. The essays starts with a rather sketchy
description of pre-colonial Herero culture, and ends with the formation
of independent churches and the uprising in the Windhoek African
township in 1959. The essay discusses the various forms of resistance,
and documents how the Herero have paid a heavy price for their resis
tance, not the least in mass extermination and the destruction of their
economic system during the German colonial period and in the
"native reserves" policy of the South African occupying power. The
author is an anthropologist at San Diego State University (see no. 301).

638. SCHULTZ-EWERTH, E.and LEONHARD ADAM (eds.). Das Eingeborenenrecht.
Sitten und Gewohnheitsrechte der Eingeborenen der ehemaligen deutschen
Kolonien in Afrika und in der Slldsee. Stuttgart: Verlag von
Strecker und Schröder. Vol. 1: Ost-afrika, 1929, 380 p. Vol. 2:
Togo, Kamerun, SUdwestafrika, Die Slldseekolonien, 1930, 728 p.

In the final years of the German colonial empire, an ambitious project
was undertaken to collect material on "native law", rules of inheritance
and property, criminal law, political structure and administration.
On the basis of a standardised questionnaire, German missionaries,
anthropologists and colonialofficials were asked to answer more than
100 detailed questions.The original answers have not been published,
but can be found in some archives and libraries in the form of undated
brochures under the collective title: Beantwortung des Fragebogens ••.
The answers have been revised for the two-volume collected edition
covering all the former German colonies. From Namibia there exist
27 reports in all. The chapters on the customs, laws and political
organisation of the "peoples" of Namibia (vol. 2. p. 209-435) are
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restricted to the Herero, the Nama, the Damara and the San
("Bushmen"), and have been edited by Heinrich Vedder and two German
lawyers: B. von Zastrow and M. Schmidt. For reasons not explained,
the original material concerned with the Ovambo (collected by the
missionaries M. Rautanen and A. Wulfhorst) is not included. Despite
its obvious limitations, the book contains a wealth of observations
not available anywhere else in this condensed form.

639. SHOSTAK, MARJORIE. Nisa. The life and words of a
Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1983, 402 p. (Original:
Press, 1981/London: Allen Lane, 1982. In German:
das Leben einer Nomadenfrau in Afrika. Reinbek bei
1982, 341 p.).

This is the unique story of Nisa, a fifty years old woman living
on the northern fringe of the Kalahari desert. Marjorie Shostak is
a member of the Harvard anthropology team, specialising on collecting
in-depth life history materials from ! Kung women. Apart from
focusing on the sophisticated knowledge of the semi-arid savannah
environment, the major part of the book deals with women in society:
childhood, adolesence, sex, marriage, motherhood. Each chapter is
introduced by Shostak, who has also contributed a substantiaI intro
ductory chapter as weIl as an epilogue. One could, however, have
expected some comments on the current political situation in the area
and a discussion of the factors threatening the seemingly idyllic
life of Nisa and other San people (See e.g. nos. 625, 626, 295).

640. SOUTH AFRICA, DEPARTMENT OF NATIVE AFFAIRS. Ethnological Publications
Series. Pretoria: Government Printer. Notes on the Kaokoveld, 1951,
64 p., 3 tables. (No. 26); A study of Okahandja District (SWA) , 1957,
106 p., 30 tables. (No. 40); A study of Karibib District (SWA) , 1958,
116 p., 46 tables. (No. 40); A study of Gobabis District (SWA) , 1959,
108 p., 34 tables. (No. 42); A study of Omaruru District (SWA) , 1959,
113 p., 30 tables. (No. 43); A study of Otjiwarongo District (SWA) ,
1959, 98 p., 32 tables. (no. 44); A study of Grootfontein District
(SWA) , 1959, 85 p., 27 tables.

This series was published in the decade preceding the Odendaal Report
(see no. 266) and the launching of full-scale apartheid in Namibia
and at one level it was designed to supply the government with the
basic information it needed to reconstruct tribal identities amongst
the multi-ethnic communities of central-northern Namibia, its
area of coverage. However, these studies are also of major empirical
importance, being based on detailed geographical and demographic field
surveys and containingawealth of historical and economic data, set
down descriptively. Each forms an integrated district study, divided
according to a standard format between zones (reserves, farms,
towns) and themes (historical, demographic, administrative, social,
economic, educational, and health). Although some of the initial work
was carried out by N.J. van Warmelo (no. 26) and C. Wagner (nos. 38,
40, 42, 43), the principal researcher and author was Oswin Köhler.
A study of Windhoek was also conducted, but it exists only in a
few typescript copies. This study is especially important for the data
on the Old Location of Windhoek in the 1950s.
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641. SUNDERMElER, THEO. Die Mbanderu. Studien zu ihrer Geschichte und
Kultur. St. Augustin: Anthropos-Institut, Haus Völker und Kulturen,
1977, 267 p. 17 photos, bibI.: 179-83.

This book is a rare initiative in the field of oral history. The
author, a Lutheran clergyman, conducted an extensive series of inter
views between 1966 and 1973, and to a large extent the resulting
account represents the collective view of the tribal leaders and
elders of the rural Mbanderu community, who endorsed the enterprise in
part as a means of defining a group identity distinct from that of
the Herero. In the first section the oral narrative is presented,
assessed and complemented by information from written sources. It
concentrates on the late 19th century and the last great pre-colonial
leader, Kahimemua. The second describes different aspects of
Mbanderu societ~politics and religion. The third, written by a
Herero evangelist, presents a largely anthropological account of the
Herero-speaking communities in the Kaokoveld. (Silas Kuvare: "Die
Kaokoveld-Herero", p. 187-258).

VAN WARMELO, N.J., see no. 640.

642. VIVELO, FRANK ROBERT. The Herero of western Botswana: aspects of
change in a group of Bantu-speaking cattle herders. St. Paul/New
York: West Publishing Co., 1977, 232 p. 6 tables, 18 photos and
sketches, bibI.: 221-29.

An anthropological study of the Herero communi t y exiled in Botswana
af ter the Battle of Waterberg in 1904. It is based on a reading of
the extensive literature devoted to the Herero, especially by
German missionaries, as weIl as on field research in the early 1970s.
In contrast to the spuriously timeIess anthropology of a generation
earlier, its purpose is to explain the major transformations in
Herero society which have occurred since the flight into exile.
The three central chapters discuss in turn "locality and social
structure, economy and the organisation of labour and polity,
authority, order and control".

643. WAGNER, GUNTHER. "Aspects of conservation and adaptation in the
economic life of the Herero"; Sociologus, N.F., 2, no. 1, 1952:
1-25. (AIso published in African Studies, 13, nos. 3-4. 1954:
113-30, and in Selected abstracts in development administration:
field reports and directed social change, edited by V.D. Hart,
Syracuse University Press, 1962).

This article was written shortly beforehis death by an ethnologist
on the staff of the South African Department of Native Affairs.
Although cautious in approach, it marks a sharp departure from the
patronising racism in much previous official and missionary writing
on Namibian peasant societies. Using evidence from the files of
reserve administrators and his own extensive anthropological field
work, Wagner argues that in the Herero reserves a thriving peasant
economy was emerging, based on sales of cattle and cream and on
the reinvestment of wages from urban employment. This study formed
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part of a major official investigation of the Herero and Damara
reserves in the 1950s (see no. 640).

WAGNER, G., see no. 640.

SEE ALSO:

8, 38, 118, 119, 126, 129, 137-8, 138, 143, 146, 153, 156, 159, 178,
212, 266, 295, 307, 313, 401-3, 450-2, 454, chapter 7 a(497-530),
644-45, 653, 664, 678-9, 685, 696-7, 912-3.
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B. Migrant labour, repression,
worker resistance

644. BANGHART, PETER D. Migrant labour in South West Africa and its effects
on Ovambo tribal life. University of Stellenbosch, 1969, 152 p.
2 maps, 36 tables, bibI.: 149-52. (MA thesis) .

645. ------- "The effect of the migrant labourer on the Ovambo of South
West Africa". Fort Hare Papers, 5, no. 4, 1972: 68-8l.

For the credibility of its principal hypothesis, the timing of this
thesis, and even more so the published article based on it, was
unfortunate in that it was subrnitted just two years before the great
national strike of Ovambo migrant workers against the contract labour
system and the closely associated peasant uprising in Ovamboland
itself early in 1972. The author addresses himself to those aspects
of the anthropological literature on southern and central Africa
which discuss the impact of recurrent labour migration on the
labour-exporting peasant societies. He concludes that amongst the
matrilineal Ovambo, in contrast to the patrilineal groups studied
by Schapera and others, any "harmful effects" were "overruled by the
more beneficial effects of migrant labour" and that there was "no
evidence of a disintegration of tribal life and the village economy"
partly because men contributed little labour to field cultivation.
He also states that such changes as occurred "have had a stabilising
effect at all levels of Ovambo culturaI and social life". A sharply
opposing assessment is to be found in Voipio's 1971 social survey
(nos. 678-79) and Moorsom's historical analysis (see nos. 664, 667).
Banghart's study is empirically valuable as one of the very few to
be based on field research, and includes extensive statistical
analysis of data from interviews with contract workers and a sample
survey at the Tsumeb mine.

646. BOLTON, BRIAN. The condition of the Namibian workers. Paper presented
to the UN Council for Namibia Seminar on the Activities of Foreign
Economic Interests in the Exploitation of Namibia's Natural and
Human Resources, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, 16-20 April 1984, 14 p.
(Al AC. 131 ILSR/CRP. 7).

The main focus of this brief conference paper is on the conditions
of black Namibian workers in the early 1980s, which are described as
being considerably worse than in South Africa itself both in the
mines and on the settler farms. The author, a research officer in
Transport and General Workers Union, United Kingdom, also makes the
point that the effectiveness of trade union organisation in Namibia
is heavily circumscribed through selective and discriminatory repre
sentation, through suppression of all but collaborationist unions,
and through rising unemployment. In spite of this fact, theauthor
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concludes that the National Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW) , through
its close association with SWAPO, hasbuilt up a substantiaI following,
particularly in the mines.

647. CRONJE, GILLIAN and SUZANNE CRONJE. The workers of Namibia. London:
International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 1979, 136 p.
28 photos, 6 tables.

A solid and well-written repor t on the conditions of the black workers
of Namibia, drawing extensive ly on the South African Labour Bulletin
issue on Namibia (no. 674), the local press and a variety of other
sources. It ties together the situation of the workers with the
prominent position which they have played in the struggle for
national independence. The book gives a general introduction to the
apartheid economy, and provides a detailed account of the migrant
worker system, living conditions, resistance against oppression
and the fight for the right to organise. Separate chapters are
devoted to the 1971/72 strike and the South African response to it.
The authors emphasize SWAPO's roots in the labour force, and argue
strongly that the history of the liberation movement cannot be sep
arated from the struggle of working people for improved wages and
working conditions, and for their political rights. For an updating
of the material concerned with workers and the transnational corpor
ations, see Wilfred Grenville-Grey: Labour conditions in the TNC,
paper presented to The International Seminar on the Role of Trans
national Corporations in Namibia, Washington, 1982, 7 p. This paper
also discusses the resources available for further research at the
International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa (London).
IDAF is also preparing a Fact Paper on Namibian workers (1985), which
will provide up-to-date information and serve as a supplement to
The workers of Namibia.

648. DEKKER, L., et al. "Case studies in African labour action in South
Africa and Namibia/South West Africa". In The development of an
African working class, edited by R. Sandbrook and R. Cohen, p. 207
38. London: Longman, 1975. (Also published in The Africa Review,
4, no. 2, 1974: 205-36).

The purpose of this contribution to a major reader on the African
working class is to demonstrate that, even in the thoroughly
repressive environment of South Africa and Namibia, workers have
been able to organise informally to sustain extended strike campaigns.
The authors argue that "labour power" is one of the few points of
leverage against the apartheid regime, and that resentment against
the contract system and the pass laws is a major potential source
of collective action, providing grounds for politicised industrial
cum-political action among contract workers. The section on Namibia
is related to the material gathered by John Kane-Berman immediately
af ter the 1971-72 strike (see nos. 657-58).

649. GEBHARDT, F.E. BETTINA. "The socio-economic status of farm labourers
in Namibia". South African Labour Bulletin, 4, nos. 1-2. (January
February) 1978: 145-73.
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650. ------- Zur sozialökonomischen Lage del Farmarbeiter in Namibia.
Entwicklung in Vergangenheit und Zukunft. Universität Bremen, 1984,
380 p. 43 tables, 3 diagrams, 6 maps, 4 photos, bibI.: 352-63.

Written by a scholar who grew up in Namibia, the study published
in SALB 1S a solid piece of committed academic work. lt is based
on several visits to Namibia in the 1970s, during one of which the
author conducted wide-ranging interviews with a cross-section of
330 farm workers. Among the subjects covered are the composition
and recruitment of farm workers, wages and working conditions,
the treatment of workers by farmers, the relations between employers
and workers and political activity. The material shows clearly
that for most workers farm labour means subordination, frustration
and alienation, and that their status and living conditions have a
devastating impact on their social life. The article is a summary
of a dissertation in German (Der soziale und ökonomische Status der
Farmarbeiter in Namibia/Slidwestafrika, MA thesis, Frankfurt, 1975),
and appeared in its original form in F. Wilson, et al. (eds.):
Farm Labour in South Africa (Cape Town: David Phiiip, 1977) and in
Namibia Today, 4, nos. 5-6, 1980: 27-47 ("The socio-economic status
of the rural Namibian proletariat"). The work has recent ly been
expanded into a PhD thesis, based on a reworking of the original
data as weIl as on additional information. The thesis also gives
a historical introduction to farm labour and Namibian agriculture,
includes a brief review of the prospects for agrarian reform and
attempts to relate the Nambian experience to the general discussion
of dependency, development, exploitation and liberation. The value
of the study is enhanced by a large number of tables, diagrams and
references.

651. GORDON, ROBERT J. "A note on the history of labour action in Namibia".
South African Labour Bulletin, 1, no. 10, (April) 1975: 7-17.

Written to show that the 1971-72 contract workers' strike was by no
means the first manifestation of labour action in Namibia, this
brief article produces evidence that labour protests can be said to
have started immediately af ter the German conquest and have been a
constant feature of the labour scene ever since. The first part
quotes extensively from the diaries of the Mine Manager at the
Gross Otavi mines to describe a strike in 1893, while the second
part surveys labour actions (both "desertions" and "collective actions")
in the post 1945 period. This latter part is based on the files of
the Windhoek newspaper Die Suidwes-Afrikaner.

652. GORDON, ROBERT J. Mines, masters and migrants. Life in a Namibian
compound. Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1977, 276 p. 17 photos, 3
diagrams, 26 tables, bibI.: 269-76.

The most substantiai work to date of one of the leading labour
historians and anthropologists specialising on Namibia, this book
is the author' s doctorai thesis revised for publication. lt is all
the more valuable - indeed unique in recent literature on Namibia 
for being based on more than a year's participant observation while
employed during 1973-4 as a personnel officer during the construction
of a large new mine near Windhoek, the identity of which is not stated
but is almost certainly Otjihase. The opening chapters discuss the
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contract labour system in its national context and, in illuminating
detail, the structure, methods and ideology of labour repression
on the mine. The rest of the book places black workers centre-stage,
and it is here that the author's explicitly committed standpoint is
best exemplified. A central chapter analyses their perceptions
of the totalitarian framework of authority to which they are sub
ordinated and identifies the underground code of "brotherhood" as
the key mechanism of worker solidarity. The next two discuss
wages and working conditions and workers'earning, spending and
saving strategies. Finally, labour turnover and the cycle of
migration is analysed from the standpoint of workers' perceptions
and motivations. For much of the study the author's organising frame
work is that of the sociology of repressive, totalitarian institutions
and of the subjective perceptions and social relationships between
powerless and power-holders. Generalised statements are interspersed
with awealthof observed instances; and there is also considerable
factual information on the mine, not least on wages and conditions
and on the operation of the contract labour system. The study is,
however, weak on economics and takes little account either of the
political economy which enables such mine s to operate or of the wider
labour and political dimensions of worker consciousness, despite
being based on fieldwork only two years af ter the great contract
workers' strike of 1971-2. For a critical review of the book,
written by Renfrew Christie, see Social Dynamics, 3, no. 7, 1977:
69-71.

653. GORDON, ROBERT J. "Variations in migration rates: the Ovambo case".
Journal of Southern African Affairs, 3, no. 3, 1978: 261-94.

A significant contribution to the analysis of the dynamics of
labour migration in Namibia, this article presents a detailed his
torical account of the evolution of the contract labour system from
its origins up to the national strike of 1971-72. The first part
is concerned with the "demand" situation and the impact of the
overarching colonial superstructure, while the second part considers
the "supply" side by examining conditions in the sending area, with
special emphasis on ecology, social structure, land tenure systems,
population pressure and cash trading. The author's organising
principle is the concept of "regressive spiral migration". In
practice there is less concern with theorising or mode l-making
than with detailed historical presentation, which yields many use-
ful insights despite an occasionally uncritical deployment of
evidence. The article's chief empirical value lies in its extensive
use of unpublished South African theses (e.g. Banghart, Olivier and
Rädel), supplemented by anthropological accounts and published South
African official literature and reports. An alternative discussion of
the same broad issues is to be found in an article published the
previous year by Moorsom (no. 664).

654. GORDON, ROBERT J. "The celebration of ethnicity: a "tribal fight"
in a Namibian mine compound". In Ethnicity in modern Africa,
edited by B.M. du Toit, p. 213-31. Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press, 1979.

This article analyses a specific incident in 1974 towards the end
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of the author's period of "participant observation" as personnel
officer on a new Namibian mine, on which his major study of
labour repression and worker consciousness is based (see no. 652).
The article in fact provides a handy condensation of much of the
central argument of that study. It develops a sophisticated critique
of the simplistic conventionaI interpretation of intergroup conflict
amongst mine-workers solely in terms on innate ethnic antagonism.
The author argues that in respect of this incident such an interpre
tation was the viewpoint of management and was adopted by workers
largely to conceal their more complex motivations and preserve
space for private activity in a repressive environment. In practice
the conflict served to reconsolidate the inherent ly uns table under
ground code of worker solidarity, "brotherhood", by reaffirming
its rules of behaviour and by identifying and penalising deviants.
The author concludes that the "tribal fight" was not an expression of
ethnicity but rather of antiethnicity.

655. GOTTSCHALK, KEITH. "South African labour policy in Namibia 1915-1975".
South Aftican Labour Bulletin, 4, nos. 1-2, (January-February)
1978: 75-106.

A general survey of labour controI and workers' resistance in Namibia
under South African rule, focusing on the migrant labour system and
the vast array of repressive laws and regulations. There is also a
brief discussion of the main labour actions from 1915 to the general
strike in 1971-72, as weIl as a summary of the available literature
on wages, health, housing and schooling.

656. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE (prepared by NEVILLE RUBIN). Labour and
discrimination in Namibia. Geneva: ILO, 1977, 126 p.

A thoroughly documented and wellorganised survey of labour-repressive
and racially discriminatory legislation imposed on Namibians by the
South African administration, in which the author's legal expertise
is evident. Appendices reproduce the texts of two of the key legal
instruments of the contract labour system, the Employment Bureau
Regulations of 1972 and the ControI and Treatment of Natives on
Mines Regulation of 1925, as weIl as the old and revised (1972)
terms of labour "contract" ("indenture" would be a more accurate
description). The booklet sets the legislation in the context of
a brief analysis of the economy, racial discrimination and depriva
tion in education, access to employment, wages and working and
living conditions, as weIl as repression of trade union and political
organisation. An updated report was presented to alLO seminar in
Lusaka in 1981 and published in Nationhood Programme for Namibia.
Report on The Seminar concerning discriminatory legislation in
Namibia relating to labour matters (Geneva: ILO, 1983, 96 p.
ILO/78/NAM 007). This report also contains a classified list of laws
relating to the ILO study on discriminatory labour legislation in
Namibia.

657. KANE-BERMAN, JOHN. Contract labour in South West Africa.
Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race Relations, 1973, 37 +
xxxii p.
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658. ------- The labour situation in South West Africa. Johannesburg:
South African Institute of Race Relations, 1973, 6 p. (Lead-in
paper, SAIRR, Forty-third annual council meeting).

An important primaryas weIl as analytical source for the study of
labour history in Namibia, written after a visit to the country in
February 1972, in the midst of the general strike. The report pro
vides an excellent reconstruction of the course of events, based
on first-hand observations, press reports and discussions with
workers, church leaders, businessmen and government officiaIs.
There is little on the evolution of the contract worker system, but
wages and living eonditions are weIl eovered. The author argues
strongly that the strike was not merely a labour dispute but a
strike against the apartheid system as a whole. The second
impression of the report examines the Employment Bureau Regulations
of 30 March 1972, concluding that the essentials of the migrant
system remained unchanged. The appendices contain several important
documents, such as the minutes of the mass meeting in Ondangua in
January 1972 and large extracts from the survey on migrant labour by
Rauha Voipio (see no. 678). The 1973 paper foeuses on the changes
which took place in the year following the general strike. The
author points out that the revised labour arrangements were tightened
up when the employers wanted more rigorous controIs, that influx
controls were strictly enforced and that the emergency regulations
of February 1972 made detentions widely used. It is also argued that
using a "homeland" government to implement a hated system "is
hardly a sound basis on which it can develop any degree of legitimacy
or popular support". For a more general review, which summarises
both papers, see "Focus on Labour" in South West Africa: problems
and alternatives (University of Cape Town, 1975). The author, a
well-known journalist and the present director of the South African
Institute of Race Relations, was at the time research assistant at
SAIRR.

659. KAULUMA, JAMES H. The migrant contract labour situation in Namibia
and the response to it. Windhoek (7); n.d. (1977/78 7),
67 p. BibI.: 86-7.

Written by the present Bishop of the Anglican church this is a
significant contribution to an understanding of the history and
the mechanisms of the migrant labour system. The first part of
the study is an autobiographical sketch, based on the author's
own experience as a contract labourer in the 1950s. It contains
a detailed description of the recruitment system, the working and
living conditions on the farms, the behaviour of the "baas", the
prison cells (af ter a desertion), life within the compound, and
the role played by headmen and chiefs in assisting the South African
authorities in their constant humiliation of the people of
Ovamboland. The second part is concerned with the historical
development of the contract system, tracing its roots back to
the colonisation and the final destruction of the pre-colonial
social formations. This historical account has its value in
giving a lucid summary of the existing secondary literature as weIl as
UN and ILO reports. The final part aims at demonstrating how the
churches and the workers themselves have been responding to the
system, and how family relations, the role of women in production
and the whole social fabric in Ovamboland have been affected over
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the years. The author concludes by arguing that "neither the employers
nor the administration have at any time shown the will or ability
to remove this kind of labor system which is so oppressive and
humiiiating to the workers and their families" and that a solution
is not possible without complete independence from colonial rule.

660. KOOY, MARCELLE. "The contract labour system and the Ovambo crisis
of 1971 in South West Africa". African Studies Review, 16, no. 1,
(April) 1973: 83-105.

Mainly based on press reports, this is a straightforward descriptive
account of the contract system and the general strike in 1971-72.
As it was published at the time, it has served as a useful survey
of the events. It does not, however, contain any original material,
and has later been superseded by Moorsom and others (see no. 665)
both in terms of original information and a perspective which is
closer to the workers' own aspirations.

661. KURAISA, CHARLES. "The labour force". In South West Africa: A
travesty of trust, edited by Ronald Segal and Ruth First, p. 189-93.
London: Deutsch, 1967.

A very brief introduction to the origins of the labour reserves and
the contract labour system, outlining some of the proclarnations,
rules and regulations aiming at controlling the black labour force.

662. LOFFLER, JOHN. Labour and politics in Namibia in the 1970s. York:
Centre for Southern African Studies, 1979, 68 p. BibI.: 66-8.
(MA thesis).

Written with admirable clarity, this brief MA thesis surveys the
existing literature on the migrant labour system, workers'
resistance in a historical perspective, and the 1971-72 general
strike, benefitting from the studies by R.J. Gordon, R. Moorsom,
J. Kane-Berman and others. The author takes issue with those who
have portrayed the general strike as a spontaneous or populist
uprising, and argues convincingly that the process of proletarian
isation and politicisation has a much longer history and that it
was the linkage between the workers and national political
developments which enabled the mass actions to occur. In this con
text, the role of SWAPO is also stressed. The final chapter deals
with "Reforms, repression and resistance 1972-1979", and gives an
account of the major aspects of the struggle and the changes in
labour relations. The author concludes by suggesting that more
importance be ascribed to the basic struggle between labour and
capital over recent years than is commonly attributed to it.

663. MELBER, HENNING.
and formation".
1983: 151-58.

"National Union of Namibian workers: background
The Journal of Modern African Studies~ 21, no. 1,

This brief introduction to the recent history of the National Union
of Namibian Workers shows how the organisation of labour interests
is shaped by the specific characteristics of Namibia's deformed
socio~economic situation. Theauthor argues that the need to modify
the apartheid system has allowed the creation of a more permanent
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and qualified labour force, while at the same time the marginalisation
of the overwhelming majority is increasing. N.U.N.W. is seen as
the organisationai expression of the majority of the black workers,
at the same time as the fight for genuine national independence
and the political goals of the union by far transcend the improve-
ment of labour conditions under the existing system. For a shortened
German version, see "Namibia", in Internationales Gewerkschaftshandbuch,
edited by Siegfried Mielke, p. 1241-45 (Opladen: Leske und Budrich, 
1983) •

MERCER, DENNIS, see no. 669.

664. MOORSOM, RICHARD. "Underdevelopment, contract labour and worker
consciousness in Namibia, 1915-72". Journal of Southern African
Studies, 4, no. 1, (October) 1977: 52-87. 9 tables.

This article, the third in a trilogy (see nos. 123, 667), sets out
to apply to Namibia some of the insights of recent historical mater
ialist analysis of class formation and labour migration in Southern
Africa, focusing on the contract labour system and worker resistance
under South African rule. Taking the pre-colonial history and
ecology of Ovamboland as his starting point, the author documents
how food shortages, the growing pressure on internai subsistence
resources and the structural exploitation of the migrant labour
system have made wage-labour the only possible source of cash income
for the vast majority. He also shows that in compelling contract
workers' dependants and families to remain on the land, and by for
bidding any semblance of negotiation, the system forced peasant agri
cul ture to subsidise and service wage-rates low even by the extreme
standards of South Africa. The latter part ends with a discussion
of the main factors which led to the general strike of 1971-72,
the course of the strike itself, and its aftermath. (See also no.
665).

665. MOORSOM, RICHARD. "Labour consciousness and the 1971-72 contract
workers strike in Namibia". Development and Change, 10, no. 2,
1979: 205-31.

The second part of this article, analysing the cours e and implications
of the 1971-72 strike in Namibia, is a revised extract from a
previously published essay (no. 664), but the first part is an
original and perceptive discussion of class position and labour
consciousness in the context of the migrant labour system. Its
point of departure is that contract labour not only binds the male
migrant to a rigorous and inflexible work routine but also extends
the labour-time spent by women in household and food production for
themselves and their dependants. It is argued that the critical
point at which the balance of objective class interest transfers
from peasant to proletarian status occurs when the migrant's
family becomes regularly dependent on his wages not merely for items
of equipment but also for day-to-day living costs, in particular
food. The turning point, the author argues, came formany peasant
families with migrant workers in the 1950s and 1960s. Several ex
amples are also given to support the contention that migrant workers
have long since developed a perception of the need for collective
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action and political struggle which goes beyond the concept of
"brotherhood" introduced by R.J. Gordon in his seminal study (no. 652).

666. MOORSOM, RICHARD. "The workers of Namibia". Action on Namibia, 1,
no. 4, 1979: 4-5, and 1, no. 5, 1979: 4-6.

A brief but analytical presentation of the position of black workers
under South African rule. The article includes recent employment
and wage data, a summary of labour legisiation, and a history of
worker resistance and trade unionism, with excerpts from workers'
own accounts of their situation.

667. MOORSOM, RICHARD. "Underdevelopment and class-formation: the birth
of the contract labour system in Namibia, 1900-26". In University
of York, Centre for Southern African Studies, Collected Papers, 5,
1980, p. 17-44.

This is the second of a trilogy of papers on the origins and evolution
of the contract labour system (see nos. 123, 664). The published
version omits for reason of space two early sections of the paper
given at the CSAS seminar, which discuss the pre-colonial social
formation in Ovamboland and structural changes within it under the
impact of long-distance trade with industrial capitaiism. The pub
lished version proceeds to analyse capital formation and labour
demand through the German and early South African colonial periods;
the growth of labour migration; cooperation and conflict between
the triangle of principal actors, Ovambo rulers,migrant peasant/workers,
and colonial authorities and employers; and the final struggle which
led to the imposition of theseverely repressive contract labour
system. Particular attention is given to the workers' strategic
interests and tactics of struggle. As in its counterparts, the
author attempts to apply the method of class analysis to specific
questions in a concrete historical context, and the resulting
interpretation differs sharply from the more conventionai accounts.

In The role of foreign
al., p. 129-80. Uppsala:

668. MORRIS, JO. "The black workers in Namibia".
firms in Namibia, edited by Roger Murray, et
Africa Publications Trust, 1974.

Commissioned by The Study Project on External Investment in South
Africa and Namibia (see no. 422), this article exarnines the composition
of the black workers in Namibia and wages and living conditions in
industrial and rural areas. The author concludes that the conditions
are even worse than in South Africa itself. There is also a brie f
review of labour legislation and the migrant worker system, and a
discussion of the rising militancy of the workers and the confrontation
leading to a strike in 1971-72.

669. NDADI, VINNlA. Breaking contract. The story of Vinnia Ndadi.
Richmond, B.C.: Liberation Support Movement Press, 1974, 115 p.
(Life histories from the revolution, Namibia, SWAFO, 1). (German
translation: Kontraktarbeiter KlasseB. Mein Leben in Namibia.
Zurich: Unionsverlag, 1978, 179 p.).

This classic example of oral history, written with admirable
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sty1istic authenticity and editoria1 c1arity, gives abasic insight
into the operation of the migrant labour system in Namibia. Based
on extensive interviews with Vinnia Ndadi, recorded and edited by
Dennis Mercer, the book te11s the story of a contract 1abourer's
life from his first recruitment by SWANLA at the age of 17 unti1 he
1eft Namibia to join SWAPO in exi1e in 1964. It is an account not
on1y of suppression and exp10itation at the work place (farms, fac
tories, canneries), but a1so of how the workers fight back. It is
a1so a va1uab1e primary source, high1ighting the active years of
workers' resistance, strikes and po1itica10rganising in the late
1950s, and eloquent1y complements academic writings on the same
subject.

670. NEHOVA, HINANANJE SHAFODINO. "The price of liberation". In Namibia:
SWAPO fights for: freedom, edited by Liberation Support Movement,
p. 69-87. Oakland, CA: LSM, 1978.

This excerpt from the life history of Hinananje S. Nehova provides a
first-hand account of the origins of the 1971-72 general strike
by one of its active organisers. Nehova was at the time working
with one of the fish canneries at Wa1vis Bay, af ter having been ex
pelled from a secondary school together with other leaders-to-be
of the SWAPO Youth League. The story offers unique insight into the
preparations for the strike in Wa1vis Bay, and how the workers'
action spread to other parts of the country. Nehova was later
arrested, tortured and handed over to the Portuguese secret police
(PIDA) in Southern Angola, and was held in prison under horrific
conditions until the Portuguese coup d~etat in 1974.

671. ROGERS, BARBARA. "Notes on labour conditions at the Rössing mine".
South African Labour Bulletin, 4, nos. 1-2, (January-February) 1978:
140-44. (In German: Die Lage der Arbeiter im Uranbergbaubetrieb
Rössing. Bonn: ISSA Archiv Aktuell, 1977, 8 p.

A brief note on the conditions for labourers at the Rössing uranium
mine in Namibia, pointing to the enormous gap between the promises
of Rio Tinto Zinc and the daily realities of low wages, long working
hours, overcrowded workers' quarters, poor diets and discriminatory
health care.

RUBIN, NEVILLE, see no. 656.

672. SCHILLING-JAEGGI, JOHANNA. Das Problem der Land - Stadt-Wanderung
in Namibia vor und nach 1977. Universität Basel, 1982, 83 p. 6 maps,
18 tables, bibI.: 81-3.

This brief dissertation is an attempt to assess the trends and the
principal factors determining labour migration before and after the
1ifting of some of the pass law restrictions in October 1977. The
main sections discuss the causes of labour migration in terms of a
simple "push-pull" paradigm, and out line the changes in the migration
rate and their social and economic consequences. The last chapter
concentrates main1y on assessing population, labour-force and migra
tion statistics and indicators, which are drawn from a rather se1ective
range of secondary sources, in particular Thomas (no. 75) and the
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for Namibia (no. 468), and from recent press cuttings.
historical analyses, such as Gordon (no. 653) and
664) are largely ignored.

673. SIMONS, RAY E. The Namibian challenge. Paper presented to the Inter
national Conference on Namibia, Brussels, 1972, 45 p. + appendix.

Prepared for an international conference on Namibia in Brussels in
1972, this unpublished repor t is a contemporary account of the migra
tory labour system and the general strike in 1971-72. The author
is a South African trade union activist who was involved in organ
ising unions among fish canning workers in Namibia in the early 1950s
and who later left South Africa after having been banned by the
apartheid regime. The first part of the paper surveys the oppressive
apparatus of labour laws, SWANLA contracts and working conditions
akin to slavery. It is followed by a detailed account of the course
of the events in 1971-72. The author argues strongly that the most
remarkable feature of the strike was its political character, as
revealed in the workers' demands for the termination of the contract
labour system, a central pillar of colonial rule. Several important
documents are included as appendices, such as the strikers' demands
and examples of contracts and labour laws.

674. SOUTH AFRICAN LABOUR BULLETIN. Focus on Namibia. Durban: 1978,
194 p. (Double issue, January-February 1978, 4 nos. 1-2).

Edited by Richard Moorsom, the focus of this special issue of the
South African Labour Bulletin is on the history and current concerns
of black workers in Namibia. It offers a collection of excellent
articles as weIl as a wide range of documents and a selection of
interviews, recorded in 1977, which give workers a rare opportunity
to speak for themselves. The first part contains edited extracts
from the interviews, organised in thematic sections covering
labour laws, wages and living conditions, industrial relations,
workers' consciousness, collective action, and women workers. There
is also a special section dealing with the black student revolt in
1976-77 and the Nama teachers' strike, providing insight into one of
the bitterest and longest labour disputes in Namibia. The second
part consists of scholarly articles on labour history and action,
for which see separate annotations of Gebhardt (no. 649), Rogers
(no. 671) and Gottschalk (no. 655). Amongst the documents reproduced
are the strikers' manifesto of January 1972 and the first fully re
vised edition of the famous "strike diary".

675. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the S.W.A. Native Labourer's
Commission, 1945-1948. Windhoek, 1948, 68 p.

The point of departure for this important commission of inquiry is
the "native labour problem" in the years following the Second World
War, mainly as a result of the increased demand for farm workers and
the anticipated expansion in mining and industry. The commission,
which worked for almost three years, recognizes the need for an im
provement in wages, housing conditions and diet for farmworkers in
order to increase the labour supply to a highly unpopular field of
employment. It also recommended that the agreement between SWANLA
(the recruiting agency) and the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association
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Ltd. (WENELA), under which 3,000 mine workers a year were recruited
for the mines in South Africa, should be terminated. The report
provides a weal th of factual information on the operations of SWANLA,
working and living conditions, health and the attitudes of the
employers (especially farmers), making the document an invaluable
primary source. There are also several interesting appendices,
such as standard contracts, recommendations for housing and an
outline of the health examination regulations.

676. SWAPO OF NAMIBIA, DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR. The struggle for trade union
rights in Namibia. London: SWAPO, 1984, 46 p. Illus. (Published
on behalf of the National Union of Namibian Workers).

677. THOMPSON, ELISABETH. Organized labor activities among Namibian
workers: 1910-1950. Paper presented to the International Conference
in Solidarity with the Struggle of the People of Namibia, Paris,
1980, 10 p.

This brief essay is the result of preliminary research for a PhD thesis
on the history of the Namibian working class. The author is one
of the few to have researched this subject from archival sources both
in Namibia and West Germany. She argues that Namibian workers have
presented their employers and the colonial governments with an
organised and active struggle to maintain and better their position,
and that the repressive measures taken by both the German and the
South African regime against the workers were in part a response to
these actions. This contention is supported by examples mainly
drawn from the copper and diamond mining industry in the period
from 1907 to the Second World War.

678. VOIPIO, RAUHA. KONTRAK soos die Owambo dit sien. Braamfontein:
Christian Institute of Southern Africa, 1971, 35 p.

The last
and Kimmo

------- "Contract work through Ovambo eyes". In Namibia.
=-0""7";,------:-="7--

colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen
Kiljunen, p. 112-31. London: Longman, 1981.

Prepared by a Finnish missionary, this seminal report appeared as
a booklet in the middle of the 1971-72 general strike. It is mainly
concerned with the destructive role of the contract labour system
on family life, living conditions and the social fabric and provides
a graphic descriptive exposure of deep social distress. The report
is based on questionnaires sent out to the workers and their wives
as weIl as some Christian workers in Ovamboland, almost 100 of
which were returned. The major part of the booklet was translated
into English and published as an appendix in Kane-Berman: Con
tract labour in South-West Africa (see no. 657). The main findings
are summarised in the contribution to Namibia. The Last Colony,
which also describes developments since 1972, concluding that the
new contract system does not differ essentially from the former one
and that the present situation in many respects is even worse than
at the beginning of the 1970s.

679.
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SEE ALSO:

22,23,29, 39, 52, 54, 55, 74, 118, 123, 146,211, 317, 328,
346-8, 356, 357, 381,389,420, 424-6, 523, 532, 537, 562, 580,
597, 604, 635-6, 685, 1015.
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9. WOMEN

680. ALLISON, CAROLINE. Women, work and family ~n contemporary Namibia.
(Draft, 89 p. IDS, University of Sussex). In preparation.

681. ------- The effects of war and political repression: women in Namibia.
(Draft, 149 p. IDS, University of Sussex). In preparation.

682. COLLINS, CAROLE. This is the time. Interview with two Namibian women.
Chicago: Chicago Cornrnittee for African Liberation, 1977, 28 p.

683. ------- "SWAPO images of a future society: women in Namibia". Issue,
7, no. 4, 1977: 39-45.

684. MUSIALELA, ELLEN. "Women in Namibia: the only way to free ourselves",
in Third world, second sex. Women's struggle and national liberation,
edited by Miranda Davies, p. 83-7. London: Zed Press, 1983.
(Originally published in Anti-Apartheid News, March 1981).

Based on interviews with two SWAPO militants in 1976, the booklet
edited by Carole Collins is one of the very few publications mainly
concerned with the role of Namibian women in society and in the
liberation struggle. Netumbo Nandi and Mathilda Amoomo provide a
vivid description of their experience under colonial rule, the
oppressive conditions both in rural areas and in towns, and the
activities of SWAPO Women's Council. The article in Issue discusses
the same subjects very briefly, while the interview with Ellen
Musialela, a leading SWAPO activist, is a more recent cornrnent on
the position of women in the struggle for an independent Namibia.
There is also a brief section on Namibia (p. 82-90) in G. Wellmer
(ed.): Frauen im Befreiungskampf (Bonn: ISSA, 1979).

685. HISHONGWA, NDEUTALA SELMA. Women of Namibia. The changing role of
Namibian women from traditional precolonial times to the present.
Stockholm: By och Bygd, 1983, 103 p. 35 photos, bibI.: 102-03.
(Also distributed by International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern
Africa, London).
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Although sketchy and not very penetrating in its analysis, this is
a welcome contribution to the very sparse literature on women in
Namibia. Written in a popular style by a Namibian who has lived in
exile in Sweden since 1974, the book starts with a brief description
of life in pre-colonial Ovamboland. It then discusses the impact
of the colonial system in general and the effects of migrant labour
on family structure and living conditions in northern Namibia. The
author also deals with the role of women in SWAPO and the liberation
struggle, and ends with an elaboration of some of the problems
facing women in an independent Namibia.

686. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA. To honour
women's day. Profiles of leading women in the South African and
Namibian liberation struggles. London: IDAF in cooperation with UN
Centre Against Apartheid, 1981, 56 p. 41 photos.

Describing the lives and experiences of women who have all made out
standing contributions to the struggle for a democratic and non-racial
Southern Africa, this collection of brief biographies was produced
as a tribute to the fighting women of South Africa and Namibia on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of South Africa Women's Day and the
protests against the pass laws. Seven Namibians (Libertine Amathila,
Lucia Hamutenya, Ida Jimmy, Gertrude Kandanga, Ellen Musialela,
Rauna Nambinga, Nahambo Shamena) are among those selected as repre
sentatives of women who have been banned, detained, tortured, im
prisoned and driven into exile for their participation in the
liberation struggle. See also: You have struck a rock. Women and
political repression in Southern Africa (London: International
Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 1980, 24 p.).

687. LAPCHICK, RICHARD E. and STEPHANIE URDANG. Oppression and resistance.
The struggle of women in Southern Africa. Westport, Connecticut/
London: Greenwood Press, 1982, 198 p. 10 illus., 10 tables, bibI.:
185-89. (Contributions in Women's Studies, no. 29).

Based on background papers and the discussions at the World Conference
of the United Nations Decade of Women (Copenhagen, 1980), this is
one of the few studies of women in Southern Africa. There is a brief
chapter dealing specifically with women in Namibia, which also offers
some rudimentary information on health and employment ("The role
of women in the struggle for independence in Namibia", p. 110-17).

688. MURRAY-HUDSON, ANNE. "SWAPO: solidarity with our sisters". Review
of African Political Economy, no. 27-28, 1983: 120-25.

Written by a member of the British-based SWAPO Women's Solidarity
Campaign, this is a brief review of the role of women in the struggle
for liberation. The article discusses the aims and objectives of
the SWAPO Women's Council, socio-economic conditions for women, the
effects of the war on civilians (forced removals, torture, rape),
and the victimisation of women for their SWAPO activities. There is
also a bibliographic note.
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MUSIALELA, ELLEN, see no. 683.

689. NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE/SWAPO WOMEN'S SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN. Women
in Namibia (Tentative title). In preparation.

690a. PFOUTS, ANITA. "Changing times: women in Namibia". Ufahamu, 11,
no. 3, 1982: 49-60.

This is the text of an address during a panel discussion on women
in Southern Africa, which was part of the African Activist Association
Conference in 1981. The aim of the lecture was to give a brief
out line of the division of labour between men and women in pre-colonial
Namibia, to discuss the impact of German and South African colonialism
on women and to highlight the role of women in the SWAPO's struggle
for liberation. These important questions are merely touched upon
in this brief text, but it has its value in directing attention to
a much neglected field of research.

690b. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION. Namibia: women in the
struggle. Luanda: SWAPO Dept. of Information & Publicity, 1984,
24 p. Hlus.

A pamphlet describing the role women have come to play in the struggle
for national and social liberation, covering such topics as the
heroism of women in the Windhoek Uprising (1959), participation in
the armed struggle and the activities of SWAPO Women's Council in
working out programmes for learning, for productive labour and culturaI
creativity.

SWAPO WO~lliN'S SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN, see no. 689.

URDANG, STEPHANlE, see no. 687.

SEE ALSO:

74, 167, 468, 489, 532, 629, 639, 717.
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EDUCATION AND CULTURE

691. ADVIESKOMITEE VIR GEESTESWETENSKAPLIKENAVORSING IN SWA/NAMIBIE.
Ondersoek na die onderwys in SWA/Namibie. Windhoek. 1: Verslag
van die Komitee insake riglyne vir ~n stelsel van onderwysvoorsiening.
1982, 43 p. 2: Verslag oor demografie en onderwysstatistiek vir
SWA/Namibie. 1982, 111 p. 3: Verslag van die navorsingspro
jekkomitee: Kurrikulering. 1982, 150 p. 4: Verslag van die
navorsingsprojekkomitee: Knelpunte in ~n veeltalige onderwyssituasie.
1982, 196 p. 5: Verslag van die navorsingsprojekkomitee: Onder
wysstelselbeplanning. 1983, 223 p.

In 1980, the Advisory Committee for Human Sciences Research in
SWA/Namibia was asked by the Department of National Education to
review the present education system in Namibia and to consider the
need for changes in the structure and the curriculum. Three years
later the committee subrnitted a five-volume report, which unfortunately
is published only in Afrikaans. The report contains a criticaJ
examination of the failure of the existing system, and provides a
wealth of facts and figure. (See especially vol. 2, which is concerned
with demography and education statistics and vol. 5 which includes
an assessment of the economy.) The report also makes detailed
proposals for the establishment of a revised educational structure.
Two important principles are, firstly, that education and vocational
training must be combined and, secondly, that educational policy
and support services must be centralised to avoid the present frag
mentation and inefficiencv of the ethnic administrations. The school
syllabus stresses functional literacy and the need for giving the
students "modern value-orientations" and "a healthy work-ethic". It
also urges that the role of the private sector in education be
reinforced, especially through training colleges funded by mining
corporations. Critics have pointed out that the plan lacks a serious
discussion of making education compulsory, that there is no commitment
to English and that the overall thrust of the recommendations is to
keep black Namibians in subordinate positions. For a summary in
English of the main proposals, as weIl as a criticial review, see
Justin Ellis: Education, Repression and Liberation: Namibia (no. 695).
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692. CHAMBERLAIN, R., et al. Toward a language policy for Namibia. English
as the official language: perspectives and strategies. Lusaka:
UNIN, 1981, 123 p. 15 tables, 6 figures. (Namibia Studies Series
no. 4, N.K. Duggal, editor).

Published in a series designed to provide basic data and to provoke
discussion on policy options for an independent Namibia, this study
exarnines the practical, educational, culturai and political aspects
of introducing English as the official language. There is also a
background chapter outlining the structure of education in Namibia,
which is followed by a discussion of teacher training and the language
content of education.

693. ELLIS, JUSTIN. Formal and nonformal education in Namibia. University
of Manchester, 1980, 91 p. (Dipl. in Adult Education diss.).

694. ------- Basic adult education in Namibia af ter independence. Univer
sity of Manchester, 1981, 221 p. BibI.: 208-21. (M.Ed. thesis) .

Based on the author's own experience as a teacher in Namibia (Bureau
of Literacy and Literature, Christian Centre) until his expulsion
in 1978, the first of these two studies outlines the history of the
educational system in Namibia and the changes introduced in the
1970s. It also covers the various forms of nonformal education (by,
for instance, churches, community development, correspondence clubs
and SWAPO political education). As the author himself acknowledges,
one of the merits of the study is to make some of the main ideas
of Henning Melber (see no. 702) available in English. Basic Adult
Education is more specifically concerned with educational reform
af ter independence. Several models for planning participatory
adult education programmes are discussed, and proposals are made
for the training of adult educators. For a further development of
the themes covered by these two dissertations, see no. 695.

695. ELLIS, JUSTIN. Education, repression and Liberation: Namibia. London:
Catholic Institute for International Relations/World University
Service, 1983,94 p. 11 tables, 4 figures, 11 illus., bibI.: 88-94.
(A Future for Namibia, 4).

Published as the fourth volume in the CIIR series on Namibia, this
is an informative and perceptive study of the past, present and
future education system. The first chapter focuses on the ways in
which missionary education was used to impose a European culture,
and how the introduction of the Bantu Education system contributed
to ethnic fragmentationand the subjugation of the black majority.
The author also notes that recent political changes have made the
eleven ethnic governments responsible for primary and secondary
education, with the effect of perpetuating segregation and inequality.
The examination of the present state of education, both formal and
informal, amply demonstrates the dec line in its quaiity. It also
shows how the secondary schools have been places of conflict
between young Namibians and the South African authorities, resulting
in mass expulsion of pupils, the sacking of teachers and the
victimisation of supposed "agitators". A separate chapter is devoted
to "education through exile", especially in the refugee communities
in Angola and Zambia, where SWAPO is providing education for 10-15,000
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pupils as weIl as mass adult education programmes, vocational tra1n1ng
and teacher training. The book finally considers the prospects
for a new education system af ter independence, based on the policy
guide lines emerging from SWAPO. The value of the study is enhanced
by its challenging critique of the 1000-page report of Namibian
education subrnitted in 1983 and published only in Afrikaans (see no.
691). There is also an excellent bibliography.

and peoples, myths and fables. Leiden:
(NISABA. Religious texts translation

KNAPPERT, JAN. Namibia. Land
E.J. Brill, 1981, vii + 201 p.
series, vol. 11).

697. SCHMIDT, SIGRID. Märchen aus Namibia. DUsseldorf/Köln: Eugen
Diederich Verlag, 1981, 284 p.

696.

Being the first of its kind in English, the merit of the book edited
by Knappert lies in the collection of oral literature, legends,
myths, fables and proverbs it presents. The compiler is a Dutch
linguist who has previously published several books on Swahili language
and culture. The traditional stories are, however, set in a static
context which fails to take into account processes of social change
and the profound impact of colonisation and occupation. The intro
ductory survey of Namibian history is mainly an unsophisticated
summary of the "myth and fables" of European explorers, missionaries
and traders, and the background information on the country is often
inaccurate and biased. In this sense, the book underlines the
urgent need for oral literature and history to be based on the
experiences and values of the indigenous population. For an acute
comment by a Namibian social scientist, see the critical review
by Peter H. Katjavivi in International Journal of African Historical
Studies, 16, no. 1, 1983: 95-8. The book edited by Schmidt, a West
German folklorist with a long research experience in Namibia, present~

more than 130 Nama and Damara folktales, with a scholarly and imagin
ative analysis of each. It does, however, tend to suffer from the
same limitations as the Knappert volume.

698. LACHENMANN, GUDRUN. Namibia. Sektorstudie Bildungswesen. Berlin:
Deutsches Institut flirEntwicklungspolitik, 1979, 85 p. 13 tables,
4 figures, bibI.: 83-5.

This is one of the best documented of the several sectoral studies
prepared by the German Development Institute, outlining the main
features of the present educational system based on regional and
ethnic inequality and discrimination. The author argues that the
quantitative expansion of recent years has not been matched by any
qualitative improvement in a rudimentary service for blacks. She
presents a strategy for an independent Namibia in some detail,
based on a functional concept of education related to the living
conditions of the people and the needs of development. She also
stresses that women have to be regarded as a special target group.
For these goals to succeed, she urges that not only is
action required in the education system as such, but that profound
social and economic changes must also take place.
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699. LEU, CHRISTOPHER A. "Colonial education and African resistance in
Namibia". In Independence without freedom. The political economy
of colonial education in Southern Africa, edited by A.T. Mugomba
and M. Nyaggah, p. 152-71. Santa Barbara, California/Oxford:
ABC- Clio, 1980. (Published in a slightly revised form as
"Opposition to apartheid in Namibia; the role of education, religion
and the contract labour system". Ufahamu, 9, no. 1,1979: 111-37).

This contribution to a reade r on education in Southern Africa argues
that the imposition of the apartheid educational system on Namibia
has assisted the South Africans in their policy of fragmenting the
opposition into different "homelands" and "nationalities", and
that it had the effect of keeping the African population educationally
inferior to the whites. This interpretation is backed by a historical
survey of the educational system from the time of its missionary
origins, which links colonial education to the emergence of political
awareness. The author also argues that the role of the churches in
recent times has legitimised opposition, and that the contract labour
system can be regarded as a form of "political education" enhancing
African perceptions of inequality and exploitation.

700. MBAMBA, A. MAUNO. Primary education for an independent Namibia.
Planning in a situation of uncertainty and instability. Stockholm:
Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1982, 244 p. 68 tables, 19 figures,
bibI.: 233-44. (PhD thesis) .

The objective of this dissertation, written by a Namibian scholar
and SWAPO member, is to exarnine the implementation of South Africa's
apartheid education and the implications of this policy for planning
primary education in an indepertdent Namibia. The firsL part surveys
the historical development of the educational system, and provides
a more detailed description of the 1962-1978 period, supported by
a wide range of - mainly official - statistical information. It is
followed by a chapter on the organisation and administration of
SWAPO's educational activities, which also contains a brief outline
of the liberation movement's strategies for socio-economic and
educational development. These background chapters lead to an
examination of future educational needs and requirements, focusing
on strategies for quantitative and qualitative planning. In order
to gather essentiaI information for the planning of primary education,
a large number of projections on primary enrolment, school classes
and teacher requirements are carried out for the 1984-1990 period.
The author concludes by discussing briefly some of the major con
straints on the planning and implementation of a new educational
policy in an independent Namibia, such as lack of financial resources
(especially in the case of compulsory and universal primary education)
and political resistance from conservative forces and groups with
vested interests in the status quo.

In
Segal and

701. MCGILL, MARCIA KENNEDY. "Education policy and results".
South West Africa: A travesty of trust~ edited by Ronald
Ruth First, p. 194-212. London: Deutsch, 1967.

A brief historical analysis of official education policy and conditions,
with statistics on attendance and finance. The author concentrates
mainly on the imposition of "Bantu Education" and its consequences
for Africans.
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702. MELBER, HENNING. Schule und Kolonialismus: Das formale Erzieh
ungswesen Namibias. Hamburg: Institut fur Afrika-Kunde, 1979,
319 p. 108 tables, 7 figures. bibi: 288-99.

This study is the result of a major research effort to describe and
analyse Namibia's institutionalised system of colonial education,
placing it in its wider socio-economic context. The first chapter
surveys the history of formal education from its introduction by
the missionaries in the pre-colonial period through German rule
and the continuation of colonial administration by South Africa. It
is followed by an analysis of the specific ideology of Christian
National Education (for the whites) and "Bantu Education" (for
blacks). The final section deal s with the present educational
structure. and includes a review of criticism and opposition by
Namibian students and teachers. The author concludes that a com
plete transformation of the educational sector is required, but
warns that an educational system can never be more progressive than
the society in which it isestablished and operating. Containing
more than 100 tables, 400 references and a full bibliography,
this study will remain formany years the standard work on colonial
pducation in Namibia, and it is only to be regretted that it is not
available in English.

703. MELBER, HENNING (ed.). It is no more a cry. Namibian poetry in
exile. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1982, 60 p.

A collection of poetry written by students at the United Nations
Institute for Namibia (Lusaka), reflecting the hopes and commitment
of the younger generation to the struggle for independence and
national reconstruction in Namibia. The editor has contributed an
introductory essay - "Colonial ism, cul ture and resistance: the case
of Namibia" (p. 11-23) - outlining the historical process and the
ideological character of colonial rule in Namibia. He shows
how non-European cul tures were objects of violent conquest, and
that the prevailing ideology denied any meaningful sense to the
existence of indigeneous cultures. In the present era, he argues
the aim of the National Party has been to integrate culturai
aspects on a tribal basis as a tool of perpetuating colonial
structures under the cover of "separate development".

704. MELBER, HENNING. "Eine Waffe im Befreiungskampf ... Erziehungsstrategie
und Bildungsmassnahmen der SWAPO fUr ein unabhängiges Namibia". In
Pädagogik: Dritte Welt. Jahrbuch 1983, edited by Walter SUlberg,
p. 87-113. Frankfurt: Verlag fUr Interkulturelle Kommunikation,
1984.

A weil documented essay dealing with educational progress under the
auspices of SWAFO, the movement's educational objectives and results,
as weil as the programme developed so far for the transformation of
formal education in an independent Namibia. It is argued that - much
as the efforts in this field are appreciated - the transformation of
the Namibian and the success of the new educational strategy depend
far more on the solution of other socio-political issues than on
changes within the sphere of education itself. There is also a
valuable list of publications concerned with education in Namibia.
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705. O'CALLAGHAN, MARlON. Namibia: the effects of apartheid on culture
and education. Paris: UNESCO, 1977, 169 p. 77 tables.

This volume in the UNESCO series on Southern Africa does not attempt
to present the "Namibia question" in general, but provides an
analysis of the effects of South African rule within the fields of
education and culture. As a background to the detailed description
of the educational system as an instrument for perpetuating white
supremacy, the first and in fact longest part of the book outlines
Namibian history since the conquest and the present economic
structure. The book covers the central features of South African
rule, and is packed with tables and lengthy quotations from official
reports. The author concludes that racial discrimination, denial
of human rights, tribalism and culturaI domination "are the inevitable
result of the social structure of Namibia, its history of conquest,
of the pattern of its economy and of the method of capital accumulation".

SCHMIDT, SIGRID, see no. 697.

706. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.).
Non-European education in
Native education, 164 p.
99 p. 9 tables.

While a report on the improvement of "European education" was published
in 1956, these reports two years later provided the blueprint for the
imposition of apartheid education in Namibia. The investigation was a
substantiaI effort, following an outline of the origins of "native
education" with an extensive survey of the system in operation at
the time. The reports contain a wealth of data which goes weIl
beyond the strictly educational to include, for instance, demographic
and economic statistics from unpublished official sources. Not
surprisingly they recommended an end to the almost total government
indifference towards "native education" and the takeover or replace
ment of the mission schools by an expanding state system segregated
in terms of the ethnic rules of apartheid - this despite some acknow
ledgement of church criticism of the inferiority and racial discrimin
ation of the prevailing laissez-faire policy. Although education for
Whites had already been made obligatory under the Education Proclarnation
of 1921 and 1926, the Commission recommended that "the Department
of Education should not take the initiative to introduce compulsory
education in native schools". See also Memorandum of education policy
adopted with reference to Reports of Commission of enquiry regarding
European and Non-European education. (Windhoek: Education Department,
SWA Administration, 1959, 36 p.). These reports eventually led to
the Education Ordinance no. 27/1962.

707. TJITENDERO, MOSE P. Examination of an alternative: a look at the
primary and secondary education in Namibia. University of Massachu
setts, 1976, 116 p. (D.Ed. thesis).

The aim of this thesis, written by a Namibian schalar and leading
SWAPO educationalist, is to prepare the groundwork for formulating
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educational policy and planning curriculum development for
independence. It opens with a discussion of the historical roots
of "Bantu education", which is seen as an instrument of oppression
designed to perpetuate white domination. The analysis of the
current system focuses on the character of the curriculum objectives
at both primary and secondary leveIs, underlining the enormous tasks
of educational reorganisation which will be required to adjust the
educational system to the needs and goals of an independent and just
society. The thesis also contains two case studies (of Tanzania
and Ghana) as a means of identifying issues and ideas relevant
to the Namibian situation. One of these issues is the introduction
of English as the medium of instruction, a policy which was sub
sequently adopted by SWAPO (see no. 692). For a more recent paper,
see Policy options for basic education (Lusaka: SWAPO Seminar on
Education, 20-25 September 1982, 17 p.). The author is also pre
paring a major study on education policy options in an independent
Namibia, to be published in the Namibia Studies Series (UN Institute
for Namibia) in 1985.

SEE ALSO:

71,411,487,790.
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11 . HEALTH

options for independent
31 tables, 1 map, 3 figures.
by N.K. Dugga!).

708. ANDERSSON, NEIL. Health sector policy
-::-:==---,,-::-:,,.-;---:-::--,--"'---:::-':-----=--::----,----"-----=----=:-0---

Namibia. Lusaka: UNIN, 1984, 154 p.
(Namibia Studies Series, No. 7, edited

Commissioned by the UN Institute for Namibia, this is a pioneering
study on the existing state of health and health services and
policy options for independent Namibia. The first part concen
trates on the major health problems and the historical origins of
inequalities both in health status and health care, documenting
the "production of ill-health" through economic exploitation,
occupational disease, malnutrition and the policy of apartheid.
A large number of tables, drawn mainly from official sources
(especially Municipality of Windhoek reports, SWA Administration
White Papers and Anglo American Corporation medical reports), docu
ment the disease and death patterns as weIl as diseases and accidents
in the diamond mines. The author's careful analysis of the present
health care infrastructure shows the extent to which the services
mostly benefit a small minority, are biased towards the towns and
have a distinct curative orientation. This system contrasts
sharply with the proposals for a "peoples' health program",
based on the health experience of the liberation movement, the
primary health approach and the experiences of other Third World
countries striving for radical transformation. The primary health
care approach embodies three basic ideas: firstly, that the pro
motion of health depends fundamentally on improving socio-economic
conditions; secondly, that in this process the mass of people
should be both activists and the main beneficiaries; and thirdly,
that the entire health care system should be restructured to
support health activities at the primary level. The final chapters
comprise a detailed outline of the institutionaI framework for the
health sector, health personnel development, the primary health
care implications for resource allocations and budgets, health
legislation and the need for a pharmaceutical policy. The appen
dices contain information on existing hospitals and clinies,
health sector personnel requirements, budget estimates for the first
year of independence and an essentiaI drugs list.
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709. HINSBEECK, F.C.S. "Public health and medical services in South West
Africa". South African Journal of Science, 34, 1937: 317-27.

Although brief, this survey is valuable for being one of the very
few published between the wars. It comments on public health and
sanitation in the latter years of the German period, and describes
the public health legislation and medical services of the mid-1930s.
It also provides a summary of the principal diseases which, although
lacking in statistics, gives a revealing insight into the prevalence
of serious endemic diseases such as malaria, TB, typhoid, typhus,
venereal disease and even bubonic plague amongst the black population.

710. INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE AND AID FUND FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA.
Namibia. (Tentative title). London: IDAF Fact Paper.-

Health in
In preparation.

711. KRIEGER-HINCK, CARLA. Uber die medizinische Versorgung der ehema
ligen Kolonie Deutsch-Slidwest-Afrika. Mlinchen: Ludwig-Maximi lians
Universität, 1973, 81 p. (Dissertation).

The title of this thesis is quite misleading, as the study is
primarily concerned with the organisation of hospitals and health
services for the German colonialtroops ("Die Schutztruppen"). The
health condition of the great majority of the population is dis
cussed only to the extent that their diseases and problems have
implications for their ability to serve the Europeans as labour
power.

712. LACHENMANN, GUDRUN. Namibia. Sektorstudie Gesundheitswesen. Berlin:
Deutsches Institut fur Entwicklingspolitik, 1979, xi, 143 p.
29 tables, 8 figures, bibI.: 141-43.

Institute,

In
The

------- "Perspectives for decolonising health in Namibia".
Perspectives of independent development in Southern Africa.
cases of Zimbabwe and Namibia, edited by German Development
p. 128-62. Berlin: GDI, 1980.

714. ------- "Die "getrennte Entwicklung" der Gesundheit in Namibia".
Afrika Spectrum, 15, no. 2, 1980: 147-62.

713.

The point of departure for this carefully researched analysis of the
health problems in Namibia is that underdevelopment has to be con
ceived as a process of continued deterioration - in either absolute
or relative terms - of the living conditions of the majority of
the population. The author points out that although environmental
conditions are conducive for certain tropical diseases, it is
bad living conditions and poverty-induced malnutrition which lower
people's resistance both to tropical and other infectious diseases.
The high risk of occupational disease and injury is also discussed, and
the few available data on life expectancy, mortality and incidence
of diseases are skilfully put together to give a coherent picture.
The study concludes by arguing for the principle of primary health
care and a basic-needs-oriented development strategy instead of the
present urban-biased and racially based system. The report, which was
prepared as one of several secto~al studies prepared by the German
Development Institute, is summarised in twosubsequent articles in
English as weIl as German.
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715. LACHENMANN, GUDRUN. Entkolonisierung der Gesundheit. Theorie und
Praxis der Gesundheitsversorgung in Namibia und Benin. Diessenhofen:
Verlag Rliegger, 1982, 341 p. 15 tables, bibI.: 309-41. (Konkrete
Fremde, 4).

716. ------- Primary health care and basic-needs orientation in developing
countries. Berlin: German Development Institute, 1982, 138 p.

This major thesis offers a theoretical discussion of health and
basic needs in developing countries. The data on health conditions
and health care in Namibia are largely drawn from the German develop
ment Institute sectoral study (see no. 712), and are supplemented
with a similar examination of Benin. Primaryhealthcare is a briefer
discussion of the same subject in English.

717. LOBSTEIN, TIM and THE NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE HEALTH COLLECTIVE (eds.).
Namibia. Reclaiming the people's health. London: Namibia Support
Committee, 1984, 151 p. Illus., tables.

Most of this book is derived from papers given at the International
Seminar on Health in Namibia, organised in London on September 1983 by the
Namibia Support Committee in cooperation with the SWAPO Department of
Health and Social Welfare. The book contains additional material
written by participants at the seminar and other contributions through
the NSC Health Collective, and the foreword on "The effects of
colonialism in health" is written by the SWAPO Secretary for Health,
Dr. Iyambo Indango. As well as general introductions to the "politics
of health", health education and health planning, there are several
informative chapters which address themselves to present social
inequalities and the corrupt health administration in Namibia.
Among the aspects covered more specifically are women and health,
urban and industrial health, medical and pharmaceutical supplies and
the reorganisat.ion of health care in an independent Namibia. Detailed
lists of organisations and publications for information and further
reading are given.

MCLELLAN, DONNA L., see no. 718.

718. MAY, JAQUES M. and DONNA L. MCLELLAN. The ecology of malnutrition in
seven countries of Southern Africa and in Portuguese Guinea. New York:
Hafner Publishing Company, 1971, 432 p. (Studies in medical geo
graphy, vol. 10).

The authors of this broad survey have brought together valuable infor
mation on food resources and their nutritional adequacy. The
chapter on Namibia (p. 61-103) is, however, rather weak due to lack
of statistics and original research. On the basis of the available
material, the chapter concludes that the people living in the reserves
do not command adequate food resources, and that the only alternative
is to retain meat, fish and dairy products for the local population
instead of exporting food products for profit.

THE NAMIBIA SUPPORT COMMITTEE HEALTH COLLECTIVE, see no. 717.
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719. SIMON, DAVID. "The cnSH in Namibian health services". The
Namibian Review, 28, (April-June) 1983: 15-23.

This article forms part of the author's D.Phil. (no. 102), and shows
clearly that the health services are in a state of crisis. It is
argued that little change other than ethnic fragmentation has
taken place since 1977, and that the state-run services remain
totally segregated. The population's state of health is regarded
as an issue directly linked to wide socio-economic divisions:
low housing standards, low income and education levels, rising
unemployment and racial discrimination. The supporting tables
demonstrate medical staff shortages and an alarming rate of
alcoholism among blacks in Windhoek. The article does not, however,
consider other important contributions to the crisis, such as the
takeover of some church hospitals by the state, closure of clinics
in the North, and the increased influence of South African military
personnel in the health services.

720. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Report of the health commission for South
West Africa, 1945-46. Windhoek, 1946, 66 p.

The report of this commission, one of a number appointed immediately
af ter the Second World War, is concerned with nutrition and medical
services on a national basis. Unfortunately, although it covered
all sections of the population, the commission confined its inves
tigations to the "Police Zone", and there are consequently no refer
ences to the northern reserves where some 60% of the population live.
The report points to the widespread malnutrition and the grave
health problems of the African population, and recommends increased
production of fruit and vegetables, a national minimum wage to be
laid down by law, improved housing (especially for farm workers) ,
increased hospital services and concerted efforts to reduce the
high incidence of venereal diseases. For the European population,
a new Central Hospital with all modern equipment is given the
highest priority. A useful feature of the report is its compilation
of the available data on medical and dental services and their costs.

721. SOUTH WEST AFRICA (ADM.). Die Verslag van die Kommissie van Ondersoek
na Gesondheidsdienste in Suidwes-Afrika aan die Administrateur
General vir die Gebied Suidwes-Afrika. Windhoek, 1982, 441 p.

A lengthy inquiry into the health services in Namibia, with particular
emphasis on their administration, prepared by a five-man committee
of South African lawyers, medical doctors and economists, under the
chairmanship of C. Broeksma. The report was submitted in August 1982,
but was not released until one year later, af ter mounting public
pressure. The politically most controversial recommendation was
that the health services should be taken away from the ethnic second
tier authorities, and transferred to the Department of National Health
and Welfare to avoid further fragmentatian and lowering of standards.
This idea encountered fierce resistance from the Administration for
Whites and certain members of the SWA Medical Society. The Commission,
however, puts forward the propos al that the ethnic authorities should
retain the right to reserve hospital wards, if they so wished, for
the exclusive use of a particular "population group". The report
also deals with a wide range of other administrative matters, and
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its many recommendations are brought together in an appendix:
Aanbevelings van die Kommissie van Ondersoek na Gesondheidsdienste
in Suidwes-Afrika (24 August 1982, 30 p.).

722. STRODTMANN, LOUISE H.B. Die Entwicklung des Gesundheitszustandes
und der Hygiene in Slidwestafrika seit dem Weltkriege. Hamburg:
Hans fUsslein, 1937, 55 p. (Dissertation, Institut fUr Schiffs- und
Tropenhygiene in Hamburg).

The chief merit of this disappointingly thin thesis on health con
ditions in Namibia, focusing on the period 1925-32, is to bring
together some detailed statistics concerned with the major diseases
occurring in Ovamboland and among mine workers. The high risk of
contracting tuberculosis and pneumonia in mining towns is noted,
and there is a brief discussion of the high rate of venereal dis
eases (both among Africans and Whites). The dissertation is obviously
not based on fieldwork and the statistical material is mainly
drawn from the Administrators' annual reports.

SEE ALSO:

102,536,540,671,675.
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12. NAMIBIA AS AN INTERNATIONAL
ISSUE

A. UN and international law

723. ASMAL, KADER. Namibia: the international law dimension. Paper
presented to the International Conference in Solidarity with the
Struggle of the People of Namibia, Paris, 1980, 32 p.

This paper, written by a senior lecturer in law and chairperson
of the Irish Anti-Apartheid Movement, touches upon several important
aspects of the Namibian question: the revocation of the mandate,
Decree No. 1 on natural resources, the status of the DN Council
for Namibia, SWAPO as theauthentic representative of the Namibian
people, South African aggression, war crimes, mercenaries and Walvis
Bay.

724. ASMAL, KADER. Walvis Bay: Self-determination and international law.
New York: UN Council for Namibia, 1982, 41 p. (UN General Assembly
A/AC.131/SLI/L.2. 27 January 1982).

Original ly presented at a UN seminar on legal issues concerning the
question of Namibia in 1981, this paper focuses on the international
law dimension of the dispute over Walvis Bay. The main arguments
for regarding Walvis Bay as an integral part of Namibia are out
lined, with special emphasis on the right to self-determination in
international law. The author concludes by arguing that a continued
South African ref4sal to leave Walvis Bay becomes an additional
reason fot the imposition of mandatory economic sanctions under
Ch. VII of the UN Charter.

725. AUSTIN, R.H.F. Namibia and Zimbabwe: decolonisation and the rule
of international law. London: Stevens & Sons, 1982, 29 p.
(Reprinted fromCurrent Legal Problems 1982, p. 203-32).

This essay, written by a Zimbabwean expert on international law,
takes as its point of departure the fact that Namibia remains one
of the outstanding cases of a dependent territory still awaiting
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self-determination despite the development of elaborate legal norms
and UNprocedurestowards that end. The author sets as his task
to examine and explain some of the reasons for tbis contradictory
situation. Re emphazises that tbe Western powers have restricted
theirresponse to the continued illegal occupation to purely verbal
condemnation, and argues that South Africa has not only delayed the
implementation of Security Council Res. 435/78 by means of massive
military repression, but also demanded and obtained important changes
in the UN plan. The essayanalyses the Western constitutional
proposals and their "non-paper" presented in 1981, and concludes that
these documents meet South Africa's desire for a perpetually
dependent Namibia and try to ensure that Namibia would be unable
to support the war of national liberation which already is being
waged in South Africa itself.

726. BOOYSEN, R. and G.E.J. STEPHAN. "Decree No. 1 of the United Nations
Council for South West Africa". South African Yearbook of International
Law= Suid-Afrikaanse Jaarboek vir Volkreg, 1, 1975: 63-86.

This analysis of the Decree No. 1 was undertaken to support the South
African official position. It argues that the decree is not valid
from the point of view of international law, and that it was issued
"in the true tradit,:i,on of all non-representative or dictatorial
governments".

727. CARROLL, FAYE. South West Africa & the United Nations. Westport,
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1975, 123 p. (Original: Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1967).

Based on a PhD thesis submitted in 1963, this is a concise survey
of the Namibia dispute. As weIl as outlining the history of the
mandate, the author focuses on criticism of South Africa in the
League of Nations and in the UN, concluding that the failure to find
a solution was due not to legal issues but to the policy of apartheid.

728. COCKRAM, GAIL-MARYSE.
1976, 531 p. BibI.:

South West African mandate.
517-25.

Cape Town: Juta,

The purpose of this examination of Namibia's international status is
to argue the South African case against the United Nations. The
book covers all the major issues from the conquest of Namibia by
South Africa and the origins of the mandate to the present international
confrontation. A separate chapter is devoted to Ovamboland in
the early 1970s. The inclusion of cartoons from South African news
papers underscores the propagandist slant of the book.

729. DREYER, RONALD F. Walvis Bay and its importance to Namibia: past,
present, future. Paper presented to a conference on Namibia,
University of Vermont, 1982, 20 p.

This paper concentrates mainly on the history and the future context
of the Walvis Bay enclave as a subject of international political
and legal dispute. It also contains economic information on the
town's role as the main port and the centre for the fishing industry.
See also no. 1549.
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730. DUGARD. JOHN (ed.). The South West Africa/Namibia dispute. Documents
and scholarly writings on the controvers between South Africa and
the United Nations. Berkeley London: University of California Press.
1973. 585 p. BibI.: 543-63. (Perspectives on Southern Africa -9).

This comprehensive collection of documents and scholarly writings
on the politico-Iegal aspects of the Namibia dispute is by far the
most substantiaI in an overcrowded literature. There are three
background chapters covering the period up to 1945. but the main
focus falls on the UN and the International Court of Justice.
There is als o a brief chapter on political developments (1960-66).
as weIl as an excellent bibliography. The editor is Professor of
law and director of the Centre for Applied Legal Studies at the
University of the Witwatersrand. and has written extensively on South
Africa and Namibia from the standpoint of a liberal critique of
apartheid and the South African occupation.

731. EVBOROKHAI, A.O. (comp.). Texts of United Nations resolutions on
Namibia (1946-1978). Lusaka: UNIN. 1980. Part I. 341 p. Part II.
70 p.

These two volumes bring together the large number of resolutions on
Namibia over a period of more than twenty years. Part I consists of
150 General Assembly resolutions. while resolutions passed by the
Security Council and the Economic and Social Council are reproduced
in Part 2. The entries are arranged in chronological sequence.

DAVIS. MICHAEL I .• see no. 740.

732. HUARAKA. TUNGURU. "Walvis Bay and international law", India Journal
of International Law. 18, no. 2. 1978: 160-74.

Written as a response to the South African transfer of the administra
tion of Walvis Bay to the Cape Province in 1977. this article is
largely confined to the legal issues relating to the alleged acquisition
of sovereignty by Great Britian over Walvis Bay in the late 1870s.
The main argument. which appears somewhat legalistic as weIl as
historically questionable. is that the annexation was per se invalid
by the then norms of international law, and that consequently
neither the British proclarnation in 1878 nor the Cape Colony Act of
1884 had any legal significance. The author also discusses the OAU
principle of respecting colonial borders, taking the view that this
principle is concerned with decolonisation and not with maintaining
colonial rule and that as a non-member. South Africa is not entitled
to benefit from the legal norms of the charter of the OAU.

733. HUARAKA. TUNGURU. Namibia by resolutions: a legal analysis of
international organisations' attem ts at decolonisation. Geneva:
University of Geneva. 1982, 430 p. BibI.: 409-30. PhD thesis).

Written by a Namibian in exile. this is the most comprehensive and
up-to-date of several scholarly accounts of the Namibian question in
international law. The focal point of the study is the United Nations
legal approach to decolonisation. and the final chapter is devoted
to a discussion of the failure to implement the UN's decisions
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through the UN Council for Namibia and Decree No. 1. The extensive
bibliography reflects the large legal literature on Namibia, the
mandate system, the UN and the International Court of Justice.

HUMAN RIGHTS JOURNAL, see no. 747.

734. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE. International status of South West
Africa, advisory opinion of July 11th, 1950, Leyden: Sijthoff,
1950. 373 p. (Pleadings, oral arguments, documents. no. 46).

735. ------- South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa, Liberia v.
South Africa): judgment of 21 December 1962. The Hague, 1962,
662 p. (Reports of judgments, advisory opinions and orders).

736. ------- South West Africa cases. (Ethiopia versus South Africa,
Liberia versus South Africa), 1966. The Hague, 1967-70. 1008 p.
Vols. 1-12. (Pleadings, oral arguments and documents).

737. ------- South West Africa cases. (Ethiopia versus South Africa,
Liberia versus South Africa), second phase. Judgment of 18 July 1966.
The Hague, 1966, 505 p. (Reports of judgments, advisory opinions
and orders).

738. ------- Legal consequences for state s of the continued presence of
South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security
Council resolution 276(1970): advisory opinion of 21 June 1971. The
Hague, 1.971, 345 p. (Reports of judgments, advisory opinions and
orders. AIso published in International law reports 49, 1976:
1-355).

These documents constitute the main body of the International Cour t
of Justice's publications concerned with Namibia, containing the
complete texts of the judgments and advisory opinions, as weIl as
separate and dissenting opinions, written and oral statements, etc.
For a bibliography of the extensive literature on the ICJ and its
dealings with Namibia, see Elna Schoeman: The Namibia issue 1920
1980 (no. 906).

739. LANDIS, ELIZABETH. Human rights in Namibia. Paper presented to the
International Conference on Namibia and Human rights, Dakar, 1976,
73 p. (A French translation is published in Revue des droits de
l~honnne/Human rights journal, 9, nos. 2-3,1976: 283-339).

This paper is a detailed documentation of the denial of human rights
in Namibia, contrasting articles of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights with articles in Namibian law. Excerpts from the
paper are published as "DeniaI of human rights in Namibia",
Objective: Justice, 8, no. 1, 1976: 32-47.

740. LANDIS, ELIZABETH and MICHAEL L DAVIS. "Namibia: impending inde
pendence?". In Southern Africa. The continuing crisis, edited by
Gwendolen M. Carter and Patrick O'Meara, p. 141-74. London:
MacMillan, 1979. (First ed.: Bloomington/London: Indiana University
Press, 1977).

This is one of the best introductions to Namibia as an international
issue, providing a readable overview of Namibian history, the role
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of the UN and the International Court of Justice, the liberation
struggle, the diplomatic manoeuvres, the South African strategy
in the 1970s and the Turnhalle Conference. The presentation is,
however, rather weak on economic and .social affairs.

741. LANDIS, ELIZABETH. If it quacks like a duck .•• Walvis Bay, Namibia
and estoppel. Paper presented to the UN Seminar on Legal Issues
Concerning Namibia, The Hague, 1981,27 p.

Written by a leading expert on Namibia in the context of international
law, the purpose of this fully referenced conference paper is to
demonstrate that the principle of estoppei applies to Walvis Bay.
This princip le arises where a party fails to assert a right of
which it is aware and where the party knows that this failure
may be interpreted as an abandonment of the right. The principle
may then be invoked to prevent the party from belatedly enforcing
the right to the detriment of those induced to rely on its abandon
ment. The author sets out the most important grounds on which an
argument of estoppel can be based, demonstrating that neither the
Cape Colony nor South Africa itself ever treated the enclave as
an integral part of their metropolitan territory. She also shows
that much of the evidence is to be found in the legislation applied
to the Territory by South Africa and in decisions in South African
and Namibian courts. The author concludes that the development of
the Territory has been shaped by the legal, political and adminis
trative joining of Walvis Bay to Namibia, and that the enclave
remains an integral part of Namibia as a matter of conventionai law,
as weIl as of history, economics, cultural, political necessity and
the modern princip les of international law regarding self-determination.

742. LANDIS, ELIZABETH S. Namibian liberation: self-determination, law
and politics. New York: Episcopal Churchmen for South Africa,
1982, 19 p. (AIso presented as a paper to the African Studies
Association annual meeting 1982: International law and Namibian
liberation) .

This is a clear, succinct and up-to-date analysis of the Namibian
issue, containing both a brief historical survey and a discussion
of recent Western policy. The main conclusion is that "the Western
Five" have interfered with the Namibian right of self-determination
by vetoing proposals for sanctions against South Africa, by
weakening Resolution 425/78, by failing to insist on the return of
Walvis Bay to Namibia, and by the demand of Cuban withdrawal from
Angola.

743. LEJEUNE, ANTHONY (comp.). The case for South West Arica. London:
Tom Stacey, 1971, 245 p. (In French: L~Affaire du Sud-Ouest
Africain. London: Tom Stacey, 1971, 268 p.).

This compilation of articles and documents is published with the
explicit purpose of expressing the South African government's
point of view. The major part of the book is occupied by the com
plete text of the two dissenting judgments given in the International
Court of Justice's 1971 advisory opinion. It also contains an
article by G.M.E. Leistner on the economic bonds between South
Africa and Namibia (see no. 374).
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744. MCDOUGALL, GAY J. "The Council for Namibia's Decree No. 1: enforce
ment possibilities". Africa Today, 30, nos. 1-2, 1983: 7-16.

A brief discussion of the purpose of and the legal battle for
Decree No. 1, which concludes that the exploitation of Namibian
natural resources is illegal on the strength of Security Council
Resolutions and the opinion of the International Court of Justice
alone, and that this illegality is further compounded by Decree No. 1.
The author concedes that there are political as weIl as constitutional
impediments to successful litigation to enforce the decree, but
maintains that these impediments should not be considered insur
mountable. The author is Director of the Southern African Project
under the US-based Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights under Law.

745. MOORSOM, RICHARD. Decree No. 1 and the protection of Namibia's
agriculturai and fishery resources: problems and prospects for
action. Paper presented to the UN Council for Namibia Regional
Symposium on International Efforts to Implement Decree No. 1 for
the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia, Geneva, 27-31
August 1984, 16 p.

The purpose of this conference paper is to review the implementation
of Decree no. 1 and to discuss the scope for increasing its effective
ness. While recognizing that the wording of the Decree suggests that
its main concern is the extraction of minerals, the author stresses
that it also forbids the extraction, processing, export and distrib
ution of animal and vegetable resources of agriculture, forestry and
fishing. The point is also made that Namibia has one of the last
of the world's great fisheries not to be regulated by an exclusive
fishing zone, making the Decree a weak instrument for protecting
the major fish resources. The paper gives an informative overview
of present structures of exploitation - drawing on the author's
studies on Namibian agriculture and fisheries (nos. 532, 562) - and
shows that the destruction of resources gives a desperate urgency
to the objectives of the Decree. The final section demonstrates
that there is a great variety of concrete steps to be taken by
governments, non-governmental organisations and by the Council
itself, but that there is a need for a clear articulation of
strategies and tactics as an essentiaI preparation for actions.

746. PRINSLOO, DANIEL STEPHAN. Walvis Bay and the Penguin Islands:
background and status. Pretoria: Foreign Affairs Association,
1977, 28 p. 2 maps., bibI.: 27-8. (FAA Study Report, no. 8).

The objective of this study report, written by a South African
political scientist, is to argue that South Africa's claim to
sovereignty over Walvis Bay is indisputable. Apart from presenting
a legal case for this position, the main argument is that a South
African military presence would be in the best interest of Namibia
as well as for the West "as long as political and economic instab
ility threatens South Africa". See also a similarly motivated
study by J .A. Faris: "The administration of Walvis Bay", South
African Yearbook of International Law, (Pretoria), 5, 1979-:---
63-91.
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747. REVUE DES DROITS DE L~HOMME/HUMAN RIGHTS JOURNAL. Conference
international de Dakar sur la Namibie et les droits de l-homme:
d~hier a demain. Paris, 1976. Vol. 9, nos. 2-3, 1976: p. 210
569.

This special issue of Human Rights Journal is exclusively devoted
to the proceedings of the important Dakar Conference on Namibia
and Human Rights (January 1976). The issue contains several
addresses, speeches and declarations, in addition to substantiaI
working papers concerned with international law and human rights
in Namibia in general (Elizabeth S. Landis), DN activities, the
use of flogging (Felix Ermacora), the UN Decree No. 1 (Francois
Rigaux), the churches in Namibia (Lukas de Vries) and a SWAPO dis
cussion document on the constitution of an independent Namibia.

748. RICHARDSON, HENRY J. "Constitutive questions in the negotiations
for Namibian independence". The American Journal of International
Law, 78, January 1984: 76-120.

Written by a professor of law at Temple University, this is one of the
most up-to-date, weIl researched and comprehensive surveys of the
negotiations for Namibian independence from the perspective of
international law. The main focus of the inquiry is on the nego
tiations conducted between the" Contact Group" (the US, Canada,
France, the United Kingdom and West Germany) and South Africa,
with SWAPO and the Frontline States as the other principal partici
pants. Following recent studies by Elizabeth Landis (no. 742)
and R.H.F. Austin (no. 725), the author argues that the "Contact
Group" is violating international law by significantly revising the
original DN peace plan and by co-operating with South Africa in
undermining the Namibian people's right to self-determination. The
insistence on the departure of Cuban troops from Angola in return
for South African acceptance to quit Namibia is regarded as an
imposition of conditions totally extraneous under law to the realisa
tion of the right to self-determination. The existence of proposals
for "constitutional guarantees" safeguarding the interests of South
African sett lers and foreign companies, as weIl as proposals for
restricting an independent Namibia's right to make its own foreign
policy decisions vis-a-vis the apartheid regime, are similarly seen
as substantiaI modifications of Security Council Res. 435/78.

749. RIGAUX, FRANCOIS. The Decree on the natural resources of Namibia
adopted on 27 September 1974 by the United Nations Council for
Namibia. Paper presented to the International Conference on
Namibia and Human Rights, Dakar, 1976, 19 p. (French original:
"Le decret sur les resources naturelles de la Namibie adopte le
27 Septembre 1974 par le Counseil des Nations-Unies pour la
Namibie", Revue des droits de l~Homme/HUIiJ.an Rights Journal, 9,
nos. 2-3, 1976: 467-83).

This valuable paper, written by a professor at the Law Faculty of
the Catholic University of Louvain, argues that the Decree No. 1
applies two fundamental princip les of existing international law:
the rights of the Namibian people both to self-determination and
independence and to permanent sovereignty over their wealth and
natural resources. These principles thus provide the grounds for
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the courts of the industrialised countries to declare null and
void any contract the object of which is the illicit export of
natural resources from Namibia. The author does, however, con
cede that the acceptance of seizure of goods and ships would be
more problematic.

750. SAXENA, S.C. Namibia: challenge to the United Nations. New
Dehli: Sundeep Prakashan, 1978, 316 p. BibI.: 303-12.

Derived from a PhD thesis, this is yet another study of the Namibian
conflict cast in an international law framework. Although it does
not add very much to the existing literature. the analys is facili
tates an understanding of the weaknesses of the UN when the
economic interests of some major powers are involved. This obser
vation leads the author to conclude that a delay in finding a
solution would be detrimental to the interests of Namibia, as
material wealth is being drained out of the country at an alarming
rate whil€ at the same time the roots of apartheid penetrate
deeper and deeper.

751. SCHERMERS. H.G. "The Namibia Decree in national courts". The Inter
national and Comparative Law Quarterly, 26, Part I, 1977: 81-96.

Written by a professor of law at the University of Amsterdam, this is
an authoritative discussion of the implications of the Decree No.
of the protection of natural resources. It argues that the legal
basis for the promulgate laws and decrees by the UN Council for
Namibia is to be found in Article 81 of the UN Charter, but notes
that pressure on companies operating in Namibia will diminish if no
actual seizure of illegal mineral resources follows. It suggests,
therefore, that the next step must be such a seizure in an important
port of an industrialised nation, and that the binding force of
the Decree could be pleaded - on grounds of established public
international law - before a national court.

752. SHOCKET, GEORG R. "Enforcement in the United States courts of the
United Nations Council for Namibia's Decree on natural resources".
Yale Studies in World Public Order, 2, no. 2. 1976: 285-342.

This weIl documented essay explores the possibilities of enforcing
the Decree No. 1 on Namibian natural resources through litigation
in US courts. Although US policy supports the conclusion that
licenses and concessions granted by South Africa af ter the revocation
of the mandate are not valid, the author recognizes that there
are several problems involved in the implementation of the decree.
The article concludes that the significance of successful action
to enforce the decree would lie in demonstrating the viability
of national courts as means for supporting the authoritative
decisions of the UNo

753. SINGH, L.P. The United Nations and Namibia. Nairobi: East African
Publishing House, 1980. 151 p. BibI.: 149-51.

This is one of several introductions to the international dispute
over Namibia and covers the whole of the period from the German
colonisation to the liberation of Angola in the mid-1970s. The
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author outlines the basic issues in a simple language, and pays more
attention to the historical background and the strategic and
economic interests involved than is usually the case with brief
surveys of this kind. The treatment of internai forces in Namibia
and the liberation struggle is, however, cursory and less impressive.
The book contains several UN documents as appendices.

754. SLONIM, SOLOMON. South West Africa and the United Nations: an inter
national mandate in dispute. Baltimore/London: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1973, 409 p. BibI.: 385-98.

Based on a PhD thesis, this is one of the most authoritative and
readable of the large range of books examining the international
law aspects of the dispute over Namibia. It offers a concise out
line of the international conflict from the creation of the League
of Nations' Mandate system through the lengthy proceedings of the
International Court of Justice to the revocation of the mandate
and the direct confrontation between the UN and South Africa.
There are also an extensive bibliography and excerpts from several
important historical documents.

Pretoria Cape Town: Government Printer,

South West Africa. South Africa's reply
of the United Nations (Securit Council

resolution 269 of 1969).
1969, 115 p.

Published by the South African Department of Foreign Affairs, this
document argues against the UN position that the occupation of
Namibia denies its people the right to self-determination and that
their struggle against the illegal presence of the South African
authorities is legitimate. The annexure (p. 51-115) consists
of a survey of social and economic conditions, mainly based on the
1967 Survey (no. 305).

SOUTH AFRICA (REPUBLIC).
to the Secretary-General

755.

STEPRAN, G.E.J., see no. 726.

756. UNITED NATIONS. A trust betrayed: Namibia. New York: UN Office
of Public Information, 1976, 44 p. (AIso available in French,
German and Spanish).

This UN publication gives a brief introduction to the history of
Namibia, the role played by the UN, the main features of the
exploitative economic system and the struggle for Namibian inde
pendence. It supersedes a previous publication: A Princip le in
Torment. The United Nations and Namibia (New York, UN, 1971).

757. UNITED NATIONS. Objective: Justice. Special Issue on Namibia.
New York, 1982,55 p. (Objective:. Justice, 14, no. 2, 1982).

Apart from reprinting the booklet Plunder of Namibian Uranium
(no. 607), this special issue of Objective: Justice contains the
Arusha Declaration on Namibia (adopted by the UN Council for
Namibia at Arusha 14 May 1982) as wel1 as excerpts from some of
the statements delivered at the UN Council's meeting on 26 August 1982
to observe Namibia Day. See also Objective: Justice, 15, no. 1,
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1983, which reproduces several important documents, such as the
1983 Paris Declaration and Programme of Action on Namibia.

758. UNITED NATIONS. Namibia: a unique UN responsibility. New York:
UN, 1983, 38 p.

The purpose of this booklet is to document the various UN actions
in support of the struggle for Namibian independence for the
period 1966-83. The major part consists of a year by year survey of
meetings, resolutions and activities. This edition updates the
original 1980 edition by the same title.

759. UNITED NATIONS. Report of the International Conference in Support
of the Struggle of the Namibian People for Independence. New York,
1983, 171 p. (A/Conf. 120/13).

This report from the Paris Conference in 1983, which was attended
by as manyas 138 governments, reflects the extent of international
opposition to the continued illegal occupation of Namibia, the
militarisation of the territory and South Africa's aggression
against front line States. It reproduces statements made at the
opening and closing plenary meetings, the report of the Committee
of the Whole, the Paris Declaration and the Programme of Action
on Namibia.

760. UNITED NATIONS. Relevant resolutions and decisions on Namibia,
adopted by the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity and
the Movement of Non-aligned Countries and excerpts from the Advisory
Opinion of the International Court of Justice of 21 June 1971.
New York: UN, 1983, 117 p. (A/Conf. 120/CRP.1, 6 April 1983).

Prepared for the International Conference in Support of the Struggle
of the Namibian People for Independence, held in Paris in April 1983,
this is the best and most up-to-date collection of resolutions and
international statements on Namibia. It contains all the major
Security Council resolutions in the period 1968-1978, the most
important General Assembly resolutions from the revocation of the
mandate in 1966 to the 1982 General Assemblv. the 1980-82 resolutions
adopted by the Council of Ministers of OAU as weIl as excerpts from
declarations and communiques adopted by the Movement of Non-aligned
Countries during 1981-83. The final part of the documentation repro
duces the main sections of the 1971 Advisory Opinion of the Inter
national Court of Justice.

761. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL fOR NAMIBIA. Report of the delegation of the
Council to the seminar on legal issues concerning the question of
Namibia held at the Hague from 22 to 24 June 1981. New York, 1981,
12 p. (A/AC. 131/L. 218, 9 October 1981).

In 1981 the UN Council for Namibia held a seminar on legal issues to
exarnine various ways and means of implementing Decree No. 1 for
the protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia and preserving the
territorial integrity of Namibia. A considerable body of legal
experts and jurists participated and made presentations on the
legal princip les underlying the Decree and the indispensability
of Walvis Bay to Namibian territorial integrity. This report by
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the Counci1's delegation provides a concise summary of the issues
discussed, the papers presented and the statement issued by the
seminar. For annotations of the major conference papers, see nos.
447, 448, 449, 487, 760, 762, 802, 803. The verbatim records of the
seminar are avai1ab1e as UN General Assemb1y documents A/AC. 131/SLI/
PV 1-6.

762. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Imp1ementation of Decree No. 1
for the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia. Paper pre
sented to the International Conference in Support of the Strugg1e
of the Namibian Peop1e for Independence, Paris, 1983, 13 p. (A/Conf.
120/11, 8 April 1983).

This is one of the most up-to-date accounts of the international
efforts to implement Decree No. 1. It begins with a historical
background to the estab1ishment of the UN Council and the enactment
of the Decree, and proceeds to discuss its legal character. The
report a1so dea1s with the enforcement efforts of the UN Council,
such as research, international hearings, and seminars and consu1
tations with Western governments which so far have not imp1emented
the Decree. The document makes it c1ear that no country has so far
imp1emented the Decree, and that the Council itse1f faces great diffi
culties in its efforts to have it established as an accepted part
of international 1aw.

763. VERHEUL, J.P. Namibian uranium. New York: DN General Assemb1y,
1982, 17 p. (A/AC. 131/SLI/L.l, 27 January 1982).

Origina11y presented at the UN Seminar on Legal Issues concerning
Namibia (The Hague, 1981), this paper by a professor of international
1aw at the University of Leiden, the Nether1ands, argues that
a further dea1ing in exp10itation of Namibian uranium is
contrary to international 1aw. This judgment is based on Security
Council resolutions and the advisory opinion of the International
Court of Justice, and is further supported by the UN Council
Decree No. 1. As commercia1 transactions in uranium from Namibia
take part in Almelo, where there is an enrichment plant for de-
1iveries to West Germany and the United Kingdom, the paper suggests that
an action for damages (or for a prohibitory injunction) instituted
by the Council for Namibia in a Dutch court against the Kingdom
of the Nether1ands might succeed.

SEE ALSO:

3, 8, 11, 12, 21, 43, 46, 47, 71, 76, 77, 228, 394, 420, 595, 597,
606-7, chapter 12 b(764-813), 878, 892, 906, 1011, 1018.
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B. International relations

764. ABRAHAMS, KENNETH. "Namibian independence negotiations: approaching
a neo-colonial settlement". The Namibian Review, no. 25, (July-August)
1982: 1-14.

In this article, the editor of The Namibian Review argues that
during 1981-82 the international negotiations were being directed
towards a broad neo-colonialist settlement whereby South Africa,
supported by the US, would dominate the whole sub-continent. He
also suggests that the South African strategy is to delay the nego
tiations in order to squeeze concessions from the liberation movement
and the Frontline States, while at the same time attempting to
foster a black middle-class with a strong stake in a neo-colonial
solution. The same theme is developed further in three subsequent
articles, see "The brigadiers take over: a review of the year",
no. 26, (September-December) 1982: 1-11, "Present imperfect, future
indefinite: Namibia in early 1983", no. 27, (January-March) 1983:
1-15 and "From Nkomati to Lusaka: The implications for Namibian
independence", no. 31, (January-September) 1984: 1-21.

765. AFRICA TODAY. Namibia: crisis for the international community.
Denver, 1979, 96 p. (Africa Today, 26, no. 2, 1979).

This special issue of Africa Today on Namibia contains articles on
the collapse of the Western Contact Group's settlement plan (Georg W.
Shepherd, jr.), a survey of force s and factions in Namibian politics
(William Johnston), Namibia and its neighbours (Robert L. Dillingham,
jr.) and SWAPO's war of liberation in international law (Christos
Theodoropoulos). There are also several book reviews. See also
the updated - and sharpened - analysis by Georg W. Shepherd, jr.:
"Breaking the Namibia Impasse", Africa Today, 29, no. 7, 1982.

766. ANGOLA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). White paper on acts of aggression by
the racist South African regime against the People's Republic of
Angola, 1975-1982. 1983, 174 p. 2 maps, 54 photos. Published
by the Ministry of External Relations of the People's Republic
of Angola, printed in United Kingdom and distributed by Angola
Information (London).

Chronologically organised and vividly illustrated, this is a graphic
account of acts of aggression, casualities and material damage
inflicted upon Angola by South African force s operating from Namibia.
The white paper also contains official Angolan statements, the
related UN Security Council resolutions, and the evidence and
testimony of visits by international missions of inquiry. The
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documentation reveals clearly how closely the Namibian struggle
for independence and the Angolan struggle for survival are inter
linked, and howextensively the territory of Namibia is used by the
occupying power as a base for attacks against neighbouring countries.

767. BARRATT, JOHN. "Namibia in the international arena". Journal of
Contemporary African Studies, 1, no. 2, 1982: 269-80.

768. ------- "The out look for Namibian independence: some domestic con
straints". International Affairs Bulletin, 7, no. 1, 1983: 14-24.

The main argument in these two comments on the Namibia issue is that
the concern of the South African government can be ascribed less
to economic considerations than to questions of security and
political influence. The author considers that Namibia under afuture
SWAPO government is perceived as a national security threat (involving
USSR and Cuba), and that politicallya SWAPO victory in elections
is likely to cause a right wing domestic reaction among white South
Africans and a raising of expectations and aspirations among blacks.
He concludes, therefore, that these South African concerns will have
to be taken into account in order to reach a negotiated settlement.
The author is Director of the Johannesburg-based South Africa
Institute of International Affairs.

769. BLEY, HELMUT. "Namibia, die Bundesrepublik und derWesten: 15
Jahre Krisenverschärfung". In Hilfe+Handel=Frieden? Die Bundes
republik in der dritten Welt, edited by Reiner Steinweg, p. 109-38.
Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1982.

Written by the author of a major study of the German colonisation
of Namibia (see no. 179), this essay prov ides a survey of Namibia
as an international issue since the early 1970s. The main focus
is on the diplomatic manoeuvres of the Western powers in general
and of West German foreign policy in particular. The author point s
to the deepening of West German economic and technological collabor
ation with South Africa over the years, and argues that the govern
ment is partly responsible for the lack of Western pressure on
South Africa to accept a negotiated settlement along the lines of
the DN proposals. See also by the same author: "Die Bundesrepublik,
der Westen und die internationale Lage um Namibia", in Afrika und
Bonn. Versäumnisse und Zwänge deutscher Afrika-Politik, p. 145-68 .•
(Reinbek-Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1978).

770. BRaHMAN, JOHN A. and DAVID B. KNIGHT. "Some geopolitical aspects
of the conflict in Namibia/South West Africa". In Political studies
from spatial perspectives. Anglo-American essays on political geo
graphy, edited by Alan D. Burnett and Peter J. Taylor, p. 489-513.
Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 1981.

This essay attempts to analyse the Namibia conflict "in conjunction
with the global superpower rivalry and the racial struggle in southern
Africa",. and is basically presented within a hard-line cold war
perspective. Apart from a few pages in the final section outlining
the basic geography of Namibia, it is mainly concerned with Soviet
"expansionism" and the prospects for a solution which will make a
"dialogue" and a mutual understanding between Black Africa and South
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Africa possible in the future. To make it easier for the reader to
grasp the political message, the military forces of SWAPO are
referred to as "terrorist squads".

771. CALLAGHY, THOMAS M. (ed.). South Africa in Southern Africa. The
intensifying vortex of violence. New York: Praeger, 1983, 423 p.
BibI. : 405-12.

Originating from a conference in Pennsylvania in 1980, this is an
updated collection of 14 well-researched essays on the Southern
African region. The main focus is on the apartheid regime in
South Africa and its economic, military and political impact on the
neighbouring states. There is one article dealing specifically
with Namibia (John Seiler: "South Africa in Namibia", p. 165-189,
see no. 793), but the contributions on SADCC, Southern Africa in
the World System, and South Africa's relations with Mozambique and
Angola also throw light on questions highly relevant to the future of
Namibia.

772. CANADIANS CONCERNED ABOUT SOUTHERN AFRICA. Canadian complicity in
Namibia. Paper presented to the International Conference in
Solidarity with the Struggle of the People of Namibia, Paris, 1980,
15 p.

The main objective of this outline of Canada's economic involvement
in Namibia is to draw attention to the fact that Canada condemns the
South African illegal occupation of Namibia while simultaneously
allowing an increase in trade and investment. The paper shows that
the investments of Canadian multinational corporations in Namibia
are by no means insignificant, and that they profit from the dis
criminatory wage practices. It also prov ides a historical overview
of the Canadian official position at the United Nations on the
Namibian question, and concludes that Canada's participation in the
Western Contact Group and its diplomatic manoeuvres means that its
objective support for the South African regime can no longer be
camouflaged by moralising rhetoric.

773. ~ERVENKA, ZDENEK and BARBARA ROGERS. The nuclear axis. Secret
collaboration between West Germany and South Africa. London:
Julian Friedmann, 1978, 464 p.

The purpose of this weIl researched book is to expose the secret
West German collaboration with South Africa in the field of nuclear
and military technology. There is also a detailed chapter (p. 108
156) on "The Rössing connection", documenting the uranium rush in
Namibia, the West German involvement in the Rössing mine, and the
South African uranium marketing strategy.

774. CLOUGH, MICHAEL (ed.). Changing realities in
Implications for American policy. Berkeley:
Institute of International Studies, 1982, 318

Southern Africa.
University of California,
p.

This uneven collection of essays on the international aspects of the
conflict in Southern Africa brings together seven contributions
by authors with quite different political perspectives. In addition
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to articles on Zimbabwe, SADCC and South Africa's regional policy,
there are two essays dealing specifically with Namibia. "From
South West Africa to Namibia" (p. 61-91) is written by the editor,
an assistant professor at the Naval Graduate School. The main con
cern of the author is to urge the US Administration to promote
an international settlement by putting pressure on South Africa,
arguing that a prolongation of the conflict "will shift the balance
of power within SWAPO in favor of the factions most hostile to the
United States and less willing to compromise". In "One Namibia, one
nation: the political economy of transition" (p. 92-122), R.H. Green
focuses on the colonial economy and the transitional period from
a position close to SWAPO. (For a separate annotation of this
article, see no. 470).

775. DALE, RICHARD. "Walvis Bay: a naval gateway, an economic turnstile,
or a diplomatic bargaining chip for the future of Namibia?". RUSI,
Journal of the Ro al United Services Institute for Defence StudIeS;
172, no. 1, March) 1982: 31-36.

This brief article discusses the military and strategic importance
of Walvis Bay, emphasizing the extent to which Walvis Bay has been
integrated into the command structure of the South African Navy.
The author argues that South African naval planners are concerned
with the use of Walvis Bay as a staging post for a blockade or
even an invasion in the future, and that military considerations,
in addition to economic and diplomatic interests, playan important
role in official South African policy-making in the area.

DE BEER, DAVID, see no. 794.

776. DUIGNAN, PETER and L.H. GANN. South West Africa - Namibia. New York:
American African Affairs Association, 1978, 37 p.

Apart from providing some basic background data on Namibia, this
booklet by two right wing US scholars is primarily concerned with
Namibia and SWAPO in the context of the Cold War. Its main asser
tions are that a SWAPO vi~tory would weaken the strategic position
of Western powers in the South Atlantic and that Namibia might become
a Soviet "client". In their assessment of SWAPO, which closely
follows the South African propaganda line, the authors maintain that
white communists were instrumental in launching the movement, that
the leaders of SWAPO are "poorly educated and unsophisticated" and
that SWAPO faces opposition from non-Ovambo population groups. They
conclude that a Namibia led by DTA would be the best solution
for Western interests, but that its chances - "unfortunately" - are
not good.

777. DU PISANI, ANDRE. "Namibia: the search for alternatives". South
Africa International, July 1981: 292-302.

778. ------- "Prospect s for an international settlement". In Perspectives
on Namibia: past and present, edited by Christopher Saunders,
p. 128-37. Cape Town: Centre for African Studies, University of
Cape Town, 1983.
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779. ------- "Namibia; the quest for legitimacy". Politeia, 2, no. 1,
1983; 43-51.

780. ------- "The Namibian enigma:
South Africa, 1, no. 1, 1983:

variations on a theme".
22-26.

Indicator

Written by a prominent political scientist with a Namibian background
(see nos. 282-83), this set of articles assesses diplomatic and politi
cal developments in the two years following the abortive Geneva
conference in January 1981. According to the author, the conference
was "another opportunity for South Africa to demonstrate the
inability of the West to bring pressure to bear on it to relinquish
its controi over the international territory of Namibia". He
also suggests . that the electoral vulnerability, the internai frag
mentation and the crisis of legitimacy of the DTA have been important
factors in explaining why South Africa acquiescence in the UN peace
plan has not been forthcoming. His conclusion is that the prospects
for a settlement have been improved by the downturn of the South
African economy, the escalating costs in defence spending, and
the need of the Frontline States for a settlement because of their
tremendous suffering from South African destabilisation and
military operations. On the other hand, he notes that
Pretoria seems to want to avoid an out right SWAPO victory and that
there is a fear that Namibian independence will lead to a radicalisa
tion of Black politics inside South Africa, coup led to stronger
reactionary thinking amongst whites. See also: "SWA/Namibia update:
1981 to April 1984", Africa Insight, 14, no. 3, 1984: 176-90.

GANN, L.H., see no. 776.

781. GRUNDY, KENNETH W. The rise of the South African security establish
ment. An essay on the changing locus of state power. Braamfontein:
The South African Institute of International Affairs, 1983, 39 p.
(Bradlow Paper No. 1).

782. ------- Soldiers without politics. Blacks in South African armed
forces. Berkeley; University of California Press, 1983, 297 p.

Written by a US political scientist and authority on the role of
the military in African affairs, this is a challenging and well
researched essay on the South African armed forces, "the security
establishment" and the militarisation of domestic as weIl as foreign
policy. Its main thesis is that the South African Defence Force
and supporting institutions are active participants in decision
making at all leveis, and that high-ranking SADF officials have
come to occupy political and advisory positions close to the
Prime Minister and the real centre of state power (the State
Security Council). He also points to the heavy involvement of
industry and the transnational corporations in the security estab
lishment. A special section of the essay is devoted to foreign
policy, destabilisation and the regional dimension. The author
argues that the Namibia war enhances the domination of the SADF in
foreign policy and allows it a virtual veto over any settlement
proposals, in reflection of which top SADF officers participate
directly in the negotiating process. He also considers that the
military men favour the view that the Republic can best be defended
from forward positions, and that SADF wants to delay a settlement
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that might lead to a SWAPO government. Recent developments, however,
have clearly shown that there are forces within the military estab
lishment who question the wisdom of a forward defence strategy and
who would rather opt for a pull-out from Angola and for an "Orange
river defence line". Soldiers without politica is a major study
of the "africanisation" of sections of the SADF. It includes a
separate chapter discussing the establishment of "tribal armies" and
black commando units in Namibia ("The use of indigenous forces in
Namibia", p. 249-72). The author concludes that this process pro
longs the struggle and makes postwar settlement less stable and
more bitter.

Centre
Nuclear

783. HOLNESS, MARGA. Apartheid's war against Angola. New York:
against Apartheid/Oslo: World Campaign against Military and
Collaboration with South Africa, 1983. 24 p.

The author's purpose is to document the extent to which the People's
Republic of Angola has become the victim of South African aggression
since 1975-76. Total damage is estimated to more than 10 billion
US $, and has severely disrupted national reconstruction and devel
opment programmes. It is pointed out that Angola is in a strategic
geographical position, has considerable mineral wealth and plays
an important part in supporting the struggle for decolonisation
and liberation in Namibia, a territory with which Angola shares
an extensive border. The booklet has been translated into several
languages, including German, Danish and Norwegian.

784. JENKINS, SIMON. "Destabilisation in Southern Africa". The Economist,
16 July 1983: 15-28.

A journalistic and well-informed review of the rise of South Africa
as a "regional superpower", focusing on the military and economic
destabilisation of the front line states. A section of the survey
is specifically concerned with the attacks against Angola and
the occupation of Namibia. The author holds a pessimistic view
of the future for South Africa's neighbours because of the strength
of the apartheid regime, and consequently sees few possibilities for
the independent states in the region to counter the political,
economic and military power of the apartheid regime.

KNIGHT, DAVID B., see no. 770.

785. LEONARD, RICHARD. South Africa at war. White power and the crisis
in Southern Africa. Westport, Connecticut: Lawrence Hill, 1983,
280 p.

This is an up-to-date, sharp and weIl written analysis of the
militarisation of the South African society and the South African
aggression against its neighbouring states. The book provides a
detailed and careful examination of the transition from a police
to a military state in South Africa, and pays close attention to
regional destabilisation and "total strategy". There is also a
wealth of material documenting the military and political collabor
ation with the major Western powers. The war in Namibia is dealt
with in a separate chapter (p. 59-97), which places the continuing
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occupation and military escalation within the context of South
Africa' s regional strategy of controI. The author is a journalist
associated with the American Committee on Africa and serves as a
consultant to the National Council of Churches.

786. LÖWIS OF MENAR, HENNING VON. Namibia im Ost-West-Konflikt, Köln:
Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, Berend von Nottbeck, 1983, 176 p.
BibI.: 175-76.

As suggested by its title, the purpose of this book is to examine
developments in Namibia in terms of the East-West conflict rather
than the illegal South African occupation, the apartheid system and
the right to self-determination. As such, it is a representative
example of a flourishing literature which depicts SWAPO as a
communist (especially East German) puppet. The author applauds
Prime Minister P.W. Botha for stating that South Africa would never
allow "the red flag to be hoisted in Windhoek", while the West
German government is accused of being "soft on communism" and
too eager to please SWAPO. Theauthor is research fellow at the
Forschungsinstitut fur Politische Wissenschaft und Europäische
Fragen der Universität zu Köln. For a similar - or even cruder 
approach, see, inter alia, Hans Germani: Rettet Sudwest (Berlin/
MUnchen: Herbig Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1982, 188 p.), Fritz Sitte:
Schicksalsfrage Namibia (Graz/Wien/Köln: Verlag Styria, 1983,
235 p.) and RUdiger H. Tronje: SWAPO. Die Geissel Sudwest- Afrikas
(Berg am See: Vowinckel Verlag, 1983, 158 p.). For a critique
of the book by Löwis of Menar, see an article by Henning Melber
in Informationsdienst SUdliches Afrika, no. 12, (December) 1983.
The books by Germani and Sitte are reviewed in the same magazine in
no. 7-8, (July-August) 1983.

787. LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION/WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. Documentation
on U.N. pre-implementation meeting on Namibia, Geneva, January 7-14,
1981. Geneva: LWF/WCC, 1981,234 p.

A comprehensive compilation of c 60 documents which together explain
why the Geneva conference in 1981 failed. The documentation is
divided into five parts: official statements by UN representatives,
the South African Government and SWAPO; documents by official
observers; descriptions of church activity relevant to the conference
documents evaluating the result of the conference; and background
material.

788. MARCHAND, JACQUES. The French-Namibian connection. Paper presented
to the International Seminar on the Role of Transnational Corporation:
in Namibia, Washington, 1982, 14 p. (A section of the paper is
published as I'Namibia and the Government of France", Africa Today,
30, nos. 1-2, 1983: 45-50).

The aim of this conference paper is to discuss French-Namibian
connections since the coming to power of a socialist government
in 1981, with special emphasis on the question of uranium imports
and processing as weIl as on the role of French corporations
operating in Namibia. Stating that it is as difficult as ever
to get information about contracts concerning Namibian uranium,
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the author concludes that Namibiari uranium isstill arriving in
France, probably under a South African label. The absence of any
move towards applying sanctions is also noticed, and the plea is
made for a strengthening of the solidarity campaign run by
trade unions and the French Anti-Apartheid Movement. The author
is a past president of the Mouvement Anti-Apartheid of France.

789. MEINARDUS, RONALD. Die Afrikapolitik der Republik Slidafrika. Von
der outwardlooking policy bis zur Gegenwart. Bonn: Informations
stelle Slidliches Afrika, 1981, 491 p. BibI.: 452-81. (ISSA
Wissenschaftliche Reihe 15).

In what was original ly a political science thesis, the author sets
out to describe and analyse South African economic contro l and
military destabilisation in the region as a whole. There are also
thoroughly-researched chapters on each country, paying attention
to political/diplomatic manoeuvres as weIl as economic strategy,
military aggression and the struggle for independence. Two chap
ters are devoted to Namibia, and there is also a comprehensive
bibliography.

790. MELBER, HENNING (ed.). Focus Federal Republic of Germany-Namibia.
Paper presented to the International Conference in Solidarity with
the Struggle of the People of Namibia, Paris, 1980, 29 p.

The aim of this conference paper, prepared by the Anti-Apartheid
Movement in the Federal Republic of Germany and West Berlin, is
to show that the FRG makes a considerable contribution to the
perpetuation of the colonial system in Namibia. The document
comprises four essays, covering relations in the economic and
military field (Wolff Geisler), the role of the pro-DTA German
speaking pressure groups in Namibia and the FRG (Gottfried
Wellmer), culturai ties with special reference to the German
private schools in Namibia (Henning Melber), and church relations
(Peter Ripken).

ROGERS, BARBARA, see no. 773.

791. SAND, HANS-OTTO, et al. Namibia and the Nordic countries. Uppsala:
Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1981, 44 p.

This booklet by four research fellows at the Scandinavian Institute
of African Studies is the by-product of an international seminar
on "Namibia and the Nordic countries", outlining the positions
of the Nordic governments. The emphasis is on the debates in the
UN and on assistance towards the liberation of Namibia, including
assistance from solidarity group s and other non-governmental
organisations. There is also information on bilateral trade,
which is regarded as a support to the South African occupying
power. See also Eric Erichsen, et al.: Scandinavia and Namibia:
Policies and Actions (Washington: International Seminar on The
Role of Transnational Corporations in Namibia, 1982, 13 p.).
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792. SEILER, JOHN and GERHARD TÖTEMEYER. "South West Africa/Namibia: a
study in polarization and confrontation". In Southern Africa since
the Portuguese coup, edited by John Seiler, p. 79-96. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press, 1980.

793. SEILER, JOHN. "South Africa in Namibia: persistence, misperception
and ultimate failure". The Journal of Modern African Studies, 20,
no. 4, 1982: 689-712. (AIso published in South Africa in Southern
Africa, edited by T.M. Callaghy, p. 165-89. New York: Praeger,
1983 ).

The aim of the first of these two articles is to provide an overview
of the Namibian political arena in the period following the Portuguese
coup in 1974. The authors point out that the events in Portugal
and the independence of Angola marked an important upturn in black
Namibians' long-frustrated hopes for political independence, while
at the same time making it easier for SWAPO to bring military pressure
to bear on South Africa. They also, however, note the South African
military build-up before and during the South African intervention
in Angola, and that the South African Defence Force and Police have
increasingly taken over the administration of northern Namibia.
There is also a brief survey of the Turnhalle conference and
the international negotiations, which leads the authors to conclude
that the most likely course to be followed by South Africa is a
kind of "internal solution". In the second article, John Seiler
argues that the prospects for peaceful change have been ebbing
during the Reagan administration. He finds the main reasons for
this state of affairs in the "incorrect perceptions" of the US,
the failure of the South African government to provide an alternative
to SWAPO, and the "miscalculations" of the depth of African commit
ment to genuine independence. See also John Seiler: "Policy options
in Namibia", Africa Report, 29, no. 2, 1984: 61-63. The author was
in 1984 visiting professor, U.S. Army's John F. Kennedy Warfare
Center, Fort Bragg, N.C.

794. SHIPPING RESEARCH BUREAU. Oil and tanker interests that facilitate
the exploitation of Namibia's natural resources. Amsterdam:
Shipping Research Bureau, 1984, 16 p. (Paper presented to UN
Council for Namibia Seminar on the Activities of Foreign Economic
Interests in the Exploitation of Namibia's Natural and Human Re
sources, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, 16-20 April 1984).

Founded in 1980 by two Netherlands-based anti-apartheid groups, the
principal purpose of the Shipping Research Bureau is to conduct
in-depth reseaI'ch on the means whereby South Africa is circumventing
the oil embargo. This seminar paper argues that oil keeps South
Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia operative, and that without
a constant flow of petroleum products and petrochemicals, the
exploitation and export of Namibia's natural resources would soon
come to a halt. It shows that about 9000-12,500 barreIs per day
of petroleum areshipped to Walvis Bay by the major oil companies
operating in South Africa (Shell & BP, Caltex, Mobil, Total and
SASOL)~ in addition tO.petrochemicals and high value petroleum pro
ducts shipped to Namibia almost exclusively from Europe (70%) and
the Far East (20%). The study also lists the shipping and tanker
companies responsible for the oil transport to South Africa and
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Namibia as weIl as the oil companies known to have sold most of the
crude oil to South Africa for refining. The paper ends with a set
of recommendations for actions to be taken by governments, trade
unions, non-governmental organisations and the UN Council for
Namibia to implement sanctions, to monitor Southern African ports
and to publish lists of tankers and of companies involved in oil
deliveries to South Africa and Namibia.

795. SOLANDER, JOHAN (ed.). Namibia - negotiations and "elections".
Stockholm: SIDA, 1979, 47 p. (In Swedish: Förhandlingar och
"val" i Namibia. Stockholm: SIDA, 1979).

This is a succinct survey of the international negotiations and
the South African efforts to hold an "election" in Namibia in
1978. The main text, written by Justin Ellis (see no. 285), is
supplemented by a compilation of the most relevant UN and other
documents.

796. SOUTH AFRICA (REP.).
1976 to 2 May 1979.
279 p.

This substantiai collection of documents and political statements,
compiled by the Department of Foreign Affairs, covers an important
period of recent diplomatic history. Among the 69 documents are
several exchanges of letters between the South African government
and the United Nations, which clearly demonstrate the South African
unwillingness to accept the UN peace plan. Included are also a
large number of UN resolutions and statements from SWAPO, Namibia
National Front and the "Constituent Assembly of South West Africa".

797. STOKKE, OLAV and CARL WIDSTRAND (eds.). Southern Africa. The UN-OAU
Conference, Oslo 9-14 April 1974. Uppsala: Scandinavian Institute
of African Studies, 1973. Vol. I: Programme of action and confer
ence proceedings, 275 p. Vol. II: Papers and documents, 346 p.

This collection of conference proceedings and papers from the Oslo
Conference in 1973 reflects the growing international concern in
the early 1970s with the apartheid system and South Africa's
illegal occupation of Namibia. There are several references to
Namibia in both volumes, and a special section in vol. 2 (p. 97-136)
contains papers by SWAPO, Elizabeth Landis and Barbara Rogers
on the liberation struggle, the legal aspects of the conflict and
economic exploitation.

798. SWAPO. WESTERN EUROPE OFFICE ~ed.). U.S. State Department documents
on Southern Africa leaked to American press. May~June 1981. London,
1981,28 p.

The documents contained in this booklet, which were leaked to the
press and reproduced by SWAPO, reflect the extent to which the US
administration is willing to cooperate with the South African regime
in subverting the DN plan for elections and independence in Namibia.
They also show that Southern Africa is regarded as a key arena of
the cold war. The collection of documents consists of a "memorandum
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of conversations" based on the talks between Assistant Secretary
of State for Africa, Chester Crocker and top South African officials
in Pretoria in April 1981 as weIl as background papers prepared for
the visit of the South African Foreign Minister to Washington in
May the same year.

TÖTEMEYER, GERHARD, see no. 792.

799. TRANSAFRICA. Namibia. The cr1S1S in United States policy toward
Southern Africa. Washington: TransAfrica, 1983, 49 p.

Reproduced by TransAfrica and 23 other non-governmental organisations
in the United States, this booklet describes itself as "a story of
a failed effort of five Western nations to compel South Africa to
live up to norms of international law and conduct". It provides a
critical survey of the negotiations in the 1976-1982 period, arguing
that the Reagan administration has encouraged the hostile position
of South Africa, and proposes, specifically, that the US should remove
the issue of the Cuban presence in Angola from the negotiations for
Namibian independence. The appendices contain several UN and
SWAPO documents. The booklet is also distributed as a UN Security
Council document (S/15781/23 May/1983).

800. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. "The continuing economic exploi
tation and militarization of Namibia". Objective: Justice, 14, no. 1,
(April) 1982: 20-39.

The Standing Committee II of the UN Council for Namibia has been
mandated to recommend policies to counter the support given to
foreign economic interests operating in Namibia to the illegal South
African administration, and to consider the nature and scale of
South Africa's military installations and operations in Namibia.
Excerpts from two recent reports of the committee are reprinted in
this article, serving as a brief introduction to the wealth of
evidence gathered by the Council on these two important subjects.

801. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Rep6rt of the delegation of
the Council to the seminar on the military situation in and relating
to Namibia, held at Vienrta from 8 to 11 June 1982. New York: United
Nations, 1982, 30 p. (A!AC.131!L.268, 9 November 1982).

For the purpose of obtaining information on South Africa's increasing
militarisation of Namibia, on military and strategic collaboration
with South Africa, on the involvement of mercenaries, and on the
attempts to destabilise other African states, the UN Council for
Namibia held a seminar in June 1982. The repor t of its delegation
offers a concise summary of the papers presented and the information
given by the expert participants. The final section reproduced the
conclusions and recommendations adopted for submission to the
Council. See also the extensive verbatim records of the seminar,
which together amount to approx. 300 pages. (A/AC.131/SMS/PV. 1-7,
21 July - 27 July 1982).
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802. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. The military situation in and
relating to Namibia. New York: UN, Department of Public Information,
1983, 25 p.

In recent years, South Africa's increasing use of military force to
suppress popular resistance in Namibia and to destabilise neighbouring
countries has been a cause of grave concern to the international
community. The present report, now available as a bookiet,
focuses on the events in 1982-83, and is partly based on the testi
monies and documents presented to a UN Council seminar at Vienna
in June 1982. The booklet highlights the South African military
build-up in Namibia, the introduction of compulsory military service
and "tribal armies", the recruitment of mercenaries, and the use
of Namibia as a launching pad for acts of subversion and aggression
against neighbouring states. An annex lists Security Forces bases
and units permanent ly stationed in Namibia.

803. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Political developments related
to Namibia. Paper presented to the International Conference in
Support of the Struggle of the Namibian People for Independence,
Paris, 1983, 26 p. (A/Coni. 120/7. A/AC. 131/94,31 March 1983).

The purpose of this UN report is to provide a review of the major
political developments since the UN General Assembly terminated
South Africa's mandate and assumed direct responsibility for the
Territory in 1966. The report begins with a survey of the events which
led to the Security Council Res. 435/78, and then discusses the
efforts to implement the UN peace plan. The next section deals with
the current situation in Namibia, with emphasis on the continued
illegal occupation, the acts of aggression against Angola, the
intensification of the struggle of the Namibian people and the
activities of the international community. The final part is con
cerned with the Western attempts to modify and obstruct the UN
plan, especially by bringing in extraneous questions such as the
presence of Cuban forces in Angola.

804. UNITED STATES, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. Critical developments in
Namibia. Hearings before the Subcommittee on Africa of the Committee
of Foreign Affairs, 93 Congress, second session, 21 February +
4 April 1974. Washington: US Government Printing Office, 1974, 300 p.

805. ------- Namibia: the United Nations and U.S. policy. Hearings before
the Subcommittee on International Organisations of the Committee
on International Relations, 94 Congress, second session, 24 and 27
August 1976. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976,
223 p.

806. ------- Resources in Namibia: implications for U.S. policy. Hearings
before the Subcommittee on International Resources, Food and Energy
of the Committee on International Relations. Washington: US
Government Printing Office, 1976, 165 p.

807. ------- Namibian update. Hearing before the Subcommittee on Africa
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, 96 Congress, second session,
9 September 1980. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1981, 39 p.
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808. ------- Regional destabilization in Southern Africa. Hearing before
the Subcommittee on Africa of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982, 175 p.

809. ------- United States policy toward Southern Africa. Focus on Namibia,
Angola, and South Africa. Hearing and markup before the Subcommittee
on Africa of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1983, 61 p.

These six comprehensive reports of important US hearings on Namibia
and Southern Africa contain a wealth of material on US policies,
developments inside Namibia, the role of foreign companies,
international law and the liberation struggle. Included are numerous
testimonies and statements prepared by government officials as
weIl as by individual experts and representatives of the liberation
movement and US organisations working for peace and independence in
Namibia. There is also valuable statistical material, covering,
inter alia, US trade and investments in the region.

UNITED STATES, STATE DEPARTMENT, see no. 798.

810. DYS, STANLEY. "Namibia: the socialist dilemma". African Affairs,
81, no. 325, (October) 1982: 569-76.

This brief atticle is the text of a talk given to a Jo~nt meeting of
the Royal African Society and the Royal Commonwealth Society in
April 1982, based on the two assumptions that there will be a settle
ment in Namibia and that SWAPO would win the resulting elections.
The author spells out the constraints that would operate on a SWAPO
government in a country which has been administered as a fifth
province and a tightly controlled economic colony, and argues that
these circumstances will impel SWAPO towards compromise and prag
matic d~cisions. The author is London Editor of the South African
Morning Newspaper Group. See also no. 67.

811. VESPER, MICHAEL. tiber die Beziehungen zwischen der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland und Namibia. Bonn: Informationsstelle SUdliches Afrika,
1980,12 p. (ISSAArchivAktuell, No. 19).

Summarising the economic and political relations between the Federal
Republic of Germany and Namibia, this brief pamphlet focuses mainly
on the support given to the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA)
in the late 1970s by German business groups and political organisations.

812. WALTERS, RONALD W. "The United States and the Southern African
Namibian uranium options". Africa Today, 30, no. 1&2, 1983: 51-59.

In an article in 1978 ("Uranium Politics and U.S. Foreign Policy in
Southern Africa", Journal of Southern African Affairs, 4, no. 3,
1979: 281-300), the author argued that there was a growing inter
dependence between US and Namibia, based on the urgent problems of
energy and the availability of uranium reserves at favourable prices
in Namibia. In this more recent article he suggests that the
"option" has now become a chosen strategy. He argues that US demand
for foreign-source uranium is increasingly being supplied by "South
African" sources which undoubtedly include Namibian uranium, and
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concludes that all dealings with South Africa - including enrichment
of raw uranium for re-export to South Africa for domestic end-use 
should therefore be prohibited. The author is professor of
political science, Howard University, Washington.

WIDSTRAND, CARL, see no. 797.

813. WOOD, BRIAN and ANNE HUDSON. "Namibia: behind the diplomatic
charade". Journal of African Marxists, no. 4, (September) 1983:
79-83.

Written by two authors associated with the Namibia Support Committee
(London), this article gives a critical assessment of the role of
the Western Contact Group and discusses the peculiarities of
Namibia's colonial heritage and struggle for independence. It
argues that the members of the Contact Group have worked out their
plans in accordance with the interests of the South African regime
as weIl as their own economic stake, but that a neo-colonial solution
is most unlikely given the strength of SWAPO and the weaknesses of
the tiny black petty bourgeoisie. See also Brian Wood: "Impasse in
Namibia", Marxism Today, July 1983: 25-8.

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, see no. 787.

SEE ALSO:

3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17,20, 21, 34, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43,54,56,
58, 61, 64, 66, 68, 71, 72, 74, 80, 110, 303, 304, 353, 421, 429,
443,577, 593, 599, 601, 604, 605,613, chapter 12 a(723-63), 835,
837.
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13. THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL
LIBERATION

A. African nationalism, SWAPO and
the liberation movement

814. ANSPRENGER, FRANZ. Die SWAPO. Profil einer afrikanischen Befreiungs
bewegung. Bonn: Katholischer Arbeitskreis Entwicklung und Frieden,
1983,160+ 11 +vi p. BibI.: i-vi. (KAEF Arbeitspapier Dokumentation
31).

Commissioned by the West German Catholic Commission for Justice
and Peace, this is one of the very few serious attempts to discuss
the history and political development of SWAPO from outside. The
author, a political scientist who has written extensively on the
process of decolonisation and liberation in Africa, has made use
of a wide range of SWAPO documents as well as secondary literature.
The first part gives a brief background to the situation in Namibia
in 1983, partly based on a visit to the territory, and leaves little
doubt that the majority are likely to vote for SWAPO if the opportun
ity is ever offered. It is followed by an outline of SWAPO's his
tory, with considerable emphasis on the Tanga Conference in 1969
and the 1975-76 conflict inside the movement. This part of the
study reflects a lack of familiarity with the mobilisation and
struggle undertaken by SWAPO under severe repression inside Namibia,
and there are few attempts to understand Namibian society
in terms of class forces. The discussion of the political profile
of SWAPO also takes place in a social vacuum, and is mainly pre
sented as a conventionai content analysis of the official documents.
The final part concentrates on international negotiations, arguing
that SWAPO has demonstrated a high degree of flexibility, while
South Africa - in collusion with the Reagan administration in the
United States - has prevented the implementation of Res. 435/78.
A revised version of the working paper is expected to be published
in 1984.

815. BARNARD, W.S. "Die geografie van 'n revolusionere oorlog: SWAPO
in Suidwes-Afrika", South African Geographer, 10, no. 2, 1982;
157-74.
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This study, undertaken by a University of Stellenbosch academic
and author of a major general geography of Namibia (see no. 83), is
one of the relatively few attempts at scholarly analysis of the
liberation struggle from a pro-South African perspective amongst
the flood of simplistic propaganda. Employing McColl's three-stage
typology of armed revolutionary change and a rather eclectic compar
ative framework, the author assesses the development of the war
from both a geographical and a logistical perspective, and concludes
that SWAPO stands little chance of a purely military victory.
Familiar stereotypes of PLAN "terrorists" and SWAPO's "dictatorial"
political practice and "tribalist" base amply express the author's
hostility to the liberation movement, but he does at least concede
that SWAPO has majority political support.

816. BRAGAN~A, AQUINO DE and IMMANUEL WALLERSTEIN (eds.). The African
liberation reader. Documents of the national liberation movements.
London: Zed Press, 1982. Vol. 1: The anatomy of colonialism,
202 p. Vol.2: The national liberation movements, 196 p. Vol. 3:
The strategy of liberation, 219 p.

Original ly published in Portuguese, this three-volume work brings
together many of the key documents of the liberation movements in
Southern Africa and Guinea-Bissau. It provides a valuable intro
duction to the history of the armed struggle for national liberation
in the words of the protagonists themselves. The reader contains
material up to 1974. The three volumes are thematically organised
and each section has an introduction by the editors. The selection
reflects the editors' intimate knowledge of the former Portuguese
colonies, and SWAPO is surprisingly under-documented. The work
does, however, make it easier to understand the Namibian struggle
as part of the broad movement to liberate Southern Africa from
minority rule, racism and exploitation.

817. CULLINAN, SUE. "SWAPO and the anti-colonial struggle". Work in
Progress, no. 23, 1982: 27-43.

This is a straightforward account of the history of SWAPO since
the late 1950s, opening with a discussion of the origins of the
movement among the contract workers. It shows how disillusionment
with the international community led to preparations for armed
struggle, and how SWAPO was able to broaden its base in the 1970s
in spite of severe suppression by the apartheid regime. The author
concludes by suggesting that awareness of the grassroots support
for SWAPO is one of the main reasons for South Africa's unwilling
ness to accept the UN plan for independence. See also nos. 14-15.

818. DALE, RICHARD. African insurgency and German and South African
counterinsurgency in Namibia.in·1904-1907 and 1922; legacies for
African nationalism and protracted guerrilla warfare. Southern
Illinois University, Department of political science, 1982~ 37 p.

Delivered to a conference on Namibia at the University of Vermont
in April 1982, this discussion paper makes a plea for a comparative
study of insurgency and counterinsurgency. The author's main
preoccupation is to show the discontinuities between the "rebellions"
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in the first part of the century and the present guerrilla warfare.
He argues that in contrast to the former campaigns, waged in an era
that glorified imperial rule, the "insurgents" today enjoy a degree
of legitimacy and that SWAPO, as the de facto government-in-exile,
is in a position to negotiate for funds, military hardware, diplomatic
protection and technical assistance. It is also noted that in
the present situation the churches are more openly antagonistic to
the civil and military authorities than their mission forebears. In
an earlier article, the author has surveyed the political history
of the South African Defence Force in Namibia from 1914 to 1979, see:
"The armed forces as an instrument of South African policy in
Namibia". Journal of Modern African Studies, 18, no. 1, 1980: 57-71.

819. EMMETT, ANTHONY BRIAN. The rise of nationalism in Namibia, 1915-1966.
University of the Witwatersrand, PhD thesis, In preparation.

GEINGOB, GOTTFRIED H., see no. 821.

820. GIBSON, RICHARD. African liberation movements. Contemporary
struggles against white minority rule. London: Oxford University
Press, 1982, 350 p. (Published for the Institute of Race Relations).

The purported aim of this book is to give an overview of the liberation
struggle in Southern Africa in the 1960s. It includes a separate
chapter on Namibia (p. 107-141). Af ter a brief introduction to
the country and the history of resistance against colonial rule,
a section which contains a number of inaccuracies, the author dis
cusses the origins and activities of SWANU and SWAPO up to 1970.
The main focus is on personalities, ethnic rivalries, conflicts
between groups in exile and the Sino-Soviet split, while there is
vitually no attempt to relate the background of the movements and
the development of the struggle to socio-economic conditions
and the social forces at play in Namibia. There is not, for instance,
a single reference to the migrant labour system or to working class
support for SWAPO. Although some of the detail is of apparent
interest, the author presents few means of verification. In general,
the narrow and distorted political perspective and the factual
errors rule this chapter out as a serious historical interpretation
or reliable source.

821. HAMUTENYA. HIDIPO L. and GOTTFRIED H. GEINGOB. "African nationalism
in Namibia". In Southern Africa in perspective. Essays on regional
politics, edited by Christian P. Potholm and Richard Dale, p. 85-94.
New York: The Free Press/London: Collier-MacMillan, 1972.

This early account of the origins of Namibian natiOnalism and the
rise of the liberation movement SWAPO, is an important document
of the Namibian liberation struggle. Written by two scholars and
prominent members of SWAPO's leadership, it provided from within
the liberation movement an authoritative strategic analysis and
overview, whose influence is reflected in later SWAPOpublications
in the 1970s. Although brief, the analysis is precise and coherent,
and is supplemented by comments on pre-colonial history designed
to refute the colonialist mythology of endemic ethnic conflict.
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822. HARNEIT, AXEL. SWAPO of Namibia - En~wicklung, Programmatik und
Politik seit 1959. Hamburg: Institut fur Afrika~Kunde, 1985. In
preparation.

823. KILJUNEN, KIMMO. "National resistance and the liberation struggle".
In Namibia. The last colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa
Kiljunen and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 145-71. London: Longman, 1981.

A brief presentation of the history of the struggle against colonial
rule from the early resistance in the late 19th century to the
armed struggle for national independence in the 1960s and 1970s.
It has its value as a descriptive rather than analytical account.
The discussion of SWAPO's ideology is further developed by the
author in another article in the same book: "The ideology of
national liberation", p. 183-95.

824. LIBERATlON SUPPORT MOVEMENT (ed.). Namibia: SWAPO fights for
freedom. Oakland, California: LSM Information Center, 1978, 124 p.

This is a valuable collection of a variety of documents and interviews
on SWAPO and the liberation struggle, put together with the goal
of conveying some of the perspectives and experiences of people who
have dedicated their lives to the fight for an independent Namibia.
The book opens with extended interviews with the President of SWAPO,
the Political Commissar of the People's Liberation Army of Namibia
(PLAN), and two women militants, followed by a first-hand account
of the beginning of the strike in 1971 by Hinanjane Shafodino Nehova
(no. 670). The final section reproduces several important SWAPO docu
ments. Much of the material appeared original ly in LSM News, nos.
11-12. (October) 1976.

825. MERCER, DENIS. Andreas Shipanga. Richmond, B.C.: Liberation Support
Movement Information Center, 1973, 27 p. (Interviews in depth:
Namibia, 1).

At the time of this interview Andreas Shipanga, a founder member of
SWAPO who was later expelled and returned to Namibia to start one
of the small "internal parties" (see nos. 850-51), was still SWAPO
Secretary for Information. The interview covers a wide range of topics,
and is a valuable source on the origins of SWAPO in the late 1950s,
the decision to prepare for armed struggle, the role played by SWAPO
in the general strike of 1971-72, and the position of women in the
liberation struggle.

826. NUJOMA, SAM. "The state of the liberation struggle". In Namibia.
The last colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa Kiljunen
and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 172-82. London: Longman, 1981.

This is an authoritative statement on the liberation struggle in
Namibia, conducted in the form of an interview in 1979. In it,
the president of SWAPO reviews the recent history of the political
and military struggle, out lines the social basis and the ideology
of SWAPO and discusses the most urgent problems to be solved in an
independent Namibia. For another extensive interview with Sam
Nujoma, see no. 824.
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SHIPANGA, ANDREAS, see no. 825.

827. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION. Discussion paper on the
constitution of independent Namibia. Lusaka?: 1975, 12 p.

This is an informal discussion paper, the aim of which was to stimu
late informed discussion on the constitutional future of Namibia.
It was circulated to coincide with the opening of South Africa's
"Turnhalle Constitutional Conference". The proposals include a
Bill of Rights, eradiction of all forms of racialism and ethnic
fragmentation and an electoral system based on majority voting
in numerically equal constituencies. The document has been widely
reproduced, but has not the status of an official SWAPO position
paper.

828. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION (SWAPO). Constitution of
the South West Africa People's Organisation. Lusaka: SWAPO
Dept. for Publicity and Information, 1976, 35 p.

829. ------- Political program of the South West Africa People's Organisa
tion. Lusaka: SWAPO Dept. for Publicity and Information, 1976, 14 p.

These two major SWAPO documents were both adopted by the augmented
Central Committee at its politically vital meeting in Lusaka from
27 July to l August 1976. The Constitution outlines the aims and
objectives of SWAPO, the conditions for membership, the organisationaI
structure and the duties and functions of the National Officers.
The Program opens with a brief survey of SWAPO's history, and
then moves on to a presentation of the major policy princip les on
foreign relations, the armed struggle, economic reconstruction,
education and culture, and health and social services.

830. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION (SWAPO). Information on
SWAPO. An Historical Profile. Lusaka: SWAPO Dept. of Information
and Publicity, 1978, 31 p.

831. ------- Information on the people's resistance 1976-1977. Lusaka:
SWAPO Dept. of Information and Publicity, 1978, 28 p.

832. ------- Information on Namibianpolitical prisoners. Lusaka: SWAPO
Dept. of Information and Publicity, 1978, 42 p.

833. ------- Laws governing the Namibian people's revolution. Lusaka:
SWAPO Dept. of Information and Publicity, 1978, 55 p.

834. ------- Conference reports 1976-1977. Lusaka: SWAPO Dept. of
Publicity and Information, 1978, 45 p.

These five booklets, some of them illustrated, were all published in
the same year as a part of a concerted publicity compaign by SWAPO.
The first three provide a brief, clear history of the liberation
struggle, a detailed account of the politically critical years
1976-77 and a hard-hitting description of political repression in
Namibia, including a list of known political prisoners and letters
from Robben Island. Laws Governing •.. consists of four "revolutionary
decrees" adopted by the Central Committee on 24 September 1977.
Conference reports ..• provides information on three important SWAPO
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conferences in 1976-77, which reorganised the party machinery and
revised the Constitution and the Political Programme. (National
Congress, Walvis Bay, 29-31 May 1976; the enlarged meeting of the
Central Committee, Lusaka, 28 July - 2 August 1976; Central Committee,
Lubango, 21-24 September 1977).

835. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION (SWAPO). "Namibia's indepen
dence held ransom: SWAPO memorandum submitted to the 7th Conference
of the Heads of State/Government of Non-Aligned Countries, New Dehli,
7th-11th March 1983". SWAPO Information Bulletin, (March) 1983:
6-20.

This is a representative statement by SWAPO, reviewing the continued
South African illegal occupation of Namibia, the state of the
liberation struggle and the role of the international community. The
report concludes that the year 1983 will go down in the history of
the Namibian independence struggle as yet another year of sacrifice,
and urges the non-aligned movement to remain firm in its rejection
of the US/South African attempt to impose a "linkage" between the
Namibian question and the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola.

836. SWAPO YOUTH LEAGUE. The manifesto of the SWAPO youth to the Namibian
people. 1971,28 p. (German edition: Manifest der SWAPO-Jugend
an das namibische Volk. Hamburg: Redaktion Harambee, 1971,28 p.).

Although principallyapolitical tract and a call to arms, this
pamphlet, powerfully written despite its rough-hewn, ungrammatical
English, develops an original critique of South African colonial
rule from the perspective of radical political economy, one of the
earliest to originate from the ranks of the liberation movement.
Composed shortly af ter SWAPO's crucial party congress (at Tanga,
Tanzania) at the turn of the decade, at which the Youth League itself
was formed, it predates the World Court ruling of June 1971, the
1971-2 contract worker's strike, and SWAPO's 1976 Political Pro
gramme, and prefigures the inspiring and courageous leadership of
the Youth League during the early 1970s in the struggle inside Namibia.

837. UDUGO, EMMANUEL IKE. South West Africa People's Organization of
Namibia as a non-state actor in the Namibian issue. Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, 1980, 184 p. BibI.: 163-74 p.
(PhD thesis) .

This thesis is an attempt to study SWAPO as a "non-state actor",
offering a brief assessment of the role of SWAPO in the political,
diplomatic and military struggle for independence. It opens with
a survey of the South African strategy for maintaining control,
followed by a rather sketchy description of SWAPO' s formation,
structure and actions. Although the thesis is at times inaccurate
and superficial, it is a welcome contribution to the very sparse
literature on the liberation movement.

WALLERSTEIN, IMMANUEL, see no. 816.

838. YA-OTTO, JOHN. Battlefront Namibia. An autobiography. New York:
Lawrence Hill & Co./London: Heinemann, 1981, 151 p. (With Ole
Gjerstad and Michael Mercer).
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John Ya-Otto is the present SWAPO Secretary for Labour, and this book
is a personal account of his life and struggle against South African
occupation and oppression of the Namibian people. The autobiography
is based on a mass of taped conversations in 1975-76, and demonstrates
clearly why so many Namibians have been drawn into the liberation
struggle. The book contains several chapters of historical interest,
such as the first-hand account of the Windhoek massacre in 1959 which
led many Namibians into nationalist politics. Ya-Otto's life
story also exposes the brutality of the South African regime in
suppressing SWAPO and its supporters. Trained as a teacher, Ya-Otto
was arrested and tortured on several occasions, and was eventually
persuaded to leave Namibia to continue his work for SWAPO in exile.
For a Dutch translation, see: Frontlijn Namibie (Leuven: 1982,
179 p.).

SEE ALSO:

3,4, 10, 11, 17, 22, 29, 30, 33, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43,45,
49, 50,51, 52, 53, 54, 57, 63, 73, 74,245,293, 312, 356, 367, 604,
647, 663, 669, 670, 676, 682-4, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 695, 699,
704, 765, 797, 853, 854, 857, 858, 860, 862, 867, 918, 981, 1014, 1024.
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B. Other political organisations

839. ABRAHAMS, KENNETH. "The Reverend Peter Kalangula and the failure
of reformism". The Namibian Review, no. 24, (May) 1982: 1-19.

840. ------- "The 'Waserauta' phenomenon. Additional notes on the
Namibian elite" . The Namibian Review, no. 25, (July-August)
1982: 21-31.

Written by the editor of The Namibian Review, who is also a prominent
member of the small National. Independence Party, these two articles
contribute to the debate on the origins and functioning of the
Namibian elite. The first article focuses mainly on the role
played by Rev. Peter Kalangula, a former DTA leader who in 1982
established his own ethnic party in Ovamboland (see no. 841).
The second article is a stimulating discussion of the emergence of
the "Waserauta" (a corruption of the word "sell-out"), the size
of this group, its elite income and its political significance in
contemporary Namibia.

BEAVON, K.S.O., see no. 849.

841. CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC ACTION. Constitution of the Christian Demo
cratic Action for Social Justice . 1982, 18 p.

In 1982 Peter Kalangula, leader of the bantustan authority in
Ovamboland, left the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA) and
established his own party. The main part of this document consists
of the constitution of CDA, but there is also a brief section
outlining the general aims and the principles of the party. Among
the goals of the party are an independent Namibia which will main
tain close ties with all its neighbours, "consensus by means of
consultation and exchange of ideas with all interested groups",
free enterprise and "a prosperous and satisfied population".

842. DTA. Demokratiese Turnhalle Alliansie/Democratic Turnhalle Alliance.
Windhoek, 1978 (?), 35 p.

This is probably the most representative policy document published
by DTA. It opens with the constitution and a list of members of
the Alliance, followed by a reproduction of the Constitutional
Principles for "the Republic of South West Africa/Namibia", as
accept ed by the Turnhalle Conference (see no. 308). A brief list
of very general economic principles, adopted by the founding
meeting of DTA, is also included. The principles are based on
"the maximum economic participation by private initiative" and
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"the encouragement of foreign investment through incentives and
security measures". The document is also available in German (DTA
Grundsatz) and in Afrikaans (Konstitusie van die DTA). ---

West = Neun Fragen liber
The National Party of

843. DU PLESSIS, A.H. Nine questions about South
Slidwest = Nege vrae oor Suidwes. Windhoek:
South West Africa, 1979780 (?), 30 p.

Written by the then chairman and senior leader of the SWA National
Party, this document is a representative expression of the party's
views on the key political issues, which have of ten been opposed
to South Africa' s "reformist" colonialism of recent years. The
booklet out lines the kind of "independence" acceptable to the National
Party, rejects Security Council Resolution 435/1978 as a basis for
negotiations and reaffirms the principles of the Turnhalle draft
constitution of 1977.

844. INTERESSENGEMEINSCHAFT DEUTSCHSPRACHIGER SUDWESTER
essengemeinschaft DeutschprachigerSlidwester (IG).
1982, 24 p.

(IG). Inter
Windhoek,

The purpose of this booklet is to present the objectives and activities
of the Interessengemeinschaft Deutschsprachiger Slidwester, which
was formed in 1977 as a political, social and culturaI forum for the
German-speaking community. The guidelines make it clear that the IG
regards a "free market economy" and the protection of the rights of
the German-speaking community to be among the main pillars of an
independent Namibia. The booklet also contains three brief articles
on the Namibian economy and the constitutional development of
Namibia (1884-1981). The document waspublished before the recent
efforts by IG to seek an understanding with the liberation movement
and to distance itself further from the South African occupying
regime.

845. LEVINE, VICTOR (ed.). Encyclopedia of African Political Parties.
Westport, Connecticut/London: Greenwood Press. (Contains a section
on Namibia, prepared by John J. Grotpeter). In preparation.

846. NAMIBIA NATIONAL FRONT. Policy manifestos and alternatives. Windhoek:
NNF, 1978, 16 p.

This interesting political document emanated from the short-lived
attempt to form a "moderate and centrist" coalition in Namibia. The
main purpose of the Namibian National Front (N.N.F.), which was
set up as an umbrella organisation of independent parties and
groups such as the National Independence Party, Federal Party,
SWANU, and the Damara Council, was to contest the independence
elections which were expected to take place in 1978. The pamphlet
opens with a series of attacks on SWAPO on the left as well as on
the DTA, the National Party and the Herstigte Nasionale Party on the
right, followed by N.N.F.'s own policy declaration. The manifesto
is mainly concerned with constitutional and economic principles,
and states that "private economic initiative may be exercised freely,
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subject to measures against unhealthy monopolistic conditions", and
that "the right of everyone to private property, and to transfer
the same during life or at death shall be guaranteed". Although
it declares a commitment to the fair distribution of wealth as a
major goal, the manifesto is strongly geared to business interests.
The document is also published in German (Das Manifest und die
Alternative) as weIl as in Afrikaans (Beleids- manifesto en Alternatie
ve) •

847. NAMIBIAN CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY. N.C.D.P. Program and aim.
Windhoek/Tsumeb, (n. d.). 13 p.

A brief presentation of the political views of the N.C.D.P. This
small political grouping, led by Hans Röhr, re gards itself as belonging
to the "centre" in the Namibian political spectrum. According to
the guidelines, N.C.D.P. favours an independent and sovereign
Namibia, a democratic party system based on "Christian principles",
a free market economy and the forming of a broad middle class. The
pamphlet was written in the early 1980s, and the party has since
moved to the left in white Namibian terms. In 1983/84 N.C.D.P.
exposed the terror and violence inflicted upon the civilian population,
especially in Kavangoland, walked out of the "Multi-Party Conference",
and endorsed the UN peace plan (Res. 435/78).

848. O'LINN, BRYAN. Die Zukunft Sudwestafrikas ~n realistischer Sicht.
Windhoek: Meinert, 1975 (?), 200 p.

Written by a leading Windhoek lawyer, this is primarily a liberal
plea for an independent Namibia and a political compromise to
avoid what is described as a catastrophic and violent confrontation
between whites and blacks. The book outlines the history of the
international dispute over Namibia, as weIl as the social and
economic structure. It concludes by presenting the political and
constitutional ideas of the Federal Party, which was founded in 1975
with O'Linn as its chairperson, af ter the demise of the old United
Party. The book is an updated and revised version of a publication
which first appeared in Afrikaans: Die toekoms van Suidwes-Afrika
gebou op die werklikheid (Windhoek: Verenigde Pers, 1974, 127 p.).

PIRlE, G.H., see no. 849.

849. ROGERSON, C.M., K.S.O. BEAVON and G.H. PIRlE. "The geography of
the Afrikaner Broederbond in Namibia". Social Dynamics, 5, no. 2,
1979: 13-17.

This is a brief but original contribution to the discussion of the
forms and extent of "white power" in Namibia. Documenting the
growth and composition of the Afrikaner Broederbond, the authors
argue that this class of "super-Afrikaners" is strongly represented
at all levels in the contemporary power structure in Namibia.
Broeder cells are located in nearly all the major concentrations
of white population,but are relatively strongest in therural areas
and in the military zones in the north. The conclusion is that
the greatest opposition towards structural changes in the political
economy of Namibia will occur in the rural farming areas. Without
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an unlikely volte-face in white attitudes or a likely exodus of
the farming community, the prospects for rural change and land
reforms are consequently rated as exceedingly low.

850. SWAPO-DEMOCRATS. Constitution of SWAPO-Democrats. Windhoek, (n.d.),
21 p.

851. ------- Basic documents. Windhoek, 1978, 22 p.

These two documents present the organisationai structure and the
broad aims of "SWAPO-Democrats", a small political group which was
formed in 1978 by Andreas Shipanga, a SWAPO leader until his expulsion
in 1976. The documents are also available in German.

852. THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA NATIONAL UNION. Basic documents of the South
West Africa National Union. Stockholm: Pogo Print, 1976, 27 p.

This pamphlet consists of two important SWANU documents: the Con
stitution of SWANU and the Programme for the Liberation and Rec.OJn
struction of South West Africa (Namibia). The programme has few
details regarding economic policies, and reflects the revolutionary
rhetoric of the organisation at the time of its adoption (December
1974). SWANU later adopted a new political programme, but
this document has not yet (1983) been made public. The decision to
join the "Multi-Party Conference" caused a major split in the organ
isation, and a party congress in September 1984 elected a new leader
ship, withdrew from the MPC and decided to establish links of
cooperation with SWAPO.

SEE ALSO:

22,34,37,46,49,73,245,304,312,765,790,918,939,947,956.
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C. The churches

853. (THE ANGLICAN CHURCH). Namibia. A report to the Archbishop of
Canterbury by the Anglican delegation after their visit of October
1983. London, 1984, 38 p.

In October 1983 an international delegation from the Anglican church
spent two weeks in Namibia with the purpose of reporting both to
the Archbishop of Canterbury and to the Archbishop of Cape Town.
The delegation spent six days in the northern war zone, visited
mission stations, met clergymen, teachers and community leaders,
and visited South African Defence Force (SADF) bases. The delega
tion also held discussions with the general managers of the three
major mining companies and met the South African Administrator
General and his staff. The report contains a brief history of
Namibia, extracts from conversations, the conclusions of the dele
gations, and its recommendations, as weIl as a documentary appendix.
Among the conclusions are that there is a desire among the majority
for the opportunity to be free of South African oppression, that
the occupation by the South African Defence Force is causing hard
ship, distress, fear and loss of life, that there is an almost total
rejection of the present 11 ethnic governments, and that it appears
that SWAPO has overwhelming support not least from the main-line
churches and their leaders.

854. BRITISH COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. Namibia - a nation wronged. London:
BCC, Division of International Affairs, 1981, 34 p.

This report of a visit to Namibia by a delegation from the British
Council of Churches documents by direct testimony the enormous
suffering inflicted upon the civilian population by South African
repression, the strong support of Namibians for SWAPO and the
liberation struggle, and the widespread suspicion of the Western
"Contact Group". An appendix records twenty cases of brutal ity
and terror by the South African military forces. The visit took
place in November 1981 at the invitation of the Namibian Council
of Churches. The conclusions and recommendations arising out of
the Report, as approved by the board of the BCC's Division of
International Affairs, are reproduced in PCR Information, no. 14,
1982: 59-63 (no. 1019). See also the pamphlet Namibia (London:
British Council of Churches, 1978, 23 p.).
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855. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES IN NAMIBIA. Statements by churches in Namibia.
Windhoek, (1981?), 16 p.

Published by the Council of Churches, this pamphlet reproduces ten
of the most important documents issued by the Namibian churches in
the period from 1971 to 1980. They include the historic open letter
to the South African prime minister (1971) and a letter to the UN
Secretary-General (1980). The documents bear testimony to the promin
ent role played by the churches in the drive for a negotiated settle
ment.

856. DE VRIES, JOHANNES LUKAS. Mission and colonialism in Namibia.
Braamfontein: Ravan Press, 1978, 216 p. (In German: Namibia:
Mission und Politik (1880-1918). Neukirchen- Vluyn: Neukirchener
Verlag, 1980, 324 p.).

Originally submitted as a dissertation (theology) at the University
of Brussels, this book is mainly concerned with German colonialism
and the role of the Rhenish Missionary Society during the colonial
period in Namibia. Although the church is defended against some of
it critics, the author demonstrates how the mission supported the
supression of the people's fight against exploitation. The author
concludes that the church must avoid repeating the past error of
failing to speak up against an unjust society. De Vries was one of
the foremost church leaders in Namibia before he resigned to join
the South African administration in 1980. In 1983-84 he was one of
the leading spokesmen of the "Multi-Party Conference".

857. ELLIS, JUSTIN. "The church in mobilization for national liberation".
In Namibia. The last colony, edited by Reginald H. Green, Marja-Liisa
Kiljunen and Kimmo Kiljunen, p. 132-44. London: Longman, 1981.

Written by a church worker and educationalist who was deported from
Namibia in 1978, this is a general account of the prominent role
played by the churches in the struggle for national independence.
The author points out that this position is a relatively recent
occurrence, and the main focus of the essay is on the historical
change from complicity with colonialism to organised opposition
against South African colonial rule and occupation. He also shows
that repressive action against the churches has tended to be counter
productive.

858. FROSTIN, PER, PETER KATJAVIVI and KAIRE MBUENDE (eds.). Church and
liberation in Namibia. In preparation.

A collection of essays by the three editors, two Namibian scholars
and SWAPO members and a Swedish theologian, supplemented with a
contribution by Zedekia Mujoro and Emma Mujoro, two Namibian pastors.
The book covers the role of the church in the struggle for liberation,
church and class in Namibia, Christianity versus capitalism, and
Namibian "Black Theology".

859. HELLBERG, CARL-J. A voice of the voiceless. The involvement of the
Lutheran World Federation in Southern Africa 1947-1977. Lund:
Skeab/VERBUM, 1979, 236 p. BibI.: 232-36.
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This study gives an informative introduction to the involvement of
the Lutheran World Federation in Southern Africa, the main emphasis
being laid on inter-church relationships and cooperation between the
LWF and its member churches in the region. A substantiai chapter
is devoted to Namibia ("Lutheran churches in Namibia, 'The voice
of the voiceless', 1971-1977", p. 175-214), documenting the growing
involvement of the churches in the struggle against South African
occupation. The chapter opens with a discussion of the political
and theological implications of the open letter to the South African
prime minister in 1971 and the subsequent conversation between J.B.
Vorster and the church leaders. The author notes that the 1971-72
general strike led to increased political awareness and activity
among churchmen, but he also argues that the period covered by the
study was characterised by internai tension between those politically
engaged on the side of SWAPO and force s more cautious in their
political involvement. The author, a Swedish theologian in the
service of the LWF since 1966, has written extensively on Namibia
and South Africa.

KATJAVIVI, PETER, see no. 858.

860. MAY, HANS-CHRISTOPH. Der Kampf der Befreiungsbewegung SWAPO von
Namibia und die Stellung der Kirchen. Universität Wlirzburg, 1981,
342 p. BibI.: 329-41. (Diplomarbeit).

This thoroughly researched theology dissertation focuses on SWAPO
and the role of the churches in Namibia, drawing on a wide range
of primary documents from the liberation movement as weIl as from
the different churches. The major part of the thesis is concerned
with the history and ideology of SWAPO, providing a broad outline
of its political and military activities. The second part is a much
briefer account of the involvement of the churches in the struggle
for independence. Although the author indicates the various forms
of cooperation which exist between the churches and individual
SWAPO members, he regards the significant disagreements within and
between the churches as weIl as their ambiguous position on armed
struggle as factors which weaken the prospects for a united front
in the liberation struggle.

MBUENDE, KAIRE , see no. 858.

861. THE OBLATES OF MARY IMMACULATE. The green and dry wood. Documen
tation. The Roman Catholic Church and the Namibian socio-political
situation 1971-1981. Newcastle (SA): Zulu Publications, 1983,
269 p.

This is an extensive documentation of the Catholic church's involve
ment in the struggle for Namibia over the last decade, bringing
together a wide range of letters, statements, articles, reports
and newspaper clippings on issues of concern to the church. The
collection goes beyond leadership positions to reflect the occasion
ally sharply differing standpoints within the church itself. Of
special interest is the part of the book dealing with violation
of human rights, including the deportation of Father Heinz Hunke
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for his active involvement in the exposure of widespread torture.
A separate chapter documents the cooperation with other churches in
Namibia. The report of the Southern African Catholic Bishops'
Conference on Namibia (no. 862), as weIl as the following exchange
of letters with the South African prime minister, are also reproduced.

862. TRE SOUTRERN AFRICAN CATROLIC BISROPS' CONFERENCE. Report on Namibia.
Pretoria, 1982, 40 p. (In German: Bericht Namibia. Die kathoiischen
Bischöfe aus dem slid lichen Afrika: Bericht liber Namibia. Frankfurt:
EvangelischerPressedienst, 1982, 37 p. In Afrikaans: Verslag oor
Namibie. Uit g~reik deur Die Suid-Afrikaanse Katolieke Biskoppe
konferensie. Windhoek, 43 p.).

Based on a visit to Namibia in September 1981, followed by an exten
sive discussion within the Southern African Catholic Bishops'
Conference, this valuable report is mainly concerned with the atti
tudes of Namibians towards the South African occupation. Its assess
ment is that most Namibians consider the DTA regime to be a device
to ensure South African controi of Namibia and the imposition of a
structure and policy dictated by South Africa. It provides a graphic
account of the widespread intimidation of the civilian population,
including use of torture, in the operational areas in the north.
There is also a section focusing on the role of SWAPO, concluding
that "support for SWAPO is massive and that it would be easily vic
torious in any free and fair election held under United Nations
supervision" . The report , which subsequently was banned, also con
tains two South African government statements on the main findings
of the commission.

863. SUNDERMElER, TREO. Wir aber suchten Gemeinschaft. Kirchwerdung und
Kirchentrennung in Slidwestafrika. Erlangen: Luther-Verlag/ Witten:
Verlag der Ev. - Luth. Mission, 1973, 359 p. BibI.: 337-51.
(Erlanger Taschenbucher).

This is a detailed and scholarly account of the establishment of
independent African churches in the 1940s and 1950s in the central
and southern part of Namibia, an important precursor to the forma
tion of the national liberation movement in the 1960s. The study
is also concerned with the response of the missionary churches to
this cultural, political and theological challenge. For another
treatment of the same subject, see Katesa Schlosser: Eingeborenen
kirchen in Slid- und Slidwest-Afrika. Ihre Geschichte und Sozial
struktur (Kiel: MUhlau, 1958), especially ch. III: "Eine Abfall
bewegung von der Rheinischen Missionsgesellschaft im Namaland"
(p. 71-124).

of a bisho in exile. Guildford
Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans

864. WINTER, COLIN. Namibia. The stor
and London: Lutterworth Press Grand
Publishing Comp., 1977,234 p.

Colin Winter was the Anglican bishop in Namibia up to his expulsion
by the South African authorities in 1972, and thereafter championed
the cause of national liberation as bishop in exile until his death in
1982. In this personal story he chronicles the contributions which the
churches, with his own courageously in the forefront, have come
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to make towards national independence in Namibia. Of special
interest are the chapters dealing with living conditions for
Africans in Windhoek, the migrant labour system, the strike in
1971-72, his visit to Ovamboland and the trial of 12 Namibians
accused of having "incited" workers to stay away from work. The
bishop also brings a sober indictment against the churches who have
been unwilling to confront the colonial regime.

865. WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. The churches' involvement in Southern
Africa. Geneva: 1982, 76 p. (Special issue of PCR Information,
Reports and Background Papers, no. 14, 1982).

Published as a part of the Program to Combat Racism, this special
issue of PCR Information contains several articles on recent develop
ments in Southern Africa and the role of the churches. Among the
documents reproduced are statements by the Namibian Council of
Churches to the US delegation on its visit to Namibia (12 June 1981)
and to the Prime Minister of South Africa during his visit to
Windhoek (26 February 1982), a statement by the synod of the
Evangelical Lutheran Ovambokavango Church in 1982, and astatement
approved by the Board of the British Council of Churches' Division
of International Affairs arising out of the BCC Report on Namibia
(see no. 854).

SEE ALSO:

9, 11, 17,29,32,37,39,41,43,45,73, 192,233,296,312,787,
804, 940, 942, 1019.
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14. BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A. Bibliographies on Narnibia

866. AFRICAN BIBLIOGRAPHIC CENTER. SADEX. The Southern Africa development
information/documentation exchange. Washington: ABC, 1979-1983.

This excellent information and documentation guide, published
bi-monthly for four years, provides a wide range of information on
publications, projects and international cooperation efforts
related to the SADCC,Frontline States and Namibia. The biblio-
graphy was published by African Bibliographic Center, under a con
tract from the Africa Bureau of the US Agency for International
Development (AID). Each issue comprises a feature section, con
sisting of articles and special bibliographic essays; an information
section that includes details of forthcoming publications, confer
ences and research in progress; a book review section; a bibliographic
section arranged by country and an author index. For a bibliographic
essay on Namibia in the regional context, see no. 890.

867. ANSARI , S. Liberation strug le in Southern Africa. A bibliograph
of source material. Gurgaon Haryana: Indian Documentation Service,
1972, 118 p.

This is a useful bibliography for students of the liberation movements
in the period 1961-1971, listing a large number of books, articles,
and documents originating from UN and from the liberation movements
themselves. The bibliography is confined to material published in
English. The main focus of the Namibia section (p. 8-38) is on
UN reports, resolutions and petitions which are listed in chronological
order.

868. BIELSCHOWSKY, LUDWIG. List of books in German on South Africa and
South West Africa published up to 1914 in the South AfricanPublic
Library, Cape Town. Cape Town: School of Librarianship, Univer
sity of Cape Town, 1949, 84 p.
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As indicated by the title, this is a library holding list of books
in German on South Africa and Namibia up to World War I. Books
translated into German are not included, nor are periodical
articles uniess they are treated as a separate volume. The biblio
graphy also excludes schoolbooks and fiction. The section on Namibia
takes up the final part (p. 58-76), and lists a number of rare items,
some of which are briefly annotated. For a follow-up, see Plaat
(no. 899).

869. BOTH, ELLEN LISA MARIANNE. Books and pamphlets published in German
relating to South Africa and South West Africa, 1950-1964. Cape Town:
University of Cape Town Libraries, 1969, 132 p.

Containing close to 500 briefly annotated entries, this bibliography
lists books and pamphlets in German as found in the South African
Public Library. The works are entered alphabetically by author and
indexed alphabetically by subject. The bibliography is restricted
to material published between '1950 and 1963, but there are also some
entries prior to this date to supplement the bibliographies of
Bielschowsky (no. 868) and Plaat (no. 899).

870. BOTHA, LAURETTE ISABELLA. The Namib desert. Cape Town: University
of Cape Town Libraries, 1970, 26 p.

Including 139 entries with brief annotations, this bibliography
lists books and periodical material relating to the Namib desert.
The focus is on description and travel, botany, diamond mining and
rock paintings. The arrangement is by subject and then alphabetically
by author. There is also an author index. No material published
later than 1967 is included.

871. BRIDGMAN, JON and DAVIDE. CLARKE. German Africa. A select annotated
bibliography. Stanford, California: The Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution, and Peace, 1965, 119 p. (Hoover Institution Bibliographical
Series: XIX) .

Based on the extensive Hoover Institution German Africa collection,
this bibliography contains more than 900 entries, some of them with
brief annotations. Five hundred items are concerned with German
colonialism in general, followed by regional lists on each colony.
The section on "German Southwest Africa" includes 102 publications
(p. 82-95). There are also an introductory note on German official
and semi-official publications, a list of serials and a list of
microfilmed British confidential documents dealing with German Africa.

872. BROSE, MAXIMILIAN. Die deutsche Kolonialliteratur von 1884-1895.
Berlin: Die Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft/Elsner, 1897, 158 p.

873. ------- Die deutsche Kolonialliteratur im Jahre 1897. Berlin:
Meinecke, 1898, 28 p.

874. ------- Die deut sche Kolonialliteratur .im Jahre ++++. Berlin: Die
deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft/Susserott. vol. 3 (1898), 38 p.;
vol. 4 (1899),58 p.; vol. 5 (1900),63 p.; vol. 6 (1901),66 p.;
vol. 7 (1902),63 p.; vol. 8 (1903), 74 p.; vol. 9 (1904), 78 p.;
vol. 10 (1905), 86 p.; vol. 11 (1906),86 p.; vol. 12 (1907), 104 p.:
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vol. 13 (1908), 92 p.; vol. 14 (1909), 107 p.; vol. 15 (1910), 118 p.;
vol. 16 (1911), 118 p.; vol. 17 (1912), 116 p.; vol. 18 (1913),
140 p.; vol. 19 (1914), 89 p.

Started by Maximilian Brose, the librarian at the German Colonial
Society, this was by far the most extensive bibliography covering
German colonialism. The work was continued by Hubert Henoch from
1907 onwards, but was brought to a halt during the World War I.
Organised by supject, the bibliography still serves as an indispensable
reference tool for students of German colonialism and Namibia.

875. CARLSON, ANDREW R. German foreign policy, 1890-1914, and colonial
policy to 1914: a handbook and annotated bibliography. Metuchen,
New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 1970, 333 p.

This is a handy reference work and guide to German foreign policy
in general and colonial policy in particular, covering the period from
the disrnissai of Bismarck to the outbreak of World War I. The
major part of the book consists of an extensive, partly annotated
bibliography. Apart from references to a large number of books,
periodicals and documents relevant for the study of Namibia, there
are also 73 entries specifically concerned with the territory.

876. DE JAGER, TREO (comp.) and
Suidwes-Afrika. Pretoria:
graphies No. 7).

This is one of the largest general bibliographies on Namibia, con
taining close to 2000 entries. The aim is to provide a checklist
of books, entered alphabetically by author. Periodic articles
are not included except when available as reprints or pamphlets.
The subject index suffers from inaccuracies as quite a number of
the entrres have not been checked against the original works. The
coverage of official publications is very thin, and there are no
annotations.

877. DUIGNAN, PETER and L.H. GANN. A bibliographical guide to colonialism
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Cambridge University Press, 1973, 552 p.
(Colonialism in Africa 1870-1960, vol. 5).

This extensive bibliography on colonialism contains also a special
section on German colonial rule (p. 386-411). The number of entries
dealing specifically with Namibia is rather limited, but the
section as a whole provides a careful selection of literature. The
annotations reflect the conservative inclinations of the authors
(see no. 776).

878. EVBOROKHAI, A.O. (comp.). A descriptive list of United Nations
reference documents on Namibia (1946-1978). Lusaka: UNIN. 1980,
167 p.

Based on the large accumulation of UN material accessioned by the
UN Institute for Namibia, this list of publications covers the
various organs concerned with Namibia, notably the Security Council,
the General Assembly, the Council for Namibia, the Commissioner
for Namibia, the Special Committee of 24 on Decolonization, the
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UN Fund for Namibia, the Special Committee on Apartheid, the Centre
against Apartheid, the Commission on Human Rights, the Economic
Commission for Africa, etc. There are also records of the Trustee
ship Council and the International Court of Justice. Although the
list is not exhaustive, it serves as a guide to a wide range of
important documentary material. General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions are excluded, as they are available in another compilation
(see no. 731).

879. GESELLSCHAFT FUR WISSENSCHAFTLICHE ENTWICKLUNG. Ferdinand Stich
Africana. Swakopmund, 1977, 134 p. (Bibliotheka, Heft 2, 1977).

This list describes the collection of more than 2000 items donated
to the library of the Gesellschaft flir Wissenschaftliche Entwicklung
in Swakopmund by Ferdinand Stich, a bookseller and bibliophile resi
dent in Swakopmund. The main value of the list lies in the inclusion
of several local and rare publications, especially from the German
period, which are not to be found on other bibliographies.

880. HALSTEAD, JOHN P. and SERAFINO PORCARl. Modern European
a bibliography of books and articles 1815-1972. Boston:
Hall, 1972. Vol. 1: General and British empire, 508 p.
French and other empires & regions, 501 p.

The second volume of this general bibliography on colonialism covers
the German empire (p. 290-312) and "South West Africa" (p. 312-15).
It adds little to other bibliographies of the kind, but it does
contain some interesting items and is readily available in many
libraries.

881. HILLEBRECHT, WERNER. "Bibliographical aids for studies on Namibia.
A supplement to Martin Vogt's list". Basler Afrika Bibliographien
Nachrichten/Newsletter, no. 3, 1982: 39-54.

Designed to supplement the list of bibliographical aids prepared by
Martin Vogt (no. 919), this annotated bibliography contains 83 entries.
Most of the items included are general bibliographies which are also
of interest for researchers in Namibian affairs. It also indicates
in which West German libraries the bibliographies can be consulted.

882. HILLEBRECHT, WERNER W. Hochschulschriften zu Namibia unter Einbezie
hung von Arbeiten zur deutschen Kolonialpolitik, Kolonialrecht und
Kolonialwirtschaft sowie zum Völkerbundsmandatsrecht. Kassel:
Namibian BibliographicalData, 1984, 57 p. ( Arevised edition is schedu
led for publication in 1985 by Basler Afrika Bibliographien, Basel.)

This list of 800 dissertations and theses concerned with Namibia and
German colonial policy is the most comprehensive to date. It
includes theses from Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany,the
German Democratic Republic. Finland, France, Great Britain, Canada,
Kenya, the Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, USSR, US, South
Africa and the Vatican. The author is compiling a comprehensive
bibliography of all Namibiana in West German libraries. He
can be contacted at his private address, see p. 405.
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883. INSTITUT FUR WELTWIRTSCHAFT, KIEL. Regionenkatalog, Band 41. Boston:
G.K. Hall, 1967, 773 p.

This volume in the series of catalogues of the library of the Institut
fUr Weltwirtschaft, Kiel (Library of the Institute for World Economics)
lists all its holdings on Namibia up to the mid-1960s (p. 327-51).
The catalogue reproduces close to 600 index cards on Namibia, some
of which appear more than once. There have, however, been many
new acquisitions since 1965. The library is especially strong on
German material from the turn of the century and on official South
African documents and statistics. The catalogue is one in a series
of 52 volumes dealing with countries and regions, in addition to
which there is a wide range of catalogues concerned with persons,
companies, titles, subjects and periodicals.

884. THE INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF THE ORANGE FREE
STATE. Bibliographies on South African political history. Boston:
G.K. Hall & Co., 1979-1982. (Edited by O. Geyser, P.W. Coetzer and
J.H. Le Roux. Vol. 1: Register of private document collections on
the political history of South Africa since 1902, 1979, 150 p.
Vol. 2: General sources on South African political history since
1902. 1970, 763 p. Vol. 3: Index to periodical articles on South
AIrIcan political and social history since 1902, 1982, 616 p.

These three volumes contain a guide to archives and an extensive
bibliography on South African and Namibian history, with special
emphasis on political history in the 20th century. The register of
document collections (vol. 1) gives the contents of private
collections of several administrators and colonial politicians
involved in Namibian affairs, and there are separate chapters on
Namibia in vol. 2 (256 items, p. 663-83) and in vol. 3 (658 items,
p. 545-64). The sections on Namibia provide an unannotated list of
books, theses, articles and documents, some of which are not
easily available outside South Africa. The bibliographies are linked
to the Institute for Contemporary History, University of the Orange
Free State. INHC has one of South Africa's best collections of
primary source material on contemporary political history, including
the archives of the Namibian branch of the National Party. It has
also an extensive press clipping system, and more than 20,000
articles and reports are selected each month from 33 South African
newspapers and professional journals.

885. INTERNATIONAL AFRIC~ INSTITUTE. Cumulative bibliography of African
studies. Boston: G.K. Hall, 1973, 5 vols.

886. PEARSON, J.D. (ed.). International African Bibliography 1973-1978.
Books, articles and papers in African studies. London: Mansell,
1982, 392 p.

These two cumulative bibliographies are based on the work started by
the International Africa Institute (London) in 1929. From this year
up to 1970 a quarterly bibliography of current books and articles
was published in the journal Africa, and thereafter in a special
bulletin, International African Bibliography. Cumulative Biblio
graphy •.. , published in 5 volumes, covers the period up to 1972, and
contains a classified catalogue as weIl as an author catalogue. The
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classification is regional, and regions are then divided by country
and subject. The subject headings ethnography and linguistics are
further subdivided into ethnic groups and languages respectively.
The bibliography reflects the main interests of the International
Africa Institute, and is especially strong on ethnography and lingu
istics. The section on Namibia (p. 501-512, vol. 3) lists more
than 350 entries. In 1971 the compilation of the International African
Bibliograph was taken over by the School of Oriental and African
Studies University of London), and the cumulative bibliography
by the same title covers vols. 3-8 (1973-78) of the quarterly
bulletin. Additionally, some 3000 titles not previously indexed
in the bibliography have been inserted. The arrangement is roughly
the same as that of its predecessor. The 1973-78 bibliography
lists 155 items concerned with Namibia.

887. KAHN, EVELYN RUTH. Karakul sheep in South West Africa and South
Africa: a bibliography. Cape Town: School of Librarianship,
University of Cape Town, 1959, 27 p.

Although it was published 25 years ago, this part ly annotated
bibliography of books and journals is still of specialist use for
students of economic history.

888. KINSEY, B.H. and K.A. MUIR. Agriculture, food and rural development
in Namibia: a select annotated bibliography. Norwich: University
of East Anglia, Overseas Development Group/FAO, 1981, 95 p.
(Working Paper No. 1).

889. CROSS, SHOLTO et al. A select development bibliography of Namibia.
Norwich: University of East Anglia, Overseas Development Group/FAO,
1981,27 p. (Working Paper No. 2).

The objective of these two bibliographies, which were prepared in
conjunction with a FAO/UN Nationhood Programme study on Namibian
agriculture and food security (see no. 514), is to make available
information on literature of interest to those engaged in agri
cultural planning in Namibia and those concerned with broader devel
opmental issues. Agriculture, food and rural development is an
annotated computer-produced list organised by subject and using
key words, author and short title indexes. It contains 175 entries,
of which the German and Afrikaans titles are also translated into
English. The promised revised and expanded edition has unfortunately
not yet appeared. A select development bibliography ••. is an un
annotated list of more than 300 publications, not all of them dir
ectly relevant to Namibia.

890. KO RNEGAY , FRANCIS A. Jr. and JOYCE R. MORTIMER: "Namibia's trans~twn

and regional cooperation in Southern Africa". SADEX, 3, no. 1,
(January-February) 1981: 1-24.

This is a lengthy and useful bibliographical essay which surveys
the recent literature concerned with the Namibian economy, Western
economic involvement, South Africa's strategic interest and Namibia
in the regional context of Southern Africa. The article also
provides insight intocurrent sources relevant for documenting
Namibia.
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891. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS (US). Africa south of the Sahara. Index to
periodical literature, 1900-1970. Boston: G.K. Hall, 1971. 4 vols.

This index to periodical literature reproduces catalogue cards of
the Africana Section, General Reference and Bibliography Division,
Library of Congress. It is organised by country and thereunder by
subject. The section on "South West Africa" (vol. 4, p. 149-74)
contains close to 600 references to articles in journals, some of
them rare. Two supplementary volumes have also been published so
far: 1973 (p. 328-30) and 1982 (p. 293-303).

892. LOENING, LOUISE S.E. A bibliography of the status of South-West-Africa
up to June 30th 1951. Cape Town: University of Cape Town Libraries,
1951, 27 p. (Reprint 1969).

This is a list of books, articles and documents on the legal and
international aspects of Namibia in the immediate postwar period
(1945-51). It includes debates in the South African Parliament
and newspaper reports in the Cape Times and Windhoek Advertiser.

893. LOGAN, RICHARD F. Bibliography of South West Africa. Geography
and related fields. Windhoek: SWA Scientific Society, 1969,
152 p. (Scientific Research in South West Africa, 8th Series).

The aim of this extensive bibliography, which contains more than
2000 entries, is to serve as a guide to sources on the geography
of Namibia. It covers books and articles published up to the mid
1960s. The bibliography is not restricted to geography in a narrow
sense, but includes a selection of works within the fields of
anthropology, history, economy, politics and culture. The entries
are organised alphabetically by author, but there is also a subject
index. More than half of the items are annotated. The comments
reflect the strongly pro-South African bias of the author, a US
professor of geography, and are often too brief to be particularly
useful. There is also a large number of misprints, especially
in German titles.

894. MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS LIBRARY OF AFRICAN STUDIES, NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY. The Africana conference paper index. Boston: G.K. Hall,
1982, Vol. 1: 737 p. Vol. 2: 738-1460 p.

The Melville J. Herskovits Library of African Studies at the North
western University holds a unique collection of conference papers,
and has recent ly made this important research literature accessible
through a two-volume index listing 562 conferences and over 12,000
individual papers. The first volume contains a register of the
conferences, with the indexed papers listed alphabetically by
author, while the second volume provides an extensive keyword index.
Although the list of conference papers reflects the paucity of
scholarly work on Namibia during the 1960s and the early 1970s, it is
nevertheless possible to find references to some valuable material.
All papers are held by the Northwestern University Library and are
available for either loan or by photocopy through the interlibrary
loan department.
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895. MOKOBANE, SIMON RAPULE.
Namibia. Johannesburg:
1980, 25 p.

This reading list of 287 items concerned with Namibia contains materials
up to the end of 1979. There are no annotations, and the list 1S

alphabetically organised without subject division or index.

896. MOORSOM, RICHARD. Namibia library collection: a working list of
titles. Bergen: Development Research and Action Programme, Christian
Michelsen Institute, 1985, 79 p.

This bibliography lists 450 items collected together as a resource for
the UNIDO study of industrial development strategy for independent
Namibia (no. 489), the preliminary draft of which was prepared at
DERAP. The list is neither comprehensive nor representative, but
is nonetheiess strong on recent economic literature and on UNIN and
UN development studies prepared under the Nationhood Programme, many
of which remain unpublished. The list contains articles, theses
and unpublised drafts as weIl as books and government publications.
It is filed on a computer diskette and is to be issued in earlv 1985
in the DERAP Working Papers series. The majority of the items are
either in stock or to be acquired by the DERAP library. The list is
arranged by rough subject division and also by author, and indicates
where items are held in the DERAP and Scandinavian Institute of
African Studies libraries.

897. MULLER, C.F.J., et al.
bibliography. Pretoria:

South African history and historians - a
University of South Africa, 1979, 411 p.

This is the standard guide to South African historical literature,
compiled by four prominent historians and listing more than 4500
items. There are also several references to Namibia, mainly in
section 18 (South Africa in Southern Africa). A detailed subject
index makes the bibliography easy to consult, but there are no anno
tations.

898. MUNGER AFRICANA LIBRARY. South African political ephemera. California
Institute of Technology, 1975, 124 p. (Munger Africana Library
Notes, no. 29, March 1975).

This is an alphabetically organised list of 1400 pamphlets, broad
sides, serials and manuscripts in the Munger Africana Library.
There are about 60 items on Namibia from the turn of the century
to the present, some of them rare enough not to have been listed
in other bibliographies.

899. PLAAT, A.F. German Africana in the South African Library, Cape Town,
published after 1914. Cape Town: School of Librarianship,
University of Cape Town, 1951, 61 p.

Restricted to books and pamphlets in German found in the South African
Public Library, this compilation covers both South Africa and Namibia.
It is intended as a continuation of Bielschowsky (see no. 868), but
differsc slightly by including fiction and books translated into
German. Of 322 entries, occasionally annotated, 100 are concerned
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with Namibia (p. 38-56). Works are entered under broad subject
headings in alphabetical order of authors' names.

900. POLLAK, OLIVER B. and KAREN POLLAK. Thesesand dissertations on
Southern Africa: an international bibliography. Boston: G.K. Hall,
1976, 236 p.

An extensive list of 2400 dissertations on Southern Africa. It
eovers the period 1884-1974, and includes theses from 30 countries
in 9 languages. The bibliography is organised by subject and
country, and there is also an author index. For theses on Namibia,
see especially nos. 198-229, 668-704, 980-990, 1586-1646. 1886-1893
and 2188-2300.

901. POLLER, ROBERT MANFRED. Swakopmund and Walvis Bay. Cape Town:
School of Librarianship, University of Cape Town, 1964, 25 p.

This is an ineomplete but useful compilation of material relating
to the towns of Swakopmund and Walvis Bay, compiled with the needs
of loeal historians in mind. It includes 148 items, some of them
with brief scope notes. The list is arranged by subject, and under
each, chronologically, according to the period covered by the item.

902. ROBERTSON, ELIZABETH (compJ. Subject list and index of the laws of
South West Africa from 1915, in force in 1969. Johannesburg:
University of Witwatersrand, 1973, 68 p. (Department of Bibliography,
Librarianship and Typography, Diploma).

This is abasic finding-list of laws in force in Namibia at the end
of 1969. The laws listed are arranged alphabetically under broad
subject headings, under each of which they are grouped into two
sections: Acts of the Parliament of South Africa,which apply to the
territory,and Laws of South West Africa. Unfortunately regular
financial legislation is among the items excluded from the list.

903. ROGERS, BARBARA. "Namibia". In American-Southern African relations.
Bibliographical essays, edited by Mohamad A. EI-Khawas and Francis
A. Kornegay, p.: 47-114. Westport, Connecticut/London: Greenwood
Press, 1975.

This is one of the most substantiai contributions to Namibian biblio
graphy, published in a collection of essays concerned with US-Southern
African relations. The essay opens with a discussion of the recent
trends in the writings on Namibia, and continueswith a brief discussion
of some of the most important works and a list of more than 700
publications. The bibliography includes books, articles, theses,
papers, statements, and UN documents arranged by subject. The list
reflects the large volume of publications dealing with legal aspects,
but works on Namibian history, economy, the liberation struggle and
the South African occupation are also weIl cQvered, and include
a number of rare or unpublished items, several not referenced in
other bibliographies.

904. ROUKENS DE LANGE, E.J. South West Africa 1946-1960. Cape Town:
School of Librarianship, University of Cape Town, 1961,51 p.
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Designed as a continuation of Welch (no. 921), this bibliography
provides a general and very briefly annotated introduction to publi
cations on Namibia in the postwar period up to 1960. It is restricted
to works examined in the collections of the South African Public
Library and the University of Cape Town Library, with the exception
of a few theses. A qualitativeselection has been made, especially
with regard to periodical articles, while articles in newspapers
have been excluded. Among the 322 titles, there are several entries
on geography and the different sectors of the economy.

905. SCHLETTWEIN, CARL. "Bibliographie Siidwestafrika ("Namibia") 1971".
Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, Heft 2/3, 1972:
17-74.

This is one of the first attempts to provide a rudimentary "national
bibliography" of Namibia. It concentrates on the year 1971, and
serves as a forerunner to the work of Eckhard Strohmeyer (see nos.
914-916). The bibliography includes 256 titles, of which the great
majority have been published in Namibian, a subject index and an
author index. It is available as an offprint.

906. SCHOEMAN. ELNA. The Namibian issue 1920-1980. A select and annotated
bibliography. Boston: G.K. Hall, 1982, 247 p.

This substantiaI bibliographical work focuses mainly on international
relations, diplomacy and legal proceedings, but also includes minor
sections on economics, politics, resources, labour, administration
and the role of the churches. It contains close to 1500 entries,
covering books, documents as weIl as articles from a wide range of
periodicals. Most of the entries are annotated, but the annotations
are brief and not very informative. South African and Western stand
points are covered extensively, while coverage of African opinion
is thin and SWAPO material and anti-apartheid publications are
scarcely touched. For many students, the sections on UN documents
and International Court of Justice material will, however, provide
a useful working resource. The author, who is a librarian at the
University of Witwatersrand, restricted her research to library
resources available in Johannesburg and Pretoria. The bibliography
includes a chronology (1883-1980), a subject guide and an author
index. This work is an expansion and updating of a previous
publication: South West Africa/Namibia: An International Issue,
1920-1977. A Select Bibliography (Johannesburg: South African
Institute of International Affairs, 1978). See also two bibliographies
which concentrate on UN and South Africa's foreign relations:
Gail L. Rogaly: South Africa's Foreign Relations, 1961-1979. A
select and partially annotated bibliography (Johannesburg: SAIIA
1980, 462 p.) and Elna Schoeman: South Africa and the United Nations
(Johannesburg: SAIIA, 1981, 244 p.).
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907. SPOHR, OTTO HARTUNG. German Africana. German publications on South
and South West Africa. Pretoria: State Library, 1968, 332 p.
(The State Library Bibliographies no. 14).

This is a comprehensive unannotated list of all publications in German
on South Africa and Namibia in South African libraries in the mid
1960s, indicating in which libraries the items can be found. There
are 3423 entries, the great majority of them on Namibia. The items
are arranged in one alphabetical sequence by author, but there is
a separate and detailed subject index on Namibia (p. 292-308).

908. STANDING CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY MATERIALS ON AFRICA (SCOLMA).
Periodicals from Africa: a bibliography and union list of periodicals
published in Africa. Boston, 1977, xiii, 619 p. (Compiled by
Carole Travis and Miriam Alman, edited by Carole Travis).

This list comprises periodicals published in African countries, organ
ised by country in alphabetical order with a periodical title index.
The section on Namibia contains more than 130 publications (papers,
magazines, bulletins, etc.), covering both current publications
and publications which have ceased to exist. The location is given
for periodicals held by UK libraries.

909. STENGEL, HEINZ WALTER. Bibliographie Wasserwirtschaft in Sudwest
afrika. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1974, 65 p. (Mitteil
ungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, Heft 10, 1974, in cooperation
with Afrika-Verlag der Kreis bei Lempp Verlag, Schwäbisch Gmund).

Compiled by the leading water affairs engineer in Namibia, this list
is devoted to publications dealing exclusively or partly with water,
water affairs, rainfall, irrigation, and dam building. It is also
invaluable for referencing unpublished official material (reports,
essays, etc.), especially by Stengel himself. The bibliography
covers the period from the first European traveilers up to 1973,
and contains more than 500 entries, an author index, a subject index
and a geographical index.

910. STRANDMANN, HARTMUT POGGE VON and ALISON SMITH. "The German empire
in Africa and British perspectives: A historiographical essay".
In Britian and Germany in Africa, edited by P. Gifford and Wm. R.
Louis, p.: 709-95. New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1967.

911. STRANDMANN, HARTMUT POGGE VON. "The German role in Africa and
German imperialism". African Affairs, 69, no. 277, (actober) 1970:
381-89.

This is a most valuable and informative historiographical essay by
two prominent historians, covering the period up to the mid-1960&
The survey exarnines the great range of literature dealing both with
the bid for colonies, the Anglo-German rivalry and the history of
the African colonies under British and German rule. Apart from a
discussion of the major books, the essay contains a section on
sources (archival material, official publications, papers and
magazines) and an extensive bibliography. The purpose of the review
article, published in African Affairs three years later, is to
draw attention to the fast-growing body of works which appeared in
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the period 1966-69. It points out that much of the more recent
literature underlines the African context of German colonial rule
and stresses African reactions and initiatives.

912. STROHMEYER, ECKHARD and WALTER MORITZ. Umfassende Bibliographie der
Välker Namibiens und Sudwestangolas, Band I. Kampala, Uganda!Spenge,
West Gerrnany: 1975, 349 p.

913. STROHMEYER, ECKHARD. Umfassende Bibliographie der Välker Namibiens
und Sudwestangolas, Band 2. Karben: 1982, 400 p.

Based on access to material in several libraries and archives in
Namibia, these two volumes comprise one of the largest listings of
material on Namibia to date, with close to 5000 titles. There is a
particularly broad coverage of ethnology and linguistics while
politics, economics and sociology are treated more cursorily. The
bibliography is arranged by different "population groups", divided
into sub-sections covering history, ethnology, physical anthropology,
linguistics, religion and culture. The sub-sections on economics and
material culture are rather weak, and unfortunately the author has
made the decision to exclude titles concerned with wars of resistance,
uprisings and the liberation struggle. The comprehensive index
covers both author and titles, and makes the bibliography particularly
valuable as a reference work. Some of the titles are briefly
annotated, and the libraries and archives in which rare material
can be consulted, are indicated. The bibliography can be ordered
through the author, see the address on p. 405.

914. STROHMEYER, ECKHARD. Namibische National Bibliugraphie/Namibian
National Bibliography 1971-1975. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliograpliien,
1978, 242 p. (Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, vol.
20, 1978),

915. ------- Namibische National Bibliographie/Namibian National Biblio
graphy 1976-1977. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1979, 168 p.
(Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, vol. 21, 1979).

915. ------- Namibische National Bibliographie/Namibian National Biblio
graphy 1978 1979. Basel: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1981, 215 p.
(Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, vol. 24, 1981).

In the absence of an authoritative national bibliography run by a
national archive or a national library, this series of meticously
compiled bibliographies is a welcome substitute. The three cumulative
volumes which have appeared so far, tapping a wide range of sources
from inside and outside Namibia, list of more than 4500 entries. The
scope of NNB is all written materials of Namibian concern, no matter
where or in which language they have been published. The NNB con
sists of two parts: a classified list of title~entries according to
subject and an author/title index. The principle of "autopsy" has
been used systematically, so that only titles which have been
catalogued by personal inspection are listed, and in most cases
the location of the items has been indicated. The publishing of
the NNB has hitherto been possible through joint efforts of the
compiler and the Basler Afrika Bibliographien. The next volume, which
is scheduled for publication in 1985, will be published by the compiler
in cooperation with Brandberg Verlag.
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917. TÖTEMEYER, GERHARD. South Africa - South West Africa/Sud~Aftika

SUdwestafrika. A bibliography, 1945-1963. Freiburg: Arnold
Bergstraesser- Institut fUr Kulturwissenschaftlicher Forschung,
1964, 285 p.

This extensive, unannotated bibliography of books and articles on
South Africa and Namibia concentrates on history, anthropology,
politics, social sciences, education, religion and philosophy.
There is also a useful list of periodicals, yearbooks and biblio
graphies. The bibliography reflects the scarcity of published liter
ature on Namibia in the period 1945-1963.

918. UNISA DOCUMENTATION CENTRE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES. List of material on
South West Africa/Namibia. Pretoria: University of South Africa,
1981, 18 p. (Acc. 245).

This is a list of more than 400 smaller items held in the Namibia
collection at the University of South Africa. The material is
mainly related to political developments inside Namibia in the
1970s, and a large number of rare documents originating from SWAPO,
DTA, The Turnhalle Conference, Namibia National Front and other
movements and groupings are listed.

919. VOGT, MARTIN. "Bibliographical aids for studies on South West Africa".
Mitteilungen der Basler Afrika Bibliographien, vol. 13, 1975:
21-32.

The bibliographical aids for studies on Namibia listed here are all
available for consultation at the reference library of the Basler
Afrika Bibliographien. It includes 68 briefly annotated titles.
See also the supplementary list prepared by Werner Hillebrecht
(no. 881).

920. VOIGTS" BARBARA. South West Africa imprints. Cape Town: Schoo l of
Librarianship, University of Cape Town, 1964, 50 p.

This valuable bibliography covers books, pamphlets and periodicals
published or printed in Namibia from 1892 up to 1961. The entries
are arranged in chronological order with an author index, and the
location of all items has been indicated. The bibliography includes
345 titles, and is particularly useful for tracing official and semi
official reports printed in Windhoek.

921. WELCH, FLORETTA JEAN. South-West Africa. Cape Town: School of
Librarianship, University of Cape Town, 1967, 41 p. (First print:
1946).

This incomplete and unannotated general bibliography concentrates
mainly on the period 1919-1946. It contains 343 titles, which almost
all have been personal ly examined in the collections of the South
African Public Library and the University of Cape Town Library.
The material is divided by subject, and the entries appear in each
section in chronological order. This is also the system to be
found in the subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire
Society (now: the Royal Commonwealth Society) in London, on which
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the compiler relies heavily. See also de Lange (no. 904). which ~s

a follow-up covering the period 1946-1960.
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B. Current bibliographies

922. The African Book Publishing Record. Oxford; Hans Zell Publishers
(an imprint of K.G. Saur). Quarterly. 1975-

Edited by Hans M. Zell, ABPR provides extensive bibliographic cover
age of new and forthcoming publications (books, pamphlets, reports,
magazines) in English and French, as weIl as significant titles in
the African languages. It also features short reviews. The criter
ion for inclusion of a title is that is has been published in
Africa. The bibliography is arranged by subjects, and there are
subject and author indexes. All entries are cumulated and listed
in the two-yearly African Books in Print.

923. Africana Journal. A Bibliographic Library Journal and Review Quarterly.
New York: Africana Publishing Company (a division of Holmes & Meier
Publishers). 1969-

A quarterly current bibliography, containing bibliographic articles
and essays, brief books reviews and a special review section relating
to one general topic.

924. Ausgewählte neuere Literatur. A selected bibliography of recent liter
ature. Hamburg; Institut fur Afrika-Kunde/Dokumentations- Leitstelle
Afrika. Quarterly. 1973-

Published four times a year, this annotated bibliography contains a
selection of new entties to the catalogue of the Dokumentations
Leitstelle Afrika (Africa Documentation Center). The main emphasis
is laid on the economic and social sciences, with special reference
to development planning and policy. The titles are arranged
according to region and country, and within each country according
to subject. There is also a list of periodicals indexed.

925. A Current Bibliography on African Affairs. Farmingdale, N.Y.;
Baywood Publishing Comp. Quarterly. 1968-

Compiled by the independent African Bibliographical Center (Washington),
this quarterly journal provides a comprehensive guide to current books
and articles from journals specialising in African studies. The
entries are arranged by general subjects and countries, with an author
index. It also includes book reviews and bibliographic essays.
Analytical entries are made for distinctive parts of collective works,
and brief annotations are made where necessary for further explana
tion of titles.
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926. Current Contents Africa. New Series. Frankfurt; Stadt- und Univer
sitätsbibliothek Frankfurt. (In Kommission bei K.G. Saur, Mlinchen).
Quarterly. 1976-

The City and University Library, Frankfurt, has been responsible since
1964 for collecting literature on Africa South of the Sahara under
an agreement with the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungs
gemeinschaft). Current Contents Africa is published as part of the
information services of the library, providing full details, in the
form of facsimile reproductions of the title or content pages, of
the current contents of almost 200 major periodicals.

927. Documentatieblad. The Abstracts Journal of the African Studies Centre
Leiden. Leiden; Afrika- Studiecentrum. Quarterly. 1968-

Compiled by the library and documentation staff of the ASC, this
quarterly publication provides up-to-date coverage of articles in
recent periodicals and books on Africa in the field of the social
sciences and the humanities. Each issue contains approximately
500 informative abstracts, a geographical index and a subject index.
The abstracts are based on 100 periodicals received by the ACS and
articles published in books, and are abstracted in the languages of
the article (English, French, Dutch, Afrikaans). All articles listed
are available in the library of the ASC.

928. Index to South African Periodicals. Johannesburg; City of Johannes
burg Public Library. 1940-

An annual index to periodical literature published in South Africa.
Scholarly periodicals are indexed systematically, while more general
and popular journals are indexed selectively. There is a separate
section on Namibia, covering on average 15-40 entries, but several
important Namibian periodicals are not indexed.

929. International African Bibliography. Current books, articles and
papers in African studies. London: Mansell. 1971-

Compiled at the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London, in association with the International Africa
Institute, this quarterly bibliography covers the whole of Africa
except Egypt, and is devoted primarily to the arts and humanities.
Publications included are monographs, pamphlets, conference papers
and symposia, periodical articles and new periodical titles. It is
arranged geographically, and entries are listed alphabetically under
each country heading. An annual name index appears in the fourth
issue of each volume. The bibliography was founded by IAI in 1929,
and appeared as a supplement to its journal Africa until it was
launched as a separate publication in 1971. For a cumulation of
entries up to 1981, see no. 886.

930. Joint Acquisition List of Africana (JALA). Evanston, Illinois;
Northwestern University Library. 1962 -

This comprehensive acquisition list is compiled by the Melville J.
Herskovits Library of African Studies on a bi-monthly basis.
Annual cumulations, beginning with 1978, are published by G.K. Hall
Company of Boston. The 1980 edition contains approximately 15,000
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computer-produced entries. It lists books, journals and microfilm
acquisitions from 20 leading African studies libraries, notably
Yale, Northwestern, Boston, Stanford and California Universities,
the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and the Library
of Congress. It also indicates from which library the bibliographic
data have been contributed. The list is arranged in two sections:
author and geographic area.

931. Namibia Abstracts. Guide to selected literature on Namibia and other
Southern African countries. Lusaka: The Information and Documen
tation Division, United Nations Institute for Namibia. Quarterly.
1981 -

Compiled by c.o. Kisiedu and D.C. Kulleen, the purpose of this anno
tated bibliography is to bring literature on Namibia and Southern
Africa to the notice of scholars engaged in research on Namibia.
Material for abstracting consists largely of articles taken from
journals, but increasing attention is being paid to reports,
pamphlets, monographs and other documents that are contributed to
the Library of UNIN. The entries are arranged by subject.

932. South African National Bibliography=Suid-Afrikaanse Nasionale Biblio
grafie (SANB). Pretoria: State Library. Quarterly/annual. 1959-

SANB is compiled and printed by the State Library, and appears in
three softcover quarterly issues and the final annual hardcover
edition, in which all four quarters are cumulated. It includes all
material received in terms of the legal deposit stipulation of the
Copyright Act, such as monographs, pamphlets, government publications,
microforms, maps, technical reports and unpublished conference papers.
To a certain extent this also includes materialoriginating from
Namibia. The bibliography consists of a classified sequence of main
entries, according to the Dewey schedules. There is also a useful
alphabetical index which provides access to these full entries via
title, as weIl as names of personal and corporate authors, joint
authors, translators, editors, compilers and illustrators.
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PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS

A. The German colonial period

933. Arntsblatt fur das Schutzgebiet Deutsch- Sudwest-Afrika. Windhoek:
Kaiserliches Gouvernement, 1910-1915. (Printed and distributed by
Swakopmunder Buchhandlung).

Published fortnightly during the last six years of German colonial
rule in Namibia, this is an informative source on tariffs,taxes,
customs and excise, weather reports, rainfall and production and
trade statistics. A monthly supplement was devoted to agriculture
(Landwirtschaftliches Beilage des Arntsblatts .•. ).

934. Beiträge zur Kolonialpolitik und Kolonialwirtschaft. Berlin:
Susserott, 1899-1914. (Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft).

Published under the title Zeitschrift fur Kolonialpolitik, Kolonial
recht und Kolonialwirtschaft from 1904, and as Koloniale Monats
blätter and Zeitschrift fur Kolonialrecht from 1913, this was the
monthly periodical of imperial Germany's most influential colonial
interest group. Each issue contained a large number of articles,
many of them concerned with Namibia. With an annual index and an
extensive bibliographic supplement (see nos. 872-74), the journal
is an important reference work. The Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft
also published a more propagandist weekly magazine, Deutsche Kolonial
zeitung, as weIl as an agriculturaI journal, Der Tropenpflanzer,
Zeitschrift fur tropische Landwirtschaft. See also the reports of
the Kolonialwirtschaftliches Komitee, the economic committee of
the Society, which provides important information on economic con
ditions in Namibia.

935. Deutsch-Sudwestafrikanische Zeitung. Swakopmund, 1901-14.

This was the leading mouthpiece of the German sett lers in Namibia,
taking over from Windhoeker Anzeiger (1898-1900). In 1912, it
merged with the Swakopmunder Zeitung. The other important newspaper
was Windhuker Nachrichten, Windhoek, 1904-10, which had a reputation
for settlers' criticism of the colonial administration. Later it
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was renamed Der Sudwestbote (1911-1915).

936. Die Deutsche Kolonial-Gesetzgebung. Sammlung der auf die deutschen
Schutzgebiete bezuglichen Gesetze, Verordnungen, Erlasse und inter
nationalen Vereinbarungen. Berlin: Mittler, 1893-1910.

An important source for colonial legislation and international treaties,
with annotations and a detailed subject index.

937. Deutsches Kolonialblatt. Amtsblatt fur die Schutzgebiete des
Deutschen Reiches. Berlin: Mittler, 1890-1921.

This government gazette, published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(the Auswärtiges Amt) and af ter 1907 by the Colonial Office (Reichs
kolonialamt) , was the official periodical on the German colonies.
The Reichskolonialamt prepared annual reports to the Reichstag
(Weissbucher), which were published as supplements to the Kolonial
bIatt (Jahresbericht uber die Entwickelung der deutschen Schutzgebiete
in Afrika und der Sudsee) and from 1909 independent ly (Die deutschen
Schutzgebiete in Afrika und der Sudsee. AmtIiche Jahresberichte) until
1914. These reports are especially valuable for their economic infor
mation and detailed statistics. The Reichskolonialamt also published
the scholarly journal Mitteilungen aus den deutschen Schutzgebieten
(1888-1929) as weIl as a number of monographs and Medizinal-Berichte
uber die deutschen Schutzgebiete (1903/4 - 1911/12).

938. Koloniale Runclschau. Monatschrift fur die Interessen unserer Schutz
gebiete und ihrer Bewohner . Berlin, 1910-1943.

This monthly magazine was initially published by the Gesellschaft fur
Eingeborenenschutz, with changing subtitles, publishers and affiliated
societies af ter 1915. Intermittently edited by Diedrich Westermann,
a well-known Africanist, it partly reflected a somewhat critical
and humanitarian opinion, and contained several scholarly accounts.
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B. Namibian

939. A.D.K. "Information". Windhoek. 1974-

Published by the right-wing Afrikaans-Duitse Kultuurunie (SWA)/Afrikaans
Deutsche Kulturgemeinschaft (SWA), this is an irregular (4-6 issues a
year ?) news bulletin in English, German and French editions. Editor
is Erno Gauerke, who is also chairman of A.D.K. and the author of a
series of pamphlets (A.D.K. Booklet - Facts and figures/A.D.K. Schrift
enreihe, Daten und Fakten).

940. Afrikanischer Heimatkalender. Windhoek. 1930-

This annual, published by the Evangelical German Lutheran Church in
Namibia, has been issued continuously since 1930. As weIl as
articles concentrating on the role of the church itself, the yearbook
contains contributions on a broad range of subjects (history, anthro
pology, arts, philosophy, etc.).

941. Allgemeine Zeitung. Windhoek. 1919-

The only daily newspaper in German in Africa. Its or~g~ns goes back
to the end of World War I, when John Meinert bought the existing
newspapers. Under new owners since the late 1970s, the editorial
policy of the Allgemeine Zeitung is close to the Democratic Turnhalle
Alliance (DTA). It has been issued daily since 1938.

942. CCN-Information. A newsletter of the Council of Churches in Namibia.
Windhoek. 1979-

Edited by D.J.K. Tjongarero, the Council of Churches monthly news
bulletin contains information on the activities of the CCN as weIl
as comments on current affairs in Namibia. It reflects the important
role played by the CCN in the struggle against South African occu
pation. The major churches in Namibia also have separate newsletters
and journals.

943. The Chamber of Commerce and Industries of South West Africa/Namibia.
Council's Annual Report. Windhoek.

Presented by the president of the Chamber, this annual report surveys
the activities of the Chamber and its standing committees and dis
cusses matters of special concern to its members, such as the general
economic situation, economic policies, manpower development, monetary
policy, and liaison with the public sector. In this sense, it is
a valuable source, reflecting the interests of local urban commerce
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and industry. The 1983 repor t was the Chamber's 61st.

944. The Chamber of Mines of SWA/Namibia. Annual Report. Windhoek. 1979

The annual report of the Chamber of Mines is a valuable source of
information on the mining sector and the policies of the major comp
anies. The first part contains the president's report, outlining
the impact of the recession on the profitability of the mines and the
decline in the sector's contribution to tax income and employment.
There are also separate sections on the major minerals, such as
diamonds, uranium, copper, lead, zinc, tin and silver. The annexures
give information on metal prices, employment, wages, and accidents.

945. Cimbebasia: SWA-Navorsing=SWA Research=SWA-Forschung. Windhoek.
1962 -

Published by the State Museum in Windhoek, Cimbebasia has since 1967 been
divided into two series of scholarly reports: A (Natural history)
and B(Cultural History). Irregular.

946. Dinteria. Windhoek. 1968-

Named af ter the prominent botanist M.K. Dinter, the subject of this
journal is botany in Namibia. Articles are published in English,
German and Afrikaans. Dinteria is edited by Willy Giess, and pub
lished irregularly by the SWA Scientific Society. 17 issues have
been published up to 1984.

947. IG-Kurier. Windhoek, 1981 -

The news letter of the Interessengemeinschaft Deutschsprachiger Slid
wester (see no. 844), IG-Kurier is a forum for discussion on the
role of the German-speaking community and for information on the
activities of the IG.

948. Journal. - The South West Africa Scientific Society. Windhoek. 1925/26

This is the most substantiaI scholarly journal to be published in
Namibia and usually contains 6-8 articles in German and English.
The scope of the Journal is very wide, and covers arts and humanities
as weIl as natural sciences. Each issue has a complete list of
contents of all previous volumes, as weIl as books published by
the Society. Since 1959 the SWA Scientific Society has also produced
a monthly Newsletter/Mitteilungen/Nuusbrief, which reports on the
activities of the Society and its working groups. There are also
two supplements: Botanische Mitteilungen and Mitteilungen der
Ornithologischen Arbeitsgruppe (renamed Lanioturdus in 1984).

950. KONTAK. Windhoek. 1978-

Issued bi-monthly, this is the official publication of the South
African parastataI First National Development Corporation (ENOK).
It is mainly concerned with the activities of ENOK, but also con
tains bits and pieces of information on the Namibian economy in
general.
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951. Logos. Windhoek. 1981-

Published twice a year by the Academy for Tertiary Education, this
is a general journal on Namibian politics and culture. The idea
is obviously to turn it into a prestigieous academic journal, but
so far the quaiity of the contributions (in English, German and
Afrikaans) has been very mixed and the publication has a very limited
circulation.

952. Madoqua. Journal of nature conservation and desert research. Windhoek.
1969 -

Up to 1975 Madoqua was published in two series, but scientific papers
of the Namib Desert Research Station and articles more generally
concerned with nature conservation are now published in one journal.
The publisher is the Department of Agriculture and Nature Conservation.

953. Namib Times. Walvis Bay. 1958-

Published twice a week (Tuesday and Friday), this conservative local
newspaper in Afrikaans and English contains valuable information
on fisheries, shipping and other economic activities in the Walvis
Bay area.

954. Namib und Meer. Swakopmund. 1970-

The annual publication of the Swakopmund Museum and the Society for
Scientific Development, Swakopmund. The journal is tri-lingual
(German, English, Afrikaans) and gives summaries of its articles
in alternate languages. The aim of Namib und Meer is to make avail
able new information from all disciplines related to research on
the Namib desert and the ocean on which it borders. Apart from
natural sciences, there are several articles concerned with history
and ethnology. The Museum also distributes a quarterly news letter
(Nachrichten) which lists new additions to the library as well as
information on the activities of the Museum and the Society.

955. The Namibian Review.
Affairs. Windhoek.

A Journal of Contemporary South West African
1976 -

Edited by Kenneth Abrahams and Ottili€ Abrahams since the journal was
started (in exile in Sweden), more than thirty issues of the Review
have appeared up to 1984. Although mimeographed and with limited
circulation, the journal presents well-informed, stimulating and
controversial articles and topical comments. The editors are assoc
iated with the Namibia Independence Party, which has vehemently
refused to take part in South African efforts towards an "internai
solution" to bypass UN and SWAPO. The journal has also attracted
liberal and progressive scholars from out side Namibia, and is the
publisher of Namibian Review Publications (see nos. 1, 177).

956. The Namibian Struggle. Windhoek, 1981 -

The official mouthpiece of the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA),
edited and published by its Information Department. It appears
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irregularly in English and German editions.

957. Namibiana.
Windhoek.

Communications of the ethno-historical study group.
1979 -

Published twice a year by the ethno-historical study group of the
SWA Scientific Society, each issue presents 4-6 articles in English,
German or Afrikaans. Most of the contributions are within the
framework of conventionaI anthropology, supplemented with remini
scences from the colonial period.

958. Oranjemund Newsletter and Weekly Bulletin. Oranjemund.

Published on a weekly basis by the Public Relations Department of
Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM). It is primarily an in-house
newsletter, and reflects the image CDM has sought to build.

959. Die Republikein. Windhoek. 1977-

This daily newspaper was started in late 1977 as a mouthpiece of
the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance, at a time when the Republican
Party, led by Dirk Mudge, split away from the National Party.

960. Rössing Magazine. Windhoek. 1979 -

A glossy magazine, published three times a year, which contains
weIl illustrated and some times weIl researched feature articles on
Rössing and uranium mining as weIl as on other topics.

961. Rössing Uranium News/Nuus. Windhoek. 1981(?)-

A weekly newspaper succeeding Rössingazette=Uranuus (1975 - ),
published by Rössing Uranium Ltd. for its employees. Reflecting
the position of the company, it contains some interesting information
on safety, labour turnover, production and costs.

962. The Student Voice. A paper from, by and for Namibian students.
Windhoek. 1983-

This mimeographed newsletter, distributed by a group of students in
Namibia, is mainly concerned with the role played by students at
the Academy for Tertiary Education and other institutions of higher
education in Namibia. The publication has no clear political line,
but the contributions generally reflect a critical attitude to
the South African occupation. In 1984 students in Namibia formed
a national organisation, Namibia National Students Organisation
(NANSO), whichadopted The Student Voice as the official newsorgan.

963. Die Suidwester. Windhoek. 1945-

The official organ of the National Party in Namibia, published twice
a week - and later three times a week - since August 1945.

964. S.W.A. Annual. Jaarboek. Jahrbuch. Windhoek. 1945-

This yearbook was edited for 35 years by Sam Davis, since 1981 by
Jean Fischer and Peter Meinert. It has over the years carried a
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wide range of articles on history, economic growth, geography,
wildlife and history, with a number making original contributions
to economic history. They are brief, popular in style, often weIl
illustrated and sometimes thoroughly researched in the antiquarian
tradition. The annual is a particularly valuable source on the
business community and economic development in the late 1940s
and the 1950s, where it regularly covered mining, fisheries, and
karakul breeding and published foreign trade statistics.

965. Swakara Nuus. Windhoek. 1973-

Published by Hudson's Bay & Annings, this bi-monthly newsletter 
mainly in Afrikaans - provides useful information on the karakul
industry, production and sales statistics, prices, pelt types
and auctions.

966. SWALU.
Union.

Suidwes-Afrikaanse Landbou-Unie/South West Africa AgriculturaI
Jaarverslag!Annual Report. Windhoek.

Apart from a general review by way of introduction, this annual
report of the AgriculturaI Union is largely a descriptive summary
of the administrative and representational activities of the Union,
its branches and the ControI Boards (see no. 1036), in which it
plays an influential part. There are few economic statistics,
but informative coverage of policy discussions and initiatives
with the South African administration on a range of issues, notably
drought relief, debt, credits, levies, etc.

967. Yearbook of the Karakul Breeders Association of Southern Africa.
Windhoek. 1958-

Published under slightly different titles since 1958, the articles
in this mainly technical yearbook are directed to a highly specialised
branch of stock-farming in which breeding is critical. There are,
however, occasional articles concerned with economic developments
and reviews of the Society's activities.

968. Windhoek Advertiser. Windhoek. 1919-

The only daily English newspaper in Namibia. Since the takeover
by a West German publishing house in 1978, it has general ly been
supportive of the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance. Under the
editorship of David Pieters since 1983 it has, however, become more
open for independent journalism.

969. Windhoek Observer. Windhoek. 1978-

Edited by Hannes Smith, ousted in 1978 from the editorship of
Windhoek Advertiser and Namibia's most controversial journalist,
this independent weekly newspaper has vehement ly opposed the South
African administration and military occupation of Namibia. The
newspaper mixes serious political reporting and analysis (especially
in the form of a weekly column written by Gwen Lister) with sen
sationalism and an obsession with "sex and crime". During 1984 the
newspaper subjected to increasingly severe legal harassment by the
South African regime, and several issues were banned in mid-year.
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The ban was subsequently lifted only under stringent political con
ditions. Soon, afterwards, Gwen Lister was effectively sacked and se
veraIother progressive journalists resigned in sympathy.

970. Wirtschaftsbericht Slidwestafrika. Windhoek. 1977-

A mimeographed monthly newsletter in German, compiled by Dr. H.J.
Rust and distributed by the firm Keller & Nerrhaus Trust. Based on
press reports and business intelligence, it prov ides succinct and
frequently unreported information on current economics and politics.
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c. South African

971. Africa insight. Pretoria: The Africa Institute of South Africa.
1970 -

Published three times a year by The Africa Institute of South Africa,
which over the years has devoted considerable attention to Namibia
(see no. 415). The magazine has carried several articles on Namibian
economics and development strategy by G.M.E. Leistner, Theo Malan
and other economists.

972. Braby's Commercial Directory of South, East and Central Africa.
Durban.

This is one of the two major trade directories for Southern Africa,
the other being the Cape Times Directory of Southern Africa (Cape
Town). Both devote a country section to Namibia, within which entries
are arranged alphabetically, by town and by trade classification.
Braby now publishes a separate directory for Namibia, the most
recent being SWA 1984. Braby's Business Directory. The directories
provide an index of individual businesses, with varying potted
information on the nature, products and services of the enterprise.
They cover the great majority of manufacturing and commercial under
takings, but their classified sections are eclipsed by the Yellow
Pages of the SWA/Namibia Telephone Directory.

973. Financial Mail. Johannesburg. 1959-

This is South Africa's premier weekly business magazine giving
Namibia limited but regular coverage. Commentary on current political
and economic affairs is complemented by standardised assessments
of company annual reports, for Namibia mainly those operating in
the mining and fish processing sectors. Financial Mail has also
published several special supplements on Nam~bia (see no. 405).

974. International Affairs Bulletin. Johannesburg. 1977-

Published three times a year by the South African Institute of
International Affairs. There are many articles concerned with South
Africa in the regional contex~ including Namibia, written mainly
from a broadly pro-government perspective.

975. Journal of Contemporary African Studies. Pretoria. 1981-

An interdisciplinary bi-annual journal, published by the Africa
Institute of South Africa, containing scholarly articles as weIl as
book reviews. Vol. 2., no. 1, 1982 presented two essays on Namibia
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by Andre du Pisani (no. 282) and John Barratt (no. 767). The
contributions are written from a broad range of political perspec
tives, but the majority are within the liberal, "enlightened"
framework.

976. SA Fishing Industry Handbook and Buyer's Guide. Cape Town: Thomson
Publications SA.

This yearbook, which is published every two years, is a mine of
information for all students of South African and Namibian
fisheries. The 1982/83 edition (244 p.) contains an extensive review
of the performance of the fish industry during the 1981 and 1982
seasons, with tables giving fishing quotas and licences, as
weIl as local and world statistics of catches, landings and values.
There are also a register of more than 900 fishing vessels (including
160 Namibian); details of more than 80 public and private fishing
companies and information on registrations, licences, processing
factories, and organisations serving the industry. The associated
monthly trade journal, South West African Shipping News and Fishing
Industry Review (1946 -), is an important and frequently unique
source of economic and technical data on the industry, including
catch statistics.

977. South African Review. Johannesburg: Ravan Press/SARS (South African
Research Services), 1983 -

This excellent and comprehensive annual review is edited by a
Johannesburg-based research and information agency which also
publishes Work in Progress (no. 980). It appeared for the first
time in 1983, sub-titled Same Foundations, New Facades? A special
section devoted to "South Africa and Southern Africa" contained
several articles on SADCC, destabilisation and Namibia (see no. 15).
The review is intended by its publishers to contribute to the
development of a critical perspective on contemporary economic,
social and political developments in Southern Africa.

978. Southern Africa Record. Braamfontein. 1975-

Published quarterly by the South African Institute of International
Affairs, this Record contains the original texts of important
statements by polltical leaders (mainly South Africa), government
representatives and international relations in the Southern African
region.

979. A Survey of Race Relations in South Africa. Johannesburg. 1951/52

This is a standard reference work on current affairs in South Africa,
published annually by the liberal South African Institute of Race
Relations. All volumes contain a chapter on Namibia (c 20 pages),
focusing on the international negotiations, racist legisiation,
political repression, the war and internai developments.

980. Work in Progre~. Yeoville (SA). 197?

Published by the Southern African Research Services (SARS), WIP
provides an up-to-date analysis, from a progressive and not
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infrequently neo-marxist point of view. It covers current develop
ments in South Africa, with particular emphasis on the labour scene
and the resistance to the apartheid system. It has also published
several articles on Namibia, for example by Sue Cullinan (no. 14).
The South African Review (no. 977) is produced by the same editorial
collective.
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D. Outside South Africa/Namibia

981. Action on Namibia. London. 1979-

The bulletin of the Namibia Support Committee, conta1n1ng news briefs,
articles and information on campaign activities in support of
the liberation struggle. The analysis is sharply anti-imperialist
and some of the information, especially from liberation movement
sources, is unreported anywhere else. The bulletin was published
bi-monthly through 1979 and has since appeared irregularly in the
form of a serie of thematic issues. The current news coverage has
since been translated to Namibia News Briefings (See no. 1013).
In addition The Campaign against the Namibian Uranium Contract, one
of NSC' s campaigning arms, has so far published three issues of
CANUC News.

982. Africa.
London.

The international business, econom1C and political magazine.
1971 -

This is one of four general monthly magazines concerned with current
developments in Africa. There is a broad coverage of Southern
African affairs.

983. Africa Bureau Fact Sheet. London. 1970 -

Published periodically by the Africa Bureau as an insert to its bi
monthly newsbriefing X RAY (see no. 1029), each Fact Sheet analyses and
presents background information on a topical Southern Africa issue.
Namibia is regularly covered; of particularly valuc has been a review
of the economy which has appeared more or less annually since 1978. Alt
ernating irregularly with the Fact Sheet has been a Document Paper,which
has featured a number of important Namibian documents not easily acc
essible throughother sources. Neither series has appeared since the in
corporation of X RAY into the Lincoln Letter in January 1984.

984. Africa Confidential. London. 1968-

Published fortnightly, AC is supplied on the condition that the
information is treated as confidential. Each issue - usually
8 pages - provides up-to-date comments, mostly political, on
a few selected subjects. The idea is to reveal "inside information",
but the comments on Namibia often contain factual errors.

985. Africa
Europa

Record. Annual survey and documents. London:
New York: Holmes & Meier. 1968-

Edited by Colin Legum, ACR is the single most important reference
work on current developments in Africa. There are substantiai
country surveys and articles concerned with specific topics as
weIl as a wide range of documents. The section on Namibia (c 20 pages)
is especially valuable for its analysis of current economic affairs,
in recent years written by Reginald H. Green.
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986. Africa Economic Digest. Weeklybusiness news, analysis and forecast.
London: MEED Ltd. 1980-

An up-to-date weekly magazine specialising on business news. Apart
from brief country-by-country sections, there are also longer back
ground articles and surveys. There are from time to time comments
on Namibian economic affairs, and the Southern African region (apart
from South Africa itself) is weIl covered.

987. Africa Guide. Essex: Saffron Walden. 1977-

A reference work in the format of an annual handbook covering current
events. The section on Namibia in the 1984 edition (p. 227-230)
is written by Colm Foy, and gives a brief survey of political and
economic development.

988. Africa News. A weekly digest of African affairs. Durham (US).

Now in its 22nd volume, Africa News is published weekly, except the
last two weeks of June and December. It provides up-to-date com
ments on current events, with a particularly broad coverage of the
Southern African region. The viewpoints of the liberation movements
are reflected through extensive interviews.

989. Africa Now. London: Pan-African Publishers. 1981-

This is the youngest of the general monthly magazines covering current
African events, and like its main competitors it covers the Southern
African region regularly.

990. Africa Report. New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Periodi~als Con
sortium. 1955-

Abi-monthly publication of the African-American Institute, which de
scribes itself as "non-partisan". It contains a section of news
briefs as weIl as longer articles and book reviews. There are of ten
articles and comments relating to Namibia and Southern Africa, and
special attention is focused on US policies and interests in the
region.

991. Africa Research Bulletin. Exeter. 1964-

This press digest, a unique aid to the study of contemporary
Africa, is published in twoseries: political, social and cultural,
and economic, financial and technical. ARB is published monthly,
and consists of information gathered from the African, European
and American press and radio, as weIl as from international news
agencies and African governments. All sources are acknowledged,
each issue is comprehensively indexed and cross-references are
made to previous issues of the bulletin.

992. Africa South of the Sahara. London: Europa Publications. 1971-

A standard annual reference work on Africa, containing general articles
as weIl as country surveys, which are updated each year. The Namibia
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section in the 1983-84 edition (p. &03-18) was originally written
by Ruth First and revised by Guy Arnold.

993. Africa Today. Denver. 1953-

A quarterly journal on African affairs, mainly written by scholars
with a more general readership in mind. There have recent ly been two
special issues on Namibia: Namibia and the West: Multinational
Corporations and International Law (vol. 30, nos. 1&2, 1983) (see
no. 394) and Namibia, South Africa and the West (vol. 29, no. 1,
1982) (see also no. 765). Africa Today offers an excellent book
review section and a list of publications received.

994. African Business. London: IC Publications. 1978-

A monthly magazine focusing on African economic development, containing
longer feature stories, country briefings, sectoral surveys (e.g.
mining, banking, energy) as weIl as business news. AB provides
regular information on Namibia, especially on mining, fisheries
and transnational corporations. Among the contributors is Roger
Murray (see nos. 422, 595).

995. Afrique-Asie. Paris: Societe d~editions Afrique, Asie, Amerique
Latine). 1972-

996. AfricAsia. Paris: Societe d~editions Afrique, Asie, Amerique, Latine).
1984 -

This is a progressive, independent and widely read French periodical.
It covers Africa, Middle, East, Asia and Latin America with a net
work of local correspondents. The French edition has been published
fortnightly since 1972, while the English edition was started as
a monthly in 1984. It is partly based on Afrique-Asie, but gives
greater attention to countries and questions of concern to English
speaking readers. There is a broad coverage of the Southern African
region, including Namibia.

997. Aktueller Informationsdienst Afrika. Hamburg. 1981-

Published fortnightly by Institut fur Afrika-Kunde/Documentations
Leitstelle Afrika in Hamburg, this is a current affairs information
service based on clippings from African newspapers. The selection
pays special attention to social and economic development.
The section on Namibia consists mainly of excerpts from Allgemeine
Zeitung, The Star(SA) and Financial Mail(SA).

998. Anti-Apartheid News. London. 1959-

The monthly newspaper of the British Anti-Apartheid Movement pre
sents articles and comments on current developments in the region,
British collaboration with apartheid, and campaigning activities.

999. Bulletin. London: Angola Information, 1982 -

Although mainly concerned with Angola, this news bulletin occasionally
prov ides information on the South African war against the Namibian
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people. Based on the official Angolan news agency, it includes
statements and communiques related to the Namibian struggle for
independence as weIl as to the international negotiations.

1000. The Combatant. The Organ of the People's Liberation Army of Namibia
(PLAN). Luanda. 1979-

Published monthly, this is the official organ of PLAN, the military
wing of SWAPO of Namibia. Its aim is to "serve as the main vehicle
of PLAN in disseminating to the Namibian oppressed masses and the
outside world information on political and military activities by
PLAN against the forces of the illegal occupationist racist regime
of South Africa in Namibia".

1001. Dateline: Namibia. New York. 1982-

A publication of the Division for Mission in North America of the
Lutheran Church in America. The main focus is on the role
played by the churches in Namibia and the activities of the Lutheran
Church in America in supporting the struggle for Namibian independence.

1002. Facts and Reports. Amsterdam. 1971-

A wide-ranging selection of press cuttings on Southern Africa
published twice a month. Its sources are mainly British, South
African, Namibian and Zimbabwean newspapers, international magazines
and radio reports. The coverage is primarily of political events,
but feature articles and economics are far from ignored, and abasic
index by country and subject is a distinctly useful feature. It is
published by the Holland Comittee on Southern Africa (Angola Comite).

1003. Focus on Political Repression in Southern Africa.
the International Defence and Aid Fund. London.

News bulletin of
1976 -

This informative press digest of the International Defence & Aid
Fund, the continuation of the twice yearly Information Service Manual
(1967-1974), is published six times a year. Its purpose is to pub
licise political repression in South Africa and Namibia and the
military build-up of the apartheid regime, in support of the
campaign for the release of all political prisoners. On Namibia
it has the widest press coverage of the available current affairs
sources, is expertly compiled, and like all IDAF publications exhibits
a high and consistent standard of factual accuracy. Coverage of
economic affairs is unfortunately outside its scope, but the social
and economic effects of repression and exploitation are regularly
featured. A comprehensive index, which covers 10 numbers at a time,
serves as a powerful finding aid. Subscribers to FOCUS also receive
the IDAF Briefing Papers, some of which are devoted to Namibia (see
nos. 42, 292).

1004. ICSA Bulletin. London. 1979-

Published irregularly by the International Committee against Apartheid,
Racism and Colonialism in Southern Africa. ICSA's objects are to
promote support for and solidarity with the national liberation
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struggles being waged by the ANC of South Africa and SWAPO of Namibia.

1005. Information and Cömment. SWAPO of Namibia. London. 1979-

This is a wide-ranging bi-monthly selection of press cuttings arranged
by subject, mainly from the British and Namibian press, as well as SWAPO
statements and cornmentaries. It is distributed by the SWAPO Western
European office. A similar publication by the same name is also irregularly
distributed by the SWAPO Scandinavia office (Stockholm).

1006. Informationsdienst sudliches Afrika. Bonn. 1975-

The monthly magazine of the Anti-Apartheid Movement in the Federal
Republic of Germany and Informationsstelle Sudliches Afrika. It
contains well-researched articles in a popular style, book reviews
and information on campaigning activities. Namibia is covered exten
sively, and no. 7/8 1983 was a special issue on Namibia (see no. 41).

1007. Internationales Afrikaforum. Munchen: Weltforum Verlag. 1965

Quarterly magazine published in cooperation with the IFO-Institut
fUr Wirtschaftsforschung, Entwicklungsländer/Afrikastudienstelle
and the Europäisches Institut fur politische, wirtschaftliche und
soziale Fragen. Each issue contains a brief chronicle of current
events in most African countries, supplemented by a few longer
and more analytical essays on specific themes or countries.

1008. Jeune Afrique. Paris. 1980-

An influential weekly magazine in French, published by La Societe
Africaine de Presse. Its main focus is on North Africa and the
French-speaking part of the continent, but Namibia and the rest of
Southern Africa are also regularly covered.

1009. Journal of Southern African Studies. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
1974 -

Published twice a year, this is the leading scholarly journal concerned
with Southern African studies. The contributions are of high academic
quaIity. The lack of studies on Namibia is reflected in the Journal,
and up to 1984 there has only been one article relating to Namibia:
Richard Moorsom (no. 664).

1010. Nachrichten/Newsletter. Basel. 1977(?)-

The quarterly bulletin of the Basler Afrika Bibliographien conta1n1ng
book reviews and information on its activities, such as library acquis
itions, publications, conferences, etc.

1011. Namibia Bulletin. New York. 1973-

Published by the United Nations, the main purpose of this irregular
bulletin is to present information on recent developments inside
Namibia as weIl as on the activities of the United Nations.
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1012. Namibia in Focus. London. 1981-

Distributed free of charge to schoo1s, trade unions, mass media and
politicians by the South African propaganda agency Namibia Informa
tion Service, which is run by the public relations company Lloyd-Hughes
Associates Ltd. NIS was set up in 1980 to promote the views of the
South African government and the Democratic Turnha11e A11iance. NIS
has a1so produced severa1 glossy booklets and "fact sheets".

1013. Namibia News Briefing. London. 1983-

A two-page news briefing produced month1y by the Namibia Support
Committee, mainly in the form of a press digest. It provides packed
and up-to-date information on current events, with sub-sections on
repression, mi1itarisation, internal developments, the economy, the
churches and the 1iberation strugg1e.

1014. Namibia Youth. Luanda. 1980-

The official bulletin of the SWAPO Youth League, published bi-month1y.

1015. The Namibian Worker. Luanda. 1983-

The first and apparent ly on1y issue of this official organ of the
National Union of Narnibian Workers (NUNW) appeared in October 1983.

1016. New African. London. 1966-

Under the name African Deve10pment, this was the first month1y magazine
on Africa to appear in English. It is published by IC Pub1ications
and, comp1ementing its counterpart, Africa Business, specialises
in political affairs and up-to-date comments on current events,
with a broad coverage of Southern Africa.

1017. New African Yearbook. London. 1977-

Published by IC Pub1ications (see a1so nos. 994, 1016), this is a handy
reference work on political history, current events and socio-economic
conditions. There are separate chapters on each African country as
wel1 as more ana1ytical artic1es on se1ected topics. The chapters
on Namibia have since 1981 been written by Richard Moorsom. From
1983/84 the yearbook has been divided into two volumes: West & Central
Africa and East & Southern Africa.

1018. Objective: Justice. New York. 1969-

Published by the UN Department of Public Information, this is a
quarter1y review of DN activities against apartheid, racia1 discrim
ination and colonialism. As we11 as reports, it summarises and re
produces important DN documents , studies, statements and resolutions
on Southern Africa, and occasiona1ly devotes a who1e issue to Namibia
(see no. 757).

1019. PCR Information. Reports and background papers. Geneva. 1979-

A journal published by the Programme to Combat Racism of the World
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Council of Churches. Its primary purpose is "to provide churches,
support groups and individuals with a background documentation and
analysis on the major issues in combating racism". Apart from
general articles, WCC documents and book reviews, it also contains
statements from the Namibian churches (see e.g. no. 14, 1982 and
no. 17,1983). No. 2, 1979 and no. 11, 1981 were special issues
on recent developments in Namibia.

1020. Pressedienst. Bonn. 1980-

Distributed by the "Namibia Information Office", this monthly news
service in German presents the views of the South African government,
the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance and the Multi-Party Conference.
Longer background articles with the same purpose are also published
as separate documents (Dokumentation).

1021. Quarterly Economic Review of Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland.
London: The Economist Intelligence Unit. 1960-

This descriptive survey is one of the most authoritative sources on
Namibian economic affairs, published quarterly with an annual supple
ment. The section on Namibia (c 15 p.) provides a wealth of up-to-date
information, supplemented by statistics where available.

1022. Resister. Journal of the Committee on South African War Resistance.
London. 1979-

This bi-monthly magazine is written and produced by COSAWR (UK), which
was set up in 1978 by exiled South African war resisters. Using
inside information as weIl as a wide range of public sources and
documents, Resister documents South Africa's military build-up,
the attacks against neighbouring countries and the occupation of
Namibia. Nos. 27, 1983-30, 1984 presented a four-part article on
Namibia under siege (nos. 278-81). COSAWR has also published
State of war. Apartheid South Africa's decade of militarisation
(1984).

1023. South Africa/Namibia Update. New York. 1977-

A monthly news briefing monitoring economic and political developments
in South Africa and Namibia. It is published by the Africa Policy
Information Center of the African-American Institute, and partly
overlaps with the Update section of Africa Report (no. 990).

1024. SWAPO Information Bulletin. Luanda. 1982-

Succeeding Namibia Today (1977-1983), this monthly journal is published
by the SWAPO Dept. of Information and Publicity. It contains official
SWAPO statements , interview,s and comments, mainly on topical issues and
events. Before the launching of the official party journal SWAPO's
Western European Office (London) published Namibia News (1968-1976).

1025. SWAPO of Namibia. Informations-Bulletin. Bonn. 1983-

A monthly bulletin in German, distributed by the SWAPO mission
to the Federal Republic of Germany. It contains brief articles
and comments on current events, with special emphasis on issues relevant
to a West German audience.
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1026. TCLSAC Reports. Toronto. 1977-

A journal produced six times a year by the Toronto Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa, providing information on current
events in the region from the liberation movements' perspective as
weIl as on campaigning activities in Canada.

1027. United Nations Council for Namibia. Report of the Council. New York.
1968 -

The annual report of the UN Council for Namibia is an indispensable
reference document, reflecting the role of the Council as the legal
administrative authority for Namibia until independence and as a
major policy-making organ of the UNo The repor t reviews at length
the statements and activities of the Council, the General Assembly,
the Security Council and other UN bodies, and considers recent economic,
political, social and military development in Namibia. There is also
full information on the UN Fund for Namibia, the Nationhood Programme
and the UN Institute for Namibia.

1028. UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL. Violations of human
rights in Southern Africa. New York. (Progress repor t of the
Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts).

Reports in this series have been prepared annually since 1967 and
form one of the most comprehensive historical records of political,
social and economic violations of human rights in white-ruled Southern
Africa, combining the testimony of victims and representatives of
the liberation movements with a wide-ranging survey of documentary
evidence. Also of considerable value are the voluminous verbatim
records. The section on Namibia (p. 74-95) in the most recent
repor t (1984) starts with a brief survey of the efforts to secure
a negotiated settlement, the South African moves towards the im
position of an internal settlement, the militarisation of Namibia
and attacks against Angola. This is followed by a carefully docu
mented examination of the treatment of political prisoners and
captured freedom fighters, including evidence of torture. Attention
is then focused on the situation of Black workers and the conditions
of the civilian population in the bantustans. The final part gives
information on persons suspected of being guilty of serious violations
of human rights.

1029. XRAY on Current Affairs in Southern Africa. Huntington (UK). 1970-

A bi-monthly news briefing which follows a standard four-page format.
It has a liberal perspective, is weIl informed, and concentrates on
key issues and illustrative case studies; its tight editing making it
highly readable. Namibian coverage is, however, in fragment. Issued for
15 years by The Africa Publication Trust associated with The Africa
Bureau, X Ray was in January 1984 incorporated into the UK-US bimonthly
Lincoln Letter, following a similar format and perspective and edited
by Donald Woods.
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E. Government publications

1030. The Land and Agriculturai Bank of South West Africa. Report of
the Board of Management. Windhoek. 1932-

An annual statement of the assets and liabilities of this powerful
official credit agency and of its lending activities. The repor t
includes statistics and brief comments, and is the only source of
these important data on an economic and political lynchpin of the
colonial order, although itsaccounts appear in the Official Gazette.

1031. On/Op Record. Windhoek.

Published by the SWA/Namibian Information Service every three weeks,
and distributed free of charge. It reflects the official position
of the South African administration and the Multi-Party Conference,
and reproduces articles and comments from Die Republikein, Allgemeine
Zeitung, Windhoek Advertiser , etc.

1032. Official Gazette of South West Africa/Offisiele koerant van Suidwes
Afrika. Windhoek. 1921-

The gazette is the legal instrument of South Africa's colonial
administration in Windhoek, and contains laws, regulations,
proclarnations and directives issued by the SWA Administrator and,
from 1977, the Administrator-General. In the period 1915-1921 it
was published under the title Official Gazette of the protectorate of
SWA in military occupation of the Union Forces. Some of the bantusan
authorities also publish their own gazettes, such as the Ovambo
Official Gazette. It should also be noted that up to 1977 it does
not contain certain legislation applied directly to Namibia by
the South African Parliament (Acts) and State President (Proc lama
tions) and that af ter 1977 Walvis Bay is excluded altogether. For
both these exclusions it is necessary to check the South African
Government Gazette.

1033. South Africa 19--. Official Yearbook of the Republic of South Africa.
Johannesburg (Chr is van Rensburg Publications). 1974-

Compiled and edited by the Department of Foreign Affairs, this massive
yearbook - about 1000 pages - covers geography, history, economy as
weIl as the official view of current events. There is no separate
chapter on Namibia, but there are many references to the country in
the various chapters.

1034. South Africa (Rep.). Departments of state, annual reports. Cooper
ation and Development (form~rly Bantu Administration and Development);
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Coloured and Nama Relations and Rehoboth Affairs; Agricultural
Technical Services; Agricultural Economics and Marketing; Sea
Fisheries Branch. Pretoria/Cape Town.

The annual reports of several central government departments were
significant if variable sources of information on Namibia between
the transfer of many administrative functions to Pretoria in 1969
and their return to the Administrator-General in Windhoek in 1978.
Of the series indicated, the repor t of the Cooperation and Devel
opment department contains virtually nothing on Namibia, leaving a
huge area of policy and administration unreported from the time of
its takeover of llNative Affairs ll in the mid-1950s. Coloured Relations
is brief, but contains primary descriptive and statistical data on
the Rehoboth and Nama reserves. Agricultural Economics and Marketing
reveals occasional scraps of economic information, mainly on stock
imports from Namibia. Agricultural Technical Services devotes brief
attention to state veterinary administration and disease control in
Namibia. Sea Fisheries is the fulles t of the quintet, providing
statistics as an appendix to the main report. Since the Administrator
General's takeover, annual reporting of any kind by government depart
ments has virtually ceased except in the cases of Water
Affairs (see no. 1038) and Finance (see no. 437).

1035. South West Africa (Adm.). White paper on the activities of the
different branches for the year ----o Windhoek. 1962-

This official publication is the nearest approach to a conventional
series of annual colonial reports, and as such is an approximate,
if belated, continuation of the interwar SWA Administrator' s Reports
to the League of Nations (see no. 258). Its coverage reflects the
dual status of the administration whose activities it reports, being
responsible both for the affairs of the white colonists, and thus
excluding altogether such pillars of the machinery of repression
as "Bantu Administration" and labour, and for a range of national
functions, especially finance and economics. The transfer to South
African government departments of most of the latter functions, on
which the reports at times give considerable description and statis
tical information, deprived the series of its most valuable political
and economic content from 1969 onwards, and this is only partly made
up in sections of annexes of the South African departmental reports.
Confusion has only deepened with the reconstruction since 1977 of
the national colonial administration, which appears to publish no
information on its activities at all.

1036. South West African (Agricultural) Control Boards. Dairy Industry/
Grain!Karakul!Meat. Windhoek.

The agricultural control boards reflect the extension to Namibia
of the South African interventionist strategy in the marketing of
farm products. For lack of any annual reports from the appropriate
sections of the colonial administration, they are invaluable
sources of primary data on climate, production, trade, prices and
marketing conditions, although frequently the coverage is rudimentary
and varies from year to year. The Dairy Industry Board was dis
solved in 1969 af ter the dramatic decline in dairy output, and the
Grain Board followed in 1973. The Karakul Board was merged with its
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South African counterpart in 1969, but marked its reconstitution in
1979 with a substantiai annual report reviewing the historical
evolution of the sub-sector with time-series of production data.
The repor t of the Meat Trade Controi Board, which allocates and
controi quotas for slaughter stock exported to South Africa, gives
details on prices, numbers of cattle slaughtered, and exports of
hides and livestock . The reports of these boards are not wide ly
circulated and are unfortunately difficult to obtain outside Namibia.

1037. South West Africa (Adrn.). Estimates of revenue and expenditure for
the financial year ending 31 March 19--. Windhoek.

This is the most recent title of the budget presented by the SWA
Administration (Central Revenue Fund). It was previously published
as Estimates of the Expenditure to be defrayed from the Revenue Account
and Estimates of the Expenditure from the Territorial Development
and Reserve Fund and Estimates of Revenue to be defrayed from the SWA
Account, and should be consulted with the annual budget speeches.
Each bantustan (or "Representative Authority" af ter 1980) has its own
budget. Especially af ter the 1969 transfer and the proliferation
of bantustans, precisetracking of categories of expenditure becomes
impossible becuase of the maze of "block grant" transfers.

1038. South West Africa (Adrn.). Report of the Secretary for Water Affairs.
Windhoek.

Published annually, this extensive report gives a range of information
on water supply, rainfall, irrigation, and dam contents, as weIl as
on the Department of Water Affair's construction programme, planning
and administration. The report covering the period 1 April 1982 to
31 March 1983 is more than 100 pages long.
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F. Company reports

Information published by or obtained from business enterprises,
especially company annual reports, is an important source of statis
tical and policy data. For lists of currently operating companies,
see UN Council for Namibia: List of transnational corporations and
other foreign economic interests operating in Namibia (no. 448);
UN Centre on Transnational Corporations: Role of transnational
corporations in Namibia (no. 486); Namibia Support Committee; ilA
country by country listing of foreign companies operating in Namibia"
(no. 423); Richard Moorsom: Exploiting the sea (no. 562); and
Catholic Institute for International Relations: Mines and indepen
dence (no. 580). McGregor's who owns whom is also an ~mportant source
~417).
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447. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. List of transnational corpora
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17 p. (A/CONF. 120/8, 4 April 1983).

448. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Activities of foreign economic
interests operating in Namibia. 33 p. (A/cONF. 120/4. A/AC.
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762. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. Implementatian of Decree No.
for the Protection of the Natural Resources of Namibia. 13 p.
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802. UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA. The military situation in and
relating to Namibia. 27 p. (A/CONF. 120/3. 28 March 1983).
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See a1so Report of the International Conference in Support of the
Struggle of the Namibian People for Independence (no. 759).
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